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INTRODUCTION 

Reference is made to the Final Report to the Arkansas Legislative Council by the Highway 
Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee’s (HCRAS) Study of the Arkansas Department 
of Transportation dated November 20, 2020 (Report) (see Appendix).  In accordance with 
Act 739 of the 93rd General Assembly, the Arkansas Highway Commission submits these rules 
to implement the recommendations in the Report. 

For ease in reviewing, this document is organized to repeat the recommendation from the 
Report followed by the proposed rules for implementation.  Once the rules are finalized, 
periodic reporting on the progress of implementation will be submitted to the HCRAS. 

For additional information contact: 
Governmental Relations Office
Attn:  Gill Rogers
Arkansas Department of Transportation 
P.O. Box 2261 | Little Rock, AR 72203 
10324 Interstate 30 | Little Rock, AR 72209 
Office: (501) 569-2108 Cell: (501) 920-3172 
Act739@ardot.gov 

mailto:Gill.Rogers@ardot.gov
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Organizational Structure 
Recommendation #1 

Finalize KPIs and implement performance management 
 
The Subcommittee recommends ARDOT adopt leading performance management practices to 
formulate and track a variety of operational effectiveness key performance indicators within a 
larger performance management framework and finalize those key performance indicators 
currently in use. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Finalize existing key performance indicators for system condition and preservation and 

establish a preliminary dashboard;  
(2) Establish baseline performance targets and connect the performance targets to the 

ARDOT strategic plan; and  
(3) Create and implement a roadmap for a comprehensive performance management plan.  

b. Considerations:  

(1) This is a long-term initiative and should be approached in phases;  
(2) This practice should be used to improve the Department and foster collaboration; and  
(3) Communication, training, and change management may be required to socialize a new 

performance-based approach. 

Rules 
ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief Engineer – Planning  

 
• Establish the ARDOT Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Oversight Committee.  This 

committee will be made up of senior administration officials.  This committee will 
oversee implementation and long-term management of this recommendation.  

• As stated in the Final Report, this is a long-term initiative and should be approached in 
phases.  Therefore, the remaining actions for this recommendation will be accomplished 
in phases which align with the goals in the Strategic Plan, which are: 

∼ Provide Safe and Efficient Transportation Solutions; 
∼ Accomplish Our Mission with a Focus on Stewardship; 
∼ Champion Transportation Solutions that Promote Quality of Life and Economic 

Development; 
∼ Continually Improve Transportation Services and Solutions Through Employee 

Engagement; and 
∼ Maximize External and Internal Customer Satisfaction. 
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• Hold internal meetings with key ARDOT staff members to finalize development of 
operational effectiveness KPIs and recommend performance targets for each one that 
will support and evaluate ARDOT's accomplishment of its Strategic Plan. 

• Solicit stakeholder comments regarding operational KPIs and performance targets. 
• Make final adjustments to the operational effectiveness KPIs and performance targets 

based on the comments received. 
• Develop a dashboard to monitor and evaluate how ARDOT is meeting the performance 

measure for each KPI.   
• Develop annual review to identify successes and address areas of needed improvement.    

Recommendation #2 

Strengthen knowledge management in anticipation of increased 
retirement 
 
The Subcommittee recommends adopting leading practices regarding knowledge management 
and preservation in anticipation of increased personnel retirement to allow ARDOT to mitigate 
knowledge loss due to turnover, identify operational efficiencies, and improve succession 
planning and training 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Identify near-term “At Risk” business practices;  
(2) Initiate near-term succession planning activities;  
(3) Lay groundwork for more formal knowledge management system; and  
(4) Implement systems to sustain the desired change.  

b. Considerations:  
(1) New IT systems and software may be required to support standard operating procedure 

creation and centralize content;  
(2) Updating and creating new standard operating procedures can be a significant 

undertaking, however using a comprehensive inventory will help ARDOT prioritize; and  
(3) Leadership support and change management may be needed for lasting change. 

Rules 
ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• The ARDOT Human Resources Division has been assigned the responsibility to oversee 
the implementation and long-term management of ARDOT’s Knowledge Management 
Program. 
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• Continue reviewing all ARDOT positions to identify which ones are at risk of knowledge 
loss and identify responsibilities and associated processes, workflows, and critical areas 
of expertise. 

• Continue with knowledge interviews and further develop methods for knowledge 
capture of high-risk work responsibilities, processes, and workflows. 

• Identify staff in each Division or District who will be responsible for management of the 
knowledge captured and transfer of the knowledge to appropriate parties.  

• Develop annual review of ARDOT’s KM Program to ensure alignment with current 
processes and workflows.    
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Portfolio Planning 
Recommendation #3 

Publish status of construction projects and maintenance activities 
 
The Subcommittee recommends revising ARDOT’s existing communication of construction 
project and maintenance activities to make communication less disjointed and difficult to 
navigate. Improving the communication and reporting structure can enhance public visibility 
into, and accountability for, project performance; enhance project delivery; and yield better 
data to inform planning and budget appropriations. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Inventory current reporting infrastructure;  
(2) Identify and implement short-term reporting enhancements; and  
(3) Lay the groundwork for long-term reporting improvements.  

b. Considerations:  
(1) ARDOT does not need to build out an entire platform to rapidly enhance reporting of 

readily available project status data: leverage existing platforms and tools, such as 
IDriveArkansas and district office websites; and  

(2) An enterprise level approach will be required to provide true real-time access to project 
status. 

Rules 
ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Evaluate existing reporting platforms currently in use and document project information 
provided through them. 

• Identify additional project information that could be provided through currently used 
reporting platforms for construction projects that are under development or have been 
let to contract and for maintenance projects. 

• Hold internal meetings with key ARDOT staff members to select project information that 
will be provided and how this information should be presented. 

• Solicit stakeholder comments regarding project information that will be provided and 
how this information should be presented.   

• Finalize project information that will be provided and how this information should be 
presented.   

• Since the accomplishment of this recommendation involves information and data that 
will be provided by implementation of Recommendations 1, 7, and 10, the 
implementation for this recommendation will be phased to align with when the 
information and data is available.   
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Recommendation #4 

Implement a platform that tracks all stakeholder inquiries to 
resolution 
 
The Subcommittee recommends ARDOT implement a process to track all stakeholder inquiries 
from receipt to resolution. ARDOT primarily manages customer service by providing the public 
direct access to staff with no uniform process for documentation of the inquiry or response. 
Leading customer services practices suggest that ARDOT can improve its customer service, 
while simultaneously reducing the cost to the Department and finding new Department-wide 
operational efficiencies. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Understand customer, stakeholder, and public needs;  
(2) Define a new customer experience vision;  
(3) Lay the groundwork for a new service approach, including adoption of a customer 

relationship management tool; and  
(4) Create and execute on implementation plan; and measure and communicate customer 

service performance.  
b. Considerations:  
(1) Clear vision, leadership buy-in;  
(2) Upfront investment for future return on investment;  
(3) Project Manager passionate about customer service;  
(4) Right technology application identified early in the process; and  
(5) In a phased approach, transition “services” not divisions. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Establish the ARDOT Customer Service Oversight (ACSO) Committee.  This committee 
will include at least one senior administration official and oversee implementation and 
long-term management of this recommendation.  

• Hold internal meetings with key ARDOT staff members and evaluate existing resources 
to identify the quantity, scope, and type of customer inquiries.  

• Conduct a targeted survey of ARDOT inquiries to assess customer’s needs and create an 
analysis of their needs.   

• Use the results of the internal meetings and the analysis of ARDOT customer’s needs to 
establish goals for customer experience. 

• Solicit stakeholder comments regarding the establish goals for customer experience. 
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• Select a consultant to provide software which can be integrated into our website that 
will provide ARDOT the ability to input, track, and document the processing and 
response to customer inquiries.   

• The consultant provided software will also be developed to provide a reporting 
structure that can be used to provide summarized information regarding customer 
inquiries to ARDOT administration and the public. 

• Establish metrics and performance measurements to evaluate accomplishment of 
customer service goals. 
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Procurement 
Recommendation #5 

Implement efficiencies in procurement and purchasing 
 
The Subcommittee recommends ARDOT optimize and standardize procurement and purchasing 
procedures. ARDOT may more effectively use resources and maximize costs savings 
Department-wide – including and beyond construction procurement with documented and 
standardized procurement procedures. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Use data-driven approaches like spend analysis and lifecycle costing to inform 

procurement and purchasing decisions;  
(2) Standardize usage of project acceleration techniques, procurement methods, and 

delivery methods; and  
(3) Push efficiencies to districts.  

b. Considerations: 
(1) IT systems to track data;  
(2) Staff capacity and expertise to conduct data analysis;  
(3) Assignment of responsibility between districts and divisions; and  
(4) Change management to shift culture from low bid to best value. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Deputy Director & Chief Engineer/Assistant Chief – Administration. 

Procurement of Construction Projects  
• Select focus areas to evaluate related to this portion of the recommendation.  

Consideration should be given to change orders, cost estimates, and project delivery 
methods. 

• Identify needed data to be able to evaluate the current processes and procedures used 
in the focus areas. 

• If any needed data is not currently tracked, identify and implement methods of 
capturing it. 

• Perform evaluation of current processes and procedures used with respect to the focus 
areas and document the practices that yield the best benefits. 

• If needed, implement new or improved processes and procedures that yield the best 
benefits. 

 
Procurement of Equipment and Materials  
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• Select focus areas to evaluate related to this portion of the recommendation.  
Consideration should be given to supply and demand trends, term contracts, commodity 
price changes, ownership cost, procurement procedures, and purchasing methods. 

• Identify needed data to be able to evaluate the current processes and procedures used 
in the focus areas.   

• If any needed data is not currently tracked, identify and implement methods of 
capturing it.  This will include the implementation of a software to move ARDOT to 
electronic bidding for equipment and materials.    

• Perform evaluation of current processes and procedures used with respect to the focus 
areas and document and the practices that yield the best benefits. 

• If needed, implement new or improved processes and procedures that yield the best 
benefits. 

Recommendation #6 

Implement construction contractor performance measurement 
 
The Subcommittee recommends a construction contractor performance score. ARDOT 
rigorously monitors contractor quality through inspections, but lacks a tool to screen for 
contractor quality during procurement. By implementing performance-based scoring, ARDOT 
may improve work quality, safety, and timeliness; reward high-performing contractors; and 
encourage low-performers to improve. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Identify quality indicators (i.e., repeated disincentives, claims, change orders, delays);  
(2) Develop scoring system to quantify performance; and  
(3) Track and monitor performance, using indicators and costs. In monitoring contractor 

performance, the recommendation of the Subcommittee is that the Department 
coordinate with county judges, mayors, and other municipal leaders to receive 
feedback regarding contractors performing work for the Department in the municipal 
leader’s jurisdiction.  

b. Considerations:  
(1) Consider impact for both small and large contractors;  
(2) Emphasize quantitative approach to minimize any appearance of subjectivity in scoring;  
(3) Consider an appeals process for contractors to counter scores; and  
(4) Ensure contractors have a clear path to raise their scores. 
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Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Deputy Director & Chief Engineer  

• Establish the Contractor Performance Evaluation Committee (CPEC) made up of ARDOT 
staff that have the work experience needed to oversee the implementation and  
long-term management of this recommendation.  

• Identify metrics that define quality and desired performance of the prime contractor for 
construction projects. 

• Establish how each metric will be used to evaluate the prime contractor.   
• Develop a form which will be used by the ARDOT Resident Engineer and appropriate 

stakeholders to document their evaluation of the prime contractor. 
• Establish how the CPEC will compile the completed evaluations into the project’s final 

evaluation of the prime contractor.   
• Establish a review and appeal process of the project’s final evaluation of the prime 

contractor that is accomplished and completed prior to the results of the evaluation 
being published. 

• Develop guidance for the type or size of projects where this evaluation will not be used. 
• Solicit stakeholder comments regarding the identified process for this recommendation. 

• Finalize the process for this recommendation. 
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Expenditures  
 

Recommendation #7 

Implement project and portfolio management frameworks 
 
Subcommittee recommends adopting a project and portfolio management framework. ARDOT’s 
pre-construction, construction and maintenance Project Portfolio Management systems vary in 
maturity. Enhancing these systems with leading Project Portfolio Management practices and a 
Project Management Office may allow ARDOT to more effectively budget, plan, execute, and 
communicate on its portfolio of construction projects and maintenance activities. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Catalog existing Project Portfolio Management capabilities and identify baseline and 

target;  
(2) Identify gaps in Project Portfolio Management (e.g. pre-construction resource 

planning);  
(3) Establish a Project Management Office and Governance, and build on existing strengths 

and capabilities; and  
(4) Phase deployment, develop tools, and train staff members.  

b. Considerations: 
(1) Will require Department-wide effort to unify disparate initiatives and assets and build 

out Project Portfolio Management framework; a qualified vendor can expedite this 
process;  

(2) Implementation of Project Portfolio Management/project management office will be 
perceived as overhead, but will yield long-term benefits; and  

(3) Change management and new IT applications may be required. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Deputy Director & Chief Engineer  
 

Construction Projects  
• Evaluate the need for a Construction Project Management Office. 

 The Program Management Division currently serves as the Project Management 
Office (PMO) for pre-construction projects while Construction Division currently 
serves as the PMO for construction projects.  The noted Divisions will continue in 
their assigned roles as this recommendation is implemented.   

• Review existing planning and project management protocols currently in use by ARDOT 
to determine the software used and their capabilities for construction projects. 
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• Prepare a comparison of the planning and project management protocols currently in 
use by ARDOT for construction projects against systems and processes used by other 
state DOTs to identify potential benefits from the implementation of the identified 
systems.  

• Select identified systems and processes for implementation.   

• Coordinate implementation of the selected systems and processes with implementation 
of recommendation three to enhance publication of the status of construction projects.   

• Provide needed training to implement the selected systems and processes.   

 
Maintenance Projects  

• Evaluate the need for a Maintenance Project Management Office. 

 The Maintenance Division currently serves as the PMO for maintenance projects.    
They will continue in their assigned role as this recommendation is implemented.   

• Finalize the review of existing planning and project management protocols currently in 
use by ARDOT to determine the software used and their capabilities for maintenance 
projects.   

• Prepare a comparison of the planning and project management protocols currently in 
use by ARDOT and those that will be provided by the MMS for maintenance projects 
against systems and processes used by other state DOTs to identify potential benefits 
from the implementation of the identified systems. 

• Select identified systems and processes for implementation.   

• Coordinate implementation of the selected systems and processes with implementation 
of Recommendation 3 to enhance publication of the status of maintenance projects.   

• Provide needed training to implement the selected systems and processes.   

Recommendation #8 

Implement best practices in construction project design 
 
The Subcommittee recommends adopting, implementing, and documenting best practices in 
construction project design. ARDOT lacks formal frameworks to ensure the consistent use of 
best practices in construction design, limiting their ability to demonstrate cost savings and 
strengthen institutional knowledge. By adopting and documenting such procedures, ARDOT 
may reduce project costs and improve achievement of system targets. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Develop formal framework around use of performance-based practical design;  
(2) Conduct value engineering earlier in design (i.e., at 30% complete) and more often; and  
(3) Evaluate gap between original bid and final payment amounts to inform best practices 

in design.  
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b. Considerations:  
(1) Not all projects are well suited to or would benefit from such approaches; frameworks 

should identify when to use them; and  
(2) ARDOT is already employing many of these practices, so implementing recommendation 

will not require creation of new technical practices; rather, formalizing and 
documenting existing practices. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief Engineer – Design  

• Establish formal procedures for practical design, value engineering, and a comparison of 
engineer’s estimates against final cost. 

• Establish the analysis which will identify benefits, cost savings, and return of investment 
from the use of practical design, value engineering, and a comparison of engineer’s 
estimates against final cost. 

• Establish processes which will identify needed changes to design approach for projects 
most likely to have change orders, that exceed estimated completion dates, and are 
likely to benefit from practical design solutions.    
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Information Technology  
Recommendation #9 

Build an IT Governance Structure to guide to the Department’s IT 
investments 
The Subcommittee recommends building an information technology governance structure to 
determine ARDOT’s IT investments. ARDOT's IT investments have grown 155% since FY 2016 to 
$23M in FY 2020 under unclear enterprise level guidance. Leading practices suggest that 
establishing a formal governance structure will enable the IT Division of ARDOT to support 
business objectives, help optimize ARDOT operations, manage enterprise risk, and meet 
internal and external stakeholder needs. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Lay the groundwork to establish a robust governance structure;  
(2) Establish a governance structure that identifies a cross-section of business and IT 

personnel to create a charter and decision making framework; and  
(3) Create and execute on a governance roadmap; measure and communicate progress  

b. Considerations:  
(1) This is an ongoing process;  
(2) Leadership support is needed;  
(3) Emphasize how IT enables business performance and reduces risk; and  
(4) Cascading of enterprise level goals through the IT Division to actual underlying 

processes. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Establish an Information Technical (IT) Governance Committee made up of ARDOT 
leadership including the appropriate Assistant Chiefs and Division Head that reports 
through the Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer to the Director.   

• Establish a framework and charter for the committee. 
• Establish governance focus areas and priorities.  
• Establish needed subcommittees to address each focus area. 
• Establish a framework and charter for each subcommittee. 
• Establish frequency for committee and subcommittee meetings. 

• Identify KPIs to evaluate performance. 
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Recommendation #10 

Implement mid-term IT initiatives that can optimize business 
operations  

 
The Subcommittee recommends the adoption of information technology initiatives that 
optimize business operations. ARDOT spends ~$5.3M on software applications and has 
300+ databases. Implementing leading data management and software application 
rationalization practices can deliver cost savings and unlock data value. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Build a software application and database inventory;  
(2) Assess and score each software application and database;  
(3) Identify target state for each application and database; and  
(4) Build phased roadmap for migration processes.  

b. Considerations:  
(1) Requires upfront investment to yield mid-to long-term savings;  
(2) Requires leadership buy-in and change management to overcome resistance and assist 

staff in shifting to a new model;  
(3) Requires software application such as the planned information technology service 

management tool; and  
(4) Requires implementation plan for continuity of operations.  

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Determine preliminary ARDOT data governance and application development standards.   
• Complete the existing application and database inventory including known policies, 

procedures, training and database schema categorized by business function. 
• Establish application and database scoring system based on business function relevancy, 

risks, and cost of ownership. 
• Review and validate scoring assessment with internal subject matter experts.   
• Create an overall assessment for all applications and databases in the inventory, which 

will, in part, evaluate the security and configuration of each one.   
• Establish a phased approach for implementation based on the needed actions as 

identified in the assessment as follows: 
 Phase 1 – Retain as is or eliminate 
 Phase 2 – Re-engineer 
 Phase 3 – Migrate  
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Recommendation #11 

Develop critical pillars necessary to establish IT as an effective 
business partner 
 
The Subcommittee recommends developing the critical pillars within ARDOT to establish the IT 
Division as an effective business partner. Currently, ARDOT’s IT Division is not able to 
definitively articulate what services it will deliver, when it will deliver them, and its standards 
for effective delivery. Implementing an information technology service management framework 
may yield enhanced IT service delivery, improved internal customer satisfaction, and reduced IT 
costs. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Establish baseline policies and procedures, and preliminary service catalog;  
(2) Select appropriate software tools; and  
(3) Establish a long-term IT Service Management Plan that includes appropriate 

communications and training to staff, and mature service catalog.  
b. Considerations:  
(1) Yield quick wins by establishing a basic service catalog and standards, capturing IT 

demand, and tracking requests;  
(2) Include recommended project management infrastructure in the long-term information 

technology service management plan; and  
(3) Communication and training will be critical to mitigate resistance to change. 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:  Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Evaluate industry standards and protocols for Information Technology Project 
Management (ITPM).   

• Select a preliminary set of ITPM tools, templates, and success metrics. 
• Establish and provide training to staff members to implement the ITPM tools, templates, 

and success metrics. 
• Complete implementation of the Information Technology Service Management (ITSM) 

already selected and installed at ARDOT including: 
 Service desk capabilities;  
 Service catalog management; 
 Risk management; 
 Asset catalog; 
 Project Management capabilities including tracking and reporting.   

• Establish a multi-year long range plan for management and use of the ITSM.  
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People Capabilities  
The Rules for Recommendations 12 and 13 should be combined into one set of actions since they 
are so closely connected. 

Recommendation #12 

Ensure staff can develop in their careers at the Department  
 
The Subcommittee recommends developing a career development plan for ARDOT employees. 
Nearly half of ARDOT staff do not believe they can advance their careers there, and its turnover 
is rising. By developing career ladders and lattices, ARDOT may increase retention, reduce 
turnover-related costs, strengthen its talent pipeline, and improve morale.   

In addition, the Subcommittee recommends the State Highway Commission establish a 
merit pay system for employees of the Department that incorporates performance 
evaluation standards, including an employee’s attendance, completion of projects and 
assignments, and increased competence in the employee’s job duties. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Verify roles at high risk of turnover and important to succession planning;  
(2) Conduct compensation study;  
(3) Develop and publicize career, skill, and salary progression;  
(4) Promote buy-in among staff for the performance-based pay and evaluation practice; 

and  
(5) Implement a merit pay system that incorporates employee performance evaluation 

standards.  
b. Considerations:  
(1) Ability to promote may be limited by low turnover in desirable positions – consider 

career lattices when traditional career ladders are inaccessible; and  
(2) Career development activities are closely aligned with training and knowledge 

management. 

Recommendation #13 

Improve staff capabilities to align with current/future organizational 
needs 
 

The Subcommittee recommends ARDOT improve staff capabilities to align with the current and 
future needs of ARDOT. Staff and supervisors report that training resources are limited. By 
strengthening training, ARDOT may improve job satisfaction and retention, increase 
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productivity, and instill confidence in staff who then become more willing and able to take on 
greater responsibility within the ARDOT. 

a. Implementation:  
(1) Align trainings to job descriptions and career planning activities;  
(2) Identify and fill training gaps;  
(3) Assign trainings as part of performance evaluation process;  
(4) Reinstitute manager training;  
(5) Consider cross-training in high turnover districts and positions; and  
(6) Consider formalizing on-the-job, practical training.  

b. Considerations:  
(1) Training will likely need to be updated over time, for example as new equipment is used 

or new programs are developed;  
(2) Training need not be restricted to entry-level roles, senior level employees can benefit 

as well; and  
(3) Priorities must be identified to focus rollout on training where it will have the most impact. 

 

Rules  

ARDOT Primary Oversight:   Assistant Chief – Administration  

• Continue to monitor turnover and identify high turnover positions that are important to 
ARDOT’s continuity of operations for accomplishment of the Strategic Plan. 

• Continue implementing the existing Workforce Strategic Plan, and adjust as needed, in 
order to mitigate the impact of turnover and increase employee engagement.  

• Continue to establish how pooled positions can be used to properly align our 
employee’s compensation with their competencies and responsibilities. 

• Identify and publicize the steps required for advancement within career paths with 
respect to competencies, experience, training, and certifications. 

• Consider the benefit of a compensation study.  
• Evaluate the ACE employee performance evaluation process to ensure that the 

accomplishment of training, attendance, completion of projects and assignments, and 
increased competencies are taken into consideration. 

• Continue to identify and fill training gaps, and prioritize training where it will have the 
most impact. 

• Encourage supervisors to utilize employee development plans, including training and 
other activities, as part of the performance evaluation process. 

• Continue providing manager training both in-house and by utilizing our existing external 
partners. 

• Implement a Leadership Development Program to further develop existing leaders at all 
levels, as well as to prepare future leaders. 
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• Continue cross-training in high turnover areas and for high turnover positions. 
• Complete implementation of the Maintenance Training Academy, which offers 

formalized practical training, including but not limited to equipment operation. 
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Adopted by Subcommittee:  October 12, 2020 

1 

Final Report to the Arkansas Legislative Council 
Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee Study  

of the Arkansas Department of Transportation 

November 20, 2020 

I. Background.

Act 298, passed by the 92nd General Assembly during the 2019 Regular Session, 
required  the Arkansas Legislative Council to conduct a study of “the processes and 
functioning of the Arkansas Department of Transportation (the "Department"), including 
without limitation the department’s processes, procedures, procurement procedures, 
projects, expenditures, and appeals processes.” In its rules adopted May 17, 2019, the 
Arkansas Legislative Council assigned the study and its duties under the Act to the 
Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee (the “Subcommittee”). 

The objective of the Subcommittee, as proscribed by the Act, was to provide to the 
members of the Arkansas Legislative Council detailed and accurate information 
concerning the current state of the processes and functioning of the Department, as well 
as recommendations for legislative changes. In order to achieve the purposes of the study, 
the Subcommittee was tasked with the following: 

1. Compare the procurement processes of the Department with the requirements
of the Arkansas Procurement Law, Arkansas Code § 19-11-201, et seq.;

2. Study and consider the best practices for functioning of state transportation
departments through consideration of practices in surrounding or comparable
states;

3. Audit the expenditures and procurement processes of the Department in order
to find ways to improve or create efficiencies in those areas; and

4. Consider and adopt recommended legislation based on the results of the study.

The Act also set forth a requirement that the Legislative Council “hire one (1) or 
more consultants to assist it in conducting the study.”  Pursuant to that directive, the 
Subcommittee began the process of acquiring consulting services and released a Request 
for Proposals for State Transportation Department Oversight Consulting Services on May 
20, 2019. In August 2019, the Subcommittee selected Guidehouse, LLP (“Guidehouse”) 
to perform a review of the Department and provide recommendations, and a contract was 
entered between Guidehouse and the Bureau of Legislative Research on August 23, 2019. 

Act 298 further requires the Arkansas Legislative Council to file on or before 
December 1, 2020, with the Governor, the President Tempore of the Senate, and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives a final report of its activities, findings, and 
recommendations, including recommended legislation related to the study. This 
document and its appendices and attached draft legislation constitute the final report of 
the Subcommittee. 



Adopted by Subcommittee:  October 12, 2020  
 

2 
 

The work of the Subcommittee will continue beyond submission of the November 
20, 2020 report.  The Subcommittee intends to use the remaining weeks of 2020 to refine 
its recommendations and legislative package for submission during the 2021 legislative 
session.  As you review this report, please keep in mind that it is not a static document, 
but one that is subject to revision or modification by the Subcommittee as it works to 
refine its final recommendations.  

 
 

II. Work of the Subcommittee 
 

Guidehouse began its review of the Department in September of 2019 and provided 
regular updates to the Subcommittee on the progress of the study.  In May of 2020, 
Guidehouse provided its Current State Assessment of the Department to the 
Subcommittee (See Current State Assessment Report, Appendix A). This report 
developed twenty-three (23) key findings in six (6) focus areas to be considered in the 
subsequent report on recommendations.  

 
Guidehouse provided its Recommendations Report to the Subcommittee on June 

17, 2020 (See Recommendations Report, Appendix B).  The report identified thirteen (13) 
recommendations in the six (6) previously identified focus areas. In the following months 
the Subcommittee approached its workload by dividing the recommendations into focus 
areas. The Subcommittee met five (5) times between June and October to hear and 
discuss possible recommendations. At each meeting, Guidehouse presented a synopsis of 
its recommendations related to the meeting's focus area, the Department provided a 
response to each recommendation, and the Subcommittee asked questions of the 
Department and Guidehouse and had discussion regarding possible inclusion of the 
recommendation in its final report. The Subcommittee voted on whether to include the 
recommendations in the final report, and the following reflects the six (6) focus areas and 
related thirteen (13) recommendations that received approval from the Subcommittee for 
inclusion in this final report.  

 

A. Organizational Structure 
 

The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 
regard to Organizational Structure of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:  
 

1. Finalize Key Performance Indicators and Implement Performance 
Management.  The Subcommittee recommends ArDOT adopt leading 
performance management practices to formulate and track a variety of operational 
effectiveness key performance indicators within a larger performance 
management framework and finalize those key performance indicators currently 
in use.1 
 

a. ArDOT Implementation: 

                                                           
1  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 12-14.  
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   (1) Finalize existing key performance indicators for system  

condition and preservation and establish a preliminary dashboard; 

   (2)  Establish baseline performance targets and connect the 
performance targets to the ARDOT strategic plan; and 

   (3)  Create and implement a roadmap for a comprehensive 
performance management plan. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 
   (1)  This is a long-term initiative and should be approached in phases; 

   (2)  This practice should be used to improve the Department and 
foster collaboration; and 

   (3)  Communication, training, and change management may be 
required to socialize a new performance-based approach. 
 

2. Strengthen Knowledge Management in Anticipation of Increased 
Retirement.  The Subcommittee recommends adopting leading practices 
regarding knowledge management and preservation in anticipation of 
increased personnel retirement to allow ArDOT to mitigate knowledge loss due 
to turnover, identify operational efficiencies, and improve succession planning 
and training.2 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Identify near-term “At Risk” business practices; 

   (2)  Initiate near-term succession planning activities; 

   (3)  Lay groundwork for more formal knowledge management 
system; and 

   (4)  Implement systems to sustain the desired change. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 
   (1)  New IT systems and software may be required to support 
standard operating procedure creation and centralize content; 

   (2)  Updating and creating new standard operating procedures can 
be a significant undertaking, however using a comprehensive inventory will help ArDOT 
prioritize; and  

   (3)  Leadership support and change management may be needed for 
lasting change. 
 

B. Portfolio Planning 
 
The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 

regard to Portfolio Planning of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:   

                                                           
2  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 15-17.  
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3. Publish Status of Construction Projects and Maintenance Activities.  
The Subcommittee recommends revising ArDOT’s existing communication of 
construction project and maintenance activities to make communication less 
disjointed and difficult to navigate.  Improving the communication and 
reporting structure can enhance public visibility into, and accountability for, 
project performance; enhance project delivery; and yield better data to inform 
planning and budget appropriations.3 
 

 a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Inventory current reporting infrastructure; 

   (2)  Identify and implement short-term reporting enhancements; 

and 

   (3)  Lay the groundwork for long-term reporting improvements. 

 

  b.  Considerations: 

   (1)  ArDOT does not need to build out an entire platform to rapidly 

enhance reporting of readily available project status data: leverage existing platforms and 

tools, such as iDRIVE AR and district office websites; and 

   (2)  An enterprise level approach will be required to provide true real-

time access to project status. 

 

4. Implement a Platform that Tracks All Stakeholder Inquiries to 
Resolution.  The Subcommittee recommends ArDOT implement a process to 
track all stakeholder inquiries from receipt to resolution.  ArDOT primarily 
manages customer service by providing the public direct access to staff with no 
uniform process for documentation of the inquiry or response. Leading 
customer services practices suggest that ArDOT can improve its customer 
service, while simultaneously reducing the cost to the Department and finding 
new Department-wide operational efficiencies.4 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Understand customer, stakeholder, and public needs; 
   (2)  Define a new customer experience vision; 

   (3)  Lay the groundwork for a new service approach, including 

adoption of a customer relationship management tool; and 

   (4)  Create and execute on implementation plan; and measure and 

communicate customer service performance  

 

  b.  Considerations: 

   (1)  Clear vision, leadership buy-in;  

   (2)  Upfront investment for future return on investment; 

                                                           
3 Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 19-22.  
4  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 23-25.  
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   (3)  Project Manager passionate about customer service; 

   (4)  Right technology application identified early in the process; and 

   (5)  In a phased approach, transition “services” not divisions. 

 

C. Procurement 
 

 The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 
regard to Procurement Procedures of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:   
 

5. Implement Efficiencies in Procurement and Purchasing.  The 
Subcommittee recommends ArDOT optimize and standardize procurement 
and purchasing procedures.  ArDOT may more effectively use resources and 
maximize costs savings Department-wide –including and beyond construction 
procurement with documented and standardized procurement procedures.5 
 

 a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
  (1)  Use data-driven approaches like spend analysis and lifecycle 

costing to inform procurement and purchasing decisions; 
  (2)  Standardize usage of project acceleration techniques, 

procurement methods, and delivery methods; and 
  (3)  Push efficiencies to districts. 
 
 b.  Considerations 

  (1)  IT systems to track data; 

  (2)  Staff capacity and expertise to conduct data analysis; 

  (3)  Assignment of responsibility between districts and divisions; and 

  (4)  Change management to shift culture from low bid to best value. 

 

6.  Implement Construction Contractor Performance Management.  
The Subcommittee recommends a construction contractor performance score.  
ArDOT rigorously monitors contractor quality through inspections, but lacks a 
tool to screen for contractor quality during procurement. By implementing 
performance-based scoring, ArDOT may improve work quality, safety, and 
timeliness.6 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Identify quality indicators (i.e., repeated disincentives, claims, 
change orders, delays);   
   (2)  Develop scoring system to quantify performance; and 
   (3)  Track and monitor performance, using indicators and costs.  In 
monitoring contractor performance, the recommendation of the Subcommittee is that the 
Department coordinate with county judges, mayors, and other municipal leaders to 
                                                           
5  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, page 27-30.  
6  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 31-33.  
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receive feedback regarding contractors performing work for the Department in the 
municipal leader’s jurisdiction. 

   
 b.  Considerations: 

   1.  Consider impact for both small and large contractors; 
   2.  Emphasize quantitative approach to minimize any appearance of 
subjectivity in scoring; 
   3.  Consider an appeals process for contractors to counter scores; and 
   4.  Ensure contractors have a clear path to raise their scores. 
 

D. Expenditures 

 
 The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 

regard to Expenditures of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:  

 

7.  Implement Project and Portfolio Management Frameworks.  The 

Subcommittee recommends adopting a project and portfolio management 

framework.  ArDOT’s pre-construction, construction and maintenance Project 

Portfolio Management systems vary in maturity. Enhancing these systems with 

leading Project Portfolio Management practices and a Project Management 

Office may allow ArDOT to more effectively budget, plan, execute, and 

communicate on its portfolio of construction projects and maintenance 

activities.7 

 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 

   (1)  Catalog existing Project Portfolio Management capabilities and 

identify baseline and target; 

   (2)  Identify gaps in Project Portfolio Management (e.g. pre-

construction resource planning); 

   (3)  Establish a Project Management Office and Governance, and 

build on existing strengths and capabilities; and 

   (4)  Phase deployment, develop tools, and train staff members. 

 

  b.  Considerations 

   (1)  Will require Department-wide effort to unify disparate initiatives 

and assets and build out Project Portfolio Management framework; a qualified vendor can 

expedite this process;  

   (2)  Implementation of Project Portfolio Management/project 

management office will be perceived as overhead, but will yield long-term benefits; and 

   (3)  Change management and new IT applications may be required. 

 

                                                           
7  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 35-40  
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8.  Implement Best Practices in Construction Project Design.  The 

Subcommittee recommends adopting, implementing, and documenting best 

practices in construction project design.  ArDOT lacks formal frameworks to 

ensure the consistent use of best practices in construction design, limiting their 

ability to demonstrate cost savings and strengthen institutional knowledge. By 

adopting and documenting such procedures, ArDOT may reduce project costs 

and improve achievement of system targets.8 

 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 

   (1)  Develop formal framework around use of performance-based 

practical design; 

   (2)  Conduct value engineering earlier in design (i.e., at 30% 

complete) and more often; and 

   (3)  Evaluate gap between original bid and final payment amounts to 

inform best practices in design. 

 

  b.  Considerations: 

   (1)  Not all projects are well suited to or would benefit from such 

approaches; frameworks should identify when to use them; and 

   (2)  ArDOT is already employing many of these practices, so 

implementing recommendation will not require creation of new technical practices; 

rather, formalizing and documenting existing practices. 

 

E. Information Technology 
 
The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 

regard to Information Technology of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:   
 
 

9. Build an IT Governance Structure to Guide the Department’s IT 
Investments. The Subcommittee recommends building an information 
technology governance structure to determine ArDOT's IT investments.  
ArDOT's IT investments have grown 155% since FY2016 to $23M in FY20201 
under unclear enterprise level guidance. Leading practices suggest that 
establishing a formal governance structure will enable the IT Division of 
ArDOT to support business objectives, help optimize ArDOT operations, 
manage enterprise risk, and meet internal and external stakeholder needs.9 
 

 a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
  (1)  Lay the groundwork to establish a robust governance structure; 

                                                           
8  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, page 41-44.  
9  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 46-48.  
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  (2)  Establish a governance structure that identifies a cross-section 
of business and IT personnel to create a charter and decision making framework; and 

  (3) Create and execute on a governance roadmap; measure and 
communicate progress 

 
 b.  Considerations: 
  (1)  This is an ongoing process;  
  (2)  Leadership support is needed; 
  (3)  Emphasize how IT enables business performance and reduces 

risk; and 
  (4)  Cascading of enterprise level goals through the IT Division to 

actual underlying processes. 
 
10. Implement Mid-term IT Initiatives that Can Optimize Business 

Operations.  The Subcommittee recommends the adoption of information 
technology initiatives that optimize business operations.  ArDOT spends 
~$5.3M on software applications and has 300+ databases.  Implementing 
leading data management and software application rationalization practices 
can deliver cost savings and unlock data value.10 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Build a software application and database inventory; 
   (2)  Assess and score each software application and database;  
   (3)  Identify target state for each application and database; and 
   (4)  Build phased roadmap for migration processes. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 
   (1)  Requires upfront investment to yield mid-to long-term savings; 
   (2)  Requires leadership buy-in and change management to 
overcome resistance and assist staff in shifting to a new model; 
   (3)  Requires software application such as the planned information 
technology service management tool; and 
   (4)  Requires implementation plan for continuity of operations. 
 

11.  Develop Critical Pillars Necessary to Establish IT as an Effective 
Business Partner.  The Subcommittee recommends developing the critical 
pillars within ArDOT to establish the IT Division as an effective business 
partner.  Currently, ArDOT's IT Division is not able to definitively articulate 
what services it will deliver, when it will deliver them, and its standards for 
effective delivery.  Implementing an information technology service 
management framework may yield enhanced IT service delivery, improved 
internal customer satisfaction, and reduced IT costs.11 
 

                                                           
10  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations 
Report, April 20, 2020, pages 49-52.  
11 Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations Report, 
April 20, 2020, pages 53-55.  
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  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Establish baseline policies and procedures, and preliminary 
service catalog; 
   (2)  Select appropriate software tools; and 
   (3)  Establish a long-term IT Service Management Plan that includes 
appropriate communications and training to staff, and mature service catalog. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 
   (1)  Yield quick wins by establishing a basic service catalog and 
standards, capturing IT demand, and tracking requests;  
   (2)  Include recommended project management infrastructure in the 
long-term information technology service management plan; and 
   (3)  Communication and training will be critical to mitigate 
resistance to change. 
 

F.  People Capabilities 
 
 The following recommendations have been adopted by the Subcommittee with 
regard to People Capabilities of the Arkansas Department of Transportation:   
 

12.  Ensure Staff Can Develop in Their Careers at the Department.  The 
Subcommittee recommends developing a career development plan for ArDOT 
employees.  Nearly half of ArDOT staff do not believe they can advance their 
careers there, and its turnover is rising.  By developing career ladders and 
lattices, ArDOT may increase retention, reduce turnover-related costs, 
strengthen its talent pipeline, and improve morale.12  In addition, the 
Subcommittee recommends the State Highway Commission establish a merit 
pay system for employees of the Department that incorporates performance 
evaluation standards, including an employee’s attendance, completion of 
projects and assignments, and increased competence in the employee’s job 
duties.  (See DTP006, An Act to Create a Merit Pay System for Employees of 
the Arkansas Department of Transportation, Appendix C.) 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Verify roles at high risk of turnover and important to succession 
planning; 
   (2)  Conduct compensation study; 
   (3)  Develop and publicize career, skill, and salary progression;  
   (4)  Promote buy-in among staff for the performance-based pay and 
evaluation practice; and 
   (5)  Implement a merit pay system that incorporates employee 
performance evaluation standards. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 

                                                           
12  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations 
Report, April 20, 2020, pages 57-58.  
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   (1)  Ability to promote may be limited by low turnover in desirable 
positions –consider career lattices when traditional career ladders are inaccessible; and 
   (2)  Career development activities are closely aligned with training 
and knowledge management. 
 

13. Improve Staff Capabilities to Align with Current/Future 
Organization Needs.  The Subcommittee recommends ArDOT improve staff 
capabilities to align with the current and future needs of ArDOT.  Staff and 
supervisors report that training resources are limited.  By strengthening 
training, ArDOT may improve job satisfaction and retention, increase 
productivity, and instill confidence in staff who then become more willing and 
able to take on greater responsibility within the ArDOT.13 
 

  a.  ArDOT Implementation: 
   (1)  Align trainings to job descriptions and career planning activities; 
   (2)  Identify and fill training gaps; 
   (3)  Assign trainings as part of performance evaluation process; 
   (4)  Reinstitute manager training; 
   (5)  Consider cross-training in high turnover districts and positions; 
and 
   (6)  Consider formalizing on-the-job, practical training. 
 
  b.  Considerations: 
   (1)  Training will likely need to be updated over time, for example as 
new equipment is used or new programs are developed; 
   (2)  Training need not be restricted to entry-level roles, senior level 
employees can benefit as well; and 
   (3)  Priorities must be identified to focus rollout on training where it 
will have the most impact. 
 

G. Oversight of Implementation of Subcommittee 
Recommendations. 

 
In addition to the thirteen (13) recommendations set forth above, the 

Subcommittee adopted a recommendation to expand the authority of the Subcommittee 
to maintain oversight of the progress of the Department in implementing the 
recommendations set forth herein.  The Subcommittee adopted recommended draft 
legislation that authorizes the Subcommittee to review the State Highway Commission’s 
proposed rules regarding the implementation of the recommendations set forth in this 
final report.  The bill would also require the Subcommittee to review proposed contracts, 
of $50,000 or more, required to implement the recommendations prior to execution of 
the contracts.  In addition, the Subcommittee will allow for reasonable public comment 
regarding both the proposed rules and contracts regarding implementation of the 

                                                           
13  Guidehouse, Arkansas Department of Transportation Performance Review Recommendations 
Report, April 20, 2020, pages 59-62.  
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recommendations.  (See DTP005, An Act to Amend the Law Concerning the Duties of the 
State Highway Commission, Appendix C.) 

 
The Subcommittee also adopted and recommends an amendment to the Rules of 

the Arkansas Legislative Council reflecting the additional oversight authority of the 
Subcommittee, and requests immediate adoption of the amended rule.  (See Proposed 
Amendment to ALC Rule 5.(a)(13), Appendix D .) 

 

III. Looking Forward.  
 

 The recommendations of the Subcommittee provide ArDOT the opportunity to 
engage with members of the General Assembly and stakeholders to optimize the public's 
investment in the state's transportation infrastructure.  The recommendations focus on 
creating a system of processes, standardized procedures, and documentation that spans 
all functions of the Department from administration, planning, design, construction, and 
maintenance.  This structure, beginning with strong information technology resources, 
will standardize procedures across divisions and districts as well as increase transparency 
of how the Department is maximizing public funds.  The implementation of the 
recommendations is a crucial step in completing this process.  The subcommittee 
recommendation to bring the implementation of the recommendations before the 
subcommittee with the involvement of the public will ensure transparency in the process 
of implementation and provide the Department support during the process.  The 
implementation of the recommendations will result in a strategic, efficient, optimized, 
and transparent ArDOT. 

 
 

IV. Appendices. 
A. Current State Assessment Report 
B. Recommendations Report 
C. DRAFT Legislation 
D. Proposed Amendment to ALC Rule 5.(a)(13) 
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Executive Summary

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
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Background The Arkansas Legislature selected 
Guidehouse LLP to conduct an 
efficiency review of the Arkansas 
Department of Transportation, 
authorized by Act 298 of 2019.

This report details the current 
state of the Department’s 
functions and processes, and 
identifies areas of potential 
improvement within the areas of 
portfolio planning, procurement, 
expenditures, organizational 
structure and people capabilities, 
and information technology. 

Synthesize findings on ArDOT’s key 
functions and operating platform

Analyze alignment with corresponding 
regulatory environment (preliminary)

Document and substantiate findings

Report Objectives

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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ArDOT
Snapshot

Rural Interstate Pavement Condition
Urban Interstate Pavement Condition

Rural Arterial Pavement Condition
Urban Arterial Pavement Condition

Urbanized Area Congestion
Structurally Deficient Bridges

Overall Fatality Rate
Rural Fatality Rate

Urban Fatality Rate
Total Disbursements Per Mile

Capital & Bridge Disbursements Per Mile
Maintenance Disbursements Per Mile

Administrative Disbursements Per Mile
State Highway System Miles

ArDOT National Rankings, 2016

50th 40th 30th 20th 10th 1st

Construction Lettings by Funding, FY18

Federal
State
County
City

16,467
state highway miles

7,299 
state bridges

3,705 
full-time workforce

129
highway projects

$1.5B
annual spending

Daily Vehicle 
Miles Traveled

% of 
Total

District 1 7,097,015 7%
District 2 6,592,130 7%
District 3 5,556,299 6%
District 4 13,670,622 14%
District 5 6,727,875 7%
District 6 24,908,981 25%
District 7 5,424,680 5%
District 8 9,638,117 10%
District 9 10,976,813 11%
District 10 9,006,109 9%
Total 99,598,641 100%

In FY18:

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT documents and data Source: ArDOT

33% 59%

4%
4%

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Focus Areas
PORTFOLIO PLANNING
Identification and prioritization of construction and 
maintenance projects

PROCUREMENT
Selection of contractors, project delivery methods, 
and contracting strategies

EXPENDITURES
Project and portfolio management to effectively 
utilize financial, human capital, and IT resources

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Governance, knowledge management, and key 
performance indicators

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information systems and infrastructure

PEOPLE CAPABILITIES
Implementation of competitive compensation, career 
advancement, training, and supports

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Approach

FOCUS AREAS GROUNDWORK BUSINESS 
ANALYSIS

CURRENT 
STATE 

REPORT

Portfolio Planning 
Procurement 
Expenditures  

Information Technology 
Organizational Structure 

People Capabilities

Conducted 64 interviews 
during 4 site visits with 
86 people, including: 
ArDOT staff across 4 

branches, 18 divisions, 3 
sections, and 4 districts, 

as well as Federal 
Highway Administration 
(FHWA) staff and utility 

owners

Reviewed ~1,100 
documents on policies 
and procedures, and 

analyzed data to assess 
performance in focus 

areas

Developed 23 key 
findings and identified 23 
initial leading practices to 

be considered in future 
recommendations

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Summary of Key Findings

• ArDOT lacks a methodology to 
proactively communicate 
changes in construction and 
maintenance projects.

• ArDOT approaches 
maintenance projects based 
on allocated "resources" 
rather than Level of Service. 

• There are no comprehensive 
processes to receive, track, 
and address public comments 
or measure their impact on 
ArDOT’s project plans.

PORTFOLIO PLANNING1│ • ArDOT's unique governance 
structure affords it some 
flexibility in procurement.

• Procurement methods do not 
consider past performance of 
construction contractors.

• Use of alternative contracting 
and project delivery methods 
have been successful to date.

• ArDOT lacks formal systems to 
identify and implement 
procurement efficiencies 
outside of construction. 

PROCUREMENT2│ • ArDOT lacks formalized project 
and portfolio management 
tools at the enterprise level 
and for specific core functions.

• There may be opportunities to 
improve cost efficiencies 
through design and project 
management frameworks. 

• Several internal and external 
audits are undertaken to 
ensure that ArDOT funds are 
spent appropriately.

EXPENDITURES3│

• ArDOT’s governance structure 
is unique when compared to 
other state DOTs.

• ArDOT uses KPIs for system 
condition, aligning with federal 
requirements for funding. 
Other KPIs are in their infancy.

• Some aspects of ArDOT’s 
knowledge management are 
extensive, while others are not 
sufficiently mature.

ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE5│

• ArDOT struggles to compete 
for talent, a challenge shared 
by many DOTs.

• The Department’s 
compensation, learning 
pathways, and career 
pathways fall short for staff. 

• Staff value the positive 
relationships with managers 
and flexible work strategies 
facilitated by ArDOT.

PEOPLE     
CAPABILITIES6│

• ArDOT is focused on 
addressing IT deficiencies, yet 
more needs to be done to 
implement long term 
operational efficiencies. 

• ArDOT has developed a 
strategic 3-year IT roadmap, 
but lacks maturity with some 
of the enabling pillars that 
compromise effective delivery 
of that plan. 

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY4│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Portfolio Planning
Themes: Lack of proactive transportation program and project transparency; Need for Maintenance portfolio planning recalibration

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT has a process for identifying and prioritizing its Construction 

Projects; however, it does not have a methodology to communicate 
changes and progress against schedule and budget.

• ArDOT approaches maintenance project identification and prioritization 
based on allocated "resources" rather than Level of Service. Proactive 
communication of projects is largely absent.

• There are no comprehensive processes to receive, track, and address 
public comments or measure the impact on ArDOT’s Construction and 
Maintenance plans.

• Virginia Department of Transportation (DOT) provides real 
time, interactive updates on construction projects.

• Missouri DOT uses a 3 year maintenance work plan 
documenting activities for each of its 7 Districts.

• Texas DOT tracks public inquiries and complaints and reports 
on responsiveness via a real time performance dashboard. 

Procurement
Themes: Limited oversight; Need for trend analysis; Importance of quality vendors

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT's unique governance structure affords it some flexibility in 

procurement. 
• Procurement methods do not consider past performance of prospective 

construction contractors.
• Working with quality contractors is essential to ArDOT's long-term 

objectives, and the Department has identified this as a risk.
• Use of alternative contracting and project delivery methods have been 

successful for ArDOT, and can be expanded.
• ArDOT lacks formal systems to identify and implement procurement 

efficiencies outside of construction.

• New Mexico DOT uses a pre-qualification approach that 
weights a contractor's bid amount based on the quality of 
their work.

• Michigan DOTs uses a rubric to advise when to use certain 
strategies based on the construction project objectives. 

9

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.



Expenditures
Themes: Lack of project and portfolio management tools and protocols

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT does not have the protocols and tools to conduct enterprise 

project portfolio management.
• There are opportunities to strengthen ArDOT's frameworks for making 

design decisions to promote improved system performance and cost 
savings.

• There may be opportunities to improve cost efficiencies in ArDOT’s 
project development process.

• ArDOT lacks formalized project management tools in: project 
development, construction, and maintenance.

• Several internal and external audits are undertaken to ensure that 
ArDOT funds are spent appropriately.

• California Department of Transportation (DOT) 
implemented a project resourcing and schedule mgmt. 
system, and independently evaluated its usage.

• Missouri DOT saved an estimated $400M in its first year 
of using practical design.

• Wisconsin DOT uses integrated 3D modeling tools to 
minimize redesign and change orders, saving costs up to 
25%. 

Information Technology
Themes: Focus on stabilizing current IT infrastructure has limited long term IT planning

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT is focused on addressing deficiencies in the IT platform; 

however, addressing these deficiencies alone will not allow the 
Department to implement long term operational efficiencies. 

• ArDOT has developed a strategic 3-year IT roadmap but lacks maturity 
with some of the enabling pillars that compromise effective delivery of 
that plan. 

• Oregon’s Enterprise Information Services document and 
reports on its service catalog and corresponding service 
level performance metrics. 

• Texas’ Department of Information Resources provides 
their Project Management Framework and supporting 
tool set to all state agencies, and reports on the status of 
all major IT projects.

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Organizational Structure
Themes: Unique governance structure; Informal KPIs and knowledge management

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT’s governance structure is unique when compared to other state 

DOTs.
• ArDOT uses KPIs for system condition and meets required federal 

benchmarks. Other KPIs are in their infancy.
• Some aspects of ArDOT’s knowledge management are extensive, while 

others are not mature.

• Oklahoma Department of Transportation (DOT) has 
budget performance measurements established by 
legislative appropriations subcommittee 

• Maryland DOT publishes an annual report that describes 
performance against mission aligned KPIs

• TRB National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
provides a knowledge management framework

11

People Capabilities
Themes: Industry competition; Increasing turnover; Informal learning and career pathways

Key Findings Sample Benchmarks
• ArDOT struggles to compete for talent, a challenge shared by peer 

DOTs.
• The Department’s compensation plans fall short, driving turnover of 

staff with few years of tenure.
• Staff value the positive relationships with managers and flexible work 

strategies facilitated by ArDOT.
• Staff are uncertain of their professional development within the 

Department.
• The Department lacks formalized learning pathways that integrate with 

skill development opportunities and can be provided via practical, 
hands-on methods.

• New Mexico DOT assists maintenance staff to obtain 
certifications like GEDs

• Texas DOT measures cost savings from flexible work 
schedules to justify expanding the practice as a 
recruiting and retention tool

• Minnesota DOT deploys a van equipped with technical 
equipment to deliver hands-on, practical training directly 
to maintenance crews

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Next Steps

Socialize Findings with ArDOT

Formalize Leading Practice Research

Finalize Recommendations and Create Road Map

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Focus Area Analysis: 
Portfolio Planning

| See the assumptions slide in the appendix for background information on the findings



Key 
Takeaways

14

ArDOT has a process for identifying and prioritizing its 
construction projects; however, it does not have a 
methodology to communicate changes and progress against 
schedule and budget.

1│
ArDOT approaches maintenance project identification and 
prioritization based on allocated "resources" rather than 
Level of Service. Proactive communication of projects is 
largely absent.

2│
There are no comprehensive processes to receive, track, and 
address public comments or measure the impact on ArDOT’s 
construction and maintenance plans.

3│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.



• ArDOT has adopted a "System Preservation" investment strategy that aims to 
deploy funding according to the following protocol: 80% of funding on system 
preservation projects; 20% on capital improvements; with 90% of projects on 
the Arkansas Primary Highway Network.1

• ArDOT consults with various internal and external stakeholders to identify 
project candidates to be included in the Statewide Transportation Improvement 
Plan (STIP).2 

• Stakeholders: ArDOT: Transportation Planning and Policy (TPP), System 
Information and Research (SIR), Maintenance, Bridge, district Offices;  
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPOs); and the General Public

• Project Types: Pavement preservation, Capacity Improvement, Safety, 
Bridge, and other miscellaneous

• ArDOT employs a combination of Decision Lens software and stakeholder 
consultation to prioritize and sequence candidate projects within four broad 
categories: Pavement, Capacity, Bridge, and Safety; and a miscellaneous 
category.2,3

• Projects Identified by the 8 MPOs must be included without modification within 
the STIP.4

• ArDOT must demonstrate that the STIP is financially constrained.5

• There are several rounds of review by ArDOT executive leadership and the 
Highway Commission prior to the STIP being released to the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for final 
approval.2

• ArDOT affords public commentary via the 8 MPOs who conduct extensive public 
review and prior to final review by FHWA and FTA.2,6

ArDOT has a formal and quasi-objective process to identify 
construction projects, prioritize those projects, ensure public 

involvement, and secure required approvals.

1. Long Range Transportation Plan: 23 CFR 450.216
2. STIP Requirements and development process: 49 U.S.C. 5304(g); 23 USC 135; 

23 CFR 450.218
3. Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) TIP development: 23 USC 134
4. MPO TIP inclusion without modification: 23 CFR 450.218(b)

5. Requirement for STIP to be financially constrained - 23 CFR 450.218(i)
6. FTA and FHWA Approval Requirements: 23 CFR 450.220
7. Four lane Grid System  - ArDOT Commission MO: MO 2009-084

ArDOT has a process for identifying and prioritizing its construction projects; however, it does 
not have a methodology to communicate changes and progress against schedule and budget.

Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) 
Development Framework

Feedback 
Loop

Project Candidate Identification

Investment Strategy

Prioritization and sequencing

Review 

Approval

We Move Arkansas Projected Funding2016 Needs Study

Pave-
ment Capacity Safety Bridge Misc.

Decision 
Lens SME input MPO

Hwy 
Comm-
ission

Public 
input

FHWA 
FTA 

Governing Regulations

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents2,7,8

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• Since December 2016, ArDOT has implemented ~56 Statewide 
Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) Amendments that impact a 
project’s delivery timeline, cost, prioritization, or even inclusion on the 
STIP.10

• Administrative amendments require public communication and 
solicitation of public input.

• ArDOT has approved numerous STIP administrative modifications but has 
not formally communicated these to the public until FY2020. 11,12

• Administrative Modifications pertain to changes in project funding, 
and/or cost and schedule with less than a 20% impact.

• From CY2015 – CY2019 ArDOT issued ~11,150 Change Orders (CO).13

• ArDOT has a multitude of communication vehicles to provide project status 
updates to the general public (see table below), of which the most 
comprehensive and user friendly is produced by a contractor (Garver).

• ArDOT’s public communications meet regulatory requirements, however, it 
is not clear that the Department has assessed whether it meets the needs of 
it stakeholders, constituents, and the general public.14

ArDOT's public communication related to project status, 
schedule and budget is disjointed and inconsistent. It requires 
the public to navigate different sources to secure information.

Report Format Audience Content

STIP Primarily Hardcopy 
(online)

General Public Comprehensive listing of all projects identified on STIP, STIP Amendments and (recently) Modifications

iDrive Arkansas Interactive Website General Public Real time traffic, travel conditions, and basic construction project information including length, start date, 
estimated completion time, cost, and contractor

Connecting 
Arkansas 

Program (CAP)

Interactive Website 
(Garver)

General Public CAP Program Overview; Project Status Update per Project that includes (Recent and upcoming work, lane closures, 
construction progress, project overview); Interactive Map to view projects; and dedicated Contact line and email 
address

IRP Primarily Hardcopy 
(online) 

General Public Interstate Rehabilitation Program (IRP) overview and several project lists: Commitment, Completed, Upcoming, 
Under Construction

Annual and 
Biennial Reports

Primarily Hardcopy 
(online)

General Public High level summary of Top contracts and Programs, Construction highlights, Public involvement, Recognition; and 
detailed financial summaries

Virginia DOT (VDOT) 
VDOT provides real time and interactive access to the progress of all of 
its construction projects against schedule and budget  at the 
Department, district, and individual project levels. ArDOT currently 
provides similar functionality with the CAP portfolio of projects.

STIP Communications – Sample Reports
Source: VDOT15

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents

ArDOT has a process for identifying and prioritizing its construction projects; however, it does 
not have a methodology to communicate changes and progress against schedule and budget.

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Arizona DOT (ADOT)
ADOT’s maintenance budgeting protocol relates maintenance expenditures to 
asset conditions. With the assistance of an automated maintenance 
management system ADOT can project the level of funding required to meet 
specific performance standards

North Carolina DOT (NC DOT)
NCDOT engaged SAS to identify baseline unit costs for 10 maintenance 
activities to inform division/district maintenance budgets and control costs 

• ArDOT must manage ~ 16,467 miles broken out amongst 10 districts, 
and budgets ~ $190M at the district level per year for those 
activities.16,17

• Maintenance activities, resources, and supplies at all three levels of the 
organization (Central Office, district, Area) are tracked against ~36 
Counties, ~41 districts, and ~3 Statewide Function or Activity Codes. 18

• Interviews revealed that in March of every year, Fiscal Services 
furnishes the districts with Expenditures against these function codes to 
prepare a new budget. 19

• District maintenance budgets have remained relatively stable over time. 
Since FY2017, annual growth rates have ranged from 0.2% - 1.9%. 17

• Interviews revealed that districts need to manage their maintenance 
activities to these Budgets.19

The Annual maintenance budgeting process is based on 
Historical Precedent. 

ArDOT approaches maintenance project identification and prioritization based on allocated 
"resources" rather than Level of Service; proactive communication of projects is largely absent.

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data17

Source: ADOT (top)20; NCDOC (bottom)21| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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National 
Cooperative 
Highway Research 
Board (NCHRP)
The NCRHP provides 
a comprehensive 
framework, guide, 
and supporting 
toolkits to establish 
establishing LOS 
targets to guide 
Maintenance work 
planning

Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
WSDOT recently defined its maintenance Level of Service (LOS) 
targets, and communicates its performance against those targets

• Although Asset condition data exists and is furnished to districts, it does not appear that 
formalized Level of Service (LOS) targets have been established for every critical feature 
within each district (with Bridges and signs as a notable exception).

• Annual district level maintenance planning translates into:22,27,28

• An Annual Work Program Computation Analysis that articulates proposed 
person-hours and resources per Activity Code for cyclical activities (e.g. 
mowing) and reactive work (e.g. debris cleanup).

• A set of special projects for which dedicated funding has been set aside. 
• Maintenance Supervisors are responsible for identifying projects, within given resource 

constraints and guided by the Annual Activity Schedule, in an annual work program, 
however, it is not clear how this translates into achieving a target level of service 
(except with Bridge and Sign Crews).24

• ArDOT is in the process of acquiring a maintenance management system to transition 
to a needs based maintenance planning system, however, that process is in it's infancy 
and an underlying framework that links maintenance activities to Level of Service has 
not been established.24,25

Maintenance Work Plans are designed to deliver historically rooted 
activities rather than specific service conditions.  

1

2
1

Sample County Annual 
Work Plan

2 Annual Activity Schedule

3
Sample District Annual
Work Plan

ArDOT approaches maintenance project identification and prioritization based on allocated 
"resources" rather than Level of Service; proactive communication of projects is largely absent.

3

Source: ArDOT22,27,28 Source: WSDOT (top)23; NCHRP (bottom)26| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Missouri DOT (MODOT) 
In its recently released maintenance and operations plan, MODOT has created and 
released a 3 year maintenance work plan documenting planned maintenance activities 
for each of its 7 districts

ArDOT approaches maintenance project identification and prioritization based on allocated 
"resources" rather than Level of Service; proactive communication of projects is largely absent.

• Interviews revealed that Area Maintenance Supervisors meet on a monthly basis 
to discuss plans, however, it's not clear if there is a formalized process to align 
Workplans across Counties or Maintenance Job Superintendents.28

• Beyond limited ArDOT Press releases, Message Boards, and static maintenance 
project updates on ArDOT's websites there does not appear to be a formal and 
coordinated process nor resources to communicate maintenance workplans to 
the general public.28,29,30

There is no formal structure to coordinate Workplans within or across 
districts, or communicate these workplans to the General Public.

Pima County DOT (AZ) 
Pima County DOT makes its road repair and maintenance current and 
projected workplans available via a static list and an interactive map

Source: MODOT33 Source: Pima County DOT31, 32

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• Although iDrive Arkansas, and the Connecting Arkansas Program 
(CAP), provides mechanisms to capture customer inquiries and 
reports of problems, interviews with ArDOT district Level staff 
revealed that there is no comprehensive Department wide protocol 
or tool to capture these customer inquiries and problems, manage 
these inquiries, or track a resolution.34,35,36

• Interviews with ArDOT staff members indicated that public 
commentary and inquiries sometimes impacted project/maintenance 
delivery, however, they reported that no comprehensive protocol or 
tool allowed them to assess and document the corresponding impact 
to in-progress or planned work. 34

Although ArDOT is responsive to public inquiries, it only 
offers a limited number of tools to capture and track them.

iDrive Arkansas
Customer Utilization Statistics since 2013

4,693

2,611

4,109

446

Submitted Questions

Reported Littering

Reported Problems

iDRIVE Feedback

Texas DOT 
(TxDOT)
TxDOT tracks all of 
its customer 
inquiries and 
complaints via its 
TRACK system 
regardless of origin 
and reports on the 
Department’s 
responsiveness to 
those inquiries and 
complaints as part 
of its real time 
performance 
dashboard. TxDOT 
resolves ~80% of 
customer 
complaints within 
10 days

There are no comprehensive processes to receive, track, and address public comments or 
measure the impact on ArDOT’s construction and maintenance plans.

Virginia DOT 
(VDOT) 
In 2011, VDOT 
fundamentally 
shifted its customer 
service protocol to 
route all customer 
inquiries through 
centralized 
customer support 
centers  to better 
resolve customer 
requests and 
provide better 
customer service

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data39

Source: VDOT (top)37; TxDOT (bottom)38

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Portfolio Planning Citations
Page 15
1. Implicitly adopted by the commission Minute Order authorizing the STIP 2018 - 2022 (MO 2018 080).
2. ArDOT STIP Development Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
3. ArDOT Decision Lens Criteria Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
4. Regulation: MPO TIP inclusion without modification: 23 CFR 450.218(b).
5. Regulation: Requirement for STIP to be financially constrained: 23 CFR 450.218(i).
6. Regulation: MPOs TIP development: 23 USC 134.
7. ArDOT. We Move Arkansas. http://www.wemovearkansas.com/index.html.
8. ArDOT. Arkansas State Highway 2016 Needs Study. September 2017.
9. ArDOT Historical Federal Obligation data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 16
10. ArDOT STIP Amendment Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
11. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2019 - 2022. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip.aspx.
12. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2016 - 2020. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip_prior.aspx.
13. ArDOT Change Order Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
14. Regulations: Public Communication Requirements: 49 U.S.C. 5304(g); 23 USC 135; 23 CFR 450.218
15. VDOT. SmartScale Dashboard. http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/.

Page 17
16. FHWA 2018 Statistics. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
17. ArDOT Budget Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
18. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
19. Guidehouse Interviews with Fiscal Services, Maintenance, and District Staff
20. Cambridge Systems, Inc. Asset Management Implementation Strategy. December 2009. https://dspace.njstatelib.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10929/23952/t7642009z.pdf?sequence=1. 
21. North Carolina Department of Transportation. Efficiency - Establishing Baseline Unit Pricing & Streamlining Project Delivery. December 2015.

Page 18
22. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
23. Washington Department of Transportation. Annual Service Level Report. https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/maintenance/accountability-process.
24. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
25. ArDOT Maintenance Management RFP excerpt (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
26. Adams, Teresa M. et. al. Guide to Level of Service (LOS) Target Setting for Highway Assets. November 2014.
27. ArDOT sample County Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
28. ArDOT sample District Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 19
28. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
29. ArDOT. Main website. http://www.arkansashighways.com/index.aspx.
30. ArDOT. District websites. e.g. https://www.arkansashighways.com/district1.aspx.
31. Pima County DOT (AZ). Regional Priority and Gateway Road List. 2020. 

https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Transportation/Roadway%20Maintenance/FY20_RegionalPriorityandRecreationalGatewayRoad_SelectionList.pdf.
32. Pima County DOT (AZ). Interactive Road Maintenance Map. https://pimamaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e26b873e39b34381980ae5a89a767817.
33. Missouri Department of Transportation. Operations and Maintenance Plan. https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf.

Page 20
34. Guidehouse Interviews with Assistance Chief Engineers, Public Information Office, and/or District Staff
35. ArDOT. iDrive Arkansas. https://www.idrivearkansas.com/.   
36. Garver. reCAP Quarterly Report. July - September 2019.
37. Virginia Department of Transportation. CSC - ITS VA Presentation. 2011. https://www.itsva.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/VDOT_CSC_ITSVA.pdf.
38. Texas Department of Transportation. Focus on the Customer Dashboard. http://www.dot.state.tx.us/dashboard/focus-on-the-customer.htm.
39. ArDOT iDRIVE Arkansas Customer Utilization Statistics (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Focus Area Analysis: 
Procurement
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| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
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Key 
Takeaways

ArDOT's unique governance structure affords it some 
flexibility in procurement. 1│
Procurement methods do not consider past performance of 
prospective construction contractors.2│
Working with quality contractors is essential to ArDOT's 
long-term objectives.3│
Use of alternative contracting and project delivery methods 
have been successful for ArDOT, and can be expanded.4│
ArDOT lacks formal systems to identify and implement 
procurement efficiencies outside of construction.5│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• State procurement law excludes constitutional Departments and construction 
projects. Both exclusions apply to ArDOT, which resides under the constitutional office 
of the Highway Commission and conducts significant procurement for construction.1

• State and federal transportation law require procurement for construction projects, 
and award to the lowest responsive bidder meeting established criteria. Yet both 
allow exceptions for engineering and design services related to construction and for 
design-build and construction manager / general contractor construction projects.2

• Further, state transportation law suggests the Commission has authority to “award a 
project contract on a qualification basis that offers the greatest value for the state.”3

• Separately, this law requires equipment and supply purchases “be awarded to the 
lowest and best bidder, price, quality, delivery cost, and time being considered.”4

• Though exempt, ArDOT views state procurement law as a best practice and has 
aligned its policies and procedures to it, specifically its prioritization of low bid 
procurement. As a result, ArDOT does not take full advantage of the flexibility that the 
governing laws may allow for in order to consider qualifications and best value.5

ArDOT adheres to state procurement and transportation laws that limit 
its flexibility and do not necessarily apply.

ArDOT's unique governance structure affords it some flexibility in procurement. 

• Anecdotally, staff across construction and non-construction divisions believe that low 
bid procurement is imperfect but impartial, which is essential to public trust.6

• Staff shared concerns that strategies that give preference based on other criteria, 
such as vendor past performance, would be subjective and, therefore, unreliable.7

• For equipment and supplies, staff also reported a tension between maintaining annual 
budgets and investing in higher-quality products with a lower cost of ownership.8

• For construction, staff pointed to the pre-qualification process, bonding requirements, 
and the Standard Specifications for Highway Construction as existing criteria that fulfill 
a comparable function as qualifications-based procurement strategies.9

Low bid procurement is viewed by staff as a cultural and financial 
necessity.

“We’re so governed by Arkansas state 
procurement law… that’s what we have to 

hang our hat on.”

“We tend to write very specialized 
specifications.”

“[Vendor] performance is measured by 
meeting the specifications.”

“The only way to [procure] construction as 
qualifications-based is through alternative 

projects.”

Source: Guidehouse interviews with ArDOT staff 10
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New Mexico DOT (NMDOT)
NMDOT is piloting a pre-qualification system that 
adjusts a contractor's bid amount based on the quality 
of their past performance (i.e, a high performing 
contractor's bid amount will be reduced, while a low 
performing contractor's will be increased). The system 
has encouraged contractors to improve performance on 
NMDOT contracts. This is exemplified in the graphs 
below depicting sharp declines in disincentives and 
liquidated damages since its 2014 implementation.

• Construction contractors are screened through pre-qualification and by receipt of bid, 
performance, and payment bonds, but these do not consider quality of past work.11

• ArDOT's pre-qualification review determines if a contractor can complete a project 
based on their completed and ongoing projects, history of incomplete projects, financial 
stability, equipment condition, and officer information.12

• ArDOT also requires contractors to obtain performance and payment bonds, a federal 
requirement. Bonding companies evaluate “character, capacity, and capital” to 
determine if they will complete the project and pay their subcontractors.13

• However, performance bonds provide “no guarantee against a contractor’s marginal 
quality of work, so long as the contractor’s failures are not large enough to trigger a 
default,” according to an Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) report.14

• Consultant contractors for engineering and design-related services and for equipment 
and supplies must apply to be added to bidder's lists. Bid bonds and performance bonds 
are also used as part of ArDOT's standard bid conditions.15

Pre-qualification and bonding approximate likelihood of project 
completion, but do not screen for quality.

Procurement methods do not consider past performance of prospective construction 
contractors.

• ArDOT’s 2014 Standard Specifications for Highway Construction establishes exhaustive 
guidelines for construction and standards of acceptability, and is updated as needed.16

• ArDOT’s Qualified Products List includes pre-approved products for construction.17

• Contractors are required to comply with these specifications and guidelines.18

• The Department rigorously validates the quality through testing and site inspections.19

• Contractors that do not meet thresholds may need to redo work at no cost to ArDOT. 
As appropriate, ArDOT will adjust the unit price for contract items based on quality.20

• Yet these measures only come into play after the bidder has been selected. Current 
policies do not limit the ability of poor-quality contractors to compete for bids.

• If contractors frequently repeat tasks until they reach the quality level sought by 
ArDOT, there may be indirect costs to the Department due to delays and staff time, as 
well as public safety concerns and economic impacts.

The Standard Specifications mandate certain performance criteria, but do 
not screen for quality.

Source: NMDOT 21

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• ArDOT's 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan 
(TAMP) identifies pavement materials quality and poor 
quality construction work as "very high impact" risk 
factors for asset management. Quality materials are 
linked to managing lifecycle costs and achieving 
performance targets, while quality construction work is 
linked to achieving desired outcomes.22

• Yet the Department does not formally monitor 
contractor quality through such measures as: long-term 
maintenance and repair costs, repeated delays, repeated 
overruns, repeated poor performance on Standard 
Specifications quality measures, etc.23

• Maintaining quality contractors should be a priority for 
ArDOT, since between 2014 – 2019, ArDOT released over 
$6B of projects into the bidding pool; in that time, 10 
bidders controlled 46% of the value of those projects.24

• ArDOT construction staff anecdotally report challenges 
with contractor workmanship and mitigating contractor 
disputes, but these issues are not formally tracked.25

• The Department quantifies the costs of construction 
delays through its Road User Cost, which considers the 
economic impact and safety risks of work zone activity. It 
is applied as a disincentive: a “site use” fee to contractors 
who are behind schedule at a key milestone.26

• The tables (right) provide detail on one indicator of 
quality issues: high volumes of change orders overall, and 
total change orders issued related to disincentives.27

• District construction and maintenance staff also report 
challenges with equipment procurement that favors 
lower capital outlays over lower lifetime costs. These 
anecdotes suggest the lack of cost-benefit analysis in 
equipment procurement. For one, a piece of equipment 
procured by low bid did not have a corresponding parts 
supplier in the vicinity, reportedly increasing costs for 
maintenance and repair.28

Anecdotes and data suggest some existing quality 
issues that may be improved through alternate 

contractor strategies.

Working with quality contractors is essential to ArDOT's long-term objectives.

Project
Total 

Change Orders 
Bid 

Amount 
CO % of Bid 

Amount
VANDENBERG BLVD. - HWY. 5 (WIDENING) (S) $13,710,681.83 $79,264,377.02 17%
HWY. 112-I-49 (S) $7,563,274.17 $100,620,381.24 8%
REDMOND RD. & MAIN ST. STRS. & APPRS. (JACKSONVILLE) (F) $7,256,015.40 $41,943,453.44 17%
ARKANSAS RIVER STR. & APPRS. (BROADWAY) (LR/NLR) (F) $5,581,773.14 $98,404,049.69 6%
ARK. RIVER BRIDGE - I-40 (S) $5,531,376.64 $38,371,201.18 14%
BAPTIST HOSPITAL - UNIVERSITY AVE. (WIDENING) (F) $5,046,037.44 $87,384,772.06 6%
HWY. 70 - SOUTHLAND DR. (WEST MEMPHIS) (S) $4,916,565.46 $11,347,360.69 43%
BALD KNOB - NEWPORT (S) $4,811,190.84 $18,692,509.65 26%
HWY. 65B - HWY. 65 (F) $4,180,557.98 $67,232,300.00 6%
I-430/HWY. 10 INTERCHANGE IMPVT. (L.R.) (S) $3,693,863.38 $22,892,895.53 16%

ArDOT Projects with Highest 
Total Change Orders, 2014-2019

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 29

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 30

Disincentive Total Value Average Yearly Value 
Disincentive $(711,500.00) $(118,583.33)
Item Deduction – ACHM Mix Properties $(1,801,999.24) $(300,333.21)
Item Deduction $(3,447,962.63) $(574,660.44) 
Disincentive-Site Use/A+C Bidding $(14,068,266.55) $(2,344,711.09)

Total ($) Disincentives and Item Deductions 
Charged by ArDOT, 2014-2019

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• Qualifications-based procurement enables DOTs to consider factors 
beyond cost and time during bid evaluation. Absent this approach, low 
and high performing contractors may have equal standing in evaluation.

• ArDOT is permitted to use qualifications-based procurement for design-
build projects and construction manager/general contractor projects. 31

• The advantages of design-build are well documented: fewer engineering 
and inspection costs, design errors and omissions, and overruns.

• ArDOT's 30 Crossing project was procured through design-build, and the 
Department recently released Construction Manager/General Contractor 
RFQs (a similar method) for Independent Cost Estimating. 32

• ArDOT also uses qualifications-based procurement for engineering and 
design related services, managed by Consultant Contracts. 33

• Some divisions have developed qualifications-based approaches to screen 
for contractors that provide the best value. For example, Surveys requires 
consultants to complete its in-house certification program. 34

• Others have developed ratings systems to track vendor performance, and 
use tools like score cards to consider such ratings in bid evaluation.35

ArDOT takes advantage of  legislation that allows 
consideration of qualifications in some procurement.

• Construction contractors are not able to bid on new projects if they have 
uncompleted contracts with ArDOT, incentivizing on-time completion.36

• Incentive/Disincentive (I/D) bidding is used for projects with a high public 
value of early completion (i.e., traffic). Contractors are awarded bonuses 
for early completion and penalized for delays, based on a preset value.37

• ArDOT issued ~$7.3M per year on average in such incentives, between 
2014 and 2019. Disincentives averaged $3.4M per year during this time.38

• A+C bidding is used to evaluate contractors based on their proposed cost 
and schedule, as opposed to cost only, based on a time multiplier.39

• Anecdotally, staff shared concerns that A+C bidding may favor larger 
contractors who can absorb the risk of shorter completion times.40

• Lane Rental is used to disincentivize unnecessary lane closures, especially 
during peak travel time, through an hourly lane usage charge. ArDOT 
charged $118K per year on average in fees, between 2014 and 2019.41

• However, ArDOT does not have formal protocols to standardize decision-
making around when to use specific strategies, which limits their ability to 
evaluate the effectiveness of strategies and analyze contractor payments.

Alternative contract methods have allowed ArDOT to influence 
contractor behavior.

Use of alternative contracting and project delivery methods have been successful for ArDOT, 
and can be expanded.

Michigan DOT 
(MDOT)

MDOT uses the 
following rubric to 

advise when to 
use certain 

strategies for 
construction 

acceleration, 
procurement, and 

project delivery, 
based on the 

project objective. 
Source: MDOT 42| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change. 

Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details. 27



• Equipment & Procurement (E&P) does not formally review procurement trends, such as 
prices or staff demand.43

• There is no formal mechanism to identify when term contracts would be most cost 
efficient. This is notable as ArDOT spends an average of $24.4M per year in purchases 
below $20K, some of which may be more cost efficient through term contracts.44

• There is no system to monitor change in commodity prices and reevaluate term 
contracts. E&P uses short-term contracts, but relies on districts to identify fair prices.45

• There is no formal protocol to check if “split purchases” are being used to circumvent 
the requirement for competitive bidding for purchases above $20K.46

• E&P lacks a formal lifecycle cost-based management system.47

• This may explain some dissatisfaction with the equipment available to staff: only 58% of 
ArDOT staff agree “I have all the tools I need to do a great job.”48

• The Oracle implementation will bring many aspects of purchasing and self-service 
procurement together and provide approval and reporting capabilities, but will not in 
itself facilitate the level of data-driven decision-making discussed here.49

ArDOT is not using data to understand procurement trends and identify 
efficient practices.

ArDOT lacks formal systems to identify and implement procurement efficiencies outside of 
construction.

• E&P is the only central division with procurement oversight, but its role is primarily 
compliance-based. If it identified a Department-wide cost efficiency based on analysis 
of trends, it would not have authority to implement it across divisions and districts.50

• For example, current fuel expenditures suggest a gradual shift to electric and hybrid 
vehicles may be efficient for the Department to undertake.51

• There is most oversight for purchases $75K+, on which ArDOT spends an average of 
$24.5M per year (this excludes construction). Below this threshold, E&P conducts a 
compliance check. Purchases under $20K have minimal oversight, though staff report 
this will increase slightly with the implementation of the new Oracle system.52

• “If we know there’s going to be a lot of buying throughout the year, we recommend 
they get a contract so we can get the best price in the front end… Ultimately we don’t 
have authority to force them; we can strongly encourage, and usually folks do.”53

• E&P also lacks authority over inventory management, which is decentralized.54

E&P has minimal authority to facilitate implementation of efficient 
procurement practices.

Wisconsin DOT (WisDOT)
Wisconsin’s Dept. of Administration’s State Bureau of 
Procurement has implemented Oracle Business Intelligence 
(OBIEE) to provide “business performance information on 
key operational indicators for procurement.” WisDOT is 
included in this platform along with other state agencies. 
The table below is an OBIEE report: Percentage of Agency’s 
Purchases that Occurred on Contract. It provides 
information on agency’s operations and supplies 
purchases. 

Source: WisDOT 55

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Procurement Citations
Page Number 24
1. Regulation: A.C.A. 19-11-203
2. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-67-206; Regulation: 23 U.S. Code 112
3. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-111
4. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-107 
5. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Legal
6. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction, E&P, Legal, and Program Management
7. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
8. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
9. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management and Construction
10. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT E&P (1,2), Legal (3), Program Management (4)

Page Number 25
11. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
12. ArDOT Prequalification Questionnaire (via ArDOT website)
13. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
14. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
15. ArDOT Consultant Services Webpage
16. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
17. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
18. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
19. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.03
20. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 105.04
21. NMDOT. NMDOT Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification. 2018. 

https://construction.transportation.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/2018/09/2.01-New-Mexico-
Performance-Based-Contractor-Prequalificaiton.pdf

Page Number 26
22. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
26. ArDOT Road User Cost Guide (provided by ArDOT)
27. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Equipment Supervisor (Rural)
29. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 27
31. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
32. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
33. ArDOT Consultant Services (via ArDOT website)
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Surveys
35. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
36. ArDOT. Innovation at State Department of Transportation. Feb 2019. 

https://www.arkansashighways.com/PowerPoints/2019/20190227_EPW_Innovation_Presentation.pdf
37. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
38. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
39. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
40. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
41. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction; ArDOT Change Order Data (provided 

by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
42. Michigan DOT. Innovative Construction Contracting Guide. 2015: 

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Innovative_Construction_Contracting_340000_7.pdf

Page Number 28
43. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P; ArDOT Purchase Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by 

Guidehouse)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
47. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
50. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
51. ArDOT Mileage & Fuel Consumption Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
52. ArDOT Accounting Manual
53. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
54. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
55. State of Wisconsin Department of Administration. What's New in Procurement. 2016: 

https://doa.wi.gov/Documents/DEO/WhatsNewinProcurement.pdf

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Key 
Takeaways

ArDOT does not have the protocols and tools to conduct 
enterprise project portfolio management.1│
There are opportunities to strengthen ArDOT's frameworks 
for making design decisions to promote improved system 
performance and cost savings.

2│
There may be opportunities to improve cost efficiencies 
in ArDOT’s project development process.3│
ArDOT lacks formalized project management tools in: 
construction project development, construction, and 
maintenance.

4│
Several internal and external audits are undertaken to 
ensure that ArDOT funds are spent appropriately.5│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Gartner’s Top-Rated Project & Portfolio Management Tools

Project Management Tools Used by DOTs

Overview
• ArDOT is implementing an enterprise resource planning tool that will integrate 

existing systems for financials, inventory, and purchasing, among others.1

• Yet this is disconnected from project development and management, which 
require distinct approaches to better manage human capital / resource staffing, 
consultant, procurement, and IT resources at the project and enterprise levels.2

• While the Department is consistently able to execute on its project development, 
construction, and maintenance functions with current practices, improved 
resource planning may allow them to do so while saving costs.

Project Development
• At the project development phase, ArDOT should correctly identify and plan for 

staffing needs, particularly as it informs procurement for professional engineering 
and design-related services contractors. 

• Further, effectively projecting the capacity required to execute project 
development tasks may inform cost-benefit analyses that justify the purchase of 
tools like software applications that improve efficiency and quality.

Construction
• At the construction phase, ArDOT should correctly identify and plan for staffing, 

particularly for entry-level positions that require extensive on-the-job training. 
• The current system to determine crew complements relies on outdated technology 

and does not yield outputs that are easily usable by staff for resource planning.3

Maintenance
• At the maintenance phase, ArDOT should correctly identify and plan for staffing, 

equipment, and materials needs. 
• Currently, crew complements are based on historical data and not level of service.4

• Further, effectively projecting the location, scope, and volume of the maintenance 
activities required may inform cost-benefit analyses that justify the purchase of 
equipment or services that improve efficiency and quality.

Project development, construction, and maintenance functions 
present unique resource management challenges.

ArDOT does not have the protocols and tools to conduct enterprise project portfolio 
management.

Source: Gartner (top) 5, ITS Berkley (bottom) 6| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Value Engineering (VE) & Value Engineering 
Change Proposal (VECP)Across State DOTs

On average, the value of approved VE recommendations is 
157 times greater than the cost of the VE study.

• FHWA requires that state DOTs adhere to certain criteria in their plans 
and specifications for projects on the National Highway System. The 
standard for roadways is set by AASHTO's "A Policy on Geometric Design 
of Highways and Streets," also known as the Green Book.7

• Yet DOTs have some flexibility to depart from traditional designs as 
system performance, fiscal sustainability, and public needs demand.8

• Practical Design is a leading example: a context-sensitive approach 
through which DOTs can optimize roadway and bridge designs to obtain 
the maximum system benefit while still achieving project objectives.9

• Missouri DOT has used practical design since 2005 to generate cost 
savings and improve safety, implementing lower cost solutions system-
wide rather than higher cost solutions in isolated areas, resulting in 
reduced fatalities (see graph) and $400M in cost savings in Year 1.10

• ArDOT applies a context-sensitive approach, but lacks formalized policies 
and procedures to govern and document its usage and outcomes.11

• Absent documentation, the Department is unable to implement best 
practice, show cost savings, and maintain knowledge management.

Formal protocols around the use of practical design are 
lacking.

• Value Engineering (VE) is a tool to analyze projects and identify 
opportunities to reduce costs, improve quality, and reduce completion 
time. It typically takes place during the planning phase.12

• Federal regulations require states to conduct VE for National Highway 
System (NHS) projects with $50M+ in project costs. For bridge projects, 
the threshold is $40M+.13

• ArDOT’s Value Engineering Guidelines and Procedures dictate project 
selection, team selection, required training, work plan, and resources.14

• ArDOT conducts an average of 2.2 VE studies per year, yielding an 
average of 5.75 recommendations per study. However, only 2 VE 
recommendations have been approved since FY15, a total of ~$377K.15

• This puts ArDOT below the national average, as seen in the table below.16

• Anecdotally, staff shared the limitations of current VE practices, namely 
that it is conducted too late in the process to provide maximum value.17

• ArDOT allows construction contractors to submit VE Change Proposals 
(VECP) for all projects $2M+ after the contract has been executed. ArDOT 
approves an average of 1.5 VECPs per year, ~$904K on average.18

• This puts ArDOT near the national average for VECP.19

ArDOT has not taken advantage of the full benefits of Value 
Engineering.

There are opportunities to strengthen ArDOT's frameworks for making design decisions to 
promote improved system performance and cost savings.
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Missouri Annual Fatalities

# of Studies 
completed

# of Recs 
Proposed

# of Recs 
Approved

Value of 
Approved Recs

VE Total 175 1376 578 $1,148,883,369 
VE Average 3.3 26.0 10.9 $21,677,045 
VECP Total n/a n/a 200 $40,247,844 
VECP Average n/a n/a 3.8 $759,393 

Source: Guidehouse analysis of MoDOT data 20 Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 21

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• The engineer’s estimate is developed based on the quantities of labor and materials 
required for each design. ArDOT uses an estimating software tool to complete this.22

• Accurate cost estimates are essential to the Department’s financial accountability, 
constraints, project budgeting, resource planning, and contractor management. 

• However, the Department does not engage in any formal evaluation of estimates 
against final project cost to integrate learnings that improve future cost estimates. 23

• In contrast, other DOTs may compare the engineer’s estimate to the low bid, award 
amount, and final contract amount to assess the accuracy of their estimates. 

• The volume of change orders related to plan omission suggests some issues with the 
Department’s current estimate approach: ~$3.1M in change orders were approved on 
average per year due to this reason, between 2014 and 2019. 24

• As demonstrated in the graph (right), this trend is declining, indicating that ArDOT has 
taken positive steps to mitigating this issue. Yet there is still room for improvement. 25

Engineer’s estimates are not formally evaluated to identify future design 
cost efficiencies.

There may be opportunities to improve cost efficiencies in ArDOT’s project development 
process.

Right of Way (ROW) faces external obstacles to reducing costs.

• ROW takes the longest of any critical path steps and can be expensive. This process is 
hampered by external factors: negotiation delays and increasing acquisition costs.26

• ArDOT has ~34 ROW projects per year; each is, on average, 15 months and $834K.27

• State regulation allows property owners to challenge ArDOT’s “just compensation” in 
condemnation. If the court awards an amount >20% of ArDOT’s offer, they must cover 
the property owner's legal fees and expenses in addition to the acquisition cost.28

• This provision extends to other entities, including public utilities, which will increase 
ArDOT’s costs if they are responsible for utility right of way reimbursement.29

• ArDOT acquisitions costs increased as a result. Before the legislation took effect in 
2016, the Department paid, on average, 9% above appraisal value in condemnations; 
afterwards, ArDOT paid, on average, 26% above appraisal value.30

• ArDOT is limited in disposing surplus land due to state law requiring 3 appraisals for 
purchase. The total appraisal cost of ~$4,500 exceeds the value of some land.31

• The Department has $7.2M in surplus land, of which 11% ($764K; 912 tracts) is below 
$4,500 and 89% ($6.4M; 223 tracts) is above.32
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Change Orders due to Plan Omission 
(in millions of $)

Projects with Highest Volume of Change Orders (CO) 
due to Plan Omission (by Total CO Amount)

Project Name
Total CO
Amount

Bid 
Amount

CO % of 
Bid Amt.

CACHE RIVER-BAYOU 
DEVIEW (S) $2,543,236 $30,000,027 8%
HWY. 112-I-49 (S) $1,350,119 $100,620,381 1%
HWY. 181-HWY. 158 (F) $918,027 $28,983,450 3%
LEFT HAND CHUTE OF LITTLE 
RIVER STRS. & APPRS. (S) $660,012 $4,705,005 14%
BRYANT ST. - CONVENTION 
CENTER DR. (PINE BLUFF) (S) $527,572 $4,335,723 12%
MONETTE BYPASS (S) $478,975 $13,719,431 3%

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 33

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 34

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• ArDOT uses a critical path approach for pre-construction: after projects are adopted in the State Transportation Improvement Program, the path follows 
through the Survey, Roadway Design, Environmental, and Right of Way Divisions at determined intervals before Program Management lets it to contract.35

• This process is monitored via the Staff Minutes, which provides project information and tracks progress against interim milestones for each division.36

• Staff Minutes are maintained by Program Management and reviewed biweekly to highlight upcoming projects and troubleshoot projects behind schedule.37

• Yet there is no tool that offers robust project management for this process, which could increase accountability and identify process efficiencies earlier.
• Further, design, reviews, and handoffs are not necessarily conducted within the same software platform.38

• Some DOTs seeking to reduce project development time, increase accuracy of estimates, and reduce likelihood of future change orders have invested in tools 
that allow different divisions to dynamically design within an open access model.39

• One example of this approach is WisDOT's use of 3D Modeling and BIM, which would also facilitate coordination with construction staff (graphic below). 40

• Anecdotally, district staff want more time for feedback on plan designs at 90% complete to potentially reduce the number of change orders down the line. 41

The construction project development process may be enhanced through formalized project management tools that increase 
accountability, identify process efficiencies, and facilitate collaboration across teams.

ArDOT’s construction project development lacks formalized project management tools.

Wisconsin DOT 
(WisDOT)
WisDOT has improved 
its project 
development 
workflows using 
integrated 3D 
modeling tools. 3D CIM 
Collaboration Models 
have reduced WisDOT’s 
redesign, rework, and 
change orders, 
creating cost savings 
and avoidance 
opportunities up to 
25%. 

Source: WisDOT 42
| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.

Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• Construction schedules are set by contractors, but Resident Engineers 
must efficiently coordinate construction monitoring tasks.43

• ArDOT lacks a project management system to fill this gap, by, for 
example, interfacing with the contractor's project plan to trigger 
construction monitoring tasks and check-ins at key milestones.44

• Though ArDOT uses Primavera P6, it is primarily for contractors. For 
ArDOT, it facilitates time impact analysis and change order analysis.45

• The use of this tool is limited to projects with A+C bidding.46

• Districts use SiteManager for contract administration, daily work reports, 
current and final estimates, materials management, and other functions. 
SiteManager is a leading information management tool, but does not 
provide project management support.47

• In the absence of a project management tool, Resident Engineers rely on 
daily meetings and weekly and monthly reports to plan, manage, and 
troubleshoot. They review major overruns, projects behind schedule, 
missing documentation, change orders, and more.48

Existing project management tools may have broader 
applications for construction staff.  

• Change orders are used to approve and document changes in how 
contractors execute work, prompted by plan error, unexpected site 
conditions, and a range of other reasons.49

• Approval of change orders varies by type and amount. In general, 
Resident Engineers approve change orders <$20K, District Engineers 
<$75K, and Assistant Chief Engineer above that. Special considerations 
are made for changes to contract items, contract time, and VE.50

• FHWA approves change orders of $20K+ on federal oversight projects.51

• Change orders are documented in SiteManager, but not formally 
reviewed by the Department to identify trends in contractor 
performance, item costs (particularly those items not included in bid), or 
to analyze consistency of approvals and amounts across districts.52

• Since 2014, the total number of change orders that ArDOT has 
experienced has declined, however during the same time frame, the 
dollar value per change order has increased significantly.53

Change orders are not formally reviewed to identify potential 
efficiencies or problematic contractors.

ArDOT’s construction projects lack formalized project management tools.
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Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 54| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Kentucky DOT (KDOT)
KDOT uses a MMS that allows outputs such as this graph, which depicts the time spent by 
staff on various maintenance quality assurance (MQA) activities per year.

ArDOT’s maintenance projects lack formalized project management tools.

• Maintenance activities are broadly identified as part of 
the Annual Work Program, which includes a list of 
activities to be completed and the estimated materials, 
crew size, and time required.55

• The Annual Schedule of maintenance functions outlines 
during which months each activity is expected to be 
completed, possible, or in case of emergency.56

• District- and area-level maintenance staff use the annual 
work plans to develop bi-weekly schedules with functions, 
locations, materials, and crews to be used in two weeks.57

• Seasonality facilitates some level of project prioritization. 
However, of the 50+ activities listed in the Annual 
Schedule, nearly all are expected or possible each month, 
offering little guidance to staff on how to prioritize 
activities throughout the year.58

• Schedule management is conducted through comparison 
of actual progress against the annual work plan, reviewed 
once per month by district and annual staff.59

• Productivity is assessed through a comparison of actual 
productivity against historical rates (i.e., output per hour), 
reviewed once per month by the District Maintenance 
Engineer (DME) and District Maintenance Superintendent 
(DMS).60

• This review may yield a change in the maintenance crew 
size or other adjustment, but may be too late to make a 
productive change to the project in question.

• The new Maintenance Management System (MMS) 
should begin to address many of these issues by 
optimizing work plans based on system condition within 
financial and staff constraints.61

• Initial implementation of the MMS will emphasize 
performance-based planning and budgeting, and later 
phases will add in optimization capabilities.62

Scheduling and evaluation of maintenance 
activities may be improved through the use of 

project management tools.

75% proportion of surveyed state DOTs with a 
performance-based approach to 
maintenance project management

Source: KDOT 63

Source: National Highway Cooperative Research Program 64

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Several internal and external audits are undertaken to ensure that ArDOT funds are spent 
appropriately.

Auditor Purpose of Audits Areas of Focus Sample Audits

ArDOT’s Internal 
Audit Division

Ensure ArDOT divisions and districts are in compliance 
with policies and procedures, with focus areas 
determined based on a DFA-required Department-
wide risk assessment; report to Highway Commission 
bi-monthly

Internal controls, safeguarding of assets, 
construction documentation and reporting, 
and compliance; methodology reviewed every 
3 years by American Association of Highway 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Internal 
Audit Committee 

• Administrative Compliance Audits
• Architectural and Engineering Indirect Cost 

Rate CPA Workpaper Reviews
• Investigative Audits
• Motor Fuel Tax Audits
• International Fuel Tax Agreement Audits

ArDOT is taking steps to strengthen its internal audit practices.

• Internal Audit (IA) largely conducts Administrative Compliance Audits of divisions, districts, Resident Engineer Offices, and sections, including internal controls, 
regulatory compliance, and safeguarding of assets.65

• “Management findings” are communicated directly to the audited group, and “reportable findings” are included in the audit report; Audit activities are reported 
to the Highway Commission bi-monthly.66

• IA completes a risk assessment every 2 years, per Arkansas Dept. of Finance & Administration (DFA), to identify risks for fraud, waste, abuse, and controls.67

• IA is developing audit policies and procedures for each division and district based on their assessed risk, as part of its risk-based approach.68

• Legislative Audit evaluates ArDOT's financial statements annually in compliance with generally accepted government auditing standards. In addition, every 3 
years, Legislative Audit conducts the State of Arkansas Single Audit: ArDOT is one of many entities included.70

• FHWA uses a risk-based approach to its stewardship and oversight of federal aid projects, which includes approvals and reviews at the project and program level 
on a quarterly, annual, and as needed basis.71

• FHWA has historically conducted more project-level reviews, but this has declined due to changes at the federal level.72

External audits are primarily conducted by Legislative Audit and FHWA.

Auditor Purpose of Audits Areas of Focus Sample Audits

Arkansas Legislative 
Audit

In accordance with state law and generally 
accepted government auditing standards, audit 
ArDOT financial statements

Financial statements, internal controls, and 
compliance

• Audit of Financial Statements
• State of Arkansas Single Audit

Federal Highway 
Administration 
(FHWA)

In accordance with federal law and the ArDOT 
Stewardship & Oversight Agreement, ensure 
ArDOT projects and programs are in compliance 
with federal policies and procedures; use a risk-
based approach

Systems and practices related to: financial 
management, estimating project costs, 
awarding contracts, reducing costs, staffing 
resources, available funding, and fund 
management

• Compliance Assessment Program 
(compliance with federal requirements)

• Projects of Division Interest review (identifies 
projects with elevated risk)

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents and publicly available documents 69

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents and publicly available documents 73

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Expenditures Citations
Page Number 32
1. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
2. Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
3. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
4. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Rural)
5. Planisware. Blog Post 2019: https://www.planisware.com/hub/blog/2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-

project-and-portfolio-management-out
6. Tommelein, Iris D., PhDBlampied, Nigel. Review of the Project Resourcing and Schedule Management 

(PRSM) System used by Caltrans. 2018: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/20t4r81t

Page Number 33
7. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. 

Version FP-14. https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
8. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. 

Version FP-14. https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
9. Utah DOT. Practical Design Guide. 2011.
10. FHWA. Practical Design. 2010:  https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
11. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design & Bridge Design
12. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
13. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
14. ArDOT Value Engineering Guidelines and Procedures (via ArDOT website)
15. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
16. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
17. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
18. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
19. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
20. Missouri State Highway Patrol. Number of Persons Killed or Injured in Missouri Crashes by Year. 

https://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/crash_data_severity_960grid.html
21. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page Number 34
22. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
26. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
27. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
29. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
30. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. Regulation: ACA § 27-67-322 (c)(3) 
32. ArDOT Surplus Land Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
33. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
34. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 35
35. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
36. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
37. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management
38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
39. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
40. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
41. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction and Resident Engineers (Rural)
42. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf

Page Number 36
43. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineers (Rural)
45. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
46. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
47. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
48. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
49. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds
50. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
51. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
52. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
53. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
54. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 37
55. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
56. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
57. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
58. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
59. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendents (Rural) and District 

Engineers (Rural)
60. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Rural)
61. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
62. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
63. Scan Team Report. Best Practices In Performance Measurement For Highway Maintenance And 

Preservation. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/nchrp20-68a_10-03.pdf
64. Minnesota DOT. MnDOT Measures of Financial Effectiveness: 2019 EVALUATION REPORT.

https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2019/other/190400.pdf

Page Number 38
65. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
66. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
67. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
68. ArDOT Internal Audit Risk Assessment Heatmap
69. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
70. Regulation: 2 CFR § 200.514
71. FHWA. Risk-based Approach to Stewardship and Oversight FAQ. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/stewardship/140328_faq.pdf
72. Guidehouse Interview with FHWA – Arkansas Division
73. Stewardship and Oversight Agreement between FHWA and ArDOT. 2015. 

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Key 
Takeaways

ArDOT is focused on addressing deficiencies in the IT 
platform; however, addressing these deficiencies alone will 
not allow the Department to implement long term 
operational efficiencies. 

1│

ArDOT has developed a strategic 3-year IT roadmap but 
lacks maturity with some of the enabling pillars that 
compromise effective delivery of that plan. 

2│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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ArDOT is focused on addressing deficiencies in the IT platform; however, addressing these 
deficiencies alone will not allow the Department to implement long term operational efficiencies. 

• There appear to be 300+ databases (DBs) operating over 14 servers.1

• Interviews with IT indicate there is an unknown amount of data stored 
locally on ArDOT staff computers.

• There are several DBs for which the origin or the purpose have not 
been established and may be ready for decommissioning.1

• ArDOT's own internal analysis revealed that "Data quality is poor, data 
access across divisions is difficult and not real time“. 2

• Interviews with IT revealed that ArDOT has been approaching its data 
center modernization in phases prioritizing the Mainframe upgrade, 
Oracle implementation, several storage and server infrastructure 
upgrades and then will move to consolidate the remaining databases. 
Nevertheless, there is not a documented plan leaving the organization 
open to risks related to ensuring appropriate data capture, storage, 
and integration.

ArDOT appears to be approaching data center 
modernization phases, however, there does not appear to 

be a formal plan for integration.
• ArDOT currently deploys approximately 263 software applications.4

• Support for these applications is distributed across a number of 
divisions including construction and maintenance as it relates to 
SiteManager, SiteManager Access Report System (SARS), and State 
Highway Police (SHP) radio communications.5

• ArDOT’s software expenditures has increased significantly over the last 
5 years, rising ~73% to ~$5.3M in FY2019.6

• Interviews with IT indicate that ArDOT has not conducted a software 
license inventory for these deployed applications which may increase 
IT costs and leave the Department exposed to risk/liability.

• Although in the current state IT has to approve application acquisition 
and enable installation, there is still a culture of divisions 
independently securing IT applications without IT approval.7

• ArDOT's own internal strategic planning documents reveal that there is 
lack of alignment between technology solutions purchases leading to 
multiple solutions for one business problem.2

ArDOT has preliminarily identified staff’s software needs but 
efforts to align technology purchases across the Department 

has not been universally implemented.

“Data quality 
is poor, data 

access is 
difficult and 

not real time”

70%

ArDOT Staff Perspectives on Data Quality

$2,500,000

$3,000,000

$3,500,000

$4,000,000

$4,500,000

$5,000,000

$5,500,000

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

ArDOT Software Expenditures by Fiscal Year

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents2

percent of staff that are satisfied 
with ArDOT data quality

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data6| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• An Info-Tech IT Capabilities assessment in 2019 indicated the need for 
ArDOT to focus on Network and Communications Infrastructure.8

• A Converge One Data Center Resiliency assessment (in 2019) revealed 
the need for critical Server, Storage, and Disaster Recovery (DR) 
Infrastructure upgrades. 9

• Recognizing that it needs to stabilize it's baseline infrastructure in the 
above areas (Storage, Servers, Hardware, Security and DR) ArDOT has 
secured consultants to rapidly attend to these IT Infrastructure 
upgrades.10

ArDOT has enlisted a number of vendors to rapidly 
implement Enterprise Infrastructure upgrades.

• ArDOT’s internal IT Survey indicates that customer support is a critical 
pain point for the Business.8

• The IT Department is working to release an RFP to procure an IT Service 
Management (ITSM) tool in Q1 of 2020; and is looking to deploy this tool 
concurrently with the Oracle “go-live” window (July 2020).11

• It does not appear that IT has any frameworks to guide effective 
customer support, but is looking to secure this as part of the ITSM 
solution acquisition. 

• Interviews revealed that IT is looking to broaden the utilization of this 
ITSM tool across numerous divisions (e.g. HR, Facilities, Construction).

• A review of the requirements indicates that ArDOT IT seeks to expand the 
platform’s capabilities to support Change Control, Project Management, 
Problem resolution, and service catalog definition.11

ArDOT recognized that IT customer support is of critical 
importance and is looking to secure a supporting ITSM tool.

ArDOT satisfaction with 
Network and 

Communications
ArDOT staff rated 

Network and 
Communications             
1st in Importance 

1st

Vendor Service

ConvergeOne Server, Storage, Oracle Wireless, and 
misc. Disaster Recovery Upgrades

Presidio VOIP, switch upgrades, and misc. 
server purchases

Various (<10) Internet Connectivity

2 DBAs Manage day-to-day needs of myriad 
databases

SharePoint 
Administrator

Support Intranet rebuild

In-flight Vendor Managed 
Infrastructure Upgrades

ArDOT satisfaction with 
IT Help Desk 

ArDOT staff rated 
Help Desk Support 
3rd in Importance 

3rd

66%

55%

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents10
Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents8

ArDOT is focused on addressing deficiencies in the IT platform; however, addressing these 
deficiencies alone will not allow the Department to implement long term operational efficiencies. 

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• ArDOT is addressing its DR related data storage risks via the Data Center 
infrastructure upgrade. This upgrade will also inform the creation of 
broader Disaster Recovery policies and procedures.12

• ArDOT has identified its Barling facility as a dedicated DR facility, but has 
yet to formalize the plan, or associated IT/business continuity policies and 
procedures.12

• ArDOT’s plans to address the remaining DR risks (such as Fire risks, 
Firewalls and email security, and lack of DR environment) are in their 
infancy.12

• Interviews reveal that ArDOT is in the process of building a cybersecurity 
platform, and have recently hired a security architect to lead that effort.

• ArDOT has expressed a desire to align with the Criminal Justice 
Information Services (CJIS) cybersecurity policies, but an ArDOT specific 
policy has not been developed.12

• ArDOT’s Security Architect has put in a platform to conduct threat 
monitoring and detection, and ArDOT is partnering with Arkansas 
Department of Emergency Management (ADEM) to understand best 
practices on cybersecurity training, but ArDOT is not currently conducting 
any cybersecurity audits across the Departments and divisions.1

Although ArDOT is making progress on developing Disaster 
Recovery (DR) platform, they currently lack a cyber security 

function, policies, and standards. 

ArDOT Data Resiliency Evaluation - ConvergeOne Analysis

10%

Disaster Recovery Score

22%

Data Security Score

6%

Disaster Center Storage Score

In 2012 a security breach at South Carolina’s Dept. of 
Revenue exposed the records of ~ 70M people, costing the 
state $41M

Case Study

The Average Cost of a security breach is $5.85M

Cyber Security Threat

Several studies indicate that the cost of Infrastructure 
downtime can average between $2,300 to $9,000 per 
minute

Infrastructure Downtime

Source: Guidehouse analysis of documents from Atlassian, Inc (top) and Governing 
Institute (middle, bottom)13,14

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data13

ArDOT is focused on addressing deficiencies in the IT platform; however, addressing these 
deficiencies alone will not allow the Department to implement long term operational efficiencies. 

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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ArDOT has developed a strategic 3-year IT roadmap but lacks maturity with some of the 
enabling pillars that compromise effective delivery of that plan. 

• IT staff meet with division and districts to catalog IT needs and 
gather requirements, the project intake process is not formalized 
nor documented (beyond capturing needs through customer 
initiated IT service tickets).16

• ArDOT recently implemented the use of a Project and Prioritization 
tool, however it does not appear to complete, tied to an enterprise 
strategy, or connected to a governance structure. 16,17

• Beyond a long and short term initiatives document, it does not 
appear that ArDOT has an operational plan that supports the 
implementation of the 3 Year IT Strategic Plan. 16,18

• There does not appear to be a formal decision making body related 
to IT investments, nor formal policies to govern and/or prioritize any 
investments. Interviews revealed that the Assistant Chief of 
Administration ultimately approves project prioritization.16

• ArDOT has created a Data Governance Plan to help operationalize 
how data is managed across the organization however, this 
document is in its infancy and only supported by three draft policy 
documents: Data Management, Backup, and Access. 16,19

• ArDOT continues to increase its IT investment as the IT Budget has 
increased dramatically from ~$9.2M in FY16 to ~$23.5M in FY20 with 
Operating Expenses and Equipment costs being the biggest Drivers.
20

ArDOT has not developed a Governance Structure to 
ensure IT investments support objectives, manage 

enterprise risk, and meet external stakeholder needs.

1

2

1 Short and Long Term IT Plans 2 Project prioritization tool

“Unclear accountability and decision-
making process – No IT Governance.”

Info-Tech Report: Identified IT Threats

“Technology decisions being made in 
isolation”

• Enterprise Architecture is siloed organizationally with this 
responsibility residing with each of the divisions and districts that 
primarily “owned” their respective IT platforms and solutions. 16

• Within the IT division, architecture responsibility is distributed across 
various teams and is siloed on a project by project basis, and in many 
cases outsourced to external vendors.16

There is no overarching Enterprise architecture or 
“Blueprint”  to standardize and organize IT infrastructure 

and solutions to align with business goals.

Source: ArDOT17,18

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided 
data20

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided documents22

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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ArDOT Application Summary

								Total Number of Unique Applications		263

		Sum of Number of Users

		Application Name		Division Using		Total

		118 System		All				1

				District 4

				District Three

				District Two

				Governmental Relations		1

				HR		42

				SIR

		AASHTOWare Pavement ME		SIR				1

		AASHTOWARE Project		Various		8		1

		AASHTOWare Project:Various Modules		Construction , Roadway, Program Management		0		1

		AASHTOWare Project:Various Modules - Future		Construction , Roadway, Materials, EEO, and Program Management		0		1

		Access		SIR				1

				State Aid		12

		Access 2016		All				1

				Governmental Relations		4

				TPP		15

		Accounts Rec/Escrow		Fiscal Services		2		1

		ACE		HR		0		1

		ACHM - Access		Materials		0		1

		Acrobat DC		SIR				1

		Acrobat Standard DC		TPP		0		1

		ACTIS		District 4				1

				District 8		0

				District Three

				District Two

				TPP		3

		Adobe		Governmental Relations		5		1

		Adobe 		AHP		18

				Fiscal Services		15

		Adobe Acobat Pro 2017		All				1

		Adobe Acrobat		District 4

				District 8		0

				District Three

				District Two

				TPP		10

		Adobe Acrobat DC		AHP		2		1

				District Two

				Public Information - Creative Services		4

		ADOBE Acrobat DC\Pro		TPP, MPO		10		1

		Adobe Acrobat Pro DC		HR		15

				State Aid		12

		Adobe Audition		Pub Info		1		1

		Adobe Bridge		Public Information - Creative Services		4		1

		Adobe Captivate		HR		42		1

		ADOBE Connect		TPP		15		1

		Adobe Creative Cloud:		Public Information - Creative Services		4		1

		Adobe Creative Suite		HR		3		1

		Adobe Dreamweaver		Public Information - Creative Services		4		1

		Adobe Illustrator		Pub Info		5		1

				Public Information - Creative Services		4

		Adobe InDesign		Public Information - Creative Services		4		1

		Adobe Photoshop		Governmental Relations		2		1

				Pub Info		0

				Public Information - Creative Services		4

		Adobe Premiere Pro		Pub Info		2		1

		Adobe Products (Creative Cloud; ProDC; Photoshop, InDesign, etc.)		Environmental		60

		Adobe Standard / Pro		Construction 		125

		Advance		TPP		15		1

		AHPP		Environmental		15		1

		AHTD CADD File Locator		State Aid		2		1

		AHTD Mainframe Website/BlueZone		Environmental		2		1

		AHTD Session Manager		State Aid		2		1

		AI.xlam		State Aid		10		1

		Aiphone jkw-ip		District Three		5		1

				District Two

		AMASDA		Environmental		10		1

		AquaView		State Aid		6		1

		ARC GIS PRO		TPP, MPO		3		1

		ArcCatalong 10.6.1		TPP		10		1

		ArcGIS		District 4				1

				District Three

				Governmental Relations		4

		ArcGIS 10.3		TPP		3		1

		ArcGIS Administrator		TPP		10		1

		ARCGIS Online		TPP, MPO		3		1

		ArcGIS Pro 2.4		TPP		10		1

		Arch Job Tracking		Environmental		10		1

		ArcMap 10.6.1		TPP		10		1

				TPP, MPO		5

		ARDOT ATIS		SIR				1

		ARDOT Find My Log Mile		SIR				1

		ArDOT Functional Classification		State Aid		4		1

		ArDOT RXR Inventory Manager		State Aid		2		1

		ARDOT Service Manager Console		HR		42		1

		ArDOT Service Portal		State Aid		12		1

		ARDOT webmail		SIR				1

		Arkansas Municipal League		State Aid		4		1

		Arkansas State Aid City Street Program		State Aid		4		1

		ARNOLD		Environmental		15		1

		ARPARS		AHP		3		1

		Aspen		AHP				1

		Association of Arkansas Counties		State Aid		2		1

		ATIS		District 8				1

				Environmental

				State Aid		4

		Auto Turn for Microstation		TPP		5		1

		AutoTurn V8		State Aid		6		1

		Average Daily Traffic		State Aid		4		1

		Bentley (Microstation, Inroads, etc.)		Environmental		60		1

		BigQ - Access		Materials		0		1

		BlueJeans		District Three				1

				HR		42

		BlueZone/AHTD Mainframe		SIR

		Chrome		AHP		18		1

				Fiscal Services		12

				Governmental Relations		5

				TPP		0

		Cisco Any Connect		HR		42		1

		Cisco AnyConnect		SIR

		Cisco Webex Meetings		HR		1		1

		Citrix Receiver		HR		2		1

		Cogniview PDF2XL		HR		1		1

		Combined Environmental		Environmental		15		1

		Commitments		Environmental		10		1

		Confirmation_Purchase_order   		SIR				1

		Connection Client for Bentley Products		District Three				1

		Cracker		SIR				1

		Crash Data Entry Tool		TPP		20		1

		Crash Location Tool		TPP		5		1

		Crash Summary Tool		TPP		30		1

		Crash Summary Tool Live Database		TPP		30		1

		CreateThumbnail		SIR				1

		Critical RF Virtual Base Station		District 4				1

				District Three

		CTMeter Version 3.5E		SIR				1

		Curve Fit		SIR				1

		CVENT		AHP		2		1

				HR		3

		CVIEW		AHP		140		1

		D.F.T  Version 5.0E		SIR				1

		Data Control Software		SIR				1

		Data Scout Pro		SIR				1

		Dbooks		District 4				1

				District Three

		Decision Lens		TPP/PM		43,529		1

		DecisionLens		TPP		0

		Diagram Designer		SIR				1

		Disiplinary Database Interface		HR				1

		Doc Express		Mostly Construction, Roadway, Bridge, EEO, Materials , Maintenance, TPP, Consultant Coordinators				1

		DocExpress		District 4

				District Three

				Environmental		15

		DOS-Box		Fiscal Services		10		1

		Drop Box		HR		1		1

		dTIMS		Maintenance				1

		e-Builder		Environmental		10		1

		eCrash		AHP		3		1

				TPP		30

		Edge Dropoff		SIR				1

		EDM		Environmental		60		1

				SIR

				TPP		15

		Elmod6		SIR				1

		Env_Constraints		Environmental		15		1

		Environ SP		Environmental		10		1

		Esri (ArcGIS, ArcPro, Online, Portal, Enterprise)		Environmental		6		1

		Excel		Fiscal Services		21		1

				Governmental Relations		5

				Materials

				Public Information - Creative Services		7

				SIR

				State Aid		12

		Excel 2016		TPP		15		1

		Explorer		Governmental Relations		5		1

		FEMA Flood Map Service Center		State Aid		4		1

		FHWA		State Aid		9		1

		FHWA ProVal		SIR				1

		Fiery Command WorkStation		Public Information - Creative Services		7		1

		File on Q		AHP		3		1

		Filezilla		HR		42		1

		Final Environmental Review		Environmental		10		1

		Firefox		AHP		18		1

				District 4

				District Three

				District Two

				Governmental Relations		5

				State Aid		1

				TPP		3

				TPP, MPO		15

		FREEVAL		TPP				1

		Friction Manager		SIR				1

		Fugro Roadware Vision		SIR				1

		Fwd file unit conversion		SIR				1

		GeoMedia 2016		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				SIR

				TPP		10

		GIMP 2		TPP		1		1

		GIS Data Layers		Environmental		60		1

		GISJobTracking		Environmental		10		1

		GISPUB		Environmental		60		1

		GISSUB		Environmental		60		1

		Google Chrome		District 4

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Public Information - Creative Services		7

				SIR

				State Aid		8

				TPP		10

				TPP, MPO		15

		Google Earth		AHP		36		1

				Governmental Relations		5

				HR		6

				State Aid		11

				TPP		0

		Google Earth Pro		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Environmental		60

				SIR

				TPP, Districts		10

				TPP, MPO		15

		GoTo Meeting		HR		3		1

		Halogen Talentspace (ACE)		District Two				1

		HCS7		TPP		6		1

		Hiring Management Console		District Two				1

				HR		3

		HY-8		State Aid		6		1

		IHSDM		TPP		5		1

		Indesign		Governmental Relations		1		1

		Inkscape 0.9.1		TPP		1		1

		InRoads		Construction		0		1

				District 4

				District Three

		InRoads V8i SS2		State Aid		8		1

		InspectTech		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Environmental		10

				TPP

		InspectX (Beta)		District Three				1

		Internet Explorer		AHP		36

				District 4

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Fiscal Services		21

				SIR

				TPP		15

		Internet Exporer		Public Information - Creative Services		7

		ITERIS		District 8				1

		IV10		District Two				1

		iVision		SIR				1

		Jetbrains PyCharm community edition		TPP		3		1

		JobList		Environmental		60		1

		Keri Reflections EVR Client		District Three				1

		Keri Systems Client		District Three				1

		Kronos		District 8				1

				District Two

				HR		0

				SIR

				TPP		0

		LabQ - Access		Materials		0		1

		Lane Closures		Construction , Maintenance, AHP?		0		1

				District 4

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

		LEA Training		AHP		5		1

		LibreOffice 6.2		TPP		1		1

		MapClick		TPP		30		1

		Maptitude		TPP		9		1

		Microsoft Office		AHP

				Construction		0

				District 4

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

		Microsoft Office Suite (Access, Word, Excel, Publisher, etc.)		Environmental		60

		Microsoft SQL Server		SIR				1

		Microsoft SQL Server Mangement Studio		TPP		1		1

		Microsoft Teams		Environmental		60		1

		Microsogt Edge		TPP, MPO		15		1

		MicroStation		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				TPP		5

		MicroStation V8i (SELECTseries 2)		TPP		10		1

		MicroStation V8i SS2/SS3		State Aid		11		1

		Microstation/InRoads		SIR				1

		MMHIS		AHP		36		1

				District 4

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Governmental Relations		4

				SIR

				TPP		25

		MMHISFrameViewer		SIR				1

		MobiControl		HR		3		1

		MOVEAR		AHP		140		1

				TPP		3

		MOVES 2014b		TPP		1		1

		Movies & TV (app)		TPP		6		1

		MS Office Suite		HR		6

		MS Paint		SIR				1

		MS Publisher		HR		5		1

		MS Server Management Studio 17		HR		2		1

		MS Teams		HR		42

		Mtls. Test Sys. (MTS)		Materials		0		1

		My AHTD WEB App		AHP		2		1

		Navigation		SIR				1

		Network Fleet		HR		42		1

		Networkfleet		District 4

				District 8

				District Three

		Notepad ++		HR		4		1

				TPP		3

		Notepad++		State Aid		4

				TPP		3

		NPMRDS		TPP		2		1

		OCLC Connexion Client 2.63		SIR				1

		Ocularis		AHP		6		1

		Off-site Area submittal database		Environmental		15		1

		OpenVPN Connect		TPP		3		1

		Oracle Primavera P6		Construction		0		1

				District 4

				District Three

				District Two

		OTTRS		District 4				1

				District Three

				District Two

		OTTRS - Access		Construction		0

		Outlook		AHP		18		1

				Fiscal Services		12

				Governmental Relations		5

				Materials

				Public Information - Creative Services		7

				SIR

				State Aid		12

				TPP		15

		PAHR		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

				District Two

				Fiscal Services		8

				HR		0

				TPP

		Paint		Governmental Relations		3		1

		paint.net		TPP		1

		Papervision		AHP		10		1

				District 4

				District Three

				District Two

				Environmental		20

				Fiscal Services		13

				HR		1

		Passport inTrack Kiosk		HR		1		1

		PAYR		District 4				1

				District Three

				District Two

				Fiscal Services		7

		Pension Gold		Fiscal Services		10		1

		Permit System		District Two				1

		pgAdmin III		TPP		3		1

		Photos		SIR				1

		PI_RADAR		Environmental		10		1

		PMDS		State Aid		8		1

		PostGIS 2.1		TPP		3		1

		PostgreSQL 9.4		TPP		3		1

		Power Point		Fiscal Services		16		1

				Governmental Relations		5

				Materials

				SIR

				TPP		15

		PowerPoint		Public Information - Creative Services		7

		PublicRequestTracking		Environmental		10		1

		Publisher		Governmental Relations		2		1

				Public Information - Creative Services		7

				TPP		15

		Python 2.7		State Aid		1		1

		Python 2.7.14		TPP		10		1

		Python 3.6		TPP		2		1

		QGIS 3.6.3		TPP		2		1

		RADAN 7		SIR				1

		Remote Desktop Connection		District 4				1

				District 8

				District Three

		ROSCOE		HR		1		1

		Route History System		Environmental		60		1

		Rtoaw		SIR				1

		Safety Net		AHP		120		1

		Sales Tax Rebate		Fiscal		4		1

		Sales/Use Tax Program		Fiscal		4		1

		SAP (AASIS)		Fiscal Services		9		1

		SARS		District 4				1

				District Three

				District Two

				SIR

		SARS - Access		Most All		0

				State Aid		10

		SARS 		TPP		10

		Save Attached		State Aid		2

		SDMS Processor		District 4				1

				District Three

		seedz.xlsm		State Aid		10		1

		Send Suite		HR		15		1

		Sharepoint		District 4				1

				District Three

				HR		1

				TPP		3

		SHOP Mainframe		HR		1		1

		Sidra 8		TPP		6		1

		SiteManager		Construction		0		1

				District 4

				District Three

				District Two

		Skype		HR		1		1

		Skype for Business		District 4

				District Three

				District Two

				SIR

				TPP		2

				TPP, MPO		15

		Snag IT		Construction		4		1

				SIR

		Snagit		State Aid		10

		Snipping Tool		HR		1		1

				SIR

				TPP		0

		SPUD		District Three				1

				Environmental		3

				State Aid		6

		SQL Server 2017		TPP		2		1

		SQL Server Management Studio 17		Environmental				1

				TPP		3

		SQL Server Management Studio 18		TPP		2		1

		SQL_Borrow_Pits_2.0		Environmental		15		1

		SQLDW		Environmental		60		1

		SQLGIS		Environmental		60		1

		State Aid Projects		State Aid		10		1

		StateAid Suite		State Aid		8		1

		Statewide Permit System		District 4				1

				District Three

		Stream Mitigation & 404		Environmental		10		1

		StreamStats		State Aid		6		1

		Superload		TPP		1		1

		SureTrak 3.0 		District 4				1

				District Three

		Swift		SIR				1

		Sybase PowerBuilder 12.5 Classic		Construction		4		1

		Synchro/SimTraffic (ver 9 and 10)		TPP		6		1

		TAG		District 4				1

				District Three

				District Two

		TAG Mainframe		HR		1		1

		Task Tracker		Environmental		8		1

		Traffic Forecasting		SIR				1

		TransCAD		TPP		3		1

		UPS Worldship		HR		5		1

		Various Web Apps		TPP		0

		View 1		SIR

		View 2		SIR

		Vissim (ver 7 and 10)		TPP		6		1

		Visual Studio 2017		TPP		4		1

		Visual Studio Professional 2015		State Aid		1		1

		Vital Chek		Fiscal Services		4		1

		VNC Viewer		HR		4		1

		WatchGuard Video		AHP		140		1

		Web MMHIS (ATIS)		TPP		0		1

		Web Soil Survey		State Aid		6		1

		Webex		TPP		3		1

		Webxtender		TPP				1

		Windows Media Player		TPP		6		1

		win-pak		AHP		4		1

		Winrar		SIR				1

		WinSCP		TPP		1		1

		Word		Fiscal Services		21		1

				Governmental Relations		5

				Materials

				Public Information - Creative Services		7

				SIR

				State Aid		12

				TPP		15

		ZORN FG		SIR				1

		(blank)		(blank)





ArDOT Applications Detail

		ArDOT Application Inventory

		Please list any and all applications you and your section/division use. We are taking inventory of ALL applications (Homegrown and Third Party) (See example in Red Below)

		Application Name		Description of Application		Capabilities (What it can do)		Processes/Tasks (What it does)		Division Using		Section Using		Application Owner		Application Support		Vendor Information (If 3rd Party)		Number of Users		Criticality		Data Connection		Software Dependencies		Hardware Dependencies		Dev. Language		Platform		Operating System		Where is it located?

		118 System		Movement of property		Movement of property		Movement of proprty		All		Districts

		118 System		Inventory		create and track 118 forms		tracks movement of property		District 4		Office Manager, Clerks, Stockroom

		118 System		Inventory		create and track 118 forms		tracks movement of property		District Three		Office Manager, Clerks, Stockroom

		118 System		Inventory						District Two

		118 System								Governmental Relations				Brandi McCallister						1		Moderate

		118 System		Used to transfer Department assets to and from our Division.						HR		All								42		High														Cloud

		118 System		Movement of property		Track Movement of Inventory				SIR		Asset Management/Research		Megan/Inventory Personnel 

		AASHTOWare Pavement ME		Pavement Design Software		Create, edit pavement designs		Create, edit pavement designs		SIR		Research		All		AAHSTOWare Support

		AASHTOWARE Project		Project Creation		Estimates Projects		Estimates Proejcts		Various		Various				Sitemanager@ardot.gov		AASHTOWare		8		High		SQLProject		Network Connections				xml, python		Browser		Windows		https://project.ahtd.com/Account/LogOn

		AASHTOWare Project:Various Modules		Project Creation / Management 		Current: Bids, Preconstruction 		Long list: Replaces antiquated software 		Construction , Roadway, Program Management		Construction , Roadway, Program Management		Each Division has an Subject Expert Business Owner, Sys Admin responsible for gui modifications and reference data management		Sitemanager@ardot.gov / Each Divsion		AASHTOWare		20+		High		SQLProject		Network Connections / Browser				xml, python		Browser		W7 ; W10		https://project.ahtd.com/

		AASHTOWare Project:Various Modules - Future		Project Creation / Management 		Future: Estimation, Civil Rights and Labor, Construction, and Materials		Long list: Replaces antiquated software / processes		Construction , Roadway, Materials, EEO, and Program Management		Construction , Roadway, Materials, EEO, and Program Management		Each Division has an Subject Expert Business Owner, Sys Admin responsible for gui modifications and reference data management		Sitemanager@ardot.gov / Each Divsion		AASHTOWare		400+		High		Future: Hosted with a VPN tunnel		Network Connections / Browser				xml, python, c#		Browser		W7 ; W10		https://project.ahtd.com/

		Access		Database Management System		Create database				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Access		Database management system		Creates databases		Creates databases		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Al Fleagle		Microsoft		12		High		awpaccess, sitedba and tplcgui								Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Access 2016		Misc Minor Inventory		Keeps up with Misc Minor Inventory				All		Districts

		Access 2016								Governmental Relations										4		High

		Access 2016		Database Application		Database Application		Database Application		TPP		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Access 2016		Productivity						TPP		MPP						Microsoft				Moderate										Desktop application				Desktop

		Accounts Rec/Escrow								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley		IT		501-569-2216		2		High		Clipper										Windows 7		Desktop

		ACE		System of record for Performance Evaluations and Training. HR maintains and supports this software.						HR		Personnel & Workforce Development		HR		HR		Kronos		3,800 Average		High														Cloud

		ACHM - Access		Asphalt Mix Design Tracking and Database		Reports, Data Entry, Source Information				Materials		Asphalt Lab, Sr. Engineer, Staff Engineer, DMS's		Materials		Materials				3 to 5		HIGH		 SQL								Access				Developed an .exe that installs on local machine

		Acrobat DC		Productivity		view pdf				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Acrobat Standard DC		Productivity						TPP		MPP						Adobe		All?		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		ACTIS		web-based Construction and Travel Information System		manage features on IDRIVE ARKANSAS within District area of responsibility		District admin or maintenance personnel directly populate the IDRIVE ARKANSAS site for events such as lane closures, noting flooded roads, closing/opening rest areas from phone or tablet.		District 4		ALL 		District Engineer		PIO-Denise Powell

		ACTIS		web-based Construction and Travel Information System		manage features on IDRIVE ARKANSAS within District area of responsibility		District admin or maintenance personnel directly populate the IDRIVE ARKANSAS site for events such as lane closures, noting flooded roads, closing/opening rest areas from phone or tablet.		District 8		ALL 		District Engineer		PIO-Denise Powell		ACTIS		web-based Construction and Travel Information System		manage features on IDRIVE ARKANSAS within District area of responsibility		District admin or maintenance personnel directly populate the IDRIVE ARKANSAS site for events such as lane closures, noting flooded roads, closing/opening rest areas from phone or tablet.		District 4		ALL 		District Engineer		PIO-Denise Powell		ACTIS		web-based Construction and Travel Information System

		ACTIS		web-based Construction and Travel Information System		manage features on IDRIVE ARKANSAS within District area of responsibility		District admin or maintenance personnel directly populate the IDRIVE ARKANSAS site for events such as lane closures, noting flooded roads, closing/opening rest areas from phone or tablet.		District Three		ALL 		District Engineer		PIO-Denise Powell

		ACTIS		Website						District Two

		ACTIS		IDrive Management Platform		Manage Events and Users of IDrive		Website Management		TPP		GIS		INA		INA				3		High		IDrive Master Database								Browser				Web based - AWS

		Adobe								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Adobe 		View Permits		PDF's		Permits issued are saved as a PDF		AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Adobe 								Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Adobe 								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley				501-569-2216		9		Low												Windows 7		Desktop

		Adobe Acobat Pro 2017								All

		Adobe Acrobat		PDF app software		view, edit PDF documents				District 4		All (more of us need Pro or editing version)		DCE

		Adobe Acrobat		PDF app software		view, edit PDF documents				District 8		All (more of us need Pro or editing version)		DCE				Adobe Acrobat		PDF app software		view, edit PDF documents				District 4		All (more of us need Pro or editing version)		DCE				Adobe Acrobat		PDF app software

		Adobe Acrobat		PDF app software		view, edit PDF documents				District Three		All (more of us need Pro or editing version)		DCE, Will Cheatham

		Adobe Acrobat								District Two

		Adobe Acrobat		PDF viewing and editing		View, create and edit image files		Image file manipulation		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Adobe Acrobat DC								AHP				Sarah Garrett		IT				1		Low		ArDOT Owned

		Adobe Acrobat DC								AHP				Sarah Garrett		IT				1		Low		ArDOT Owned

		Adobe Acrobat DC								District Two

		Adobe Acrobat DC		PDF creation and editing						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		ADOBE Acrobat DC\Pro		Creating and editing PDFs.		Creating and editing PDFs.		Creating and editing PDFs.		TPP, MPO		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Adobe Acrobat Pro DC		Reading and creating various manual and other documents. We also use it for manipulating PDFs.						HR		All		HR		HR		Digitech Systems		15		High						High capacity scanner								Records

		Adobe Acrobat Pro DC		PDF Editor/Viewer		Creates and Edits PDFS		Creates and Edits PDFS		State Aid		State Aid		IT		IT		Adobe		12		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Adobe Audition		Audio editing software		Editing audio, finalizing post-production mastering of audio				Pub Info										1		High

		Adobe Bridge		photo management						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe Captivate		Used to develop SCORM compliant learning for the ArDOT University.						HR		Personnel & Workforce Development								42		High														Cloud

		ADOBE Connect		Web conferencing.		Web conferencing.		Web conferencing.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Adobe Creative Cloud:		Suite of applications for creative graphics						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe Creative Suite		Vital in developing learning content, short videos related to safety and training, and creation of the Source.						HR		Personnel & Workforce Development								3		Medium														Cloud

		Adobe Dreamweaver		website builder						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe Illustrator		Vector creating software		Creation of vector graphics for print and video				Pub Info										5		High

		Adobe Illustrator		illustration 						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe InDesign		graphic design layout						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe Photoshop								Governmental Relations										2		High

		Adobe Photoshop		Graphic Editing/Creation Software		Useful for editing photos and creating graphics for print and video				Pub Info										5 to 10		High

		Adobe Photoshop		Graphic Editing/Creation Software		Useful for editing photos and creating graphics for print and video				Pub Info										5 to 10		High

		Adobe Photoshop		photo manipulation						Public Information - Creative Services										4		High

		Adobe Premiere Pro		Non-linear video editing software		For usage in editing video of ARDOT projects, people and more.				Pub Info										2		High

		Adobe Products (Creative Cloud; ProDC; Photoshop, InDesign, etc.)		Collection of Adobe software 		Used for image editing and compositing, creating vector graphics and illustrations, creating documents for digital publishing, create, edit, and sign PDF documents and forms		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		IT/Linda DeMasi		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)		See application support		60		High		Third party software				PC

		Adobe Standard / Pro		Document Viewer and editor		Merge, Edit, Sign documents		Merge, Edit, Sign documents		Construction 		All		IT		IT		Adobe		125		Medium - High		Active Directory		Network Connection						Standalone		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Advance		Online reporting system for eCrash		Online reporting system for eCrash		Online reporting system for eCrash		TPP		Traffic Safety		Ted English		Arkansas State Police		James Kingsbury ASP 501-618-8538		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		AHPP		Web mapping application used for historical research		View features spatially and locate information about those features		same as capabilities		Environmental		CR; GIS		Arkansas Historic Preservation Program		Tony Feaster/michael.feaster@arkansas.gov		See application support		15		Low		Third party owned				PC				Web Browser (IE, Chrome)		Windows 10		http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=e9040629adab4162bd21b7dde5a5702d

		AHTD CADD File Locator		website		Provides EDM files to RE Offices				State Aid		State Aid		IT						2		Medium		Network								Browser		Windows

		AHTD Mainframe Website/BlueZone		Session Manager for accessing its capablities and applications		Payroll; inventory; employee information updates; Employee offboarding		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin		IT		IT				2		Low		ARDOT Owned										Windows		http://csm1:4085/

		AHTD Session Manager		Connects to mainframe		Connects to mainframe		Inventory 		State Aid		State Aid		IT						2		Medium		Network										Windows

		AI.xlam		Excel Add-In		Auto-populate spreadsheets		Automates plan preparation.		State Aid		State Aid		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu				10		High		SARS, Sitemanager, State Aid Projects		Excel				VBA		Excel		Windows		\\csd3\stateaid\VBA\EXCEL\AI.xlam

		Aiphone jkw-ip		District Three Video security/entry system		 audio/doorbell, video, allows personnel to unlock front doors, and lockdown complex				District Three		District Admin		DCE, Will Cheatham		Will Cheatham				5

		Aiphone jkw-ip		Department Radio System						District Two

		AMASDA		Automated Management of Archeological Site Data in Arkansas		A collection of relational databases allowing users to query archeological site locations, archeological project locations, National Register status, and other information along with supporting documentation.				Environmental		CR; GIS		Arkansas Archeological Survey		Arkansas Archeological Survey/amasda@uark.edu		See application support		10		High		Third party owned				PC				Web Browser (IE, Chrome. Firefox)		Windows 10		http://archeology.uark.edu/amasdaonline/index.html

		AquaView		website		ADEQ GIS data		ERW, ESW mapping		State Aid		State Aid		ADEQ		ADEQ				6		Medium		Internet								Browser		Windows		https://arkansasdeq.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=fb5a6aa70fd940cda4c9a3d7bc2fbb15

		ARC GIS PRO		Queries and maps data,		Platform for analyzing and mapping all spatial data. Will eventually replace ArcMap		Queries and maps data,		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		ArcCatalong 10.6.1		Map making; geoprocessing		Data manipulation		Manipulates and organizes spatial data		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		ArcGIS		web-based mapping and database		view and enter basic GIS data				District 4		District Admin				Dan Devore, Maintenance Div

		ArcGIS		web-based mapping and database		view and enter basic GIS data				District Three		District Admin				Dan Devore, Maintenance Div

		ArcGIS								Governmental Relations										4		High

		ArcGIS 10.3		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP		Sharon Hawkins				ESRI		3		Moderate		Various								Desktop application				Desktop

		ArcGIS Administrator		ArcGIS software administration		Administer ArcGIS		Controls license level use		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		ARCGIS Online		Creates dashboards and tools.		Online platform for analyzing and mapping all spatial data		Creates dashboards and tools.		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		ArcGIS Pro 2.4		Map making; geoprocessing		Map creation; data manipulation		Creates maps and manipulates spatial data		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Arch Job Tracking		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track CR progress and documents 		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; CR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		ArcMap 10.6.1		Map making; geoprocessing		Map creation; data manipulation		Creates maps and manipulates spatial data		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		ArcMap 10.6.1		Creates Maps		Platform for analyzing and mapping all spatial data		Creates Maps		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		IT		IT 501-569-2001		5		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		ARDOT ATIS		website		Arkansas Transportattion Susyem				SIR		Asset Management		All

		ARDOT Find My Log Mile		Find log mile		Find log mile				SIR		Asset Management		All

		ArDOT Functional Classification		website		Arkansas roads Functional Classifications		Determine project functional classification		State Aid		State Aid								4		Medium		Network								Browser		Windows		https://ardot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=c918f1a1739649dd89e9a327f5eec396

		ArDOT RXR Inventory Manager		website		Railroad crossing data		Railroad crossing information		State Aid		State Aid		IT						2		Medium		Network								Browser		Windows		http://ardot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=09271661293946dba211301d397d2b40

		ARDOT Service Manager Console		Ticketing system. HR has their own portal in the software.						HR		Admin								42		Medium

		ArDOT Service Portal		website		Incident reports		Report problems to Computer Services		State Aid		State Aid		IT						12		High		Network										Windows

		ARDOT webmail		email		email				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Arkansas Municipal League		website		Search Arkansas Municipal offices.		Contact informaton for Arkansas Municipalities		State Aid		State Aid		Arkansas Municipal League		Arkansas Municipal League				4		High										Browser				https://www.arml.org

		Arkansas State Aid City Street Program		website		Provides forms and management tools for City Street Program.		Request a State Aid City Street Program project		State Aid		State Aid		INA		INA		INA		4		High		Internet		Expression Engine						Browser				https://citystreet.arkansas.gov

		ARNOLD		Not an application; it is the Department's linear referencing system 		Endless		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		ARDOT - TPP		Sharon Hawkins/GIS & Mapping/TPP				15		HIgh		ARDOT Owned				PC/Smartphone/Tablet				GIS Software

		ARPARS		Issue oversize/overweight permits		Issue Permits		Issue Permits		AHP		Permits		Bentley / Wayne Whitley		IT 		501-569-2216		3		High		Third Party				Sand box						Windows 7		Desktop

		Aspen				FMCSA CMV Inspections				AHP				Renee Hill		Renee Hill / IT loads software								ARDOT Owned safety net DB										Windows 7 or higher		on machine

		Association of Arkansas Counties		website		Search Arkansas Counties government offices		Contact informaton for County Judges		State Aid		State Aid		Association of Arkansas Counties		Association of Arkansas Counties				2		Medium		Internet								Browser		Windows		https://www.arcounties.org/counties/

		ATIS		Highway Video and Maps		Provide hwy video and map location				District 8		All

		ATIS		Arkansas Transportation Information System		Road and video log for job related transportation information		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Michael Henry/SIR		Michael Henry/SIR						Low		ARDOT Owned				PC				Web browser 				http://atis.ahtd.com/

		ATIS		website		Highway System Information		Highway intersection information		State Aid		State Aid								4		Medium		Network								Browser		Windows

		Auto Turn for Microstation		Computer Aided Drafting tool		Computer Aided Drafting tool		Computer Aided Drafting tool		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		5		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		AutoTurn V8		Vehicle maneuver analysis		Analyzes Vehicle Manuevers		Analyzes Vehicle Manuevers		State Aid		State Aid		IT		IT		Transoft Solutions Inc.		6		Medium				Microstation						Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Average Daily Traffic		website		ADT data		Determine project traffic count		State Aid		State Aid								4		Medium		Network								Browser		Windows		http://ahtd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=8deb09579210490bafb97bd03c3c0792

		Bentley (Microstation, Inroads, etc.)		Collection of CAD and associated software		General				Environmental		All		IT		IT		See application support		60		High		Third party Software				PC

		BigQ - Access		Qualified Products List (QPL) database		Data entry, communication logs, reports				Materials		Chemistry, Staff Engineer, QA Engineer, Sr. Engineer		Materials		Materials				4 to 8		High		SQL								Access				Developed an .exe that installs on local machine

		BlueJeans		Cloud-based meeting/web conference app		?-only used by RE staff a few times with Garver consultant				District Three

		BlueJeans		Used to conduct and participate in online meetings.						HR		All								42		Medium

		BlueZone/AHTD Mainframe		Movement of property		Track Movement of Inventory				SIR		Asset Management/Research		Megan/Inventory Personnel 

		Chrome				Call Center		Call Center, Idrive, lane closures		AHP		Permits		Cisco Finesse		IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH										Chrome		Windows 7		Desktop

		Chrome								Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Chrome								Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Chrome								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Chrome		Web Browsing						TPP		MPP						Google		All		High										Chrome				Desktop

		Cisco Any Connect		VPN software used to access the Department network when away from the network.						HR		Admin								42		Low

		Cisco AnyConnect								SIR		Research 		All

		Cisco Webex Meetings		Used to conduct online meetings and offer remote support to Department employees.						HR		Admin								1		Low

		Citrix Receiver		Access points set up for various Kronos software bundles including access to the Kronos Analytics administration server. Both a Production and Development paths are available.						HR		Admin								2		Low

		Cogniview PDF2XL		Vital in vonverting historical PDF documents to Excel for data mining.						HR		Admin								1		High														E&P

		Combined Environmental		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		This is a place for combined data entry forms		Input, store, and track Section 404 and mitigation		Environmental		All		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				15		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Commitments		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track and make sure all commitments have been documented and adhered to		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		Low		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Confirmation_Purchase_order   		CPO Database		Generate PO Numbers, Store PO information		Generate PO Numbers, Store PO information		SIR		Research		Bethany Stovall, Sam Rensal, Karen McDaniels, and Elisha Wright-Kehner		In House, Access Database

		Connection Client for Bentley Products		?-I just know we had to log in to make Microstation work!						District Three

		Cracker		Pavement data rating		Process pavement data				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Crash Data Entry Tool		Tool for entering paper crash reports into the crash database.		Tool for entering paper crash reports into the crash database.		Tool for entering paper crash reports into the crash database.		TPP		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		Jeremy Plummer		TSS 501-569-2972		20		High		ARDOT Owned Live Crashes										Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Crash Location Tool		Tool for locating crashes in the crash database.		Tool for locating crashes in the crash database.		Tool for locating crashes in the crash database.		TPP		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		Jeremy Plummer		TSS 501-569-2972		5		High		ARDOT Owned Live Crashes										Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Crash Summary Tool		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		TPP		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		Jeremy Plummer		TSS 501-569-2972		30		High		ARECRASH_2015 and CRASHES databases on SQL2						C#				Windows 10 or Windows 7		\\csd1\public\Traffic Safety\CrashSummaryTool

		Crash Summary Tool Live Database		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		Queries and creates automatic summaries of crash analysis.		TPP		Traffic Safety		Jeremy Plummer		Jeremy Plummer		TSS 501-569-2972		30		High		SAFETY database on SQLGIS						C#				Windows 10 or Windows 7		\\csd1\public\Traffic Safety\!!!THSP_Toolbox\CrashSummaryTool - LiveDatabase_2018_Or_2019

		CreateThumbnail		Image processing		Image processing				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Critical RF Virtual Base Station		Two-Way Radio communication		use PC to talk and listen on ARDOT two-way Radio communication system				District 4		District Admin				ITS Management -Maintenance Div

		Critical RF Virtual Base Station		Two-Way Radio communication		use PC to talk and listen on ARDOT two-way Radio communication system				District Three		District Admin		JR Bailey- Radio		ITS Management -Maintenance Div

		CTMeter Version 3.5E		Analyse Skid data for Circular Track Meter		Process skid data				SIR		Asset Management		Alan, Keith, Seth

		Curve Fit		Analyse Geometry data from ARAN		Process veritcal and horizontal curve				SIR		Asset Management		All

		CVENT								AHP										2		Low										Browser		W7 ; W10		www.cvent.com

		CVENT		Survey software used to conduct online surveys to Department employees and some outside entities. HR maintains and supports this software.						HR		Admin								3		High

		CVIEW				MCMIS				AHP				Renee Hill		web based  - iteris				140		Medium  		Third Party										Windows 7 or higher		web based - desktop link

		D.F.T  Version 5.0E		Analyse Skid data for Dynamic Friction Tester		Prcess Dynamic Friction Tester data				SIR		Asset Management		Alan, Keith, Seth

		Data Control Software		Import ARAN data into server		Import ARAN data into server				SIR		Asset Management		Megan, Boby

		Data Scout Pro		Web-based county land record database		Houses extensive property records that are searchable.  Has a map function to view the geographic locations of properties listed. Can generate reports with data.		Allows one to search property records and analyze yearly trends.		SIR		Research		JD Borgeson		DataScout, LLC – support@datascoutpro.com - https://www.datascoutpro.com/ 

		Dbooks		MainFrame app to type, encumber, and liquidate CPO's						District 4		Office Manager, Bookkeeper, Stockroom		Office Manager

		Dbooks		MainFrame app to type, encumber, and liquidate CPO's						District Three		Office Manager, Bookkeeper, Stockroom		Office Manager, Melanie Lauterbach

		Decision Lens		Data-driven project prioritization tool						TPP/PM		MPP						Decision Lens		5-Mar		Moderate		Third Party								Browser				website(www.decisionlens.com)

		DecisionLens								TPP		MPP		TPP/MPP		Decision Lens		Decision Lens		3 to 5		High		Third party								Browser				https://www.decisionlens.com/

		Diagram Designer		Office application		Office application				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Disiplinary Database Interface		Used to log information related to Departmental disiplinary actions						HR		Personnel

		Doc Express		Document Management		Document storage , document retention, document processing and signing				Mostly Construction, Roadway, Bridge, EEO, Materials , Maintenance, TPP, Consultant Coordinators				infotech		support@docexpress.com		infotech				High		Hosted Server		Internet Connection						Web Based		W7 ; W10		www.docexpress.com

		DocExpress		Document Management		Document storage , document retention, document processing and signing				District 4						support@docexpress.com

		DocExpress		Document Management		Document storage , document retention, document processing and signing				District Three				Will Cheatham		support@docexpress.com

		DocExpress		Store, manage, sign, route documents		Store, manage, sign, route documents		same as capabilities		Environmental		All								15		Low		Third party owned				PC				Web Browser (IE, Chrome)		Windows 10		https://docexpress.com/login?return_to=%2F

		DOS-Box		allows us to connect to Windows 7 machine		Assists us in using Sales/Use Tax Program and Old Cash Book receipts				Fiscal Services		Receipts & Expenditures		LeAnn Chadwick		IT				7		High

		DOS-Box								Fiscal Services		Insurance		Ronda Walthall				501-569-2240		3		High												Windows 7		Desktop

		Drop Box		Used to download learning content from TC3.						HR		Workforce Development								1		Medium

		dTIMS		Deterioration Modeling Software		Prediction of future condition of bridges		Models bridge components		Maintenance		HBM		Dave Fuller		ArDOT IT

		e-Builder		Construction Management Software		Used to manage and share Connecting Arkansas Program (CAP) jobs		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Garver		Taunja Bates - 501-537-3247 870-556-2677  TMBates@GarverUSA.com		See application support		10		Low		Third party owned				PC/Smartphone/Tablet				Web Browser		Windows		https://www.e-builder.net/

		eCrash		Electronic crash reporting system		Electronic crash reporting system		Electronic crash reporting system		TPP		Traffic Safety		Ted English		Arkansas State Police		James Kingsbury ASP 501-618-8538		30		High		Third Party										Windows 10 or Windows 7

		eCrash				State Crash Reports/Data				AHP				Renee Hill		AR State Police IT Dept				3		Medium		Third Party										Windows 7 or higher		web based - desktop link

		Edge Dropoff		Process Tranverse profile		Process Tranverse profile				SIR		Asset Management		All

		EDM		Engineering Document Manager		Accessing engineering documents		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		IT		IT				60		High		ARDOT Owned				PC

		EDM								SIR		Research		All

		EDM		Look up roadway design plans.		Look up roadway design plans.		Look up roadway design plans.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		5		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		EDM		Front end to access and organize CAD files		Shows users available files		Search and copy files		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Elmod6		Process FDW data		Process FDW data				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Env_Constraints		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track Environmental constraints process		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; A; CR; NR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				15		Low		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Environ SP		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track Special Provision documents		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; A; CR; NR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		Low		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Esri (ArcGIS, ArcPro, Online, Portal, Enterprise)		Collection of GIS software		Analysis; creating maps; creating reports; managing geospatial data; creating web apps; creating web maps				Environmental		GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)		See application support		6		High		Third party software				PC/Smartphone/Tablet				Desktop; Web Browser (IE, Chrome)

		Excel		Financial Records						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Excel		Financial Records						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Excel								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley				501-569-2216		9		Low												Windows 7		Desktop

		Excel								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Excel		Spreadsheets, Forms						Materials		All										HIGH

		Excel		database builder						Public Information - Creative Services										7		Medium

		Excel		Office application		Office application				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Excel		Spreadsheet		Creates and edits spreadsheets		Creates and edits spreadsheets		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Al Fleagle		Microsoft		12		High		awpaccess and sitedba								Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Excel 2016		Spreadsheets and workbooks		Spreadsheets and workbooks		Spreadsheets and workbooks		TPP		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Excel 2016		Productivity						TPP		MPP						Microsoft				High										Desktop application				Desktop

		Explorer								Governmental Relations										5		High

		FEMA Flood Map Service Center		website		Search Flood Zones		Determine if flood SP is applicable		State Aid		State Aid		FEMA		FEMA				4		Medium		Internet								Browser		Windows		https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home

		FHWA		website		Provides useful information for civil design		Provides useful information for civil design		State Aid		State Aid		FHWA		FHWA				9		High										Browser				https://www.fhwa.dot.gov

		FHWA ProVal		Process longitudinal profile data		Process longitudinal profile data				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Fiery Command WorkStation		 printer server/file processor						Public Information - Creative Services						Canon Solutions America		Stephen Davis - 501-725-3852		7		High

		File on Q				AHP Evidence Software				AHP				Clyde Crookham/John Lamb		File on Q - John Lamb and Clyde Crookham AHP				3		High		ArDOT Owned										Windows 7 or higher		desktop link - server - intranet

		Filezilla		Used to pass files back and forth to Kronos cloud team. New or revised reports are an example of the kind of files tranported.						HR		Admin								42		Medium

		Final Environmental Review		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track and make sure all steps have been completed when finaling a job		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Firefox				Call Center		Call Center, Idrive, lane closures		AHP		Permits		Cisco Finesse		IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH										Chrome		Windows 7		Desktop

		FireFox		Browser		for Networkfleet				District 4

		FireFox		Browser		for Networkfleet				District Three

		Firefox		Browser						District Two

		Firefox								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Firefox		Internet Browser		Browses Internet		Browses Internet		State Aid		State Aid		Mozilla Foundation		IT		Mozilla Foundation		1		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Firefox		Web browser		Browse internet		Internet searching and downloading		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		FireFox		Internet browser		Internet browser		Internet browser		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		FREEVAL		Traffic Analysis						TPP		MPP		Andrew Warren				ITRE				Moderate										Desktop application				Desktop

		Friction Manager		Manage friction data		Manage friction data				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Fugro Roadware Vision		Process ARAN data		Process ARAN data				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Fwd file unit conversion		Convert unit		Convert unit				SIR		Asset Management		All

		GeoMedia 2016		Mapping data		Mapping data				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		GeoMedia 2016		Mapping tool and database		add roadway and GIS data, create custom maps with data				District 4						Sharon Hawkins

		GeoMedia 2016		Mapping tool and database		add roadway and GIS data, create custom maps with data				District 8						Sharon Hawkins

		GeoMedia 2016		Mapping tool and database		add roadway and GIS data, create custom maps with data				District Three				Sherry Steward		Sharon Hawkins

		GeoMedia 2016								District Two

		GeoMedia 2016		Map making		Map creation; data manipulation		Creates maps and manipulates spatial data		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		GIMP 2		Image viewer and editor		Edit image files		Full suite of image editing tools		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		1		Medium												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		GIS Data Layers		Not an application; but a collection of geospatial data used by the Division *In process of moving all data to Enterprise SQL server		Data used for analysis, information, making maps, etc.		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Environmental GIS (various)		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)				60		High		Shapefiles/Geodatabase/Enterprise Geodatabase - Storage San1 (ARDOT Owned)				PC/Smartphone/Tablet				Esri

		GISJobTracking		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Store, track, assign, and final job requests in GIS section		same as capabilities		Environmental		GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\GIS_SHARE\GIS\_____SectionInformation\Databases

		GISPUB		SQL Server for Enterprise data - (Publisher server)		Manage and store tabular and geospatial data				Environmental		GIS		IT/Enterprise GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)				60		High		ARDOT Owned				PC

		GISSUB		SQL Server for Enterprise data - in process (Subscriber server)		Manage and store tabular and geospatial data				Environmental		GIS		IT/Enterprise GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)				60		High		ARDOT Owned				PC

		Google Chrome		Browser		for Halogen Talentspace (ACE), Kronos, Hiring Management Console				District 4

		Google Chrome		Browser		for Halogen Talentspace (ACE), Kronos, Hiring Management Console				District 8

		Google Chrome		Browser		for Halogen Talentspace (ACE), Kronos, Hiring Management Console				District Three

		Google Chrome		Browser						District Two

		Google Chrome		internet search engine						Public Information - Creative Services										7		High

		Google Chrome		Browser		web				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Google Chrome		Internet Browser		Browses Internet		Browses Internet		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Tim Yu		Google LLC		8		Medium										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Google Chrome		Web browser		Browse internet		Internet searching and downloading		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Google Chrome		Internet browser		Internet browser		Internet browser		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Google Earth				Viewing routes				AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Google Earth				Viewing routes				AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Google Earth								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Google Earth		Used to lookup county route and sections for safety investigations.						HR		Workforce Development		IT		IT				6		High

		Google Earth		Satellite imagery of Earth		Provides satellite imagery of Earth		Provides satellite imagery of earth		State Aid		State aid		Google LLC		IT		Google LLC		11		High		Internet								Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Google Earth		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP						Google		All		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		Google Earth Pro		aerial photos and street views		viewing aerial photos,and street views, measuring lengths, width, areas, overlaying data and plan sheets,  mapping, location businesses and addresses, viewing historical  photos				District 4		District Admin, Permit officer, Bridge Inspectors, RE office staff, Maintenance Staff		?		?

		Google Earth Pro		aerial photos and street views		viewing aerial photos,and street views, measuring lengths, width, areas, overlaying data and plan sheets,  mapping, location businesses and addresses, viewing historical  photos				District 8		District Admin, Permit officer, Bridge Inspectors, RE office staff, Maintenance Staff		?		?

		Google Earth Pro		aerial photos and street views		viewing aerial photos,and street views, measuring lengths, width, areas, overlaying data and plan sheets,  mapping, location businesses and addresses, viewing historical  photos				District Three		District Admin, Permit officer, Bridge Inspectors, RE office staff, Maintenance Staff		?		?

		Google Earth Pro								District Two

		Google Earth Pro		Geobrowser		Accesses satellite and aerial imagery and other geographic data to represent the earth		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		IT/Linda DeMasi		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)		See application support		60		High		Third party software				PC

		Google Earth Pro		Map		web				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Google Earth Pro		Satellite imagery viewer; light GIS		Satellite image viewing; light map making, , Measuring Distances, Viewing Historical images of routes		Search and display of satellite imagery and map data		TPP, Districts		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Google Earth Pro		Visual earth viewing application		Visual earth viewing application		Visual earth viewing application		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		GoTo Meeting		Used to conduct and participate in online meetings.						HR		All								3		Medium

		Halogen Talentspace (ACE)		Website						District Two

		HCS7		Traffic Analysis						TPP		MPP		Andrew Warren				McTrans (University of FL)		6		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		HCS7								TPP		MPP		McTrans - Univ. of Florida				McTrans - Univ. of Florida				High												W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Hiring Management Console		Website						District Two

		Hiring Management Console		This is our application site and manager site for tracking job postings and applicants. HR maintains and supports this software.						HR		Personnel		IT		IT				3		Low														IT

		HY-8		Hydraulic Analysis		Analyzes Cross Drains		Analyzes Cross Drains		State Aid		State Aid		IT		IT		FHWA		6		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		IHSDM		Assist in evaluation of safety alternatives.		Assist in evaluation of safety alternatives.		Assist in evaluation of safety alternatives.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		5		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Indesign								Governmental Relations				Aimee Goode		ARDOT IT  				1		High

		Inkscape 0.9.1		Vector art editing		Creation and editing of vector and raster drawings		Edits vector and raster images		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		1		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		InRoads								Construction		RE Offices / Construction Division				IT				80+						Network Connection 						Standalone		W7 ; W10

		InRoads		input field survey data to calculate earthwork quantities						District 4		RE Staff

		InRoads		input field survey data to calculate earthwork quantities						District Three		RE Staff

		InRoads V8i SS2		Civil Add-in to Microstation		Civil Design Modeler		Civil Design Modeler		State Aid		State Aid		IT 		Tim Yu		Bentley		8		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		InspectTech		field inspection application and asset management services for bridges 						District 4				DCE		Mike Hill, Heavy Bridge Maintenance Div.																				http://inspecttech.ahtd.com/

		InspectTech		field inspection application and asset management services for bridges 						District 8				DCE		Mike Hill, Heavy Bridge Maintenance Div.

		InspectTech		field inspection application and asset management services for bridges 						District Three				DCE, Will Cheatham		Mike Hill, Heavy Bridge Maintenance Div.																				http://inspecttech.ahtd.com/

		InspectTech		Website						District Two																										http://inspecttech.ahtd.com/

		InspectTech		Web application 		Inspecttech is a bridge inspection tracking program for compliance with National Bridge Inventory (NBI) regulations (23 CFR 650).  It includes the inspection forms, notes, photographs, maintenance needs, and inspection scheduling for all of the bridges in the state, or at least all that have been submitted for inspection.  A few of the city, county, or privately owned bridges may not have been entered, but most are included in this database.  

The NBI inspection forms include information about the bridge age, type,  condition, roadway specifications, ownership, and historical significance. 		Query, view, and download bridge information		Environmental		CR; GIS		Mike Hill/Dave Fuller (Heavy Bridge)		Mike Hill/Dave Fuller (Heavy Bridge)		See application support		10		Low		Third party software- uses ARDOT files/data				PC				Web Browser (IE, Chrome)		Windows 10		http://inspecttech.ahtd.com/

		InspectTech		BRIDGE DATA						TPP		MPP						Bentley Systems				HIgh										Browser		W7/W10		http://inspecttech.ahtd.com/

		InspectX (Beta)		Beta version of field inspection application and asset management services for bridges 						District Three				DCE, Will Cheatham		Mike Hill, Heavy Bridge Maintenance Div.

		Internet Explorer				Internet searches		Google/bing maps, lane closures, Idrive, Kronos		AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Internet Explorer				Internet searches		Google/bing maps, lane closures, Idrive, Kronos		AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Internet Explorer		Browser						District 4		All

		Internet Explorer		Browser						District 8		All

		Internet Explorer		Browser						District Three		All

		Internet Explorer		Browser						District Two

		Internet Explorer								Fiscal Services		Retirement		Smith		Robyn		(501)569-2433		6

		Internet Explorer								Fiscal Services		Retirement		Smith		Robyn		(501)569-2433		6

		Internet Explorer								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley				501-569-2216		9		High												Windows 7		Desktop

		Internet Explorer		Browser		web				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Internet Explorer		Internet browser		Internet browser		Internet browser		TPP		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Internet Explorer		Web Browsing						TPP		MPP						Microsoft				High										Internet Explorer				Desktop

		Internet Exporer		internet search engine						Public Information - Creative Services										7		High

		ITERIS		Weather		weather forcasts, etc...				District 8		All

		IV10		MainFrame						District Two

		iVision		ARAN data view		ARAN data view				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Jetbrains PyCharm community edition		Coding tool for python.		Coding tool for python.		Coding tool for python.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		JobList		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Store, track, assign, and final jobs in Assessments, CR, NR, and PI sections		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				60		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		Keri Reflections EVR Client		District Three video security playback system						District Three

		Keri Systems Client		District Three entry security access control system		database for security keyfobs for various personnel, set auto-times for do0rs to lock or unlock				District Three

		Kronos		Website						District 8

		Kronos		Website						District Two

		Kronos		System of record for employee time keeping. Contains records for activities and leave as well. HR maintains and supports this software.						HR		Personnel		HR		HR		Cadient Talent		3,800 Average along with external applicants.		High														Cloud

		Kronos		Time tracker		Time tracker				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Kronos								TPP		MPP								All		High										Desktop application

		LabQ - Access		Laboratory database		Data entry, communication logs, reports, training and equipment records				Materials		Materials		Materials		Materials				7 to 12		High		SQL								Access				Developed an .exe that installs on local machine

		Lane Closures		Used to document lane closures		Document Lane Closures				Construction , Maintenance, AHP?				IT		IT				80+		High		SQL1: Unknown		Network Connections / Browser				Unknown		Web Based		W7 ; W10		http://engrweb.ahtd.com/lanes/closures.asp

		Lane Closures		website 		enter and view all width and height restrictions and lane closures in District, for use by AHP Permits Section		enter in width or height restrictions and lane closures		District 4		District Admin, Clerks, Permit Officer, RE's		DCE

		Lane Closures		website 		enter and view all width and height restrictions and lane closures in District, for use by AHP Permits Section		enter in width or height restrictions and lane closures		District 8		District Admin, Clerks, Permit Officer, RE's		DCE

		Lane Closures		Website						District 8

		Lane Closures		website 		enter and view all width and height restrictions and lane closures in District, for use by AHP Permits Section		enter in width or height restrictions and lane closures		District Three		District Admin, Clerks, Permit Officer, RE's		DCE, Will Cheatham

		Lane Closures		Website						District Two

		LEA Training				Training Files				AHP				Clyde Crookham/John Lamb		LEA Training 				5		Low		ArDOT Owned										Windows 7		intranet - desktop link

		LibreOffice 6.2		Open source office suite		Word processing, spreadsheets; presentations		Text editing; calculations; presentations		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		1		Medium												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		MapClick		Electronic crash location system		Electronic crash location system		Electronic crash location system		TPP		Traffic Safety		Ted English		Arkansas State Police		James Kingsbury ASP 501-618-8538		30		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Maptitude		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP		Ron Fields				Caliper		9		High										Desktop		W7/W10		Desktop

		Microsoft Office		Office Forms		Fill out necessary forms				AHP		Permits				IT						Medium  

		Microsoft Office		Office		A lot				Construction		All		IT		IT		Microsoft		Everyone		High		Active Directory		Network Connection						Standalone		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Microsoft Office		Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Access, Outlook						District 4

		Microsoft Office		Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Access, Outlook						District 8

		Microsoft Office		Access, Excel, Outlook, Powerpoint, Publisher						District 8

		Microsoft Office		Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Access, Outlook						District Three

		Microsoft Office		Access, Excel, Outlook, Powerpoint, Publisher						District Two

		Microsoft Office Suite (Access, Word, Excel, Publisher, etc.)		Collection of Microsoft Office software		General		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		IT/Linda DeMasi		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)		See application support		60		High		Third party software				PC

		Microsoft SQL Server		Database Management System		Database Management System				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Microsoft SQL Server Mangement Studio								TPP		MPP		Benjamin Faeth		ARDOT IT		Microsoft		1		High		SQLRDS

		Microsoft Teams		Group software		Used to share information and documents; group info dissemination (in testing phase)		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)		See application support		60		Low		Third party software				PC/Smartphone/Tablet

		Microsogt Edge		Internet browser		Internet browser		Internet browser		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		MicroStation		CAD software platform		design roadways, bridge plans, draw existing bridge elements				District 4		District Admin, RE, Asst RE, Field Engineers, District Bridge Inspectors, Asst.Bridge Inpspectors

		MicroStation		CAD software platform		design roadways, bridge plans, draw existing bridge elements				District 8		District Admin, RE, Asst RE, Field Engineers, District Bridge Inspectors, Asst.Bridge Inpspectors

		MicroStation		CAD software platform		design roadways, bridge plans, draw existing bridge elements				District Three		District Admin, RE, Asst RE, Field Engineers, District Bridge Inspectors, Asst.Bridge Inpspectors

		MicroStation								District Two

		MicroStation		Computer Aided Drafting tool		Computer Aided Drafting tool		Computer Aided Drafting tool		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		5		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		MicroStation		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP						Bentley				Low

		MicroStation V8i (SELECTseries 2)		Map making		Map creation		Creates maps		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		MicroStation V8i SS2/SS3		Computer-Aided Design		Generates 2D/3D vector graphic objects		Generates 2D/3D vector graphic objects		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Tim Yu		Bentley		11		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Microstation/InRoads		Layout		Layout				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		MMHIS				Viewing routes				AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		MMHIS				Viewing routes				AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		MMHIS		Highway Video Database		provide historical visual info, pavement rutting & roughness, locate log miles, bridge numbers				District 4

		MMHIS		Highway Video Database		provide historical visual info, pavement rutting & roughness, locate log miles, bridge numbers				District 8

		MMHIS		Highway Video Database		provide historical visual info, pavement rutting & roughness, locate log miles, bridge numbers				District Three

		MMHIS		Highway Video Database						District Two

		MMHIS								Governmental Relations										4		Moderate

		MMHIS		Pavement data view		Pavement data view				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		MMHIS		Multi Media Highway Information System		Multi Media Highway Information System		Multi Media Highway Information System		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		MMHIS		Highway Information App		View video log and road inventory records		Shows user location info on a highway		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		MMHISFrameViewer		Pavement data view		Pavement data view				SIR		Asset Management		All

		MobiControl		Web based software for Passport device management and maintenance.						HR		Admin								3		High														IT

		MOVEAR				Ecite, ATLAS				AHP				REenee Hill and Clyde Crookham		ASP IT Dept				140		High		Third Party										Windows 7 or higher		local and web based - desktop link

		MOVEAR		Access to law enforcement records		Access to law enforcement records		Access to law enforcement records		TPP		Traffic Safety		Ted English		Arkansas State Police		James Kingsbury ASP 501-618-8538		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		MOVES 2014b		Air Quality Analysis						TPP		MPP		Travis Brooks		Unknown		EPA		1		Low		None		Visual Studio 2017, MySQL 5.7 and Workbench 8.0, Java		Unknown		Unknown		Desktop application		Windows 10		Desktop

		Movies & TV (app)								TPP		MPP						Microsoft		6		Moderate										Desktop application				Desktop

		MS Office Suite		Used for everyday office task like memo writing, emails, presentations, developing and revising various manuals, etc.						HR		All								6		Medium														Cloud

		MS Paint		drawing		drawing				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		MS Publisher		Used to revise our organizational chart, job class specifications, and various other Department documents and forms.						HR		Personnel						UPS		5		High

		MS Server Management Studio 17		Vital in investigations that involve data mining in the Kronos and PAHR databases.						HR		Admin								2		Medium

		MS Teams		Used for project management for multiple project teams withing HR.						HR		All								42		Medium

		Mtls. Test Sys. (MTS)		Test Report database		Test data for QC, QA, QPL, Maintenance, and Construction project specific materials				Materials		Chemistry, Structures, Soils/Geotech				Dawn Richards, IT				10 to 15		High

		My AHTD WEB App				Overload tickets; revenue summons				AHP						IT				2		Low		ArDOT Owned												intranet

		Navigation		Help ARAN data collection crew		Map collection route				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Network Fleet		Used to investigate Department vehicle usage.						HR		Admin								42		Medium

		Networkfleet		GPS Fleet tracking software		track and locate vehicle speed, location, mileage, and other analytics				District 4		District Admin, RE's, Maintenance Supervisors		District Engineer		E&P, Mark Holloman

		Networkfleet		GPS Fleet tracking software		track and locate vehicle speed, location, mileage, and other analytics				District 8		District Admin, RE's, Maintenance Supervisors		District Engineer		E&P, Mark Holloman

		Networkfleet		GPS Fleet tracking software		track and locate vehicle speed, location, mileage, and other analytics				District Three		District Admin, RE's, Maintenance Supervisors		District Engineer		E&P, Mark Holloman

		Notepad ++		Coding of the HR Intranet Classic ASP site and reading of various XML files.						HR		Admin		HR		HR		CVENT		4		Medium														Cloud

		Notepad ++		Python coding		Python coding		Python coding		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Notepad++		Text Editor		Edits Text		Edits Text		State Aid		State Aid		Notepad++ team		Tim Yu		Notepad++ team		4		Low										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Notepad++		Editing text		Edits text		Edits text		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		NPMRDS		DATA MANAGER						TPP		MPP		Jacqueline Hou				Ritis		2		Low										Web Based				Website(npmrds.ritis.org)

		OCLC Connexion Client 2.63		Library Cataloging		Search and export publication marc records, place holdings on publications		Search and export publication marc records, place holdings on publications		SIR		Research		Robin Russell		OCLC

		Ocularis				Security Cameras @ ARDOT HQ				AHP				John Lamb		John Lamb AHP / ARDOT IT				6		Medium  		ArDOT Owned										Windows 7 or higher		intranet - desktop link

		Off-site Area submittal database		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track Off-site RCCR process		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; CR; NR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				15		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		OpenVPN Connect		Provides secure internet connections		Ensure secure connections betwenen computers		Connects computers/servers over Internet		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		3		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Oracle Primavera P6		Scheduling Software		Processes data to aide in development and acceptance of schedules		Processes data to aide in development and acceptance of schedules		Construction		RE Offices / Construction Division		Oracle		Garver Engineers		Emerald / Garver Engineers		32-40		High		Hosted Server		Internet Connection						Standalone or Browser		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Oracle Primavera P6		Contract Scheduling 						District 4				DCE

		Oracle Primavera P6		Contract Scheduling 						District Three				DCE, Will Cheatham

		Oracle Primavera P6		Construction Scheduling						District Two

		OTTRS		Online Ticket Tracking Reporting System						District 4		RE Offices / Construction Division		RE's		Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		OTTRS		Online Ticket Tracking Reporting System						District Three		RE Offices / Construction Division		RE's		Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		OTTRS								District Two

		OTTRS - Access		Online Ticket Tracking Reporting System						Construction		RE Offices / Construction Division		System Administration		Sitemanager@ardot.gov				300+		High		SQL2: ACHM2, sm_changeorder ; SQL1: Construction_OTTRS; SMDB: SITEDBA		Network Connection				VBA, SQL		Standalone		W7 ; W10		Developed an .exe that installs on local machine

		Outlook				Email				AHP		Permits				IT 		Permits 501-569-2371		18		HIGH												Windows 7		Desktop

		Outlook		Email						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6		High

		Outlook		Email						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6		High

		Outlook								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Outlook		Email						Materials		All										HIGH

		Outlook		email						Public Information - Creative Services										7		High

		Outlook		email		email				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Outlook		E-mail client		Sends and receives e-mails		Sends and receives e-mails		State Aid		State Aid		IT		IT		Microsoft		12		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Outlook		Email system.		Email system.		Email system.		TPP		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Outlook		Productivity						TPP		MPP						Microsoft		SOME ON DIFFERENT VERSION?		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		PAHR		MainFrame						District 4				Office Manager

		PAHR		MainFrame						District 8				Office Manager

		PAHR		MainFrame						District Three				Office Manager, Melanie Lauterbach

		PAHR		MainFrame						District Two

		PAHR		Used for vendor banking info				used in payment process		Fiscal Services		Receipts & Expenditures				IT				1		High

		PAHR								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley		IT		501-569-2216		7		High

		PAHR		ArDOT's home grown HRIS						HR		Personnel		HR		HR		Saba		3,800 Average		Medium														Cloud

		PAHR		Holds employee information		Holds employee information		Holds employee information		TPP		Admin				IT																		Windows 10 or Windows 7

		PAHR		Holds employee information		Holds employee information		Holds employee information		TPP		Admin				IT

		Paint								Governmental Relations										3		Low

		paint.net		Basic image viewing/editing		Image viewing/editing		Views/edits images		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		1		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Papervision				Files, training, personnel, etc				AHP				Chrissy Williams		Ty Vaughn - Records Management ARDOT				10		Low		ArDOT Owned												intranet

		Papervision		Enterprise document database		Server based  document storage and allow administrative security control on who can access.		quick Access to District Personnel files, construction plans		District 4		District Admin/Clerks, RE's		District Clerk		IT? or HR Vada Hopper

		Papervision		Enterprise document database		Server based  document storage and allow administrative security control on who can access.		quick Access to District Personnel files, construction plans		District Three		District Admin/Clerks, RE's		District Clerk		IT? or HR Vada Hopper

		Papervision		Website						District Two

		PaperVision		Department's product to securely manage, retrieve, and store information		Access and retrieve archival information		Access and retrieve archival information		Environmental		All		Ty Vaughan/Records Management		Ty Vaughan/Records Management		See application support		20		Low		Third party software- uses ARDOT files/data				PC

		Papervision		Scanning and reviewing records						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6		High

		Papervision				allows us to look up payment records and W-9s				Fiscal Services		Receipts & Expenditures		LeAnn Chadwick		IT				7		High

		Papervision		Scanning and archiving software of paper based documents. HR maintains and supports this software.						HR		Personnel & Records								1		Low

		Passport inTrack Kiosk		Used for testing our inTrack handheld Passport devices.						HR		Admin								1		Medium

		PAYR		MainFrame						District 4				Office Manager

		PAYR		MainFrame						District Three				Office Manager, Melanie Lauterbach

		PAYR		MainFrame						District Two

		PAYR								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley		IT		501-569-2216		7		High

		Pension Gold		Processing Retirement Benefit Payments						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6		HIgh

		Pension Gold								Fiscal Services		Insurance		Ronda Walthall		IT		501-569-2420		4		HIgh		Third party										Windows 7		Desktop

		Permit System		Permits						District Two

		pgAdmin III		Connect to PostgreSQL Databases		Manage PostgreSQL Databases		Full RDBMS Capabiities		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		3		High		IDrive Master Database										Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Photos		ofiice application		ofiice application				SIR		Asset Management		All

		PI_RADAR		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track information associated with planning and scheduling public meetings; produces montly PI meeting schedule; produces Title VI reports, consolidates data to query and retrieve as needed		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; PI; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		High		Access Front-end; Back-end storage San1 (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end storage San1		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		PMDS		Program Management Database System		Creates mulitple reports based on project estimating information		Creates mulitple reports based on project estimating information		State Aid		State Aid		Program Management		Program Mangement		Program Management		8		High				MS Access						Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop
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		Python 2.7		Software development		develops computer programs		develops computer programs		State Aid		State Aid		Tim Yu		Tim Yu				1		Medium										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Python 2.7.14		Development; geoprocessing		Map creation; data manipulation		Manipulates data via computer coding		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Python 3.6		Development; geoprocessing		Map creation; data manipulation		Manipulates data via computer coding		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		2		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		QGIS 3.6.3		Map making; geoprocessing		Map creation; data manipulation		Creates maps and manipulates spatial data		TPP		GIS		Greg Cullum		Greg Cullum		501-569-2939		2		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		RADAN 7		Process GPR data		Process GPR data				SIR		Asset Management		All

		Remote Desktop Connection		to connect to Sitemanager and SARS Servers		to access SARS and Sitemanager				District 4						Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		Remote Desktop Connection		to connect to Sitemanager and SARS Servers		to access SARS and Sitemanager				District 8						Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		Remote Desktop Connection		to connect to Sitemanager and SARS Servers		to access SARS and Sitemanager				District Three						Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		ROSCOE		Used in investigations involving inventory usage and stock inventory.						HR		Admin								1		High														IT

		Route History System		Look up changes in routes		Look up changes in routes		same as capabilities		Environmental		All		ARDOT - SIR		David LI/SIR				60		Low		ARDOT Owned				PC				Exe file		Windows 10		\\san1\sir\Databases\Highway System Change Database  

		Rtoaw		Data convertor		Data convertor				SIR		Asset Management		Mert

		Safety Net				MCSAP Inspections and Crashes				AHP				Renee Hill		IT				120		Medium		ArDOT Owned										Windows 7 or higher		intranet

		Sales Tax Rebate		Calculates sales tax rebates		captures all sales tax rebates 				Fiscal		Receipts & Expenditures		LeAnn Chadwick		IT				4		High										Clipper				\\cds1\fiscal S:

		Sales/Use Tax Program		Processing of sales/use tax payments		Captures all sales and use tax data 				Fiscal		Receipts & Expenditures		LeAnn Chadwick		IT				4		High										Clipper				\\cds1\fiscal S:

		SAP (AASIS)		State Bookkeeping System						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6		High

		SAP (AASIS)		Shows all DFA information for funds						Fiscal Services		Receipts & Expenditures		LeAnn Chadwick		IT/AASIS		501-682-1136		2		High

		SAP (AASIS)								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley		IT		501-569-2216		1		High												Windows 7		Desktop

		SARS		Sitemanager Access Reporting System		Reports; Data Mining; Data Entry, Estimate Approvals				District 4		Entire Department		DCE		Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		SARS		Sitemanager Access Reporting System		Reports; Data Mining; Data Entry, Estimate Approvals				District Three		Entire Department		DCE, Will Cheatham		Sitemanager@ardot.gov

		SARS								District Two

		SARS								SIR		Research		All

		SARS - Access		Sitemanager Access Reporting System		Reports; Data Mining; Data Entry, Estimate Approvals				Most All		Entire Department		System Administration		Sitemanager@ardot.gov				600+		High		SQL2: ACHM2, sm_changeorder, Constructoin_Estimates, Program_Management, sm_smpl ; SQL1: Construction_OTTRS, qpl, tplc; LICORICE: PCPM ; SMDB: SITEDBA; SQLProject : awpaccess		SiteManager, AASHTOWare Project, Oracle 11_g, ODBC, Network Connections				VBA, SQL, some C# application		Access		Supports 7 / 10 ; Office 14,16, and 365		Developed an .exe that installs on local machine

		SARS - Access		Sitemanager Access Reporting System		Reports; Data Mining; Job Status				State Aid		State Aid		System Administration		Sitemanager@ardot.gov				10		Medium		SQL Server		SiteManager				VBA		Access		Windows		Desktop

		SARS 		Stores records and contracts for jobs.		Stores records and contracts for jobs.		Stores records and contracts for jobs.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		10		High		ARDOT Owned 										Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Save Attached		Outlook add-in		Saves email attachments to specified folders		Creates directories and files attachments		State Aid		State Aid		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu				2		Medium				Outlook				VBA		Outlook		Windows		\\Csd3\stateaid\Public\Outlook

		SDMS Processor		process survey data collected in field to enter into Inroads						District 4		RE staff				Surveys Divison?

		SDMS Processor		process survey data collected in field to enter into Inroads						District Three		RE staff				Surveys Divison?

		seedz.xlsm		Excel template		Auto-populate spreadsheets		Automates plan preparation.		State Aid		State Aid		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu				10		High		SARS, Sitemanager, State Aid Projects		Excel				VBA		Excel		Windows		\\Csd3\stateaid\Public\seedz.xlsm

		Send Suite		Scanning of all packages both interdepartmental and external.						HR		Mail & Supply								15		Medium

		Sharepoint		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		District 4		District Admin

		Sharepoint		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		District Three		District Admin

		SharePoint		Used for project management for multiple project teams withing HR.						HR		All								1		Medium

		Sharepoint		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		Storage of documents.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		SHOP Mainframe		Used to investigate employee complaints.						HR		Admin								1		High

		Sidra 8		Traffic Analysis						TPP		MPP		Andrew Warren				Akcelic		6		Moderate										Desktop application				Desktop

		SiteManager		Project Management 		Documentation of daily activities and processing payments for construction projects				Construction		RE Offices / Construction Division		System Administration		Sitemanager@ardot.gov / Hank Frasher		AASHTOWare		350+		High		SMDB		Network Connection						Standalone		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Sitemanager		Project Management 		Documentation of daily activities and processing payments for construction projects				District 4		RE Offices / Construction Division		DCE		Sitemanager@ardot.gov / Hank Frasher

		Sitemanager		Project Management 		Documentation of daily activities and processing payments for construction projects				District Three		RE Offices / Construction Division		DCE, Will Cheatham		Sitemanager@ardot.gov / Hank Frasher

		Sitemanager								District Two

		Skype		Interoffice messaging software and used to conduct interviews with candidates that are out of state or not able to travel to our location.						HR		All								1		High														IT

		Skype for Business		Web conferencing		not much, never works				District 4

		Skype for Business		Web conferencing		not much, never works				District Three		DCE, RE's

		Skype for Business								District Two

		Skype for Business		conference call		conference call				SIR		Asset Management/Research		Sarah/All

		Skype for Business		Desktop Messaging App		Send messages to other users		Sends messages to other users		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		2		Medium												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Skype for Business		Web conferencing.		Web conferencing.		Web conferencing.		TPP, MPO		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Snag IT		Screen and Video Capture / Editor		Advanced Screen and Video Capture / Editor		Used to prepare training manuals and videos		Construction		System Administration		IT		IT 				4		High				Software Dependencies						Standalone		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Snag it		screenshot		screenshot				SIR		Asset Management/Research		Mert/All

		Snagit		Screenshot program		Captures screenshots and video		Captures screenshots and video		State Aid		State Aid		TechSmith		IT		TechSmith		10		Low										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Snipping Tool		Used to capture and paste screenshot images.						HR		All								1		High

		Snipping Tool		screenshot		screenshot				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		Snipping Tool								TPP		MPP								All		Low										Desktop application				Machine

		SPUD		Special Provision Database						District Three		DCE, RE Staff		construction?		Construction Div?

		SPUD		Special Provision User Database		Used to search for SP in a contract or change order; search Division archives; add or modify SP templates; view or modify job specific SP dbase		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; A; CR; NR; GIS		Andrew Tackett/Construction		Andrew Tackett/Construction				3		Low		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL connections (ARDOT Owned)				PC				Access		Windows 10		\\csd4\construc\SiteMan\Access\SPUD\

		SPUD								State Aid		State Aid		Andy Tackett		Andy Tackett				6		Medium		Network								Access		Windows

		SQL Server 2017		Database server		Stores data		Data storage and retrieval 		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		2		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		SQL Server Management Studio 17		Used to manage SQL infrastructure		Manage components of our SQL server and databases		same as capabilities		Environmental		GIS

		SQL Server Management Studio 17		Database management tool.		Database management tool.		Database management tool.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		SQL Server Management Studio 18		Application for managing SQL environments		Manage SQL installations		Accesses SQL infrastructure and databases		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		2		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		SQL_Borrow_Pits_2.0		Access Database (old archive version) **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track Off-site RCCR process		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; CR; NR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				15		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		SQLDW		SQL Server for Enterprise data		Manage and store tabular and geospatial data				Environmental		GIS		IT/Enterprise GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)				60		High		ARDOT Owned				PC

		SQLGIS		SQL Server for Enterprise data		Manage and store tabular and geospatial data				Environmental		GIS		IT/Enterprise GIS		IT/Linda DeMasi (Env GIS)				60		High		ARDOT Owned				PC

		State Aid Projects		Access database		Project Tracking		Determine Job name, routes, county, distraict, job status, squad leader, designer, administrator, letting date, progress tracking		State Aid		State Aid		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu		Al Fleagle / Tim Yu				10		High		SARS, Sitemanager, Excel Books, Various websites		Access				VBA		Access		Windows		\\Csd3\stateaid\Public\Database\State Aid.accdb

		StateAid Suite		Addins to Microstation and Excel		Suite of applications that aid in creating title sheets, creating typical sections, creating super elevation sections, numbering plan sheets, changing 3D object elevation, automates various CAD text manipulations, batch plotting, totaling cross section excavation volumes, obtains IDF for InRoads, imports google earth imagery, dynamically tracks alignments and profiles even through references, creates index sheets, creates general notes, populates quantity sheets, adds items to summary of quantities, formats payitems quantity value obtains items unit prices, exports summary of quantities to awp,		Aids in Design		State Aid		State Aid		Tim Yu / Al Fleagle		Tim Yu / Al Fleagle		State Aid		8		High		awpaccess, sitedba, tpclgui, ardot.maps.arcgis.com and noaa.gov		Bentley Microstation V8i, InRoads SS2, Google Earth, Microsoft Access, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, 				VBA and C#		Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Statewide Permit System		track right of way, bonds,checks,driveway permits,special permits, and utility permits						District 4		District Permit Officer, DCE				Maintenance Division

		Statewide Permit System		track right of way, bonds,checks,driveway permits,special permits, and utility permits						District Three		District Permit Officer, DCE		Mike Calhoon		Maintenance Division

		Stream Mitigation & 404		Access Database **We are in the process of moving all of our Access data to SQL		Track stream mitigation areas and permits		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin; CR; NR; GIS		Environmental GIS		Linda DeMasi/Bart Dudley (ENV GIS)				10		High		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv (ARDOT Owned)		Access Front-end; Back-end Storage SQL1/geogisenv		PC				Access		Windows 10		\\san1\gis\Environmental\Storage\Databases

		StreamStats		website		USGS Water Resources data		Raindrop trace, regulation, upstream network trace		State Aid		State Aid		USGS						6		Medium		Internet								Browser		Windows		https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/streamstats-streamflow-statistics-and-spatial-analysis-tools?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects

		Superload		Truck Permit Routing Software		Select optimal routes for oversize/overweight trucks		Builds a network for routing trucks		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		1		High												Windows 7		Laptop

		SureTrak 3.0 		Contract Scheduling						District 4				DCE

		SureTrak 3.0 		Contract Scheduling						District Three				DCE, Will Cheatham

		Swift		ARAN GPS data processing		ARAN GPS data processing				SIR		Asset Management		Megan

		Sybase PowerBuilder 12.5 Classic		Application Devlopment		Application Devlopment		Develop Customizations for Sitemanager		Construction		System Administration		IT		IT ; Bo Mosely		Sybase (Product no longer developed by Sybase; This is only version compatible for Sitemanager; New license keys from Sybase)		4		High				Software Dependencies						Standalone		W7 ; W10		Local Machine

		Synchro/SimTraffic (ver 9 and 10)		Traffic Analysis						TPP		MPP		Andrew Warren				TrafficWare		6		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		TAG		MainFrame						District 4				Office Manager

		TAG		MainFrame						District Three				Office Manager, Melanie Lauterbach

		TAG		MainFrame						District Two

		TAG Mainframe		Used to investigate employee complaints.						HR		Admin								1		High														IT

		Task Tracker		Used to assign tasks to staff		Assign, track progress, update, etc. tasks		same as capabilities		Environmental		Admin		Administration/Ben Browning		Ben Browning				8		High		ARDOT Owned				PC				Access		Windows 10

		Traffic Forecasting		traffic forecast		traffic forecast				SIR		Asset Management/Research		All

		TransCAD		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP		Ron Fields - Caliper Corporation				Caliper		3		High

		UPS Worldship		Shiping and receiving software.						HR		Mail & Supply								5		High

		Various Web Apps		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP								All		High										Chrome/IE

		View 1		Process pavement data		Process pavement data				SIR		Asset Management		Megan

		View 2		Process pavement data		Process pavement data				SIR		Asset Management		Megan

		Vissim (ver 7 and 10)		Traffic Analysis						TPP		MPP		Andrew Warren				PTV		6		High										Desktop application				Desktop

		Visual Studio 2017		Development.		Software development		Development.		TPP		Traffic Safety		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High								Primarily use C#				Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Visual Studio 2017		Software Development Suite		Create custom applications		Creates new programs		TPP		GIS		IT		IT		IT 501-569-2001		1		High												Windows 7/10		Desktop

		Visual Studio Professional 2015		Integrated Development Environment		develops computer programs		develops computer programs		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Tim Yu		Microsoft		1		Medium										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Vital Chek								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley		Lexus Nexus		501-569-2216		4		High		Third Party								Browser		Windows 7		Desktop

		VNC Viewer		This software allows us to remote into our Kronos time clocks for routine maintenance and troubleshooting.						HR		Admin								4		High

		WatchGuard Video				In-car and Station Cameras; redaction sofware				AHP				Clyde Crookham/Don Hilliker		IT and WatchGuard				140		High		ArDOT Owned										Windows 7   

		Web MMHIS (ATIS)		GIS/MAPPING						TPP		MPP								All?		High										Chrome/IE

		Web Soil Survey		website		USDA soil data		Determine soil types		State Aid		State Aid		USDA						6		Medium		Internet								Browser		Windows		https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm

		Webex		Web conferencing 		Web conferencing		Web conferencing		TPP		MPO				IT		IT 501-569-2001		3		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Webxtender		Crash Report Storage		Stores historic crash reports		Stores historic crash reports		TPP		Traffic Safety		Ted English		Jackie Little DFA 501-682-7203		Jackie Little DFA 501-682-7203				High										Internet Explorer		Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Windows Media Player								TPP		MPP						Microsoft		6		Low										Desktop application				Machine

		win-pak				ARDOT security System				AHP				John Lamb		Interface/ Renee Hill and John Lamb AHP				4		High		ARDOT Owned										Windows 7 or higher		intranet - desktop link

		Winrar		file processing		file processing				SIR		Asset Management		Megan

		WinSCP								TPP		MPP						Open Source		1		Low										Desktop application				Desktop

		Word		Correspondence						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Word		Correspondence						Fiscal Services		Retirement						(501)569-2433		6

		Word								Fiscal Services		Payroll		Wayne Whitley				501-569-2216		9		Low												Windows 7		Desktop

		Word								Governmental Relations										5		High

		Word		Correspondence, Forms						Materials		All										HIGH

		Word		word processing						Public Information - Creative Services										7		Medium

		Word		document		document				SIR		Asset Management/Research		Megan/All

		Word		Word Processor		Word processing		Creates and Edits text documents		State Aid		State Aid		IT		Al Fleagle		Microsoft		12		High										Desktop Application		Windows		Desktop

		Word		Creates documents.		Creates documents.		Creates documents.		TPP		All		NA		IT		IT 501-569-2001		15		High												Windows 10 or Windows 7

		Word		Productivity						TPP		MPP		IT		IT				350 Average		High														IT

		ZORN FG		Process LWD data		Process LWD data				SIR		Asset Management		Megan
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Database inventory

				Type		Server Name		Database Name

				Financial		DBProd2005		Allotments

				Financial		DBProd2005		PCPM

				Financial		DBProd2008		AHTD_Common

				Financial		DBProd2008		AHTD_DistrictMaintenance

				Financial		DBProd2008		AHTD_StatewidePermits

				Financial		DBProd2008		AHTD_UserProv

				Financial		DBProd2008		DRMS_Config_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80

				Financial		DBProd2008		DRMS_DirectoryServices_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80

				Financial		DBProd2008		DRMS_Logging_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80

				Financial		DBProd2008		EquipProc_Equipment

				Financial		DBProd2008		EvidenceOnQ

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_ArkansasTransparency

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_CashJournal

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_CityAid

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_FederalAidBilling

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_VendorMaster

				Financial		DBProd2008		FiscalSer_VoucherHistory

				Financial		DBProd2008		FQPortal

				Financial		DBProd2008		HelpDesk

				Financial		DBProd2008		HumanRes_LeaveHistory

				Financial		DBProd2008		HumanRes_PAHR_SQL

				Financial		DBProd2008		HumanRes_PAHRTitles

				Financial		DBProd2008		LiteSpeedLocal

				Financial		DBProd2008		ProgCon_Allotments

				Financial		DBProd2008		RedGateMonitor

				Financial		DBProd2008		ReportServer$PRODSQL2008

				Financial		DBProd2008		ReportServer$PRODSQL2008TempDB

				Financial		Galaxy		AASIS_BSG

				Financial		Galaxy		AHTD_UTILITIES

				Financial		Galaxy		ALLOTMENTS

				Financial		Galaxy		BRIDGE_INV

				Financial		Galaxy		COMMON_EDIT

				Financial		Galaxy		DIRECT_DEPOSIT

				Financial		Galaxy		EmailMessage

				Financial		Galaxy		EQP_SHOP_ORDER

				Financial		Galaxy		EQUIP_DUMMY

				Financial		Galaxy		EQUIPMENT

				Financial		Galaxy		FEDERALAID

				Financial		Galaxy		GlobalECS

				Financial		Galaxy		LiteSpeedLocal

				Financial		Galaxy		MAINTMGMT

				Financial		Galaxy		MISC_INVENTORY

				Financial		Galaxy		PAHR

				Financial		Galaxy		PAHR_DEDUCTIONS

				Financial		Galaxy		PAHREarningStatements

				Financial		Galaxy		PAYR

				Financial		Galaxy		PAYR_CALENDARS

				Financial		Galaxy		PGOLD_EarningStatements

				Financial		Galaxy		PRECONSTRUCTION

				Financial		Galaxy		STATEAID

				Financial		Galaxy		STOCK_INVENTORY

				Financial		Galaxy		SYSTEM_SECURITY

				Financial		Galaxy		VENDOR_MASTER

				Financial		Galaxy		VOUCH_CONTRACTOR_EST

				Financial		Galaxy		VOUCHER_CONTRACT

				Financial		Galaxy		VOUCHER_HISTORY

				Financial		Galaxy		VOUCHER_SYSTEM

				Financial		Galaxy		VQueueDB

				Financial		Licorice		AHP_Citations

				Financial		Licorice		AHPApplicants

				Financial		Licorice		AHTD_Common

				Financial		Licorice		AHTD_ConsultantContracts

				Financial		Licorice		AHTDDirectory

				Financial		Licorice		Allotments

				Financial		Licorice		ApplicantTracking

				Financial		Licorice		ArDOT_UserProv

				Financial		Licorice		ARRA

				Financial		Licorice		BadgePass

				Financial		Licorice		BillboardAdvertising

				Financial		Licorice		CashForecastConstruction

				Financial		Licorice		Cashforecasting

				Financial		Licorice		CashForecastRevenue

				Financial		Licorice		CherryRoad

				Financial		Licorice		CommissionerStipend

				Financial		Licorice		CommonEdits

				Financial		Licorice		ConstructionJobs

				Financial		Licorice		ConsultantContracts

				Financial		Licorice		CSRequest_System

				Financial		Licorice		CSRunbooks

				Financial		Licorice		DozerPool

				Financial		Licorice		EmailMessage

				Financial		Licorice		EmployeeSearch

				Financial		Licorice		EmpTermination

				Financial		Licorice		Equipment

				Financial		Licorice		Expenses

				Financial		Licorice		FiscalSer_RetirementAnnuity

				Financial		Licorice		GASB

				Financial		Licorice		ImportExportPermits

				Financial		Licorice		JournalEntry

				Financial		Licorice		LegalDemands

				Financial		Licorice		LiteSpeedLocal

				Financial		Licorice		LogoAdvertising

				Financial		Licorice		MapSales

				Financial		Licorice		Misc_Inventory

				Financial		Licorice		PAHR

				Financial		Licorice		PAHREarningStatements

				Financial		Licorice		PAYRLeaveArchive

				Financial		Licorice		PayrollWarrant

				Financial		Licorice		PCardHistory

				Financial		Licorice		PCPM

				Financial		Licorice		Permits

				Financial		Licorice		PGoldReportingSecurity

				Financial		Licorice		PlansProposalsInvoice

				Financial		Licorice		RadioRoom

				Financial		Licorice		Railroad

				Financial		Licorice		ReportServer

				Financial		Licorice		ReportServerTempDB

				Financial		Licorice		ReproPhoto

				Financial		Licorice		RestArea

				Financial		Licorice		Retainage

				Financial		Licorice		Revenue

				Financial		Licorice		RowVehiclePool

				Financial		Licorice		Security

				Financial		Licorice		SignShopManufacturing

				Financial		Licorice		SSISDB

				Financial		Licorice		TitleProcess

				Financial		Licorice		TrainingVideoLibrary

				Financial		Licorice		VehiclePool

				Financial		Licorice		VendorMaster

				Financial		Licorice		W2Archive

				Financial		Paper Vision		PV1

				Financial		PgoldP		LiteSpeedLocal

				Financial		PgoldP		PGold

				Financial		PgoldP		ReportServer

				Financial		PgoldP		ReportServerTempDB

				Engineering		SQL1		ArcEnv

				Engineering		SQL1		ARECRASH

				Engineering		SQL1		arpars

				Engineering		SQL1		arparsaudit

				Engineering		SQL1		arparsexport

				Engineering		SQL1		bridge

				Engineering		SQL1		BridgeTracker

				Engineering		SQL1		Construction_OTTRS

				Engineering		SQL1		dss

				Engineering		SQL1		ENGR_Inventory

				Engineering		SQL1		estimates

				Engineering		SQL1		FormvSecurity

				Engineering		SQL1		geobrg

				Engineering		SQL1		geoenv

				Engineering		SQL1		geogis

				Engineering		SQL1		geogisenv

				Engineering		SQL1		geoglo

				Engineering		SQL1		geoimodal

				Engineering		SQL1		geojob

				Engineering		SQL1		geomap

				Engineering		SQL1		geomapping

				Engineering		SQL1		geomat

				Engineering		SQL1		geomatTech

				Engineering		SQL1		geophot

				Engineering		SQL1		georesearch

				Engineering		SQL1		georight_of_way

				Engineering		SQL1		geoSafety

				Engineering		SQL1		geostatewide

				Engineering		SQL1		geosurvey

				Engineering		SQL1		geotechserv

				Engineering		SQL1		geotestme

				Engineering		SQL1		gis

				Engineering		SQL1		gisgeo

				Engineering		SQL1		gisimodal

				Engineering		SQL1		gisjob

				Engineering		SQL1		GisPortal

				Engineering		SQL1		gisuser

				Engineering		SQL1		gisview

				Engineering		SQL1		GMWEB

				Engineering		SQL1		InspectTech

				Engineering		SQL1		InspectTech-Main

				Engineering		SQL1		IntelSCS

				Engineering		SQL1		Intermodal2008Freight

				Engineering		SQL1		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQL1		PERMITS

				Engineering		SQL1		PontisBridge

				Engineering		SQL1		PontisRemoved

				Engineering		SQL1		PontisSigns

				Engineering		SQL1		QPL

				Engineering		SQL1		RadioRoom

				Engineering		SQL1		rcbox

				Engineering		SQL1		RCU

				Engineering		SQL1		ReportServer

				Engineering		SQL1		ReportServerTempDB

				Engineering		SQL1		REPRO_JOBS

				Engineering		SQL1		ROADINV

				Engineering		SQL1		ROADINV_Archive

				Engineering		SQL1		rstrctn

				Engineering		SQL1		SelectServer

				Engineering		SQL1		SignInspection

				Engineering		SQL1		SignInspection_TEST

				Engineering		SQL1		smdb

				Engineering		SQL1		TaskTracker

				Engineering		SQL1		TechServHistory

				Engineering		SQL1		TERMS_Maint

				Engineering		SQL1		test

				Engineering		SQL1		testbrg

				Engineering		SQL1		TESTGMTS

				Engineering		SQL1		tplc

				Engineering		SQL1		weather

				Engineering		SQL1		WEB_REPORTS_CRASHRATE

				Engineering		SQL1		webmat

				Engineering		SQL2		ACHM

				Engineering		SQL2		ACHM2

				Engineering		SQL2		AHTD_DTIMS

				Engineering		SQL2		AHTD_DTIMS_Bridge

				Engineering		SQL2		AHTD_DTIMS_Dev

				Engineering		SQL2		AssetManagement

				Engineering		SQL2		ATIS

				Engineering		SQL2		CAS_Archive

				Engineering		SQL2		Class10

				Engineering		SQL2		Construction_Estimates

				Engineering		SQL2		CRASHES

				Engineering		SQL2		data1997

				Engineering		SQL2		data1998

				Engineering		SQL2		data1999

				Engineering		SQL2		data2000

				Engineering		SQL2		data2001

				Engineering		SQL2		data2002

				Engineering		SQL2		data2003

				Engineering		SQL2		data2004

				Engineering		SQL2		data2005

				Engineering		SQL2		data2006

				Engineering		SQL2		data2007

				Engineering		SQL2		data2008

				Engineering		SQL2		data2009

				Engineering		SQL2		data2010

				Engineering		SQL2		data2011

				Engineering		SQL2		data2012

				Engineering		SQL2		dss

				Engineering		SQL2		DTIMS_Bridges

				Engineering		SQL2		DTIMS_Pavements

				Engineering		SQL2		ECRASH2015

				Engineering		SQL2		estimates

				Engineering		SQL2		FHWA_trav

				Engineering		SQL2		fm2

				Engineering		SQL2		HighwayPlan

				Engineering		SQL2		laneclosure

				Engineering		SQL2		laneclosure_COPY

				Engineering		SQL2		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQL2		matuser

				Engineering		SQL2		pass_thru

				Engineering		SQL2		ProcessingTools

				Engineering		SQL2		Program_Management

				Engineering		SQL2		ROADINV_Archive

				Engineering		SQL2		SIR_RouteChange

				Engineering		SQL2		sm_changeorder

				Engineering		SQL2		sm_smpl

				Engineering		SQL2		smdb

				Engineering		SQL2		TAMP

				Engineering		SQL2		TrafficInfo

				Engineering		SQL2		TS_Data1

				Engineering		SQL2		webmat

				Engineering		SQLCollector		Billboard

				Engineering		SQLCollector		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQLDW		ADT

				Engineering		SQLDW		ADTcopy

				Engineering		SQLDW		ARECRASH

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_183D

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2009

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2010

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2011

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2012

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2013

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2014

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2015

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2015_new

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2016

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2017

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2017_new

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2018

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_2019 

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2017

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2018

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2018_New

				Engineering		SQLDW		Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2019

				Engineering		SQLDW		ARNOLD

				Engineering		SQLDW		BASEMAP

				Engineering		SQLDW		JobStatusMap

				Engineering		SQLDW		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQLDW		LRS

				Engineering		SQLDW		ProcessingTools

				Engineering		SQLDW		SAFETY

				Engineering		SQLDW		SIR

				Engineering		SQLDW		SSISDB

				Engineering		SQLDW		testMap

				Engineering		SQLDW		testmap2

				Engineering		SQLDW		testmap3

				Engineering		SQLGIS		ARNOLD

				Engineering		SQLGIS		BASEMAP

				Engineering		SQLGIS		Billboard

				Engineering		SQLGIS		DEMOGRAPHICS

				Engineering		SQLGIS		Env

				Engineering		SQLGIS		Intersections

				Engineering		SQLGIS		JobStatus

				Engineering		SQLGIS		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQLGIS		Maintenance_TrafficDevices

				Engineering		SQLGIS		MMSGuardrails

				Engineering		SQLGIS		NBLCulverts

				Engineering		SQLGIS		ProgramManagement

				Engineering		SQLGIS		RoadInventory

				Engineering		SQLGIS		SAFETY

				Engineering		SQLGIS		SIR

				Engineering		SQLGIS		SlideLocations

				Engineering		SQLGIS		SpeedLimits

				Engineering		SQLGIS		STIP

				Engineering		SQLInspecttech		inspectTech

				Engineering		SQLInspecttech		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQLProject		Project

				Engineering		SQLRDS		LiteSpeedLocal

				Engineering		SQLRDS		NPMRDS

				Engineering		SQLRDS		test





Pivot DB Inventory

										Server Type

										Server Name

				Row Labels						Database Name

				Engineering

				SQL1						Count of DBs		308

				ArcEnv		1				Potential Financial/Procurement/HR		120

				ARECRASH		1

				arpars		1

				arparsaudit		1

				arparsexport		1

				bridge		1

				BridgeTracker		1

				Construction_OTTRS		1

				dss		1

				ENGR_Inventory		1

				estimates		1

				FormvSecurity		1

				geobrg		1

				geoenv		1

				geogis		1

				geogisenv		1

				geoglo		1

				geoimodal		1

				geojob		1

				geomap		1

				geomapping		1

				geomat		1

				geomatTech		1

				geophot		1

				georesearch		1

				georight_of_way		1

				geoSafety		1

				geostatewide		1

				geosurvey		1

				geotechserv		1

				geotestme		1

				gis		1

				gisgeo		1

				gisimodal		1

				gisjob		1

				GisPortal		1

				gisuser		1

				gisview		1

				GMWEB		1

				InspectTech		1

				InspectTech-Main		1

				IntelSCS		1

				Intermodal2008Freight		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				Permits		1

				PontisBridge		1

				PontisRemoved		1

				PontisSigns		1

				QPL		1

				RadioRoom		1

				rcbox		1

				RCU		1

				ReportServer		1

				ReportServerTempDB		1

				REPRO_JOBS		1

				ROADINV		1

				ROADINV_Archive		1

				rstrctn		1

				SelectServer		1

				SignInspection		1

				SignInspection_TEST		1

				smdb		1

				TaskTracker		1

				TechServHistory		1

				TERMS_Maint		1

				test		1

				testbrg		1

				TESTGMTS		1

				tplc		1

				weather		1

				WEB_REPORTS_CRASHRATE		1

				webmat		1

				SQL2

				ACHM		1

				ACHM2		1

				AHTD_DTIMS		1

				AHTD_DTIMS_Bridge		1

				AHTD_DTIMS_Dev		1

				AssetManagement		1

				ATIS		1

				CAS_Archive		1

				Class10		1

				Construction_Estimates		1

				CRASHES		1

				data1997		1

				data1998		1

				data1999		1

				data2000		1

				data2001		1

				data2002		1

				data2003		1

				data2004		1

				data2005		1

				data2006		1

				data2007		1

				data2008		1

				data2009		1

				data2010		1

				data2011		1

				data2012		1

				dss		1

				DTIMS_Bridges		1

				DTIMS_Pavements		1

				ECRASH2015		1

				estimates		1

				FHWA_trav		1

				fm2		1

				HighwayPlan		1

				laneclosure		1

				laneclosure_COPY		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				matuser		1

				pass_thru		1

				ProcessingTools		1

				Program_Management		1

				ROADINV_Archive		1

				SIR_RouteChange		1

				sm_changeorder		1

				sm_smpl		1

				smdb		1

				TAMP		1

				TrafficInfo		1

				TS_Data1		1

				webmat		1

				SQLCollector

				Billboard		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				SQLDW

				ADT		1

				ADTcopy		1

				ARECRASH		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_183D		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2009		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2010		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2011		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2012		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2013		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2014		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2015		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2015_new		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2016		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2017		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2017_new		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2018		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_2019 		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2017		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2018		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2018_New		1

				Arkansas_Vision_Production_3D_2019		1

				ARNOLD		1

				BASEMAP		1

				JobStatusMap		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				LRS		1

				ProcessingTools		1

				SAFETY		1

				SIR		1

				SSISDB		1

				testMap		1

				testmap2		1

				testmap3		1

				SQLGIS

				ARNOLD		1

				BASEMAP		1

				Billboard		1

				DEMOGRAPHICS		1

				Env		1

				Intersections		1

				JobStatus		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				Maintenance_TrafficDevices		1

				MMSGuardrails		1

				NBLCulverts		1

				ProgramManagement		1

				RoadInventory		1

				SAFETY		1

				SIR		1

				SlideLocations		1

				SpeedLimits		1

				STIP		1

				SQLInspecttech

				InspectTech		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				SQLProject

				Project		1

				SQLRDS

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				NPMRDS		1

				test		1

				Financial		1

				DBProd2005

				Allotments		1

				PCPM		1

				DBProd2008

				AHTD_Common		1

				AHTD_DistrictMaintenance		1

				AHTD_StatewidePermits		1

				AHTD_UserProv		1

				DRMS_Config_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80		1

				DRMS_DirectoryServices_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80		1

				DRMS_Logging_RMSProd1_ahtd_com_80		1

				EquipProc_Equipment		1

				EvidenceOnQ		1

				FiscalSer_ArkansasTransparency		1

				FiscalSer_CashJournal		1

				FiscalSer_CityAid		1

				FiscalSer_FederalAidBilling		1

				FiscalSer_VendorMaster		1

				FiscalSer_VoucherHistory		1

				FQPortal		1

				HelpDesk		1

				HumanRes_LeaveHistory		1

				HumanRes_PAHR_SQL		1

				HumanRes_PAHRTitles		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				ProgCon_Allotments		1

				RedGateMonitor		1

				ReportServer$PRODSQL2008		1

				ReportServer$PRODSQL2008TempDB		1

				Galaxy

				AASIS_BSG		1

				AHTD_UTILITIES		1

				Allotments		1

				BRIDGE_INV		1

				COMMON_EDIT		1

				DIRECT_DEPOSIT		1

				EmailMessage		1

				EQP_SHOP_ORDER		1

				EQUIP_DUMMY		1

				EQUIPMENT		1

				FEDERALAID		1

				GlobalECS		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				MAINTMGMT		1

				MISC_INVENTORY		1

				PAHR		1

				PAHR_DEDUCTIONS		1

				PAHREarningStatements		1

				PAYR		1

				PAYR_CALENDARS		1

				PGOLD_EarningStatements		1

				PRECONSTRUCTION		1

				STATEAID		1

				STOCK_INVENTORY		1

				SYSTEM_SECURITY		1

				VENDOR_MASTER		1

				VOUCH_CONTRACTOR_EST		1

				VOUCHER_CONTRACT		1

				VOUCHER_HISTORY		1

				VOUCHER_SYSTEM		1

				VQueueDB		1

				Licorice

				AHP_Citations		1

				AHPApplicants		1

				AHTD_Common		1

				AHTD_ConsultantContracts		1

				AHTDDirectory		1

				Allotments		1

				ApplicantTracking		1

				ArDOT_UserProv		1

				ARRA		1

				BadgePass		1

				BillboardAdvertising		1

				CashForecastConstruction		1

				Cashforecasting		1

				CashForecastRevenue		1

				CherryRoad		1

				CommissionerStipend		1

				CommonEdits		1

				ConstructionJobs		1

				ConsultantContracts		1

				CSRequest_System		1

				CSRunbooks		1

				DozerPool		1

				EmailMessage		1

				EmployeeSearch		1

				EmpTermination		1

				EQUIPMENT		1

				Expenses		1

				FiscalSer_RetirementAnnuity		1

				GASB		1

				ImportExportPermits		1

				JournalEntry		1

				LegalDemands		1

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				LogoAdvertising		1

				MapSales		1

				MISC_INVENTORY		1

				PAHR		1

				PAHREarningStatements		1

				PAYRLeaveArchive		1

				PayrollWarrant		1

				PCardHistory		1

				PCPM		1

				Permits		1

				PGoldReportingSecurity		1

				PlansProposalsInvoice		1

				RadioRoom		1

				Railroad		1

				ReportServer		1

				ReportServerTempDB		1

				ReproPhoto		1

				RestArea		1

				Retainage		1

				Revenue		1

				RowVehiclePool		1

				Security		1

				SignShopManufacturing		1

				SSISDB		1

				TitleProcess		1

				TrainingVideoLibrary		1

				VehiclePool		1

				VendorMaster		1

				W2Archive		1

				Paper Vision

				PV1		1

				PgoldP

				LiteSpeedLocal		1

				PGold		1

				ReportServer		1

				ReportServerTempDB		1





IT Software Spend Summary

														Chart Data

						Data

		Budget		Obj		Sum of Detail Amt		Sum of Header Amt						Fiscal Year		Spend		Contract Value

		290		253		$   5,312,913.92		$   6,163,511.79						2015		$   3,071,073.95		$   21,066,024.75

		290 Total				$   5,312,913.92		$   6,163,511.79						2016		$   3,224,710.61		$   14,119,510.75

		Grand Total				5312913.92		6163511.79						2017		$   4,063,290.13		$   14,287,938.42

														2018		$   4,181,143.96		$   5,747,759.77

														2019		$   5,312,913.92		$   6,163,511.79				73%



ArDOT Software License Expenditures

2015	2016	2017	2018	2019	3071073.9500000007	3224710.6099999994	4063290.129999998	4181143.9600000009	5312913.919999999	Fiscal Year



Expenditures ($) 







VoucherHistory

		VoucherHistory

		Fiscal Year: 2019



		Fed Id -
Seq No		Vendor		Batch		Voucher		Line		Vouch Type		Detail Purch Code		Exp Code		Budget		Func		Obj		CRS		Job		Orig Budget		FAP		Req		Header Amt		Detail Amt		Last Date		GL Account		Req Code		Pay Method		FTP Code		Cost Center		Vendor Account Info		Card Type		Card Ref No		Last Time		Last UserID

		000036314-0		TERRY YOUNG		1301		42741		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2E32019005		      		$849.40		$84.39		12/7/2018		5050003100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		132334		BJAH181

		000036314-0		TERRY YOUNG		1301		42741		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2E32019005		      		$849.40		$765.01		12/7/2018		5050003200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		132351		BJAH181

		000038885-0		DALE BITTLE		1016		15224		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		271		         		          		290		           		      		$57.54		$57.54		11/1/2018		5050001000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091036		BJAH181

		593082969-0		AXIOM SERVICES INC AXIOM INTERNATIONAL
1805 DREW STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 33765-2918		10		01118		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293001		$13,688.49		$13,688.49		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1803026SLH                     		 		                		102857		BJAH181

		593082969-0		AXIOM SERVICES INC AXIOM INTERNATIONAL
1805 DREW STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 33765-2918		59		Y1531		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293006		$15,674.44		$15,674.44		7/10/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		1805096SLH                     		 		                		134138		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		26		Y1253		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$7,134.19		$7,134.19		7/6/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		18541-8392,8440,841,8442...    		 		                		093044		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		334		04055		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295027		$2,350.00		$2,350.00		8/9/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185419937                      		 		                		124630		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		555		06233		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$8,483.42		$8,483.42		9/7/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185420472,185420933...         		 		                		132358		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		710		07842		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295081		$617.50		$617.50		9/25/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		1854217-88,89,90               		 		                		100419		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1108		16070		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295102		$1,124.30		$1,124.30		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185422658/185422617        		 		                		105959		AMWA425

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1729		22726		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295186		$495.00		$495.00		2/5/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185425501                  		 		                		083424		AMWA425

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2091		26798		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295160		$2,483.37		$2,483.37		3/27/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185424821,4972,5084,5126       		 		                		102514		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2263		28794		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295232		$995.52		$995.52		4/18/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185427078..7108..7422          		 		                		100409		KG41177

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		3267		34068		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295281		$2,026.82		$2,026.82		6/17/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185428941                  		 		                		142511		JB42370

		473192908-0		NOVO PLM INC 
7460 WARREN PARKWAY
SUITE 100
FRISCO, TX 75034-4170		445		05138		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293045		$8,900.00		$8,900.00		8/22/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		NUI1808694                     		 		                		144945		BJAH181

		251441947-0		MINITAB INC 
1829 PINE HALL ROAD
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801-3210		10		01110		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$4,140.00		$4,140.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		STDINV0231066                  		 		                		102542		BJAH181

		221854351-0		SYNCSORT INC 
2 BLUE HILL PLAZA
SUITE 1563
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965-3113		116		02041		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294007		$8,220.00		$8,220.00		7/17/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023421-0718                   		 		                		135853		BJAH181

		833352560-0		CADIENT LLC DEPT 3949 CADIENT TALENT
P O BOX 123949
DALLAS, TX 75201-3949		2860		29962		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290100		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/1/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		201910266                      		 		                		143510		KG41177

		833352560-0		CADIENT LLC DEPT 3949 CADIENT TALENT
P O BOX 123949
DALLAS, TX 75201-3949		3043		31627		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290106		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/21/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2019 10267                     		 		                		125305		KG41177

		833352560-0		CADIENT LLC DEPT 3949 CADIENT TALENT
P O BOX 123949
DALLAS, TX 75201-3949		3047		31686		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290107		$800.00		$800.00		5/22/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		201911067                      		 		                		081141		KG41177

		833352560-0		CADIENT LLC DEPT 3949 CADIENT TALENT
P O BOX 123949
DALLAS, TX 75201-3949		3289		34422		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290116		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		6/19/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2019-10268                     		 		                		090615		KG41177

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		10		01109		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293017		$4,475.00		$4,475.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14662                          		 		                		102507		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		10		01113		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293018		$29,218.75		$29,218.75		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14661                          		 		                		102658		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		10		01120		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293018		$28,998.75		$28,998.75		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14663                          		 		                		102957		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		1264		17770		1		R		AA		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290054		$494,808.75		$494,808.75		12/5/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007206                        		 		                		122818		MR42096

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		1895		24528		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		290		9990       		110213		$15,000.00		$15,000.00		3/1/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007499IN                      		 		                		075926		KG41177

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		1940		44093		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110216		$19,329.47		$19,329.47		3/5/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007517                        		 		                		132730		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2007		44242		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110225		$15,000.00		$15,000.00		3/14/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007586-IN                     		 		                		102207		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2023		44264		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110229		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		3/15/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007595-IN                     		 		                		125607		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2050		44355		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110235		$45,000.00		$45,000.00		3/20/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007607-IN                     		 		                		125359		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		3067		45517		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110292		$55,000.00		$55,000.00		5/23/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		#3007853-IN                    		 		                		135335		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		3152		45687		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110300		$250,000.00		$250,000.00		6/4/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007896-IN                     		 		                		124825		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		3152		45691		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110301		$19,329.47		$19,329.47		6/4/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007887-IN                     		 		                		125049		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		3272		34130		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290113		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		6/18/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007966-IN                     		 		                		094847		KG41177

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		9058		17770		1		R		AA		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		290		9990       		290054		$0.00		$494,808.75		2/7/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO JOB                    		 		                		113539		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		9058		17770		2		R		AA		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290054		$0.00		($494,808.75)		2/7/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO JOB                    		 		                		113553		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2056		44363		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110234		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		3/21/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007609-IN                     		 		                		142736		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2056		44364		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110236		$25,000.00		$25,000.00		3/21/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007608-IN                     		 		                		142856		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2087		44430		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110243		$15,000.00		$15,000.00		3/26/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007627-IN                     		 		                		150217		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2139		44536		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110245		$19,329.47		$19,329.47		4/2/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007645-IN                     		 		                		103731		BJAH181

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2161		27659		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110247		$135,000.00		$135,000.00		4/4/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007662                        		 		                		123859		KG41177

		205084389-0		CHERRYROAD TECHNOLOGIES INC 
301 GIBRALTAR DR SUITE 2C
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950		2917		45127		1		R		ST		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		110		9990       		110277		$19,329.47		$19,329.47		5/6/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		3007749-IN                     		 		                		145733		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1395		10683		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290059		$1,700.00		$1,700.00		12/20/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180001                     		 		                		124405		EF39013

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		3333		P0561		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290117		$4,920.00		$4,920.00		6/24/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		190001                         		 		                		134246		BJAH181

		330648915-0		T R C LOCKBOX 
P O BOX 536282
PITTSBURGH, PA 15253-5904		1036		15353		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293015		$2,600.00		$2,600.00		11/1/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		22045                          		 		                		121041		BJAH181

		981179748-0		ROCSCIENCE INC 
54 SANIT PATRICK STREET
TORONTO, ON M5T 1V1		383		03072		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293046		$5,194.00		$5,194.00		8/15/2018		5090027000       		F		A 		Y		145041		13160                          		 		                		130858		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		59		Y1535		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294005		$160.93		$160.93		7/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5053849471                     		 		                		134441		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		60		01193		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294006		$429.29		$429.29		7/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5053824375                     		 		                		143223		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		334		04064		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294015		$241.26		$241.26		8/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5054061665                     		 		                		125314		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		663		07325		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294021		$169.68		$169.68		9/19/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5054366587                     		 		                		105106		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		877		13722		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294029		$181.37		$181.37		10/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5054665592                 		 		                		082951		AMWA425

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		892		13797		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294030		$429.29		$429.29		10/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5054658580                     		 		                		132733		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1997		25843		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294060		$124.46		$124.46		3/13/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		104226		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2210		28299		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294065		$472.21		$472.21		4/11/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5056299368                     		 		                		095000		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2211		28303		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294064		$149.14		$149.14		4/11/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5056320419                     		 		                		105337		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2989		31102		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294072		$153.62		$153.62		5/14/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5056532603                     		 		                		143103		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		3258		34017		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294082		$163.53		$163.53		6/17/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5056782123                     		 		                		141408		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1127		16308		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294034		$180.85		$180.85		11/13/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5054937977                     		 		                		140047		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1336		18570		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294040		$163.34		$163.34		12/12/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5055232975                     		 		                		085828		MR42096

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1486		20026		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294037		$1,978.35		$1,978.35		1/7/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055398143 / PO#294037     		 		                		134031		AMWA425

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1539		20684		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294043		$429.29		$429.29		1/11/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5055499000                     		 		                		142338		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1555		20762		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294042		$128.09		$128.09		1/15/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5055492087                     		 		                		092031		KG41177

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1799		23595		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294052		$209.61		$209.61		2/19/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5055805419                     		 		                		083533		KG41177

		710647105-0		ARKANSAS BLUEPRINT COMPANY INC 
10110 WEST MARKHAM
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205		877		13721		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293071		$1,079.10		$1,079.10		10/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 33828                      		 		                		082921		AMWA425

		731310576-0		INTERFACE SECURITY SYSTEMS LLC 
8339 SOLUTIONS CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-8003		143		Y2240		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		255		         		066067    		290		           		294010		$2,643.26		$2,643.26		7/19/2018		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		19120117                       		 		                		124620		BJAH181

		931298868-0		P T V AMERICA INC 
1530 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
ARLINGTON, VA 22209-2418		27		01133		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293021		$11,958.60		$11,958.60		7/6/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10708071                       		 		                		110845		BJAH181

		596002052-0		UNIVERSITY OF FLA MCTRANS CNTR 
P O BOX 116585
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611-6585		145		02352		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$1,000.00		$1,000.00		7/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		E91420                         		 		                		131613		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1		Y1002		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295001		$31,651.44		$31,651.44		7/5/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		405587 ANNUAL MTNC             		 		                		073834		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1		Y1022		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295005		$220.00		$220.00		7/5/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		975535/976152                  		 		                		081415		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1		Y1023		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295006		$990.00		$990.00		7/5/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		9755-36,37,38,48               		 		                		081458		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		60		01191		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295016		$220.00		$220.00		7/10/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		976659                         		 		                		143133		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		159		02414		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295022		$220.00		$220.00		7/20/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		978114                         		 		                		093842		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		227		02937		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295031		$440.00		$440.00		7/30/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		979401,979402                  		 		                		133101		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1351		18657		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295159		$330.00		$330.00		12/14/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		995446,450                     		 		                		102458		MR42096

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1388		19074		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295163		$220.00		$220.00		12/20/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 995853                   		 		                		115005		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1714		22525		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295192		$110.00		$110.00		2/4/2019		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 999598                     		 		                		100230		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1878		24275		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		285211		$1,139.31		$1,139.31		2/27/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		438470                         		 		                		090636		KG41177

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		9070		24275		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295211		$0.00		$1,139.31		3/15/2019		5030016000       		F		  		N		145041		KEYED INCORR BY KIM G          		 		                		083901		KG41177

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		9070		24275		2		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		285211		$0.00		($1,139.31)		3/15/2019		5030016000       		F		  		N		145041		KEYED INCORR BY KIM G          		 		                		083926		KG41177

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		747		08271		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295094		$556.25		$556.25		9/28/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		987804                         		 		                		092006		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		795		08699		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295099		$110.00		$110.00		10/4/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		988989                         		 		                		100720		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		856		13540		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295106		$330.00		$330.00		10/11/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		989442,989441                  		 		                		154203		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1105		15987		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295127		$220.00		$220.00		11/8/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 992027                   		 		                		141030		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1122		16244		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295129		$110.00		$110.00		11/9/2018		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV# 992536                    		 		                		111301		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1163		16691		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295138		$220.00		$220.00		11/20/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV# 993021                    		 		                		091500		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		495		05647		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295064		$440.00		$440.00		8/30/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		983710,983980                  		 		                		112413		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		550		06120		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295067		$220.00		$220.00		9/6/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		984604                         		 		                		154242		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		550		06121		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295068		$110.00		$110.00		9/6/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		984993                         		 		                		154328		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		586		06528		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295073		$220.00		$220.00		9/11/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		985612                         		 		                		140349		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		586		06529		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295074		$220.00		$220.00		9/11/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		986077                         		 		                		140419		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		677		07475		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295083		$385.00		$385.00		9/20/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		986574                         		 		                		083449		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		309		03708		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295037		$550.00		$550.00		8/7/2018		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		980505                         		 		                		145553		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		366		04279		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295041		$220.00		$220.00		8/14/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		981543                         		 		                		104415		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		368		04337		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295047		$110.00		$110.00		8/14/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		982056                         		 		                		152349		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		378		04387		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295048		$220.00		$220.00		8/15/2018		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		982055                         		 		                		104506		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		401		04668		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295049		$504.70		$504.70		8/17/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		981446                         		 		                		114200		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		431		04951		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295055		$220.00		$220.00		8/21/2018		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		9833701                        		 		                		145514		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01100		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295000		$234,253.20		$234,253.20		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08151798                      		 		                		102005		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01102		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293023		$122.00		$122.00		7/5/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08464748                      		 		                		102207		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01105		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		291000		$175,744.00		$175,744.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08394413                      		 		                		102319		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01107		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294002		$20,371.00		$20,371.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08445946,B08443418            		 		                		102414		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01111		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		291001		$116,826.00		$116,826.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08428716                      		 		                		102611		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01114		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		290		           		294003		$1,460.00		$1,460.00		7/5/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08454574                      		 		                		102719		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2871		30055		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293143		$1,069.18		$1,069.18		5/2/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV B09855822                  		 		                		075043		AMWA425

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2984		31051		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294066		$14,623.29		$14,623.29		5/14/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B09887814                      		 		                		103412		KG41177

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		3073		31913		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		293146		$74,980.00		$74,980.00		5/24/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B09999753                      		 		                		094731		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		3338		34871		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293145		$974,068.20		$974,068.20		6/24/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S49785147                      		 		                		142100		KG41177

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		772		08507		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		291007		$120,867.00		$120,867.00		10/3/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08897525                      		 		                		142541		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		845		13447		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293067		$2,469.00		$2,469.00		10/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08931709                      		 		                		134840		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1216		17258		1		R		ST		4143		290		0742		460		         		          		290		           		291011		$768.00		$768.00		11/29/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B09152228                      		 		                		123718		BJAH181

		223009648-1		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP 
P O BOX 7167
PASADENA, CA 91109-7167		1532		20621		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		291018		$28,152.00		$28,152.00		1/11/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		4745065                        		 		                		083350		KG41177

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1895		24532		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		259		         		          		290		           		293112		$2,238.15		$2,238.15		3/1/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B09570397                      		 		                		081713		KG41177

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1930		24922		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293117		$365.00		$365.00		3/5/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B09580254                      		 		                		121441		KG41177

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		407		04700		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293044		$660.00		$660.00		8/17/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08651998                      		 		                		132153		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		432		04980		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293047		$660.00		$660.00		8/21/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08694717                      		 		                		151902		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		438		05019		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293048		$116.00		$116.00		8/22/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08695471                      		 		                		095740		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		461		05332		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		290		           		294017		$15,150.00		$15,150.00		8/24/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08695034                      		 		                		140217		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		630		07055		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293051		$42.13		$42.13		9/14/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08753107,B08776114            		 		                		094710		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		631		07094		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293054		$839.40		$839.40		9/14/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08782963                      		 		                		103247		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		10		01115		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294000		$29,760.00		$29,760.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08354009                      		 		                		102738		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		23		Y1216		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293025		$141.00		$141.00		7/5/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08470795                      		 		                		150136		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		27		01128		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293024		$839.40		$839.40		7/6/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08470349                      		 		                		110632		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		27		01131		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663001		$750.00		$750.00		7/6/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08442532                      		 		                		110801		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		60		01184		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293031		$5,210.00		$5,210.00		7/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08498014                      		 		                		142635		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		369		04365		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295034		$69.00		$69.00		8/15/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08622522                      		 		                		095930		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		525		05884		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430048		$295.08		$110.08		9/4/2018		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18598564                       		 		                		141203		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		550		06122		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295069		$163.40		$163.40		9/6/2018		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18600195                       		 		                		154354		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		861		13625		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295107		$55.45		$55.45		10/12/2018		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18603108                       		 		                		092654		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1106		16009		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295128		$50.02		$50.02		11/8/2018		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18605219                       		 		                		140355		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1336		18558		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295153		$71.02		$71.02		12/12/2018		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18605219                       		 		                		084222		MR42096

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2815		29316		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295262		$59.20		$59.20		4/25/2019		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18617754                       		 		                		150522		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		3127		32608		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295290		$33.76		$33.76		5/31/2019		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18619053                       		 		                		124534		KG41177

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		3223		33669		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295299		$92.53		$92.53		6/12/2019		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18620830                       		 		                		105148		KG41177

		223965148-0		STRUCTUREPOINT LLC 
5420 OLD ORCHARD ROAD
SKOKIE, IL 60077-1053		10		01103		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293014		$1,595.00		$1,595.00		7/5/2018		5030011000       		F		  		Y		145041		SP-32591                       		 		                		102231		BJAH181

		591772879-0		INFO TECH INC 
2970 SOUTHWEST 50TH TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608-5076		10		01112		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$120,000.00		$120,000.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV0014177                     		 		                		102638		BJAH181

		231658220-0		M D X SOFTWARE 
1412 RIDGEMONT COURT
COLUMBIA, MO 65203-1955		10		01104		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293002		$2,000.00		$2,000.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		FA060118083                    		 		                		102253		BJAH181

		231658220-0		M D X SOFTWARE 
1412 RIDGEMONT COURT
COLUMBIA, MO 65203-1955		2877		30174		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293149		$12,500.00		$12,500.00		5/2/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		P0425191                       		 		                		101424		KG41177

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		809		08966		1		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		290037		$583.49		$249.44		10/5/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 349721                     		 		                		150814		AMWA425

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1760		23093		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290072		$1,291.66		$1,291.66		2/8/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0049245IN                      		 		                		135655		KG41177

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1763		23166		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290071		$5,678.90		$2,626.90		2/11/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		02012019ARDOT                  		 		                		134457		KG41177

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1763		23166		2		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290071		$5,678.90		$3,052.00		2/11/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		02012019ARDOT                  		 		                		134516		KG41177

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		510		05709		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293050		$403.19		$403.19		8/31/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10262057666                    		 		                		093143		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		662		07321		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293057		$290.31		$290.31		9/19/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10265801752                    		 		                		104623		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		749		08322		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294024		$38,661.98		$38,661.98		9/28/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10267950220                		 		                		094609		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		785		08613		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294025		$4,036.50		$4,036.50		10/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10268832255                		 		                		142734		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		949		14393		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293074		$2,999.24		$2,999.24		10/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10271659052                		 		                		150506		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1175		16792		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293090		$97.48		$97.48		11/20/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10277073446                		 		                		140851		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2858		29886		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293148		$2,249.43		$2,249.43		5/1/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10311238930                    		 		                		134218		KG41177

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2871		30056		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293147		$54.22		$54.22		5/2/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10311522431                		 		                		075124		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		3034		31571		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293154		$238.66		$238.66		5/21/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10313967791                    		 		                		103731		KG41177

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1374		18916		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293096		$1,499.62		$1,499.62		12/18/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10282601418                		 		                		143348		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1376		18938		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293093		$387.08		$387.08		12/18/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10279038418                		 		                		152139		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1711		22470		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293105		$1,193.28		$1,193.28		2/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10294865027                		 		                		091950		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1728		22700		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293107		$1,499.62		$1,499.62		2/5/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10295413749                		 		                		090632		AMWA425

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2109		27052		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293129		$2,249.43		$2,249.43		3/29/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10305549230                    		 		                		123826		KG41177

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2829		29522		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293142		$201.60		$201.60		4/29/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10311122702                    		 		                		124725		KG41177

		911894868-0		OPEN DESIGN ALLIANCE 
P O BOX 29650
DEPARTMENT 880148
PHOENIX, AZ 85038-9650		142		02306		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293013		$100.00		$100.00		7/18/2018		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		201800549                      		 		                		150620		BJAH181

		264607213-0		CERTAINTY 3D LLC 
7039 GRAND NATIONAL DRIVE SUITE 100
ORLANDO, FL 32819-8329		27		01127		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293029		$2,370.00		$2,370.00		7/6/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2018-415                       		 		                		110555		BJAH181

		592093093-0		INFORMATION & COMPUTING SERVIC 
P O BOX 638345
CINCINNATI, OH 45263-8345		1374		18912		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290055		$70,680.00		$70,680.00		12/18/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 20147036                   		 		                		143115		AMWA425

		592093093-0		INFORMATION & COMPUTING SERVIC 
P O BOX 638345
CINCINNATI, OH 45263-8345		9058		18912		1		R		SS		4141		290		3401		460		         		012336    		290		9990       		290055		$0.00		$70,680.00		2/7/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO JOB                    		 		                		113625		BJAH181

		592093093-0		INFORMATION & COMPUTING SERVIC 
P O BOX 638345
CINCINNATI, OH 45263-8345		9058		18912		2		R		SS		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290055		$0.00		($70,680.00)		2/7/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO JOB                    		 		                		113636		BJAH181

		208638967-0		INSEEGO NORTH AMERICA LLC MS 27
P O BOX 4300
PORTLAND, OR 97208-4300		330		03993		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295014		$4,793.60		$4,793.60		8/9/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		30161050                       		 		                		094432		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		70		Y1740		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293026		$590.35		$590.35		7/11/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		NFW6390                        		 		                		142723		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		176		02638		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293035		$234.57		$234.57		7/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		NJQ3945                        		 		                		120323		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		211		02831		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293038		$904.49		$904.49		7/27/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		NLG1014                        		 		                		133442		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		623		06988		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293055		$83.60		$83.60		9/13/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		NFZ9140                        		 		                		133051		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		623		06989		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293053		$64.31		$64.31		9/13/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		NWT7120                        		 		                		133112		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		663		07326		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293058		$445.81		$445.81		9/19/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PCH8886                        		 		                		105131		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3267		34059		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293163		$2,251.12		$2,251.12		6/17/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV SPS0142                    		 		                		140737		JB42370

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9059		16090		1		R		SO		4145		290		7780		680		         		          		290		           		293087		$0.00		$1,308.00		2/12/2019		5130016001       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO EXP,FUNC, OBJ, GL      		 		                		081848		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9059		16090		2		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293087		$0.00		($1,308.00)		2/12/2019		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO EXP,FUNC, OBJ, GL      		 		                		081901		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9060		11931		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		663063		$0.00		$270.69		2/15/2019		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO DETAILS, NOT CAP OUTLAY		 		                		134212		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3011		31359		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293155		$18.18		$18.18		5/16/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SGJ7031                        		 		                		121031		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3017		31393		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293156		$2,230.79		$2,230.79		5/16/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SGK2484                        		 		                		144917		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3020		31435		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293153		$139.66		$139.66		5/17/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SDW9332                        		 		                		103551		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3083		32017		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293157		$22.26		$22.26		5/28/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SHV9699                        		 		                		104824		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3148		32847		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293161		$77.43		$77.43		6/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SKV7686                        		 		                		090321		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		3155		32876		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293162		$679.17		$679.17		6/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SLB2924                        		 		                		115640		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2197		28149		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293130		$47.25		$47.25		4/9/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RPM6985                        		 		                		140039		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2204		28270		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293133		$84.92		$84.92		4/11/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RQD3254                        		 		                		083809		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2240		28533		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293138		$2,230.79		$2,230.79		4/15/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RTC7126                        		 		                		121842		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2242		28595		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293136		$332.56		$332.56		4/16/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RRP7648                        		 		                		073932		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2861		29996		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293144		$66.53		$66.53		5/1/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RXJ4824                        		 		                		150514		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2927		30502		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293152		$47.25		$47.25		5/8/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		SBQ0506                        		 		                		075454		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2049		26365		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293122		$780.17		$780.17		3/20/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RLL2644                        		 		                		134534		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2096		26883		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293125		$69.76		$69.76		3/27/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RMQ7432                        		 		                		103947		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2096		26884		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293132		$188.84		$188.84		3/27/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RLW6940                        		 		                		104010		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2160		27634		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293128		$185.91		$185.91		4/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RNW8885                        		 		                		114919		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2161		27660		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293126		$123.41		$123.41		4/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RNZ1222                        		 		                		123943		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2161		27661		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293127		$56.61		$56.61		4/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RNZ0949                        		 		                		124032		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1796		23563		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293108		$40.67		$40.67		2/14/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QWX3323                        		 		                		113434		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1935		25039		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293115		$26.91		$26.91		3/6/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RGD1575                        		 		                		112807		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1948		25168		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293114		$48.98		$48.98		3/7/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RGC2772                        		 		                		090248		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1949		25177		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293116		$26.79		$26.79		3/7/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RGD1580                        		 		                		092002		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1998		25851		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293120		$2,166.70		$2,166.70		3/13/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RHR3112                        		 		                		110520		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2049		26355		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293121		$52.67		$52.67		3/20/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		RKL8219                        		 		                		133733		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1343		18576		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293097		$71.11		$71.11		12/13/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QGK3908                        		 		                		121637		MR42096

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1343		18582		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293099		$889.44		$889.44		12/13/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QGC9743                        		 		                		122341		MR42096

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1497		20160		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293100		$94.24		$94.24		1/8/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV QKB6400                    		 		                		090948		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1590		21204		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293102		$44.34		$44.34		1/17/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV QPS8508                    		 		                		133420		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1635		21513		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293103		$127.44		$127.44		1/25/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QQR1403                        		 		                		082537		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1753		23044		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293106		$2,056.18		$2,056.18		2/8/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QWL8779                        		 		                		103303		KG41177

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1109		16091		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293082		$889.44		$889.44		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PTH8666                        		 		                		142958		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1110		16105		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293086		$223.86		$223.86		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV PVJ0143                    		 		                		144250		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1110		16106		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293083		$271.15		$271.15		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV PTJ3428                    		 		                		144330		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1192		17024		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293092		$171.61		$171.61		11/28/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PXK6762                        		 		                		100028		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1211		17126		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293091		$92.70		$92.70		11/29/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PZP7408                        		 		                		074933		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1336		18571		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293098		$3,426.96		$3,426.96		12/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		QGC4949                        		 		                		090136		MR42096

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		867		13662		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293070		$75.19		$75.19		10/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PLP5051                        		 		                		094515		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		867		13671		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295090		$158.88		$158.88		10/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PJD2450,PJR6352                		 		                		100826		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		932		14254		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$3,459.66		$3,459.66		10/19/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PMT1138                        		 		                		103430		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1036		15370		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293078		$62.94		$62.94		11/1/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PPJ5501                        		 		                		123451		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1108		16073		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293084		$5.65		$5.65		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV PTQ7933                    		 		                		110446		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1109		16090		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293087		$1,308.00		$1,308.00		11/8/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PVJ5793                        		 		                		142937		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		690		07612		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293059		$186.83		$186.83		9/21/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		PCJ1427                        		 		                		081820		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		749		08301		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293060		$363.99		$363.99		9/28/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV PFD6887/PDP9681            		 		                		092816		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		767		08388		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293062		$542.36		$542.36		10/2/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PGM3386                        		 		                		104325		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		809		08964		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293064		$313.37		$313.37		10/5/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV PJP0411/PJP9214            		 		                		150429		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		861		13644		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293072		$42.54		$42.54		10/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PLM5135                        		 		                		092434		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		861		13645		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293068		$677.11		$677.11		10/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		PLC6189                        		 		                		092453		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		60		01199		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295015		$5,338.74		$5,338.74		7/10/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		143517		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		379		04412		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295042		$5,338.74		$5,338.74		8/15/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		135124		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		586		06530		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295075		$5,369.62		$5,369.62		9/11/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		140450		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		856		13539		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295105		$5,375.55		$5,375.55		10/11/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		154955		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1126		16281		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295131		$5,375.55		$5,375.55		11/13/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 010632763                		 		                		131036		AMWA425

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1336		18557		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295154		$5,383.62		$5,383.62		12/12/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		084123		MR42096

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		137		10043		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		7/18/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180701                     		 		                		123117		EF39013

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		542		10206		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291005		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		9/6/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180804                     		 		                		094445		EF39013

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1113		10511		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291010		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		11/8/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		181101                         		 		                		141658		BJAH181

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1180		16812		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		11/21/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		181102                         		 		                		113033		MR42096

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1340		10641		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291014		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		12/12/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		181201                         		 		                		133731		BJAH181

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1413		10699		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291015		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		12/26/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		181202                         		 		                		140107		BJAH181

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1422		19279		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		460		         		          		290		           		291016		$2,000.00		$2,000.00		12/27/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		181203                         		 		                		145434		MR42096

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1884		P0010		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291020		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		2/27/2019		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		190102                         		 		                		133724		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		1298		18162		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295145		$2,740.00		$2,740.00		12/7/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 53943                      		 		                		134231		AMWA425

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		1601		21312		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295187		$1,348.68		$1,348.68		1/18/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 54165                      		 		                		131651		AMWA425

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		3279		34263		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295255		$9,631.24		$9,631.24		6/18/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		55055                          		 		                		124033		KG41177

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		937		14286		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295100		$2,759.44		$2,759.44		10/22/2018		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV S5809557001                		 		                		141640		AMWA425

		751102645-1		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
P O BOX 1258
TEXARKANA, TX 75504-1258		2219		28383		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294062		$1,584.70		$1,584.70		4/12/2019		5090011000       		F		  		Y		145041		S6036905.001                   		 		                		082023		KG41177

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02500		11		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290006		$360,210.99		$45.09		7/23/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120704180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02500		13		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290008		$360,210.99		$10.83		7/23/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120704180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02500		238		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295002		$360,210.99		$157.99		7/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410627180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02500		239		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295002		$360,210.99		$537.60		7/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410710180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02502		389		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293028		$239,683.09		$19.58		7/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010702180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		160		02502		390		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293028		$239,683.09		$328.50		7/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010704180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9113		31702		14		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293150		$0.00		($335.00)		6/7/2019		5090017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		090509		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3313		34701		926		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293160		$303,769.65		$400.00		6/24/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010614190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9071		16805		3		R		SO		4143		290		0746		289		         		          		290		           		293080		$0.00		$1,510.00		3/15/2019		5080007000       		F		  		N		145041		GL CORRECTS TO PCARD           		 		                		094105		EF39013

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9071		16805		5		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293080		$0.00		($1,510.00)		3/15/2019		5050017000       		F		  		N		145041		GL CORRECTS TO PCARD           		 		                		094220		EF39013

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9080		26502		3		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293113		$0.00		$11.78		4/1/2019		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		125645		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9080		26502		4		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293110		$0.00		($11.78)		4/1/2019		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		125714		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9113		31702		12		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293150		$0.00		$335.00		6/7/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		090427		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3048		31702		480		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293150		$219,350.38		$72.99		5/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010426190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3048		31702		482		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293150		$219,350.38		$335.00		5/22/2019		5090017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010506190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3048		31702		483		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293150		$219,350.38		$70.00		5/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010507190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3048		31702		484		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293150		$219,350.38		$207.09		5/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010513190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3313		34700		58		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290114		$348,186.19		$192.25		6/24/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120617190002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3313		34701		925		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293160		$303,769.65		$400.00		6/24/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010521190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2270		28900		36		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290089		$328,806.01		$39.70		4/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120329190004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2270		28900		48		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293135		$328,806.01		$12.44		4/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120403190002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2270		28900		72		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293137		$328,806.01		$23.08		4/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120410190009		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2270		28900		76		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290094		$328,806.01		$402.70		4/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120412190003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2270		28902		218		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293131		$284,236.33		$183.34		4/22/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010325190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		3048		31700		5		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291023		$307,761.02		$92.11		5/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120417190004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26500		6		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290076		$315,007.81		$10.78		3/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120218190004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26500		7		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293111		$315,007.81		$670.19		3/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120220190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26500		250		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295209		$315,007.81		$47.68		3/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410225190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26502		395		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293110		$272,208.10		$11.78		3/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010218190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26502		396		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293113		$272,208.10		$56.05		3/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010219190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2059		26502		397		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293113		$272,208.10		$65.39		3/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010301190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1850		24100		342		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295202		$278,477.62		$30.49		2/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410213190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1850		24100		343		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295202		$278,477.62		$36.95		2/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410213190002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9056		02500		25		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295002		$0.00		$157.99		2/4/2019		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL/PCARD JULY 2018     		 		                		131313		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9056		02500		27		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295002		$0.00		($157.99)		2/4/2019		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL/PCARD JULY 2018     		 		                		131331		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1850		24103		153		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293110		$320,317.47		$64.99		2/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010208190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1850		24103		154		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293110		$320,317.47		$90.84		2/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010208190002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19102		826		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$208,406.81		$108.33		12/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011121180003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19102		827		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$208,406.81		($26.95)		12/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011123180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19102		828		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$208,406.81		$41.37		12/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011206180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1609		21426		13		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290062		$313,683.35		$2.30		1/23/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120110190002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1609		21426		257		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295166		$313,683.35		$157.89		1/23/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411224180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1850		24100		46		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290068		$278,477.62		$141.68		2/22/2019		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120204190001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16805		34		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293080		$294,491.12		$1,510.00		11/26/2018		5050017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011114180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19100		7		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291009		$340,469.25		$7.11		12/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121123180006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19100		66		R		ST		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290051		$340,469.25		$261.16		12/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121203180004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19100		312		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295144		$340,469.25		$103.72		12/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411203180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19102		824		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$208,406.81		$26.95		12/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011121180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1386		19102		825		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$208,406.81		$16.21		12/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011121180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		120		R		SO		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293089		$331,758.74		$32.18		11/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121112180006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		121		R		SO		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290048		$331,758.74		$96.13		11/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121112180007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		400		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295120		$331,758.74		$82.55		11/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411031180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		401		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295120		$331,758.74		$140.00		11/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411101180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		402		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295120		$331,758.74		$9.18		11/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411114180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16805		33		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293080		$294,491.12		$182.48		11/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011101180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14302		866		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293063		$217,363.04		$299.50		10/22/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010919180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14302		867		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$217,363.04		$11.58		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011004180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14302		868		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$217,363.04		$98.00		10/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011012180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14302		869		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$217,363.04		$26.47		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709011015180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		31		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290041		$331,758.74		$75.03		11/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121026180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1179		16802		32		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290042		$331,758.74		$5.42		11/26/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121026180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14300		34		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293066		$301,290.08		$11.53		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121003180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14300		40		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		290031		$301,290.08		$1,137.50		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121005180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14300		49		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293069		$301,290.08		$6.65		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121005180010		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14300		52		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		290031		$301,290.08		$270.39		10/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121005180012		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14300		337		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295089		$301,290.08		($995.00)		10/22/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410920180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		931		14302		865		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$217,363.04		$758.71		10/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010919180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		111		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$43.85		9/24/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010816180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		112		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$46.32		9/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010816180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		113		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$421.85		9/24/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010823180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		114		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$349.75		9/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010906180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		115		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$899.00		9/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010907180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07703		116		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293049		$331,906.47		$35.34		9/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010914180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		313		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$209.85		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010802180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		314		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$2,500.00		8/22/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010806180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07700		411		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295053		$336,890.31		$180.00		9/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410816180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07700		412		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295053		$336,890.31		$233.43		9/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410820180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07700		413		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295053		$336,890.31		$995.00		9/24/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410914180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		695		07700		414		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295053		$336,890.31		$995.00		9/24/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410917180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		307		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$3,125.00		8/22/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010717180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		308		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$29.33		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010718180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		309		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$1,599.98		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010725180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		310		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$14.62		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010726180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		311		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$25.24		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010727180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		312		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		$14.62		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010801180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05150		19		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290013		$325,218.30		$280.74		8/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120718180013		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05150		39		R		MT		4143		290		0741		454		         		          		260		           		290014		$325,218.30		$41.60		8/22/2018		5090011000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120730180007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05150		40		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290014		$325,218.30		$3.65		8/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120730180007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05150		51		R		MT		4143		290		0745		461		         		          		260		           		293043		$325,218.30		$87.86		8/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120731180007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05150		358		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295036		$325,218.30		$70.33		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410807180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		443		05153		306		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$231,199.85		($179.99)		8/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010717180001		      		PCARDB 

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1		Y1001		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295004		$314.82		$314.82		7/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552               		 		                		073643		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		49		Y1466		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295012		$3,324.73		$3,324.73		7/10/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3103334072                     		 		                		112213		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		51		01167		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295011		$324.02		$324.02		7/10/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-105-5538/3103448997       		 		                		084543		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		159		02415		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295023		$116.58		$116.58		7/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		501 569 9535 791 9             		 		                		094106		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		265		03331		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295035		$313.90		$313.90		8/2/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831 000 7064 552          		 		                		140955		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		366		04277		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295046		$3,356.36		$3,356.36		8/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183 / 3103847572     		 		                		104137		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3144		32794		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295295		$323.86		$323.86		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4216227401                     		 		                		144440		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3277		34216		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295303		$332.94		$332.94		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80031055538                    		 		                		112322		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3277		34217		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295304		$2,949.60		$2,949.60		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030104303                    		 		                		113704		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3277		34218		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295302		$3,416.26		$3,416.26		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		113743		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2210		28292		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295248		$2,949.60		$2,949.60		4/11/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030104303                    		 		                		094409		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2211		28311		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295251		$3,416.26		$3,416.26		4/11/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		110440		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2925		30468		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295269		$323.86		$323.86		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007064552                  		 		                		135140		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2977		30929		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295278		$2,949.60		$2,949.60		5/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3109069817                     		 		                		074454		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2977		30932		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295277		$332.94		$332.94		5/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3109180824                     		 		                		074659		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2977		30933		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295279		$3,416.26		$3,416.26		5/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		074730		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1964		25329		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295222		$326.10		$326.10		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007064552                  		 		                		115755		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2018		26027		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295225		$336.30		$336.30		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80031055538                    		 		                		144254		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2018		26028		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295227		$2,979.40		$2,979.40		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030104303                    		 		                		144858		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2018		26031		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295226		$3,450.78		$3,450.78		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		145056		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2161		27667		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295243		$326.10		$326.10		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007064552                  		 		                		125142		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2210		28290		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295249		$332.94		$332.94		4/11/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80031055538                    		 		                		094245		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1531		20593		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295179		$336.30		$336.30		1/10/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538                  		 		                		144734		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1572		21038		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295184		$1,688.32		$1,688.32		1/16/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 8003-010-4303             		 		                		112833		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1724		22631		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295193		$326.10		$326.10		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064552            		 		                		081145		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1800		23607		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295203		$338.82		$338.82		2/19/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80031055538                    		 		                		092434		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1800		23608		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295204		$3,450.78		$3,450.78		2/19/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		092522		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1800		23609		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295205		$4,618.08		$4,618.08		2/19/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030104303                    		 		                		092609		KG41177

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1303		18182		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295146		$322.29		$322.29		12/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064552            		 		                		140613		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1343		18597		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295156		$3,453.66		$3,453.66		12/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3106040365                     		 		                		130320		MR42096

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1351		18655		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295157		$336.58		$336.58		12/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		785600                         		 		                		102101		MR42096

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1388		19072		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295161		$81.28		$81.28		12/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 50156995357919           		 		                		114702		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1476		19868		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295173		$322.29		$322.29		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064552            		 		                		144716		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1531		20592		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295180		$3,450.78		$3,450.78		1/10/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		144713		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		860		13623		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295109		$3,453.66		$3,453.66		10/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		083913		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		861		13628		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295110		$336.58		$336.58		10/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-105-5538                  		 		                		091537		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		922		14195		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295112		$81.27		$81.27		10/18/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		501 569 9535 791 9             		 		                		131204		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1105		15989		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295122		$322.29		$322.29		11/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064552            		 		                		141141		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1126		16279		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295130		$3,453.66		$3,453.66		11/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 80030168183              		 		                		130940		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1126		16280		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295132		$336.58		$336.58		11/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 80031055538              		 		                		131003		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		379		04411		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295045		$327.10		$327.10		8/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-105-5538                  		 		                		135059		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		537		05995		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295065		$315.96		$315.96		9/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7064-552               		 		                		132605		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		612		06841		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295078		$3,390.39		$3,390.39		9/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		092529		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		612		06842		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295079		$330.42		$330.42		9/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538                  		 		                		092551		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		677		07476		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295082		$43.65		$43.65		9/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		501 569 9535 791 9             		 		                		083519		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		795		08697		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295097		$318.17		$318.17		10/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831-000-7064-552          		 		                		100626		EF39013

		440608372-0		CARDINAL SCALE MANUFACTURING 
P O BOX 526
WEBB CITY, MO 64870-0526		3127		32613		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294079		$15,000.00		$15,000.00		5/31/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10442148                       		 		                		125037		KG41177

		440608372-0		CARDINAL SCALE MANUFACTURING 
P O BOX 526
WEBB CITY, MO 64870-0526		3253		33889		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294078		$15,000.00		$15,000.00		6/14/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10442147                       		 		                		154434		BJAH181

		820484172-0		BROOKS INTERNET SOFTWARE INC 
356 W SUNNYSIDE RD
SUITE A
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4615		1989		25798		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294058		$80.19		$80.19		3/15/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		43026                          		 		                		102406		KG41177

		942960235-0		THE MATHWORKS INC 
P O BOX 21301
NEW YORK, NY 10087-1301		10		01116		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293020		$1,972.00		$1,972.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		29842885                       		 		                		102758		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		50		Y1498		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140009		$1,195.14		$54.76		7/10/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224/8125026516            		 		                		125951		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		301		03658		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140118		$1,860.80		$55.00		8/7/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224/8125231405            		 		                		135657		BJAH181

		630573222-0		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION HEXAGON GEOSPATIAL
305 INTERGRAPH WAY
MADISON, AL 35758		330		03991		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293003		$280,379.78		$280,379.78		8/9/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1-3515828537                   		 		                		094204		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		367		04307		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293004		$2,280.00		$2,280.00		8/14/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CA076241                       		 		                		144933		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		616		06924		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140211		$2,675.37		$55.27		9/13/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224                       		 		                		114928		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		829		13250		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140329		$1,812.68		$597.37		10/9/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224                       		 		                		115006		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2924		30425		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		141014		$1,316.38		$54.16		5/7/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8127118397                 		 		                		131407		AMWA425

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1075		15786		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140429		$1,622.83		$94.05		11/6/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8125848868                 		 		                		111610		AMWA425

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1282		17991		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140521		$1,058.89		$55.34		12/6/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8126062454                     		 		                		111342		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1530		20566		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		290		           		140605		$1,400.79		$55.22		1/10/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8126267364                     		 		                		112046		KG41177

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1735		22870		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140693		$1,606.70		$54.58		2/5/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV# 8126476158 ACCT# 14840224 		 		                		141628		AMWA425

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1981		25549		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140813		$1,617.00		$81.35		3/11/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8126692228                     		 		                		141210		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2184		27950		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140899		$1,015.86		$53.91		4/8/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8126905881                 		 		                		132907		AMWA425

		351727401-0		VINZANT SOFTWARE 
904 W OLD RIDGE RD SUITE 101
HOBART, IN 46342-2900		1946		25120		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294054		$5,082.00		$5,082.00		3/7/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1012342                    		 		                		092124		AMWA425

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		858		13585		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290002		$23,100.00		$23,100.00		10/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1017939                       		 		                		081811		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		867		13657		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290001		$475,000.00		$475,000.00		10/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1017940                       		 		                		093402		BJAH181

		382007430-0		COMPUWARE CORPORATION 
P O BOX 74008120
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8120		1600		21297		1		R		SS		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294049		$26,344.00		$26,344.00		1/18/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV USA2723                    		 		                		133806		AMWA425

		261540758-0		HOWARD MOHORN AND ASSOC LLC DALE CARNEGIE TRAINING
11300 EXECUTIVE CENTER DRIVE STE B
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211-3844		2819		44994		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		M2E32019005		290099		$4,455.00		$4,455.00		4/25/2019		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		M4021                          		 		                		143439		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		711		07851		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294023		$1,823.25		$1,823.25		9/25/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2508430118                     		 		                		101210		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		1190		16996		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294036		$2,734.89		$2,734.89		11/26/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2609422747                     		 		                		151101		MR42096

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		16		Y1082		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290009		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11333779                       		 		                		104952		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		60		01186		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290012		$141.10		$141.10		7/10/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		11334402                       		 		                		142733		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		247		03220		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290018		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		8/1/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11343688                       		 		                		132201		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		281		03561		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290017		$345,758.00		$345,758.00		8/3/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11339345                   		 		                		151400		AMWA425

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		555		06237		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290027		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		9/7/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11354222                       		 		                		132855		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		804		08899		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290034		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		10/4/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11367081                       		 		                		152837		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2071		26615		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290088		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/25/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11429197                       		 		                		113825		KG41177

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2924		30441		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290102		$895.40		$895.40		5/7/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11419063                   		 		                		133218		AMWA425

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2935		30623		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290103		$100.00		$100.00		5/8/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11443489                       		 		                		112657		KG41177

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		3104		32364		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290110		$350.00		$350.00		5/29/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11454163                       		 		                		150443		KG41177

		981006830-0		TRANSOFT SOLUTIONS INC 
13575 COMMERCE PARKWAY
SUITE 250
RICHMOND, BC V6V 2L1		10		01117		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293009		$5,670.00		$5,670.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		A 		Y		145041		132011                         		 		                		102822		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1059		15596		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290045		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 11377329                 		 		                		115619		AMWA425

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1151		15442		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290044		$105,989.69		$105,989.69		11/2/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11374353                       		 		                		102742		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1925		24876		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290080		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/5/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11399978                       		 		                		105750		KG41177

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1930		24923		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290079		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/5/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11387989                       		 		                		121522		KG41177

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1932		24960		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290081		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/6/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11410439                       		 		                		091541		KG41177

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1948		25164		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290082		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/7/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11422888                       		 		                		090037		KG41177

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		10		01106		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290005		$594.60		$594.60		7/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/57208                     		 		                		102346		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		211		02837		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290015		$563.53		$563.53		7/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/57907                     		 		                		133740		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		461		05334		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290025		$533.56		$533.56		8/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 58613                   		 		                		140258		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		725		08062		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290030		$518.29		$518.29		9/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 59320                   		 		                		111129		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1036		15371		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290043		$505.76		$505.76		11/1/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		123517		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1211		17128		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290050		$467.07		$467.07		11/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		075011		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1473		19786		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290061		$453.44		$453.44		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 61446                      		 		                		131255		AMWA425

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1655		21709		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290066		$424.01		$424.01		1/29/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 62154                      		 		                		134447		AMWA425

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1880		24339		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290078		$449.08		$449.08		2/27/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/62860                     		 		                		110523		KG41177

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2071		26606		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290087		$446.36		$446.36		3/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		63562                          		 		                		112924		KG41177

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2810		29253		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290098		$519.93		$519.93		4/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		64264                          		 		                		100904		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		3074		31926		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290108		$520.48		$520.48		5/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		64972                          		 		                		110341		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		21		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$547.00		($111.00)		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091342		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		22		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$547.00		($126.00)		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091355		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		24		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$547.00		$20.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091447		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		25		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$547.00		$119.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091457		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		26		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$547.00		$17.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091506		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		27		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$547.00		$7.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091519		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2970		30925		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295232		$954.00		$74.00		5/13/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USED TAX FOR APRIL             		 		                		130426		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		3266		34075		20		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293150		$905.00		$7.00		6/17/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134021		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		3266		34075		21		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293150		$905.00		$30.00		6/17/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134034		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		3266		34075		22		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293150		$905.00		$7.00		6/17/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134044		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9017		07200		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295027		$0.00		$212.00		9/25/2018		5130032000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		090623		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9017		07200		3		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		595027		$0.00		($212.00)		9/25/2018		5130032000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		090645		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295160		$2,047.00		$110.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		074010		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295160		$2,047.00		$32.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		074043		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295160		$2,047.00		$80.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		074148		KG41177

		541987871-0		MYTHICS INC 
4525 MAIN STREET
SUITE 1500
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462-3398		2204		28271		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293139		$1,686.95		$1,686.95		4/11/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		106748                         		 		                		084314		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2970		30925		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295232		$954.00		$4.00		5/13/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USED TAX FOR APRIL             		 		                		130340		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2970		30925		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295232		$954.00		$11.00		5/13/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USED TAX FOR APRIL             		 		                		130356		KG41177

		541987871-0		MYTHICS INC 
4525 MAIN STREET
SUITE 1500
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462-3398		1569		20960		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293104		$1,686.95		$1,686.95		1/16/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		106747                         		 		                		103248		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2010		44250		12		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294039		$1,002.00		($885.00)		3/13/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 2 USE TAX                 		 		                		140756		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2010		44250		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295186		$1,002.00		$44.00		3/13/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 2 USE TAX                 		 		                		140824		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		14		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293113		$2,047.00		$6.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		073731		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293113		$2,047.00		$1.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		073924		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2158		27675		16		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293119		$2,047.00		$209.00		4/4/2019		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES & USE TAX MARCH 2019     		 		                		073946		KG41177

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1079		15825		10		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$637.00		$8.00		11/6/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		112322		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1079		15825		11		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293063		$637.00		$1.00		11/6/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		112333		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		1151		15444		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		293085		$4,911.50		$4,911.50		11/2/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7297                           		 		                		102841		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1339		18575		6		R		ST		4143		290		0742		460		         		          		290		           		291011		$1,642.00		$70.00		12/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX NOV 2018       		 		                		080044		MR42096

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1339		18575		7		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295120		$1,642.00		$7.00		12/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX NOV 2018       		 		                		080118		MR42096

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1339		18575		8		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295120		$1,642.00		$12.00		12/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX NOV 2018       		 		                		080144		MR42096

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		23		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$14.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082147		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		24		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$4.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082200		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		25		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$347.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082213		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		26		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$22.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082226		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		27		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295053		$544.00		$17.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082243		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		28		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295053		$544.00		$21.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082256		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$7.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082017		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$197.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082031		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$7.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082043		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		20		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$80.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082056		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$19.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082120		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		22		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295038		$544.00		$20.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082135		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		24		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		595027		$335.00		$212.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112650		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		25		R		EL		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295049		$335.00		$46.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112710		BJAH181

		541987871-0		MYTHICS INC 
4525 MAIN STREET
SUITE 1500
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462-3398		861		13648		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293052		$1,686.95		$1,686.95		10/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		106746                         		 		                		092600		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		14		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$544.00		$37.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		081935		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		15		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$544.00		$31.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		081949		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		888		13875		16		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293049		$544.00		$4.00		10/17/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 11 USE TAX SEPT 2018      		 		                		082003		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		18		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$19.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112548		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		19		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$1.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112557		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		20		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$2.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112607		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		21		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$2.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112616		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		22		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$1.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112627		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		23		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295014		$335.00		$375.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112638		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		20		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$4.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132828		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$330.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132838		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		22		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$140.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132848		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		23		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$10.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132902		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		16		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		$144.00		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112526		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		651		07200		17		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293037		$335.00		($17.00)		9/18/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX AUG 2018     		 		                		112538		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295002		$648.00		$48.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132707		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$85.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132724		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$12.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132746		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		17		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$7.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132756		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$4.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132810		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295003		$648.00		$11.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132820		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		28		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$547.00		$2.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091528		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		29		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295004		$547.00		($256.00)		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091544		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		30		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295280		$547.00		$43.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091722		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		31		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295281		$547.00		$138.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091736		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		95		Y1900		32		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295282		$547.00		$118.00		7/13/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2018              		 		                		091745		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		373		04375		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295002		$648.00		$14.00		8/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JULY 2018              		 		                		132658		BJAH181

		161516976-0		LEICA GEOSYSTEMS 
P O BOX 536874
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6874		69		01619		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293030		$7,920.00		$7,920.00		7/11/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		901458415                      		 		                		130606		BJAH181

		222721160-0		I H S GLOBAL INC 
P O BOX 847193
DALLAS, TX 75284-7193		176		02628		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293016		$26,288.29		$26,288.29		7/24/2018		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		90645308                       		 		                		115742		BJAH181

		330190045-0		TIMEVALUE SOFTWARE INC 
22 MAUCHLY
IRVINE, CA 92618-2306		985		14710		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293081		$140.00		$140.00		10/25/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0814437-IN                     		 		                		140340		BJAH181

		221968159-0		INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING INC 
275 PATERSON AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424-1658		1987		25600		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294055		$1,898.00		$1,898.00		3/12/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV MV117L                     		 		                		083428		AMWA425

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		312		10119		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430027		$11,476.29		$57.00		8/7/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1318991                     		 		                		132646		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		353		10128		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430033		$11,522.03		$49.40		8/13/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1407511                     		 		                		133733		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		353		10129		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430035		$11,608.80		$38.00		8/13/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1465901                     		 		                		135043		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		353		10130		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430034		$11,180.10		$38.00		8/13/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1440300/CR9011953/9006565   		 		                		140336		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		358		10132		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430036		$11,501.86		$57.00		8/13/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1343974                     		 		                		143105		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		415		10159		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430031		$11,529.01		$57.00		8/17/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1369015                     		 		                		134641		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1768		10896		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430157		$11,289.98		$38.00		2/11/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001   OSV1681027           		 		                		140342		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2021		P0089		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430199		$11,334.90		$38.00		3/14/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001- OSV1707408            		 		                		134809		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2903		P0284		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430298		$11,408.88		$38.00		5/7/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001 - OSV1733961           		 		                		112758		BJAH181

		330872319-1		VERIZON CONNECT NWF INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		3201		33403		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430417		$11,363.52		$38.00		6/10/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA00105Y1787158              		 		                		120627		KG41177

		330872319-1		VERIZON CONNECT NWF INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		3210		P0506		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430418		$11,422.58		$38.00		6/11/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001 OSV1760877             		 		                		124854		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1256		10583		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430110		$13,467.00		$38.00		12/4/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		1491761                        		 		                		113846		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1319		10605		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430113		$11,947.00		$38.00		12/11/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		1576197                        		 		                		111204		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1319		10607		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430112		$13,020.94		$38.00		12/11/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001-OSV1550303             		 		                		112530		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1319		10636		12		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430119		$11,861.81		$38.00		12/11/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001 OSV1602229             		 		                		125734		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1688		10870		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430150		$11,527.60		$38.00		1/31/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001 / OSV1628504           		 		                		144845		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1700		10885		11		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430151		$11,146.54		$38.00		2/1/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ARKA001 / OSV1654807           		 		                		100818		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		Y2281		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295021		$1,649.07		$171.90		7/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5365118459                     		 		                		144927		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		Y2281		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295021		$1,649.07		$474.00		7/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5365118459                     		 		                		144940		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		Y2281		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295021		$1,649.07		$994.88		7/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5365118459                     		 		                		144952		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		Y2281		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295021		$1,649.07		$8.29		7/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5365118459                     		 		                		145102		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		169		Y2524		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295025		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		7/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5337118458/3750                		 		                		094143		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		197		10052		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$27,034.30		$5,228.72		7/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5365118485/3777            		 		                		133531		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3127		32610		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295292		$594.96		$0.18		5/31/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618459                     		 		                		124653		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3127		32610		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295292		$594.96		$395.87		5/31/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618459                     		 		                		124710		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3127		32610		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295292		$594.96		$193.67		5/31/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618459                     		 		                		124730		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3127		32610		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295292		$594.96		$5.24		5/31/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618459                     		 		                		124746		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		9030		15119		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$0.00		$6.55		11/7/2018		5020002000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR/PURCH,EXP,BUDG,FUNC,JOB,RE		 		                		133216		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		9030		15119		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$0.00		$422.52		11/7/2018		5020002000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR/PURCH,EXP,BUDG,FUNC,JOB,RE		 		                		133231		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2935		30621		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295263		$577.28		$395.87		5/8/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418459                     		 		                		112523		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2935		30621		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295263		$577.28		$158.98		5/8/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418459                     		 		                		112540		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2935		30621		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295263		$577.28		$13.42		5/8/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418459                     		 		                		112558		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3124		P0423		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291025		$41,226.67		$5,471.55		5/31/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618485/3777                		 		                		111023		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3124		P0423		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291025		$41,226.67		$35,755.12		5/31/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5673618485/3777                		 		                		111032		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		3127		32609		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295291		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		5/31/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		375/5673618458                 		 		                		124618		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2081		P0130		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291022		$27,510.73		$4,769.51		3/26/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718485/3777                		 		                		132228		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2081		P0130		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291022		$27,510.73		$22,741.22		3/26/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718485/3777                		 		                		132258		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2837		29624		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295265		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		4/30/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418458/3750                		 		                		092613		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2867		P0275		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291024		$38,329.01		$5,225.48		5/1/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418485/3777                		 		                		131104		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2867		P0275		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291024		$38,329.01		$33,103.53		5/1/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418485/3777                		 		                		131114		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2935		30621		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295263		$577.28		$9.01		5/8/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5645418459                     		 		                		112504		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1884		P0011		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291021		$41,275.81		$36,079.28		2/27/2019		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		#5589718485-3777               		 		                		133816		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2071		26616		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295235		$573.37		$9.88		3/25/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718459                     		 		                		113910		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2071		26616		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295235		$573.37		$395.87		3/25/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718459                     		 		                		113930		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2071		26616		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295235		$573.37		$151.33		3/25/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718459                     		 		                		113956		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2071		26616		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295235		$573.37		$16.29		3/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718459                     		 		                		114017		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2071		26617		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295234		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		3/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5617718458/3750                		 		                		114056		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1876		24248		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295213		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		2/26/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618458/3750                		 		                		144617		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1876		24249		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295214		$604.44		$39.24		2/26/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459, 400900000/3751     		 		                		144710		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1876		24249		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295214		$604.44		$395.87		2/26/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459, 400900000/3751     		 		                		144739		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1876		24249		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295214		$604.44		$157.02		2/26/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459, 400900000/3751     		 		                		144804		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1876		24249		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295214		$604.44		$12.31		2/26/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459, 400900000/3751     		 		                		144830		KG41177

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1884		P0011		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291021		$41,275.81		$5,196.53		2/27/2019		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		#5589718485-3777               		 		                		133804		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1669		21960		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295191		$681.69		$395.87		1/30/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459                     		 		                		101224		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1669		21960		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295191		$681.69		$141.91		1/30/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459                     		 		                		101236		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1669		21960		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295191		$681.69		$12.18		1/30/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459                     		 		                		101249		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1700		10884		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291019		$36,713.70		$4,675.43		2/1/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618485/3777                		 		                		100222		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1700		10884		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291019		$36,713.70		$32,038.27		2/1/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618485/3777                		 		                		100234		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1733		22818		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295199		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5561618458/3750            		 		                		125058		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1476		19865		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$916.08		$395.87		1/4/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5505718459-3751            		 		                		144427		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1476		19865		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$916.08		$340.91		1/4/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5505718459-3751            		 		                		144446		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1476		19865		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$916.08		$22.16		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5505718459-3751            		 		                		144457		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1481		10716		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291017		$30,102.83		$4,675.43		1/4/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5505718485/3777                		 		                		122750		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1481		10716		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291017		$30,102.83		$25,427.40		1/4/2019		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5505718485/3777                		 		                		122805		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1669		21960		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295191		$681.69		$131.73		1/30/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5561618459                     		 		                		101211		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1388		19071		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$1,054.35		$220.48		12/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5477418459/3751            		 		                		114614		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1388		19071		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$1,054.35		$395.87		12/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5477418459/3751            		 		                		114618		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1388		19071		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		814		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$1,054.35		$432.20		12/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5477418459/3751            		 		                		114519		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1388		19071		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$1,054.35		$5.80		12/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5477418459/3751            		 		                		114600		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1476		19864		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5505718458-3750            		 		                		144320		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1476		19865		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$916.08		$157.14		1/4/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5505718459-3751            		 		                		144408		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1021		15130		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295118		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5449218458/3750            		 		                		130452		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1055		10457		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$24,609.23		$4,732.83		11/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5449218485/3777                		 		                		140434		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1055		10457		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$24,609.23		$19,876.40		11/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5449218485/3777                		 		                		140454		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1213		17188		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295143		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		11/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5477418458/3750                		 		                		145529		MR42096

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1220		10562		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$37,669.80		$5,666.96		11/29/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		5477418485/3777                		 		                		140047		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1220		10562		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$37,669.80		$32,002.84		11/29/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		5477418485/3777                		 		                		140102		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		676		07473		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295086		$1,078.61		$8.67		9/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018459                     		 		                		100911		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		692		07653		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295088		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		9/21/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018458/3750                		 		                		133450		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		708		10299		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$28,809.02		$5,717.32		9/24/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018485/3777                		 		                		140503		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		708		10299		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$28,809.02		$23,091.70		9/24/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018485/3777                		 		                		140528		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1020		15119		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$1,023.32		$198.38		10/30/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5449218459/3751            		 		                		134247		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1020		15119		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$1,023.32		$395.87		10/30/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5449218459/3751            		 		                		134259		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		529		10199		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$28,298.55		$5,206.85		9/4/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5392718485/3777            		 		                		121449		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		529		10199		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$28,298.55		$23,091.70		9/4/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5392718485/3777            		 		                		121502		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		599		06686		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295076		$1,451.50		$1,451.50		9/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		18600751                       		 		                		115320		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		676		07473		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295086		$1,078.61		$200.47		9/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018459                     		 		                		100828		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		676		07473		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295086		$1,078.61		$395.87		9/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018459                     		 		                		100839		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		676		07473		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295086		$1,078.61		$473.60		9/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5421018459                     		 		                		100851		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		197		10052		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$27,034.30		$21,805.58		7/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5365118485/3777            		 		                		133546		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		460		05307		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295060		$1,405.00		$1,405.00		8/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5392718458/3750                		 		                		095934		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		460		05308		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295059		$1,112.92		$198.45		8/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5392718459/3751                		 		                		100100		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		460		05308		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295059		$1,112.92		$395.87		8/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5392718459/3751                		 		                		100113		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		460		05308		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295059		$1,112.92		$511.67		8/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5392718459/3751                		 		                		100124		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		460		05308		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295059		$1,112.92		$6.93		8/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5392718459/3751                		 		                		100135		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		856		13529		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290038		$9,830.00		$9,830.00		10/11/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		63784                          		 		                		151548		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		332		10122		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290019		$4,292.50		$4,292.50		8/8/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0038                     		 		                		144253		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		507		10185		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290026		$5,784.25		$5,784.25		8/30/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0039                         		 		                		141920		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		855		10388		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290033		$3,612.50		$3,612.50		10/10/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0040                         		 		                		135519		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1152		10533		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290049		$2,975.00		$2,975.00		11/15/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0041                         		 		                		145532		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1345		10642		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290057		$3,718.75		$3,718.75		12/13/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0042                         		 		                		110401		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1481		10714		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290060		$3,357.50		$3,357.50		1/4/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0043                         		 		                		122422		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1805		10940		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290075		$4,547.50		$4,547.50		2/15/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		#CF0045                        		 		                		111143		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1805		10941		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290074		$2,465.00		$2,465.00		2/15/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		#CF0044                        		 		                		111233		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2051		P0121		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290086		$2,613.75		$2,613.75		3/20/2019		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0046                         		 		                		123702		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2795		P0258		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290096		$2,975.00		$2,975.00		4/23/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0047                         		 		                		131736		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		3095		P0418		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290109		$4,441.25		$4,441.25		5/29/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0048                         		 		                		104105		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		3261		P0523		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290115		$3,378.75		$3,378.75		6/17/2019		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0049                         		 		                		143358		BJAH181

		510313522-0		ADAMA ENGINEERING INC 
12042 SE SUNNYSIDE ROAD SUITE 711
CLACKAMAS, OR 97015		2826		29428		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293140		$1,930.00		$1,930.00		4/29/2019		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		412419                         		 		                		105237		KG41177

		952775732-0		E S R I 
P O BOX 741076
LOS ANGELES, CA 90074-1076		27		01132		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293008		$99,677.00		$99,677.00		7/6/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		93477761                       		 		                		110826		BJAH181

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		675		07437		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294012		$2,560.68		$2,560.68		9/20/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		407462                         		 		                		075916		BJAH181

		320038127-0		MIDASOFT INC 
45 BROADWAY
SUITE 1130
NEW YORK, NY 10006-4008		10		01108		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293027		$2,250.00		$2,250.00		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CMI20180627-03                 		 		                		102445		BJAH181

		836000263-0		WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION FINANCIAL SERVICES
5300 BISHOP BOULEVARD
CHEYENNE, WY 82009-3340		702		07790		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293061		$4,400.00		$4,400.00		9/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 103698                     		 		                		132353		AMWA425

		710304327-1		U C P OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS INC GONE FOR GOOD SHREDDING
9720 NORTH RODNEY PARHAM RD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72227		2961		30866		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		269		         		          		290		           		294028		$1,490.00		$1,490.00		5/10/2019		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		23160                          		 		                		084308		KG41177

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		10		01119		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290004		$105,004.40		$105,004.40		7/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		187422                         		 		                		102928		BJAH181

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		410		04760		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290024		$1,155.00		$1,155.00		8/17/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		191785                         		 		                		143131		BJAH181

		204312071-0		INFO TECH RESEARCH GROUP 
3960 HOWARD HUGHES PKWY  STE 500
LAS VEGAS, NV 89169-5988		1607		21407		1		R		CB		4143		290		0741		291		         		          		290		           		290065		$48,000.00		$48,000.00		1/22/2019		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		198088                         		 		                		140825		KG41177

		204312071-0		INFO TECH RESEARCH GROUP 
3960 HOWARD HUGHES PKWY  STE 500
LAS VEGAS, NV 89169-5988		3344		34906		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		291		         		          		290		           		290118		$12,634.76		$12,634.76		6/25/2019		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		199964                         		 		                		081051		KG41177

		830483136-0		RELIANT TECHNOLOGY LLC 
1371 SOUTHLAND CIRCLE NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318-3626		1393		19085		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294038		$12,646.00		$12,646.00		12/20/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 23383                      		 		                		131736		AMWA425

		830483136-0		RELIANT TECHNOLOGY LLC 
1371 SOUTHLAND CIRCLE NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318-3626		1572		21025		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294046		$17,534.00		$17,534.00		1/16/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 22328                      		 		                		112121		EF39013

		270603211-0		GENESIS DATACOM LLC 
13008 LAWSON ROAD SUITE C
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72210		3034		31566		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295285		$522.50		$522.50		5/21/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5521                           		 		                		103458		KG41177

		270603211-0		GENESIS DATACOM LLC 
13008 LAWSON ROAD SUITE C
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72210		3056		31791		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294074		$720.00		$720.00		5/22/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5546                           		 		                		124500		KG41177

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		60		01183		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294004		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		7/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8064058                        		 		                		142603		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		142		02305		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294009		$16,819.69		$16,819.69		7/18/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		7803884                        		 		                		150549		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		400		04635		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294014		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		8/17/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8068048                        		 		                		104101		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		662		07323		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294020		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		9/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8073141                        		 		                		104711		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		858		13599		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294027		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		10/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8078641                        		 		                		082459		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		895		13874		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294031		$16,819.69		$16,819.69		10/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0802534                        		 		                		152624		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2203		28241		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294063		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		4/10/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8113668                        		 		                		122857		KG41177

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2240		28532		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294067		$10,280.34		$10,280.34		4/15/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		4902702                        		 		                		121807		KG41177

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2951		30765		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294071		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		5/9/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8117208                        		 		                		111008		KG41177

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		3271		34124		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294083		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		6/18/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		8122930                        		 		                		091242		KG41177

		522328686-0		MICRO FOCUS US INC 
P O BOX 19224
PALATINE, IL 60055-9224		518		05816		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294019		$43,840.34		$43,840.34		8/31/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		966275351                      		 		                		141051		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1110		16111		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294033		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		11/8/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8084872                    		 		                		144631		AMWA425

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1316		18448		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294039		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		12/11/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8089902                    		 		                		094442		AMWA425

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1579		21100		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294045		$12,128.54		$12,128.54		1/17/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1903030                    		 		                		104111		AMWA425

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1580		21149		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294047		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		1/17/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8095386                    		 		                		115351		AMWA425

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1766		23227		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294051		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		2/12/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8101844                        		 		                		074647		KG41177

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1997		25849		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294059		$24,581.46		$24,581.46		3/13/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8105676                        		 		                		104904		KG41177

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		105		Y1875		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293010		$87.20		$87.20		7/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0161881                        		 		                		082050		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		159		02409		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293034		$402.22		$402.22		7/20/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0162252                        		 		                		092817		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		176		02633		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293033		$402.22		$402.22		7/24/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0162303                        		 		                		120024		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		211		02835		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293036		$124.28		$124.28		7/27/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0162319                        		 		                		133653		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		239		03103		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293039		$271.42		$271.42		7/31/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0162394                        		 		                		112001		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		244		03135		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293040		$413.12		$413.12		7/31/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0162450                        		 		                		135048		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2032		26220		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293123		$87.20		$87.20		3/18/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0165689                        		 		                		143738		KG41177

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2034		26230		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293124		$87.20		$87.20		3/19/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0165690                        		 		                		082119		KG41177

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2114		27089		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293134		$87.20		$87.20		4/1/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0165838                        		 		                		090715		KG41177

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		766		08363		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293065		$87.20		$87.20		10/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0163382                        		 		                		101546		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1036		15358		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293076		$347.72		$347.72		11/1/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0163659                        		 		                		121509		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1054		15521		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293075		$336.82		$336.82		11/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0163660                        		 		                		135708		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1109		16082		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293088		$87.20		$87.20		11/8/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0164005                        		 		                		142503		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1239		17508		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293095		$358.62		$358.62		12/3/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0164248                        		 		                		123439		MR42096

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1376		18940		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293101		$325.92		$325.92		12/18/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0164479                    		 		                		152238		AMWA425

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		3148		32849		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294081		$1,973.33		$1,973.33		6/4/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		746868                         		 		                		090426		KG41177

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		1903		24629		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294053		$6,037.00		$6,037.00		3/1/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CW194365                       		 		                		133507		KG41177

		943411754-0		VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROF INC 
6625 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119		2047		26341		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294061		$3,650.00		$3,650.00		3/20/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INVREN004779                   		 		                		090757		KG41177

		541954458-0		CVENT INC 
PO BOX 822699
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2699		264		03322		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290016		$8,000.00		$8,000.00		8/3/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4100214454                 		 		                		085944		EF39013

		710507150-0		KING KAT INC 
9952 HIGHWAY 13 NORTH
CARLISLE, AR 72024-8661		171		40219		7		R		EL		4141		290		3400		499		         		012136    		230		M2332018003		230028		$1,088.10		$13.95		7/23/2018		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		090444		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		27		01134		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$118,560.00		$118,560.00		7/6/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47925130                       		 		                		110905		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		280		03547		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293012		$405,324.50		$405,324.50		8/3/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47933392                   		 		                		143017		AMWA425

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		321		03923		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293041		$93,312.00		$93,312.00		8/8/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47933395                       		 		                		150133		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		575		06438		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293056		$188,000.00		$188,000.00		9/11/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90053647                       		 		                		104435		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		2858		29885		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293118		$5,759.72		$5,759.72		5/1/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47998881                       		 		                		134137		KG41177

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		396		04556		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294013		$463.76		$463.76		8/16/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110159442                     		 		                		105948		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		2991		31132		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294073		$2,584.57		$2,584.57		5/15/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110167662                     		 		                		080432		KG41177

		522198860-0		EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM 
P O BOX 34076
6901 ROCKLEDGE DRIVE SUITE 600
BETHESDA, MD 20827-0076		153		02394		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293032		$49,033.00		$49,033.00		7/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV028584                      		 		                		140731		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		119		02061		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295018		$302.76		$302.76		7/17/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		153707		BJAH181

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		168		02460		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295023		$116.58		$116.58		7/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 50156995357919           		 		                		114427		AMWA425

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		388		03087		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295051		$216.03		$216.03		8/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		132500		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		677		07477		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295084		$223.61		$223.61		9/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		083543		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		860		13624		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295108		$197.46		$197.46		10/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		938640810-00001                		 		                		083935		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1147		16516		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295136		$197.17		$197.17		11/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		080855		BJAH181

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		2995		31240		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295283		$84.01		$84.01		5/15/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		50156995357919                 		 		                		120834		KG41177

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		3267		34050		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295305		$217.85		$217.85		6/17/2019		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 93864081-00001            		 		                		135342		JB42370

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		3278		34229		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295307		$84.24		$84.24		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		50156995357919                 		 		                		114641		KG41177

		592350187-0		OPEN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
P O BOX 162652
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716-2652		1946		25103		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294056		$1,123.20		$1,123.20		3/7/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1904292                    		 		                		090755		AMWA425

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2018		26025		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295231		$257.96		$257.96		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9386408100001                  		 		                		144128		KG41177

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		2018		26026		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295230		$84.06		$84.06		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		50156995357919                 		 		                		144211		KG41177

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2235		28480		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295252		$258.04		$258.04		4/15/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081 00001                 		 		                		093304		KG41177

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		2263		28786		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295253		$84.00		$84.00		4/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		50156995357919                 		 		                		095814		KG41177

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2995		31238		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295284		$189.31		$189.31		5/15/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		120725		KG41177

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		1163		16692		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295137		$81.27		$81.27		11/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 50156995357919           		 		                		091954		AMWA425

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1351		18656		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295158		$224.69		$224.69		12/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		102248		MR42096

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1572		21037		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295183		$183.28		$183.28		1/16/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 93864081-00001            		 		                		112759		EF39013

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		1580		21148		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295185		$83.97		$83.97		1/17/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 50156995357919           		 		                		121158		AMWA425

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1800		23611		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295207		$247.45		$247.45		2/19/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081 00001                 		 		                		092741		KG41177

		742782655-7		A T & T - 7 
P O BOX 105414
ATLANTA, GA 30348-5414		1837		23932		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295208		$83.81		$83.81		2/21/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 50156995357919           		 		                		111834		AMWA425

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		159		02410		10		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230025		$396.00		$22.00		7/20/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2801042/8615                   		 		                		093356		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		452		05187		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230055		$220.00		$22.00		8/23/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2878014                        		 		                		111029		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		756		08329		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230081		$374.00		$44.00		10/2/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2926762                        		 		                		091926		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		937		14278		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230100		$286.00		$88.00		10/22/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		INV 2991326                    		 		                		140842		AMWA425

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1171		16774		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230125		$418.00		$44.00		11/20/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		3046790                        		 		                		145812		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1408		19146		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230157		$330.00		$66.00		12/21/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		INV 3107278                    		 		                		101119		AMWA425

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		9073		24675		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230205		$0.00		$22.00		3/21/2019		5080013000       		F		  		N		145041		CORRECT ORIGIN KG              		 		                		122616		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		9073		24675		2		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		290		           		230205		$0.00		($22.00)		3/21/2019		5080013000       		F		  		N		145041		CORRECT ORIGIN KG              		 		                		122634		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		9083		27225		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		289		         		          		230		           		230230		$0.00		$22.00		4/8/2019		5080013000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		100625		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1657		21762		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230174		$110.00		$22.00		1/29/2019		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		INV 3226386                    		 		                		144926		AMWA425

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1905		24675		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		290		           		230205		$374.00		$22.00		3/4/2019		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		3229634/8615                   		 		                		093300		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		2128		27225		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230230		$440.00		$22.00		4/2/2019		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		3303610                        		 		                		081536		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		2264		28802		4		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230248		$264.00		$22.00		4/18/2019		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		3394542                        		 		                		134314		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		3164		32976		4		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230270		$286.00		$66.00		6/5/2019		5080013000       		F		  		Y		145041		3471718                        		 		                		110555		KG41177

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		3308		34627		5		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230288		$418.00		$66.00		6/21/2019		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		INV:3524158/8615               		 		                		081812		KG41177

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		60		01185		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290011		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		7/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0025033-INB                    		 		                		142713		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		389		04519		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290021		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		8/16/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0025136-IN                     		 		                		091339		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		631		07079		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290029		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		9/14/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0025238-IN                     		 		                		101702		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		829		13270		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290035		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		10/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0025337-IN                     		 		                		123318		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1122		16230		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290047		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		11/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0025437                    		 		                		105631		AMWA425

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1324		18477		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290056		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		12/11/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0025540                        		 		                		133629		MR42096

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1498		20187		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290063		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		1/8/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0025642                    		 		                		093311		AMWA425

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1753		23045		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290070		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		2/8/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		025744IN                       		 		                		103344		KG41177

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1946		25102		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290083		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		3/7/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0025849                    		 		                		090715		AMWA425

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2185		27992		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290093		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		4/8/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0025952                    		 		                		141144		AMWA425

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2924		30444		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290101		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		5/7/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0026053                    		 		                		133602		AMWA425

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		3258		34018		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290112		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		6/17/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0026153IN                      		 		                		141439		KG41177

		231352024-0		A S T M INTERNATIONAL 
100 BARR HARBOR DRIVE
WEST CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 19428		289		03603		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293042		$34,480.00		$34,480.00		8/7/2018		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		7375074                        		 		                		111719		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		7		Y1068		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295007		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		7/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X06282018          		 		                		100441		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		193		Y2574		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295030		$470.76		$470.76		7/25/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884X07192018          		 		                		133234		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		222		Y2575		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295028		$251.18		$94.26		7/27/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X07192018          		 		                		144426		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		222		Y2575		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295028		$251.18		$156.92		7/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X07192018          		 		                		144436		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		366		04294		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295043		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		8/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X07282018          		 		                		111459		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		431		04950		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295056		$248.04		$91.12		8/21/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145240		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3340		34893		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295311		$207.12		$117.69		6/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287283054810              		 		                		143342		JB42370

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3340		34895		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295312		$902.29		$902.29		6/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287283054884              		 		                		143533		JB42370

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2925		30464		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295272		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X04282019          		 		                		134927		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3112		32497		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295288		$1,842.48		$1,724.79		5/31/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 28728354810              		 		                		094306		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3112		32497		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295288		$1,842.48		$117.69		5/31/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 28728354810              		 		                		094316		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3112		32498		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295289		$902.29		$902.29		5/31/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054884             		 		                		094336		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3267		34053		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295301		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		6/17/2019		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287262899617X05282019      		 		                		135856		JB42370

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		3340		34893		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295311		$207.12		$89.43		6/24/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287283054810              		 		                		143316		JB42370

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2093		26829		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295239		$207.12		$50.20		3/27/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		105436		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2093		26829		2		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295239		$207.12		$156.92		3/27/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		105449		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2161		27670		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295246		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		125336		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2797		29114		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295258		$170.26		$50.16		4/23/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		142822		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2797		29114		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295258		$170.26		$120.10		4/23/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		142842		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2853		29772		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295264		$902.29		$902.29		5/1/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884X04192019          		 		                		084010		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1876		24241		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295215		$205.61		$48.69		2/26/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		28783054810                    		 		                		144054		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1876		24241		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295215		$205.61		$156.92		2/26/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		28783054810                    		 		                		144112		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1877		24252		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295212		$860.35		$860.35		2/27/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		080813		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1964		25331		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295220		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		115911		KG41177

		742354747-0		ENSOFT INC 
3003  HOWARD LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78728-7105		2013		25919		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293119		$2,320.00		$2,320.00		3/14/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8486                           		 		                		112826		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2088		26716		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295237		$900.79		$900.79		3/27/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		085154		KG41177

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1476		19866		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295167		$823.83		$823.83		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054884             		 		                		144544		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1482		19939		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295177		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		1/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287262899637             		 		                		104612		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1657		21773		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295189		$823.83		$823.83		1/29/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054884             		 		                		145628		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1669		21959		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295190		$191.84		$45.69		1/30/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287283054810              		 		                		101046		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1669		21959		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295190		$191.84		$146.15		1/30/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287283054810              		 		                		101056		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1733		22819		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295197		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287262899637             		 		                		125134		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1213		17186		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295141		$202.60		$45.68		11/29/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145216		MR42096

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1213		17186		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295141		$202.60		$156.92		11/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145252		MR42096

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1213		17187		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295142		$823.83		$823.83		11/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		145354		MR42096

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1303		18184		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295150		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		12/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287262899637             		 		                		140720		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1474		19801		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295168		$163.38		$45.69		1/4/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287283054810               		 		                		133831		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1474		19801		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295168		$163.38		$117.69		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287283054810               		 		                		133843		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		800		08839		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295095		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		10/4/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		150630		BJAH181

		742354747-0		ENSOFT INC 
3003  HOWARD LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78728-7105		920		14168		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293077		$930.00		$930.00		10/18/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8216                           		 		                		114515		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1020		15122		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295117		$823.83		$823.83		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054884             		 		                		134513		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1020		15123		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295119		$231.35		$74.43		10/30/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054810             		 		                		134543		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1020		15123		2		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295119		$231.35		$156.92		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287283054810             		 		                		134613		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1092		15876		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295124		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		11/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X10282018          		 		                		070032		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		431		04950		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295056		$248.04		$156.92		8/21/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145252		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		492		05608		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295061		$507.94		$507.94		8/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884X08192018          		 		                		143726		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		537		05994		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295066		$2,671.04		$2,671.04		9/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X08282018          		 		                		132534		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		692		07652		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295087		$248.14		$91.22		9/21/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X09192018          		 		                		133415		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		692		07652		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295087		$248.14		$156.92		9/21/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X09192018          		 		                		133425		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		710		07830		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295091		$758.22		$758.22		9/25/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884X09192018          		 		                		095603		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		7		Y1065		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290007		$703.42		$703.42		7/5/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50735                          		 		                		100052		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		400		04636		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290022		$703.42		$703.42		8/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50854                          		 		                		104136		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		625		07003		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290028		$703.42		$703.42		9/13/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50973                          		 		                		144413		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		834		13335		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290032		$703.42		$703.42		10/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		51093                          		 		                		144228		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		1109		16097		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290046		$703.42		$703.42		11/8/2018		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		228762                         		 		                		143251		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		1276		17897		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290053		$703.42		$703.42		12/6/2018		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		229659                         		 		                		142644		MR42096

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		1538		20665		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290064		$703.42		$703.42		1/11/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		230679                         		 		                		143439		KG41177

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		1754		22905		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290069		$703.42		$703.42		2/7/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		232040                         		 		                		143707		KG41177

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		1952		25262		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290084		$703.42		$703.42		3/7/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		233000                         		 		                		111340		KG41177

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		2219		28384		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290095		$703.42		$703.42		4/12/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		234517                         		 		                		082059		KG41177

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		2957		30833		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290104		$703.42		$703.42		5/10/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		236167                         		 		                		081207		KG41177

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		3258		34016		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		249		         		          		290		           		290111		$703.42		$703.42		6/17/2019		5040011000       		F		  		Y		145041		237687                         		 		                		141330		KG41177

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		10		01101		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		294001		$63,531.54		$63,531.54		7/5/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1871,1872                      		 		                		102141		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		575		06440		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294008		$10,322.08		$10,322.08		9/11/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1913                           		 		                		104526		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		844		13422		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294016		$3,255.56		$3,255.56		10/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1930                           		 		                		133204		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		936		14319		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295093		$795.00		$795.00		10/19/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1934                           		 		                		115913		BJAH181

		593306080-0		INNOVATIVE ROUTINES INT L, INC 
2194 HIGHWAY A1A, #303
MELBOURNE, FL 32937-4932		3083		32016		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294076		$3,357.60		$3,357.60		5/28/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		32982                          		 		                		104756		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		51		01163		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295013		$507.02		$507.02		7/10/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603/8116323400    		 		                		084403		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		107		Y1919		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295017		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		7/17/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7608-206               		 		                		094733		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		191		02698		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295029		$484.51		$484.51		7/25/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 466               		 		                		140704		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		227		02936		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295032		$2,479.07		$2,479.07		7/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7969 113               		 		                		133023		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		235		02951		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295033		$1,495.96		$1,495.96		7/31/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7969 100               		 		                		080953		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		366		04280		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295044		$507.02		$507.02		8/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603 / 3904003400  		 		                		104453		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3324		46066		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295308		$2,279.20		$2,279.20		6/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 432 490                		 		                		073632		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		9009		02698		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295029		$0.00		$484.51		8/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL                     		 		                		082846		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		9009		02698		2		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295029		$0.00		($484.51)		8/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL                     		 		                		082906		BJAH181

		952588496-0		ITERIS INC 
P O BOX 842123
LOS ANGELES, CA 90084-2123		1753		23034		1		R		SS		4143		290		0980		253		         		   330    		290		           		293109		$74,419.00		$74,419.00		2/8/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		108543                         		 		                		100740		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3144		32788		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295296		$828.97		$828.97		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969100                  		 		                		144016		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3144		32795		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295294		$1,417.00		$1,417.00		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8870708408                     		 		                		144514		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3144		32796		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295293		$1,506.30		$1,506.30		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310009099152                  		 		                		144618		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3277		34219		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295300		$506.02		$506.02		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310006511603                  		 		                		113819		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3277		34220		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295306		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		6/18/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		2114408401                     		 		                		113850		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3324		46063		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295309		$484.51		$484.51		6/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 466               		 		                		073435		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2925		30465		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295268		$1,879.55		$1,879.55		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310009099152                  		 		                		135004		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2925		30466		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295271		$1,408.77		$1,408.77		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969113                  		 		                		135038		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2925		30467		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295270		$828.97		$828.97		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969100                  		 		                		135110		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2946		30693		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295276		$506.02		$506.02		5/9/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310006511603                  		 		                		081936		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2995		31239		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295282		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		5/15/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007608206                  		 		                		120758		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		3062		31845		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295287		$484.51		$484.51		5/23/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		6354227407                     		 		                		094755		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2088		26717		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295238		$484.51		$484.51		3/27/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007064466                  		 		                		085426		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2161		27665		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295241		$1,431.23		$1,431.23		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969113                  		 		                		125014		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2161		27666		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295242		$828.97		$828.97		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969100                  		 		                		125059		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2184		27954		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295247		$506.02		$506.02		4/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310006511603            		 		                		134150		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2210		28291		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295250		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		4/11/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007608206                  		 		                		094323		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2797		29115		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295257		$484.51		$484.51		4/23/2019		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007064466                  		 		                		142914		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1800		23610		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295206		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		2/19/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007608206                  		 		                		092653		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1901		24590		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295216		$454.76		$454.76		3/1/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		83100007064466                 		 		                		105909		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1964		25330		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295221		$828.97		$828.97		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969100                  		 		                		115831		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1964		25334		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295223		$1,421.91		$1,421.91		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007969113                  		 		                		123502		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2018		26029		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295229		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007608206                  		 		                		144946		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2018		26030		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295228		$506.02		$506.02		3/14/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310006511603                  		 		                		145021		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1531		20594		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295181		$507.02		$507.02		1/10/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		144800		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1559		20828		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295182		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		1/16/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310007608206                  		 		                		081554		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1733		22820		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295196		$828.97		$828.97		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969100            		 		                		125206		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1733		22821		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,415.71		$1,415.71		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969113            		 		                		125242		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1733		22822		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295194		$484.51		$484.51		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064466            		 		                		125312		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1754		22911		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295201		$506.02		$506.02		2/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310006511603                  		 		                		145334		KG41177

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1298		18150		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295148		$1,414.51		$1,414.51		12/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969113            		 		                		133516		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1351		18663		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295155		$507.02		$507.02		12/14/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8310006511603                  		 		                		103254		MR42096

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1388		19073		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295162		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		12/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007608206            		 		                		114732		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1476		19867		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295174		$1,416.66		$1,416.66		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969113            		 		                		144638		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1482		19925		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295171		$484.51		$484.51		1/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064466            		 		                		094649		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1482		19926		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295172		$831.09		$831.09		1/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969100            		 		                		094724		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1020		15121		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295115		$1,414.51		$1,414.51		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969113            		 		                		134439		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1020		15124		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295121		$484.51		$484.51		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064466            		 		                		134837		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1105		15986		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295126		$507.02		$507.02		11/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310006511603            		 		                		140933		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1142		16441		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295135		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		11/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206               		 		                		131018		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1213		17185		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295140		$484.51		$484.51		11/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7064-466               		 		                		145107		MR42096

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1297		18127		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295147		$831.09		$831.09		12/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969100            		 		                		115626		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		721		08005		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295092		$484.51		$484.51		9/26/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		531 000 7064 466               		 		                		104515		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		787		08659		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295096		$831.09		$831.09		10/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7969-100               		 		                		094401		EF39013

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		795		08698		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295098		$1,396.76		$1,396.76		10/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831-000-7969 113          		 		                		100656		EF39013

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		856		13505		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295104		$507.02		$507.02		10/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		145420		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		861		13626		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295111		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		10/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206               		 		                		091443		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1020		15120		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295114		$831.09		$831.09		10/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007969100            		 		                		134407		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		388		03086		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295052		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		8/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206               		 		                		132430		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		449		05165		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295057		$484.51		$484.51		8/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 466 / 6528282400  		 		                		143024		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		496		05660		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295063		$831.09		$831.09		8/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7969 100               		 		                		101618		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		496		05661		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295062		$1,384.08		$1,384.08		8/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7969 113               		 		                		101646		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		574		06412		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295072		$507.02		$507.02		9/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		101052		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		612		06840		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295077		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		9/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206               		 		                		092459		BJAH181

		710650148-0		STALEY INC STALEY TECHNOLOGIES
P O BOX 1895
EL DORADO, AR 71731-1895		3297		P0540		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		289		         		          		290		           		295260		$11,502.77		$11,502.77		6/19/2019		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		C033112-IN                     		 		                		140929		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		7		Y1069		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295008		$421.25		$421.25		7/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		100505		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		7		Y1070		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295009		$327.88		$327.88		7/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		100657		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		173		Y2528		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		219		         		          		290		           		295024		$20.04		$20.04		7/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		102307		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		296		03636		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295040		$497.47		$497.47		8/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		130657		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		308		03694		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295039		$420.73		$420.73		8/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		143217		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		449		05166		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295058		$20.04		$20.04		8/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001 / 9812498940   		 		                		143055		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2925		30462		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295273		$383.92		$383.92		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926 00001                		 		                		134814		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2925		30463		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295267		$528.11		$528.11		5/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280 00001                		 		                		134849		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		3062		31844		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295286		$20.04		$20.04		5/23/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		094710		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		3144		32784		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295298		$302.32		$302.32		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		84204692600001                 		 		                		143459		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		3144		32785		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295297		$526.57		$526.57		6/3/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		44219128000001                 		 		                		143550		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		3332		34822		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295310		$20.04		$20.04		6/24/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008 00001                		 		                		120559		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1964		25332		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295219		$385.06		$385.06		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		84204692600001                 		 		                		123343		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1964		25333		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295218		$528.25		$528.25		3/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		44219128000001                 		 		                		123419		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2071		26618		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295233		$20.04		$20.04		3/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		34200600800001                 		 		                		114149		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2161		27668		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295244		$528.25		$528.25		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280 00001                		 		                		125219		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2161		27669		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295245		$385.06		$385.06		4/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926 00001                		 		                		125259		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2773		28911		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295256		$20.04		$20.04		4/22/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008 00001                		 		                		115826		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1476		19863		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295175		$351.15		$351.15		1/4/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 84204692600001           		 		                		144246		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1511		20346		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295178		$572.92		$572.92		1/8/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		145117		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1636		21548		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295188		$20.04		$20.04		1/25/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		34200600800001                 		 		                		115915		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1733		22817		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295198		$528.25		$528.25		2/5/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 4421912800001            		 		                		125014		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1754		22910		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295200		$385.06		$385.06		2/7/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		84204692600001                 		 		                		145248		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1857		24073		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295210		$20.04		$20.04		2/22/2019		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		34200600800001                 		 		                		140424		KG41177

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1105		15985		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295125		$480.14		$480.14		11/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 4421912800001            		 		                		140902		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1105		15988		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295123		$424.49		$424.49		11/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 84204692600001           		 		                		141104		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1184		16917		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295139		$20.04		$20.04		11/21/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9818101219                     		 		                		142235		MR42096

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1284		18034		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295149		$480.12		$480.12		12/6/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		44219128000001                 		 		                		133215		MR42096

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1303		18183		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295151		$424.51		$424.51		12/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 84204692600001           		 		                		140642		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1388		19054		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295165		$20.04		$20.04		12/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 34200600800001           		 		                		112827		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		551		06129		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295070		$420.67		$420.67		9/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		111856		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		551		06130		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295071		$480.12		$480.12		9/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		111954		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		675		07445		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295085		$20.04		$20.04		9/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		081024		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		818		13065		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295101		$480.14		$480.14		10/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		103913		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		830		13277		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295103		$422.49		$422.49		10/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		140312		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		941		14345		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295113		$20.04		$20.04		10/19/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 3420060080001            		 		                		144932		AMWA425

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		1601		21323		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294048		$195,192.62		$195,192.62		1/18/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 90432107                   		 		                		132242		AMWA425

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		59		Y1549		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295010		$381.50		$381.50		7/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021118004308                  		 		                		135158		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		237		02983		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295019		$122,069.51		$122,069.51		7/31/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		60000058020889                 		 		                		104850		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		410		04752		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295050		$763.00		$763.00		8/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021118002994                  		 		                		142531		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		684		07591		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295142		$11,445.00		$11,445.00		9/20/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117004115                  		 		                		143932		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		717		07960		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295080		$18,646.19		$18,646.19		9/25/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118026963                  		 		                		134839		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1036		15354		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295054		$218.22		$218.22		11/1/2018		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118030268                  		 		                		121109		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		3127		32612		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295275		$6,993.08		$6,993.08		5/31/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119011138..0935..2040..1980		 		                		125005		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2882		30202		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295266		$18,524.00		$18,524.00		5/2/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119009882R                 		 		                		123904		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2935		30622		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295274		$1,335.25		$1,335.25		5/8/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021119002325                  		 		                		112629		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		3028		31520		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295280		$5,628.39		$5,628.39		5/20/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119011556                  		 		                		110841		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		3028		31523		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295254		$2,284.91		$2,284.91		5/20/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119011665                  		 		                		111027		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		3050		31730		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295240		$29,465.76		$29,465.76		5/22/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119008359..9011025         		 		                		102413		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		3113		32523		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295261		$1,150.50		$1,150.50		5/31/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119012792                  		 		                		103103		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1182		16864		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295134		$20,412.81		$20,412.81		11/21/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011118033299              		 		                		131708		AMWA425

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1590		21211		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295133		$224.70		$224.70		1/17/2019		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011118033496              		 		                		133856		AMWA425

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1813		23755		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295152		$1,482.45		$1,482.45		2/20/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118035955...6513           		 		                		112203		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1813		23763		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295176		$1,629.11		$1,629.11		2/20/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118037878                  		 		                		112803		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1925		24877		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295217		$572.25		$572.25		3/5/2019		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021119000283                  		 		                		105825		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2826		29434		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295224		$2,476.92		$2,476.92		4/29/2019		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011119006706                  		 		                		105726		KG41177





2018 Summary

						Data

		Budget		Obj		Sum of Detail Amt		Sum of Header Amt

		290		253		$   4,181,143.96		$   5,747,759.77

		290 Total				$   4,181,143.96		$   5,747,759.77

		Grand Total				4181143.96		5747759.77





2018 VoucherHistory

		VoucherHistory

		Fiscal Year: 2018



		Fed Id -
Seq No		Vendor		Batch		Voucher		Line		Vouch Type		Detail Purch Code		Exp Code		Budget		Func		Obj		CRS		Job		Orig Budget		FAP		Req		Header Amt		Detail Amt		Last Date		GL Account		Req Code		Pay Method		FTP Code		Cost Center		Vendor Account Info		Card Type		Card Ref No		Last Time		Last UserID

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$334.96		10/6/2017		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103115		EF39013

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$140.53		10/6/2017		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103130		EF39013

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$1,005.75		10/6/2017		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103147		EF39013

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$500.00		10/6/2017		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103208		EF39013

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		5		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$79.47		10/6/2017		5050010000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103229		EF39013

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		747		09071		6		R		EL		4141		290		3400		280		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$2,159.90		$99.19		10/6/2017		5050012000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103242		EF39013

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		747		09072		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$1,975.00		$334.96		10/6/2017		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103309		EF39013

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		747		09072		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$1,975.00		$134.29		10/6/2017		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103322		EF39013

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		747		09072		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$1,975.00		$1,005.75		10/6/2017		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103336		EF39013

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		747		09072		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		M2332017003		      		$1,975.00		$500.00		10/6/2017		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103349		EF39013

		593082969-0		AXIOM SERVICES INC AXIOM INTERNATIONAL
1805 DREW STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 33765-2918		35		01111		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$21,525.69		$21,525.69		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1703030SLH                 		 		                		113318		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		35		01110		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295000		$1,391.44		$1,391.44		7/10/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185-409115                 		 		                		113212		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		429		05613		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295019		$2,858.80		$2,858.80		8/29/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-410-586,587,839,878        		 		                		134838		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		696		08413		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$6,364.28		$6,364.28		10/2/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185-411553/552/822         		 		                		132658		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		696		08416		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295034		$520.58		$520.58		10/2/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185-411492/445/750/787     		 		                		132902		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		896		14477		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295076		$6,140.96		$6,140.96		10/26/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-+412268,185-412475         		 		                		080959		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		907		14642		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$1,460.05		$1,460.05		10/27/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-411868,411869,412015,412135		 		                		084544		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2053		28436		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295203		$4,670.00		$4,670.00		4/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-416634                     		 		                		102406		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2057		28526		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295213		$1,132.98		$1,132.98		4/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-416532                     		 		                		140939		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2303		31359		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295251		$2,858.41		$2,858.41		5/16/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185417-097,125,307,249,409,569,		 		                		123224		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2330		31671		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295247		$7,169.44		$7,169.44		5/18/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185417306,185417713            		 		                		145430		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2766		35485		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295282		$1,311.36		$1,311.36		6/27/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185418852                      		 		                		130749		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1136		17223		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295070		$1,639.53		$1,639.53		11/28/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-412231,185-412395          		 		                		105218		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1232		18360		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$12,754.70		$12,754.70		12/8/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-412980,413019,413106...    		 		                		145005		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1489		21249		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295131		$2,260.84		$2,260.84		1/19/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-414190,414297,414417,414475		 		                		132520		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1500		21382		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295125		$953.34		$953.34		1/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-414511                     		 		                		130140		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1873		25770		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295200		$208.55		$208.55		3/15/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-415904                     		 		                		112030		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1882		25844		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295202		$303.80		$303.80		3/16/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-415941,415942              		 		                		110035		BJAH181

		473192908-0		NOVO PLM INC 
7460 WARREN PARKWAY
SUITE 100
FRISCO, TX 75034-4170		429		05614		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293031		$7,856.80		$7,856.80		8/29/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		NUI1708121                     		 		                		134937		BJAH181

		251441947-0		MINITAB INC 
1829 PINE HALL ROAD
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801-3210		35		01105		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293001		$4,140.00		$4,140.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV STDINV0204023              		 		                		112834		EF39013

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		35		01102		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293008		$28,998.75		$28,998.75		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 14479                      		 		                		112552		EF39013

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		35		01108		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$4,475.00		$4,475.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 14478                      		 		                		113110		EF39013

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		35		01112		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293009		$28,558.75		$28,558.75		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 14480                      		 		                		113343		EF39013

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		1264		18725		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293050		$3,330.00		$3,330.00		12/14/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 14553                      		 		                		112028		EF39013

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1393		10964		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290052		$1,260.00		$1,260.00		1/5/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 170003                     		 		                		132059		EF39013

		330648915-0		T R C LOCKBOX 
P O BOX 536282
PITTSBURGH, PA 15253-5904		141		02324		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293014		$2,600.00		$2,600.00		7/21/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		18490                          		 		                		140216		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		49		Y1528		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294001		$232.50		$232.50		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5049236330                 		 		                		144447		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		50		01515		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294002		$390.26		$390.26		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5049219666                 		 		                		142400		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		305		04296		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294010		$254.41		$254.41		8/11/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5049669239                     		 		                		131320		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		538		06719		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294015		$167.20		$167.20		9/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5050143180                     		 		                		110051		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		776		13470		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294023		$390.26		$390.26		10/11/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5050574941                     		 		                		115028		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		786		13504		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294022		$184.76		$184.76		10/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5050601859                     		 		                		105713		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1835		25463		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294062		$157.41		$157.41		3/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5052632767                     		 		                		092621		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2022		28020		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294067		$173.40		$173.40		4/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5053002919                     		 		                		090034		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2042		28207		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294068		$429.29		$429.29		4/11/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5052982946                     		 		                		110424		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2251		30825		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294073		$184.31		$184.31		5/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5005238825                     		 		                		150747		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2550		34186		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294081		$184.96		$184.96		6/19/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5053525479                     		 		                		114115		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1009		15971		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294027		$185.57		$185.57		11/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5051034272                     		 		                		152358		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1242		18499		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294038		$200.02		$200.02		12/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5051432842                     		 		                		155332		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1299		19059		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294035		$1,978.35		$1,978.35		12/19/2017		5030001000       		F		  		Y		145041		5051592026                     		 		                		132112		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1421		20604		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294045		$390.26		$390.26		1/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5051827287                     		 		                		103347		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1427		20627		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294044		$178.00		$178.00		1/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5051814315                     		 		                		134321		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1658		22991		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294053		$194.30		$194.30		2/13/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5052239141                     		 		                		151249		BJAH181

		710647105-0		ARKANSAS BLUEPRINT COMPANY INC 
10110 WEST MARKHAM
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205		2072		28652		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293078		$190.75		$190.75		4/13/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		32155                          		 		                		151645		BJAH181

		931298868-0		P T V AMERICA INC 
1530 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
ARLINGTON, VA 22209-2418		50		01503		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293018		$11,958.60		$11,958.60		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10707055                   		 		                		141809		EF39013

		596002052-0		UNIVERSITY OF FLA MCTRANS CNTR 
P O BOX 116585
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611-6585		35		01107		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293010		$1,000.00		$1,000.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV E90035                     		 		                		113037		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		97		Y1928		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295014		$220.00		$220.00		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 919994                     		 		                		104222		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		97		Y1949		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295013		$477.92		$477.92		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4091167                    		 		                		105421		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		98		Y1966		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295016		$1,206.88		$1,206.88		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 921881                     		 		                		115652		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		99		01855		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295015		$31,220.04		$31,220.04		7/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		908922                         		 		                		100310		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		273		03975		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295028		$660.00		$660.00		8/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		924898/924897                  		 		                		135306		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		275		04040		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295029		$1,310.00		$1,310.00		8/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		922763/922817/922759/922818..  		 		                		144844		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1925		26527		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295225		$220.00		$220.00		3/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		961007                         		 		                		100648		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1963		27085		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295232		$990.00		$990.00		3/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		961324,191325,961330           		 		                		144035		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2006		27751		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295234		$110.00		$110.00		4/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		963432                         		 		                		130637		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2051		28377		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295242		$220.00		$220.00		4/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		964188                         		 		                		085936		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2196		30080		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295262		$110.00		$110.00		5/2/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		966486                         		 		                		141513		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2508		33743		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295292		$220.00		$220.00		6/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		972106                         		 		                		134453		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1733		24006		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295193		$110.00		$110.00		2/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		956545                         		 		                		115306		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1750		24185		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295197		$935.00		$935.00		2/28/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		957730,957729,957755,957753,52 		 		                		102608		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1751		24211		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295198		$220.00		$220.00		2/28/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		957914                         		 		                		123936		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1772		24492		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295196		$110.00		$110.00		3/2/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		956713                         		 		                		105351		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1833		25414		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295208		$220.00		$220.00		3/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		959146                         		 		                		085337		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1920		27009		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295233		$110.00		$110.00		3/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		961326                         		 		                		113426		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1524		21594		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$110.00		$110.00		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		952067                         		 		                		134514		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1528		21606		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295171		$220.00		$220.00		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		952068                         		 		                		144042		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1580		22327		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295177		$220.00		$220.00		2/1/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		953191                         		 		                		141457		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1688		23327		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295140		$3,082.79		$3,082.79		2/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		955156                         		 		                		100544		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1705		23696		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295191		$545.00		$545.00		2/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 919956                     		 		                		094117		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1715		23871		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295190		$218.00		$218.00		2/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		919980                         		 		                		095118		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1477		21143		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$770.00		$770.00		1/18/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		950508,950509,950510           		 		                		134004		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1478		21167		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295161		$110.00		$110.00		1/18/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		950535                         		 		                		140602		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1515		21404		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$4,624.18		$4,624.18		1/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		951822                         		 		                		141607		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1519		21529		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295168		$770.00		$770.00		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		951771,951769,951770           		 		                		103008		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1519		21530		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295165		$110.00		$110.00		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		951314                         		 		                		103059		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1519		21538		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,139.31		$1,139.31		1/24/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		384534                         		 		                		105954		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1373		19996		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295143		$275.00		$275.00		1/3/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 948017/948047              		 		                		152616		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1383		20108		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295144		$220.00		$220.00		1/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 947968                     		 		                		105700		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1396		20345		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$392.16		$392.16		1/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 948862                     		 		                		094609		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1397		20357		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295114		$2,717.87		$2,717.87		1/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 948070                     		 		                		095724		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1403		20406		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295130		$95.79		$95.79		1/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4094444                  		 		                		125619		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1409		20506		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295148		$495.00		$495.00		1/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		949627,949605,949599,949598    		 		                		110322		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1105		16836		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$110.00		$110.00		11/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		942281                         		 		                		135828		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1109		16856		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295111		$220.00		$220.00		11/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		942280                         		 		                		142050		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1177		17651		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295104		$3,247.75		$3,247.75		12/1/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4094085                        		 		                		120055		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1181		17715		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295115		$844.38		$844.38		12/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		944335,944334                  		 		                		092929		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1260		18659		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295127		$220.00		$220.00		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		945452                         		 		                		091544		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1263		18711		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295132		$220.00		$220.00		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INVN 946475                    		 		                		110645		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		728		08738		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295043		$196.08		$196.08		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4092789                        		 		                		143133		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		729		08752		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295074		$220.00		$220.00		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		934035                         		 		                		144021		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		731		08810		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295044		$239.80		$239.80		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		934064                         		 		                		151828		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		741		08927		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295075		$339.90		$339.90		10/6/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 934006/934065/934036       		 		                		133615		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1037		16240		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295085		$615.66		$615.66		11/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4093575                    		 		                		130346		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1077		16566		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295109		$219.50		$219.50		11/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		919559                         		 		                		103341		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		376		05001		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295041		$220.00		$220.00		8/22/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		926023                         		 		                		085226		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		522		06588		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295056		$220.00		$220.00		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		930091                         		 		                		124120		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		523		06605		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$220.00		$220.00		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		930090                         		 		                		130656		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		523		06619		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295053		$110.00		$110.00		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		931681                         		 		                		131950		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		523		06620		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295054		$110.00		$110.00		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		929458                         		 		                		132012		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		608		07467		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295059		$385.00		$385.00		9/19/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		932004/932005                  		 		                		133010		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		50		01500		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293003		$270.00		$270.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV B06724957                  		 		                		141630		EF39013

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		62		01148		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293023		$11,172.00		$11,172.00		7/12/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06760930                      		 		                		083401		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		140		02276		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293024		$5,485.00		$5,485.00		7/21/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06764665                      		 		                		140437		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		150		02371		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$2,628.00		$2,628.00		7/24/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV B06735932/B06761901        		 		                		072533		EF39013

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		224		03370		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293027		$185.00		$185.00		8/1/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06859250                      		 		                		142618		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		312		04426		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293004		$20,218.00		$20,218.00		8/15/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06706323/B06746592            		 		                		084705		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		14519		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663019		$0.00		$1,481.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		095356		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		14561		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663030		$0.00		$378.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		095429		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		17197		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663040		$0.00		$26,982.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101007		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		18759		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663044		$0.00		$548.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101412		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		20790		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663049		$0.00		$1,071.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101544		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9045		14715		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663031		$0.00		$1,572.00		3/29/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET, GL             		 		                		142448		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		01103		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		660		           		663002		$0.00		$23,900.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		091810		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		01504		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663001		$0.00		$232.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		SORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		092856		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		02383		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		664000		$0.00		$14,336.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		093000		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		03528		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		660		           		664001		$0.00		$102.00		3/30/2018		5030017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		093321		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		9046		06597		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663018		$0.00		$1,481.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		094542		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2412		32527		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293104		$380.00		$380.00		5/31/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08277626                      		 		                		105212		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2414		32586		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293106		$35.00		$35.00		5/31/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08284564                      		 		                		111749		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2490		33498		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293107		$880.00		$880.00		6/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08299294                      		 		                		081208		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2537		34054		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293096		$283.00		$283.00		6/15/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08310438                      		 		                		144329		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2562		34264		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293113		$462.00		$462.00		6/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08338604                      		 		                		140259		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2564		34307		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293109		$154.00		$154.00		6/19/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08340007                      		 		                		143348		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2171		29775		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293083		$29.00		$29.00		4/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08127407                      		 		                		130322		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2177		29809		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293082		$14.00		$14.00		4/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08127448                      		 		                		153040		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2255		30925		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293088		$296.00		$296.00		5/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08162084                      		 		                		134443		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2265		30970		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293086		$19,722.00		$19,722.00		5/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08161338                      		 		                		151726		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2265		30971		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293092		$727,331.80		$727,331.80		5/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08149998                      		 		                		151755		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2317		31463		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293097		$268.00		$268.00		5/17/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08212932                      		 		                		102802		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1848		25638		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293068		$2,205.00		$2,205.00		3/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV B07834680                  		 		                		132348		EF39013

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2053		28435		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		291010		$53,852.54		$53,852.54		4/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B07993257                      		 		                		102337		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2056		28509		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295224		$55,435.22		$55,435.22		4/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08024233                      		 		                		134245		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2063		28569		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293075		$6,462.00		$6,462.00		4/12/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08044219                      		 		                		145646		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2064		28597		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293077		$22,013.00		$22,013.00		4/12/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08037404                      		 		                		154321		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2138		29374		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293081		$465.62		$465.62		4/24/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B08103772                      		 		                		121704		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		651		07863		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295020		$87,320.00		$87,320.00		9/26/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV B06873422                  		 		                		075645		EF39013

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1299		19067		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294036		$28,152.00		$28,152.00		12/19/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		184472MINV                     		 		                		132839		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1500		21379		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293055		$687.00		$687.00		1/23/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B07586195                      		 		                		130004		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1721		23875		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293064		$197.00		$197.00		2/23/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B07799600                      		 		                		104002		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1721		23880		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293065		$156.00		$156.00		2/23/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B07798762                      		 		                		104502		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1721		23898		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293063		$758.82		$758.82		2/23/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B07792184                      		 		                		111524		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		150		02370		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430019		$170.90		$58.40		7/24/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 18555127                   		 		                		072447		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		656		07930		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430058		$88.78		$30.00		9/27/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18572957 CUST 998009000        		 		                		074656		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		658		07955		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430058		$162.56		$55.00		9/27/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		CUST 998009000                 		 		                		084121		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		852		14157		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295084		$42.94		$42.94		10/19/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18575616                       		 		                		145114		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1202		17959		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295118		$42.94		$42.94		12/6/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18578663                       		 		                		101100		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1276		18803		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295135		$42.52		$42.52		12/15/2017		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18580448                       		 		                		130721		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1405		11724		1		R		SO		4145		290		7720		665		         		          		290		           		290050		$5.45		$5.45		1/8/2018		5130016001       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4901281896                 		 		                		144326		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		9024		07930		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430059		$0.00		$30.00		11/8/2017		5080014000       		F		  		N		145041		CORRECTION TO REQ#             		 		                		140435		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		9024		07930		3		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430058		$0.00		($30.00)		11/8/2017		5080014000       		F		  		N		145041		CORRECTION TO REQ#             		 		                		143429		BJAH181

		223965148-0		STRUCTUREPOINT LLC 
5420 OLD ORCHARD ROAD
SKOKIE, IL 60077-1053		35		01109		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293012		$1,485.00		$1,485.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV SP-29057                   		 		                		113140		EF39013

		591772879-0		INFO TECH INC 
2970 SOUTHWEST 50TH TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608-5076		1152		17448		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293045		$54,000.00		$54,000.00		11/29/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV0013124                     		 		                		110728		BJAH181

		231658220-0		M D X SOFTWARE 
1412 RIDGEMONT COURT
COLUMBIA, MO 65203-1955		35		01106		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293022		$2,000.00		$2,000.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV FA060117096                		 		                		112909		EF39013

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		547		06838		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260046		$1,328.23		$155.39		9/11/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 331533                     		 		                		143421		EF39013

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		1811		25279		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260156		$1,411.18		$159.75		3/7/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		340152                         		 		                		123359		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		112		Y2043		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295009		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		7/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GB95898                        		 		                		094604		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		373		04938		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295039		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		8/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV GC16736                    		 		                		094436		EF39013

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1079		16623		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295107		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		11/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GC78346                        		 		                		142940		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1260		18668		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295133		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GC98692                        		 		                		091942		BJAH181

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1674		23163		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290069		$1,291.66		$1,291.66		2/15/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0047050-IN                     		 		                		134208		BJAH181

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1689		23370		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290068		$5,678.90		$2,626.90		2/16/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0047055-IN,02052018AHTD        		 		                		112619		BJAH181

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		1689		23370		2		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290068		$5,678.90		$3,052.00		2/16/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0047055-IN,02052018AHTD        		 		                		112628		BJAH181

		710611347-0		AAMSCO 
9811 INTERSTATE 30
SUITE 3
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209		9046		Y1768		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		660		           		665001		$0.00		$3,622.19		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		091236		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		14		Y1233		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290005		$703.42		$703.42		7/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49148                          		 		                		111933		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		268		03902		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290013		$703.42		$703.42		8/7/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 49296                      		 		                		142953		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		534		06662		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290020		$703.42		$703.42		9/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49440                          		 		                		095322		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		739		08881		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290026		$703.42		$703.42		10/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 49584                      		 		                		084515		EF39013

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		750		13065		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294014		$42,539.52		$42,539.52		10/9/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10190261725                		 		                		095413		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		979		15592		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290037		$703.42		$703.42		11/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49725                          		 		                		092836		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		20333		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663048		$0.00		$3,749.06		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101459		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		26029		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663063		$0.00		$3,774.23		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		102050		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		02887		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663005		$0.00		$153.18		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		093156		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		02916		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663003		$0.00		$913.54		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		093247		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		13461		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663025		$0.00		$235.33		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		094929		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		13472		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663027		$0.00		$465.94		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		095017		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		13617		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663024		$0.00		$274.59		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		095051		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9046		17449		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663032		$0.00		$15,296.51		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101043		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1809		25237		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290074		$703.42		$703.42		3/7/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50259                          		 		                		105345		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1964		27102		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290080		$703.42		$703.42		3/30/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50379                          		 		                		151607		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2255		30926		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293087		$3,749.06		$3,749.06		5/10/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10238780201                    		 		                		134550		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2269		31023		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293094		$84.30		$84.30		5/11/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10239790340                    		 		                		123401		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2286		31203		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293095		$35.61		$35.61		5/15/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10239792340                    		 		                		104357		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2743		35193		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293105		$290.31		$290.31		6/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10243482696                    		 		                		110429		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1194		17841		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290043		$703.42		$703.42		12/5/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49868                          		 		                		132459		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1202		17951		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294032		$2,482.92		$2,482.92		12/6/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10207168502                    		 		                		100653		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1236		18445		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294026		$1,922.43		$1,922.43		12/12/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10208843460                    		 		                		143910		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1411		20543		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290055		$703.42		$703.42		1/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50008                          		 		                		114201		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1590		22420		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290062		$703.42		$703.42		2/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50136                          		 		                		133031		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1721		23876		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294056		$2,121.64		$2,121.64		2/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10224992753                    		 		                		104134		BJAH181

		911894868-0		OPEN DESIGN ALLIANCE 
P O BOX 29650
DEPARTMENT 880148
PHOENIX, AZ 85038-9650		749		13031		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293034		$100.00		$100.00		10/9/2017		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 201700913                  		 		                		093101		EF39013

		264607213-0		CERTAINTY 3D LLC 
7039 GRAND NATIONAL DRIVE SUITE 100
ORLANDO, FL 32819-8329		50		01502		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293019		$1,909.50		$1,909.50		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 2017-336                   		 		                		141732		EF39013

		208638967-0		INSEEGO NORTH AMERICA LLC MS 27
P O BOX 4300
PORTLAND, OR 97208-4300		1340		19488		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295128		$927.88		$927.88		12/27/2017		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		30158857,30158971              		 		                		143435		BJAH181

		208638967-0		INSEEGO NORTH AMERICA LLC MS 27
P O BOX 4300
PORTLAND, OR 97208-4300		1743		24116		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295159		$20,590.20		$20,590.20		2/28/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		30159-208,237,452              		 		                		085439		BJAH181

		208638967-0		INSEEGO NORTH AMERICA LLC MS 27
P O BOX 4300
PORTLAND, OR 97208-4300		2622		34908		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295281		$1,541.20		$1,541.20		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		S53101                         		 		                		140501		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1298		19030		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293048		$6.91		$6.91		12/19/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LBG9076                        		 		                		122841		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1374		20001		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293051		$4,636.64		$4,636.64		1/3/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV LDF4593/LDG0321/LDP8616    		 		                		153051		EF39013

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1387		20193		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293047		$712.98		$712.98		1/4/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV LBJ6836/LDP3664            		 		                		153347		EF39013

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1421		20616		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293052		$392.23		$392.23		1/10/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LGL5932                        		 		                		104751		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1431		20664		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293053		$39.43		$39.43		1/10/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LHH9795                        		 		                		142552		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1772		24493		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293062		$141.55		$141.55		3/2/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LSG0148                        		 		                		105422		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		17466		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663043		$0.00		$86.16		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101150		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		18144		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663042		$0.00		$728.34		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101226		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2762		35423		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293112		$271.19		$271.19		6/27/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		JVZN561                        		 		                		110402		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9044		C0012		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		663064		$0.00		$1,624.14		3/27/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO EVERYTHING             		 		                		081406		EF39013

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		02756		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663004		$0.00		$163.11		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		093046		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		05226		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663013		$0.00		$390.05		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		094042		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		08341		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663020		$0.00		$1,168.09		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		094620		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		9046		14650		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663029		$0.00		$135.80		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		100819		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2443		32847		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293102		$62.94		$62.94		6/5/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MSX0127                        		 		                		111019		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2460		33085		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293098		$82.39		$82.39		6/6/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MSL1869                        		 		                		151651		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2477		33308		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293103		$79.46		$79.46		6/7/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MST4581                        		 		                		125819		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2527		33966		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293108		$185.41		$185.41		6/14/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MVL3178                        		 		                		104155		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2571		34430		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293114		$340.52		$340.52		6/20/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MXX1575                        		 		                		134857		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2593		34677		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293111		$472.52		$472.52		6/21/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MXB4138                        		 		                		142747		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2224		30456		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293089		$92.87		$92.87		5/7/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV MNH9582                    		 		                		132152		EF39013

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2254		30913		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293084		$101.11		$101.11		5/10/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MMJ9364                        		 		                		133218		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2315		31403		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293093		$236.26		$236.26		5/16/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MPJ8270                        		 		                		153558		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2316		31442		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293090		$66.53		$66.53		5/17/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MNT4708                        		 		                		084624		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2363		31984		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293099		$141.59		$141.59		5/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MRK6323                        		 		                		145708		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2379		32121		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293100		$135.92		$135.92		5/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MQV5085                        		 		                		153211		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1772		24494		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293066		$317.87		$317.87		3/2/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LSX3382                        		 		                		105444		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1861		27814		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293070		$154.51		$154.51		3/14/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LWK6889                        		 		                		090859		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1893		26016		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293071		$16.38		$16.38		3/20/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV LWV5118                    		 		                		132952		AMWA425

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2075		28739		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293076		$50.55		$50.55		4/17/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MGV4342                        		 		                		111221		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2144		29463		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293080		$79.46		$79.46		4/25/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MJX5144                        		 		                		103154		BJAH181

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		2156		29602		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293079		$557.26		$557.26		4/26/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		MJW5116                        		 		                		111933		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		99		01853		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295017		$5,315.39		$5,315.39		7/18/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		100128		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		374		04951		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$5,315.38		$5,315.38		8/21/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 010632763                 		 		                		095657		EF39013

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		608		07466		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295052		$5,315.93		$5,315.93		9/19/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		132919		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		786		13517		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295081		$5,315.93		$5,315.93		10/12/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		110425		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1048		16366		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295103		$5,320.56		$5,320.56		11/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		135249		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1255		18587		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295129		$5,320.56		$5,320.56		12/13/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		144854		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1442		20752		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295158		$5,343.03		$5,343.03		1/11/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		143722		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1651		22835		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295185		$5,343.03		$5,343.03		2/12/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 010632763               		 		                		135301		GALA421

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1861		27818		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295211		$5,718.42		$5,718.42		3/14/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		091144		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2073		28694		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295241		$5,340.05		$5,340.05		4/17/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		095812		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2235		30620		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295266		$5,340.05		$5,340.05		5/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		141822		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2491		33513		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295289		$5,340.05		$5,340.05		6/12/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		074536		BJAH181

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		1299		19058		1		R		ST		4143		290		0742		460		         		          		290		           		291005		$2,000.00		$2,000.00		12/19/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		170604                         		 		                		132052		BJAH181

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		2159		P0553		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291014		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		4/26/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180401                     		 		                		133911		EF39013

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		2397		P0668		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291016		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		5/29/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180501                     		 		                		140633		EF39013

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		2575		P0784		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291017		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		6/19/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180601                     		 		                		132540		EF39013

		821895246-0		VERRADYNE LLC 
37 ARRIVO DRIVE
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692-5119		2757		P0821		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291019		$5,000.00		$5,000.00		6/26/2018		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 180602                     		 		                		150118		EF39013

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		257		03803		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295018		$1,297.10		$1,297.10		8/4/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 50423                      		 		                		144010		AMWA425

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		132		02300		34		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290107		$288,569.86		$40.65		7/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120627170005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		132		02300		66		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290008		$288,569.86		$192.44		7/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120714170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		132		02300		599		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295004		$288,569.86		$816.26		7/25/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410703170001		083004		AMWA425

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		132		02300		600		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295004		$288,569.86		$2,968.75		7/24/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410707170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		132		02300		601		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295004		$288,569.86		$127.94		7/24/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410713170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		625		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$56.68		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410718170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		760		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$400.00		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010608180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9062		07800		3		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$0.00		$63.92		5/4/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL                     		 		                		090205		EF39013

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9062		07800		4		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$0.00		($63.92)		5/4/2018		5090006000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL                     		 		                		090229		EF39013

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		754		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$5.50		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010523180004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		755		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$3,268.91		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010524180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		756		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$237.99		6/22/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010531180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		757		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$400.00		6/22/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010605180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		758		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$80.98		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010605180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		759		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$27.99		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010607180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34400		400		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295280		$356,962.82		$758.91		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410604180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34400		401		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295280		$356,962.82		$475.48		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410604180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34400		402		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295280		$356,962.82		$108.07		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410605180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		751		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$189.98		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010523180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		752		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$1,326.58		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010523180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34402		753		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293101		$207,300.09		$224.00		6/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010523180003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2346		31900		45		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290090		$307,718.15		$200.52		5/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120504180005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2346		31900		400		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295253		$307,718.15		$407.51		5/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410419180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2346		31900		401		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295253		$307,718.15		$376.63		5/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410514180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2346		31902		989		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293085		$212,333.53		($39.99)		5/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010420180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2346		31902		990		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293085		$212,333.53		$70.60		5/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010430180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2560		34400		399		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295280		$356,962.82		$48.17		6/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410530180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		85		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$51.79		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010330180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		86		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		($109.51)		4/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010411180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		87		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$61.79		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010413180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		88		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$39.21		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010416180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		89		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$12.50		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010416180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		90		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$51.15		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010416180003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		59		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290084		$447,820.94		$83.71		4/24/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120412180004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		376		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295221		$447,820.94		$74.88		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410316180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		377		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295221		$447,820.94		$282.11		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410322180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		378		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295221		$447,820.94		$51.84		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410323180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		379		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295221		$447,820.94		$104.61		4/24/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410329180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29203		84		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293073		$154,546.56		$109.51		4/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010321180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26200		399		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$314,518.53		$50.01		3/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410216180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26200		400		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$314,518.53		$76.75		3/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410216180003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26200		401		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$314,518.53		$354.03		3/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410216180004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26203		126		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293060		$151,756.68		$217.06		3/22/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010216180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26203		127		R		EL		4143		290		0745		289		         		          		290		           		293060		$151,756.68		$350.00		3/22/2018		5050017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		7709010226180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2116		29200		19		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291011		$447,820.94		$128.90		4/24/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120322180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		44		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		294051		$305,501.17		$2.90		2/22/2018		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120201180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		437		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$305,501.17		$33.95		2/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410129180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		438		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$305,501.17		$73.15		2/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410129180002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		439		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$305,501.17		$43.53		2/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410208180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26200		5		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		290065		$314,518.53		$7.85		3/22/2018		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120216180004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1906		26200		398		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$314,518.53		($4.98)		3/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410216180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1320		19300		385		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295112		$386,283.70		$35.41		12/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411206170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1320		19300		386		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295112		$386,283.70		$689.95		12/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411215170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1498		21400		368		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$322,312.28		$965.00		1/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410111180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1498		21400		369		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$322,312.28		$133.05		1/22/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410115180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		3		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291007		$305,501.17		$7.49		2/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120119180001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1722		23900		24		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		295173		$305,501.17		$244.17		2/22/2018		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120125180008		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		601		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$94.90		11/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411106170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		602		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$195.34		11/22/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411106170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		603		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$97.03		11/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411109170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1320		19300		37		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		290044		$386,283.70		$1,533.97		12/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121204170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1320		19300		67		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290048		$386,283.70		$32.69		12/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121215170006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1320		19300		68		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290404		$386,283.70		$116.57		12/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121215170006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		530		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$44.68		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411016170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		531		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$59.49		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411016170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		20		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290031		$221,731.05		$48.79		11/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121023170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		598		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$97.77		11/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411018170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		599		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$180.00		11/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411103170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1108		16900		600		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295086		$221,731.05		$325.00		11/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411106170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		524		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$24.52		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410927170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		525		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$219.60		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411005170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		526		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$67.96		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411009170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		527		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$163.49		10/23/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411010170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		528		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$63.92		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411012170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		529		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$3,320.00		10/23/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411012170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		654		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$242.99		9/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410908170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		656		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$70.68		9/22/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410914170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		657		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$63.92		9/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410915170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		11		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290022		$287,781.07		$320.73		10/23/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120925170006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		47		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		293036		$287,781.07		$345.31		10/23/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121006170012		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		854		14300		523		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$287,781.07		$47.28		10/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410927170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		632		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$318.28		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410731170004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		649		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$113.25		9/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410816170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		650		R		SO		4143		290		0746		456		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$276.93		9/22/2017		5030010000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410821170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		651		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$12.36		9/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410830170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		652		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$215.70		9/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410831170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		638		07800		653		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$295,657.90		$46.51		9/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410901170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		626		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$62.81		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410719170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		627		R		SO		4143		290		0746		456		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$28.56		8/22/2017		5030010000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410719170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		628		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$123.80		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410727170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		629		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$57.72		8/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410731170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		630		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$46.59		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410731170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		383		05100		631		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$317,269.94		$155.29		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410731170003		      		PCARDB 

		361150280-0		GRAINGER 
DEPT 805102852
P O BOX 419267
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141-6267		2124		C0143		1		R		SO		4145		290		7740		671		         		          		290		           		295250		$372.78		$372.78		4/23/2018		5130016001       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 9760108259                 		 		                		095114		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2192		29977		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295263		$314.82		$314.82		5/2/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552 / 5523481406  		 		                		130620		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2208		30247		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295263		$314.82		$314.82		5/3/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7064-552               		 		                		143821		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2242		30719		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295267		$3,338.83		$3,338.83		5/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3102338475                     		 		                		105733		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2245		30771		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295268		$325.39		$325.39		5/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538/3101971400       		 		                		125838		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2502		33594		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295291		$3,338.83		$3,338.83		6/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		095257		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2509		33758		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295290		$325.39		$325.39		6/12/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80031055538                    		 		                		135914		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1810		25271		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295201		$316.83		$316.83		3/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552               		 		                		113641		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1873		25760		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295215		$328.42		$328.42		3/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-015-5538                  		 		                		111205		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1873		25769		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295216		$3,369.86		$3,369.86		3/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3101376724                     		 		                		112003		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1990		27463		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295235		$316.83		$316.83		4/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		26891214065                    		 		                		100602		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2048		28369		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295244		$3,338.83		$3,338.83		4/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3101854026                     		 		                		152318		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2048		28370		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295245		$325.39		$325.39		4/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3101971400                     		 		                		152634		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1407		20493		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295151		$315.55		$315.55		1/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552 / 5568899309  		 		                		094227		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1441		20727		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295155		$3,369.86		$3,369.86		1/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3100438157                     		 		                		140436		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1442		20753		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295156		$328.42		$328.42		1/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538 / 3100558608     		 		                		141821		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1599		23517		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295178		$316.83		$316.83		2/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831 000-7064 552          		 		                		133620		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1674		23169		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295187		$3,369.86		$3,369.86		2/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3100438157                     		 		                		134916		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1678		23253		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295186		$328.42		$328.42		2/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538/3100558608       		 		                		140323		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1048		16361		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295097		$3,350.10		$3,350.10		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		134921		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1255		18584		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295121		$315.55		$315.55		12/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552 / 7608620404  		 		                		144649		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1260		18658		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295137		$3,350.10		$3,350.10		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		091521		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1262		18699		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295136		$326.50		$326.50		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538                  		 		                		102446		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1268		18774		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295069		$484.51		$484.51		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831-000-7064-466          		 		                		124546		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1404		20449		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295141		$5,098.75		$5,098.75		1/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064466            		 		                		130726		AMWA425

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		605		07444		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295063		$321.84		$321.84		9/19/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538                  		 		                		093558		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		608		07454		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295062		$3,302.18		$3,302.18		9/19/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		125116		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		775		13433		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295079		$3,350.10		$3,350.10		10/11/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1699086900                     		 		                		105053		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		776		13474		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295080		$326.50		$326.50		10/11/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538 / 1699207965     		 		                		115237		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1048		16354		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295098		$326.50		$326.50		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1699648689                     		 		                		134403		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1048		16355		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295102		$1,440.89		$1,440.89		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 552               		 		                		134426		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		97		Y1948		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295010		$530.02		$530.02		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831 000 6511 603          		 		                		105341		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		99		01852		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295008		$3,267.78		$3,267.78		7/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		100059		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		99		01856		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295007		$318.49		$318.49		7/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 105 5538 / 1697933260     		 		                		100730		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		373		04937		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295038		$318.49		$318.49		8/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 8003-105-5538             		 		                		094332		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		373		04939		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295037		$3,267.78		$3,267.78		8/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 8003-016-8183             		 		                		094534		EF39013

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		376		05000		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295036		$530.02		$530.02		8/22/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		085203		BJAH181

		820484172-0		BROOKS INTERNET SOFTWARE INC 
356 W SUNNYSIDE RD
SUITE A
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4615		1834		25448		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294061		$80.19		$80.19		3/9/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		42197                          		 		                		095951		BJAH181

		942960235-0		THE MATHWORKS INC 
P O BOX 21301
NEW YORK, NY 10087-1301		177		02788		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293015		$906.00		$906.00		7/26/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		29742871                       		 		                		130158		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		50		01505		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293017		$4,896.00		$4,896.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CA071441                   		 		                		141901		EF39013

		630573222-0		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION HEXAGON GEOSPATIAL
305 INTERGRAPH WAY
MADISON, AL 35758		71		01159		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293016		$268,181.79		$268,181.79		7/13/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1-2598962475                   		 		                		124211		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		151		Y2480		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140078		$1,332.44		$51.88		7/24/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8122618025                 		 		                		103807		EF39013

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		309		04376		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		290		           		140152		$2,822.18		$66.54		8/11/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8122810033/14840224            		 		                		152646		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		551		06895		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140244		$1,019.02		$51.98		9/11/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8123007111                 		 		                		152142		EF39013

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		775		13439		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140299		$1,093.50		$52.12		10/11/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224/8123203481            		 		                		110220		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2273		31064		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140812		$2,298.41		$107.15		5/11/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8124611289/8124407701          		 		                		141426		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2519		33866		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140812		$1,356.18		$53.33		6/13/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		14840224                       		 		                		122527		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		9074		31064		14		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140985		$0.00		$107.15		6/13/2018		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		071735		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		9074		31064		16		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140812		$0.00		($107.15)		6/13/2018		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		071755		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		9078		33866		14		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		141061		$0.00		$53.33		6/19/2018		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		093434		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		9078		33866		16		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140812		$0.00		($53.33)		6/19/2018		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO REQ#                   		 		                		093503		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1000		15837		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140409		$887.60		$52.37		11/7/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8123404622                     		 		                		152234		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1188		17820		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140500		$218.90		$218.90		12/5/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8123555620                     		 		                		110747		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1227		18343		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140521		$1,873.50		$78.56		12/8/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8123601580                     		 		                		142031		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1451		20825		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140629		$920.65		$26.36		1/12/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8123802641,14840224            		 		                		091508		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1594		22455		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140691		$1,065.60		$52.72		2/5/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 14840224 INV 8123999556   		 		                		093901		EF39013

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1921		26464		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140812		$1,451.85		$79.76		3/27/2018		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8124207669/14840224            		 		                		082355		BJAH181

		351727401-0		VINZANT SOFTWARE 
904 W OLD RIDGE RD SUITE 101
HOBART, IN 46342-2900		1520		21557		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294050		$4,620.00		$4,620.00		1/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1012206                        		 		                		111645		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		592		07336		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290002		$22,000.00		$22,000.00		9/15/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1017052                       		 		                		153035		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		593		07353		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290001		$462,000.00		$462,000.00		9/18/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1017053                       		 		                		104933		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		1643		22715		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		290		           		290067		$350.00		$350.00		2/12/2018		5050017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV GIS18-0085-0116-0133       		 		                		110834		EF39013

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		9046		01131		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663000		$0.00		$11,250.00		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		091900		BJAH181

		382007430-0		COMPUWARE CORPORATION 
P O BOX 74008120
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8120		1623		24783		1		R		SS		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294052		$24,853.00		$24,853.00		2/7/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USA-1983                       		 		                		140421		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		691		08346		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294020		$1,736.44		$1,736.44		10/2/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 2408291134                 		 		                		095312		EF39013

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		1072		16476		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294030		$2,604.66		$2,604.66		11/16/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2409112833                     		 		                		135832		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		41		Y1482		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290006		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11200567                   		 		                		150835		EF39013

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		253		03694		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290012		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		8/4/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11210394                       		 		                		103253		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		465		05936		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290017		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		8/30/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11220621                       		 		                		130836		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		470		05953		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290018		$1,000.00		$1,000.00		8/30/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		112200585                      		 		                		151151		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		472		06020		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290019		$341,685.73		$341,685.73		8/31/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11210933                       		 		                		112529		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		732		08831		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290024		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		10/5/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11233004                       		 		                		153219		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		9034		04756		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		499		         		          		660		           		665011		$0.00		$370,500.00		1/24/2018		5090006000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		083431		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		9034		04756		2		R		SS		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		660		           		665011		$0.00		$15,840.00		1/24/2018		5030017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		083444		BJAH181

		981006830-0		TRANSOFT SOLUTIONS INC 
13575 COMMERCE PARKWAY
SUITE 250
RICHMOND, BC V6V 2L1		212		03087		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293002		$5,390.00		$5,390.00		8/1/2017		5030017000       		F		A 		Y		145041		128356                         		 		                		100608		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1568		22181		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290060		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		1/30/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11276483                 		 		                		153510		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1569		22209		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290061		$668.86		$668.86		1/31/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		11277164                       		 		                		105832		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1751		24212		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290072		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		2/28/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11287084                       		 		                		124009		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1992		27513		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290082		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		4/4/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11299545                       		 		                		110353		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2247		30809		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290089		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/9/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11309596                       		 		                		142513		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2443		32846		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290095		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		6/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11320945                       		 		                		110939		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		928		14954		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290033		$88,081.41		$88,081.41		10/31/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11239943                 		 		                		125421		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		928		14965		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290035		$1,394.03		$1,394.03		10/31/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11241362                 		 		                		130433		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		958		15339		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290025		$1,000.00		$1,000.00		11/2/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11232978/11243341              		 		                		105155		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		969		15488		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290036		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/3/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11243342                       		 		                		094111		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1161		17483		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290042		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/29/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11253933                       		 		                		143432		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1391		20298		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290053		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		1/5/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11266591                       		 		                		145517		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		158		02548		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290011		$564.62		$564.62		7/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/52927                     		 		                		095108		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		406		05299		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290016		$567.35		$567.35		8/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/53655,53656               		 		                		104141		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		646		07811		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290023		$556.99		$556.99		9/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 54385                      		 		                		113633		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		916		14773		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290034		$534.10		$534.10		10/30/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		CUST CODE 7033  INV 55111      		 		                		085855		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1130		17106		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290041		$562.99		$562.99		11/27/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		CUST CODE 7033  INV 55836      		 		                		110546		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1334		19462		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290051		$469.25		$469.25		12/27/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		56557                          		 		                		130605		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1528		21623		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290057		$530.28		$530.28		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		53642                          		 		                		145420		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1733		24007		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290071		$553.72		$553.72		2/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 54351                   		 		                		115421		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1917		26277		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290078		$481.78		$481.78		3/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 55065                      		 		                		125434		AMWA425

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2156		29608		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290086		$524.84		$524.84		4/26/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/55783                     		 		                		112255		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2366		32038		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290094		$582.61		$582.61		5/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/56497                     		 		                		105500		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		9		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$498.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		102827		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$8.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		102838		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$37.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		102850		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$12.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		102931		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$8.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		105950		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$14.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		110003		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2299		31275		17		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$795.00		$5.00		5/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX APRIL 2018       		 		                		151819		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2299		31275		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295203		$795.00		$367.00		5/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX APRIL 2018       		 		                		151836		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2540		34150		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295247		$459.00		$196.00		6/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX MAY 2018               		 		                		102602		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9028		16475		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$0.00		$36.00		11/30/2017		5130032000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL#                    		 		                		132004		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9028		16475		2		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$0.00		($36.00)		11/30/2017		5130020000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL#                    		 		                		132026		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9034		06575		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		499		         		          		660		           		665011		$0.00		$24,146.00		1/24/2018		5130032000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		083700		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1863		27850		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295159		$911.00		$499.00		3/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX FEB 2018         		 		                		073558		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1863		27850		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$911.00		$7.00		3/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX FEB 2018         		 		                		073611		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2011		27900		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$992.00		$3.00		4/6/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX MAR 2018         		 		                		074527		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2011		27900		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295202		$992.00		$17.00		4/6/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX MAR 2018         		 		                		074538		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2011		27900		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295202		$992.00		$11.00		4/6/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX MAR 2018         		 		                		074554		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2299		31275		16		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293073		$795.00		$6.00		5/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX APRIL 2018       		 		                		151811		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		17		R		AA		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295131		$1,513.00		$21.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		095033		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295131		$1,513.00		$80.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		095043		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$1,513.00		$87.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		095052		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1863		27850		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295129		$911.00		$935.00		3/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX FEB 2018         		 		                		073541		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1863		27850		13		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295140		$911.00		$263.00		3/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX FEB 2018         		 		                		072244		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1863		27850		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295159		$911.00		$43.00		3/14/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX FEB 2018         		 		                		072258		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		20		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295128		$334.00		$48.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082151		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295128		$334.00		$35.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082207		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		13		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295114		$1,513.00		$240.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		094947		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295125		$1,513.00		$86.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		094959		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		15		R		AA		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295131		$1,513.00		$79.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		095011		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1672		23150		16		R		AA		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295131		$1,513.00		$24.00		2/15/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JAN 2018         		 		                		095022		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$32.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082014		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$52.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082029		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$79.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082053		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$540.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082107		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		18		R		SO		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295104		$334.00		$274.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082119		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		19		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295112		$334.00		$62.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082128		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1238		18475		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295070		$472.00		$110.00		12/12/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX NOV2017          		 		                		115024		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1238		18475		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295070		$472.00		$37.00		12/12/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX NOV2017          		 		                		115035		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		10		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294039		$334.00		$885.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		081929		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$186.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		081944		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$52.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		081954		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1432		20675		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295093		$334.00		$87.00		1/11/2018		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		082005		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$10.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083543		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$20.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083553		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$36.00		11/16/2017		5130020000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083602		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		20		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$7.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083611		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295076		$543.00		$455.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083913		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		22		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295076		$543.00		$10.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083924		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$543.00		$7.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083212		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$543.00		$62.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083222		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$543.00		$426.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083236		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$34.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083252		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$19.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083525		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$543.00		$4.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083534		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		810		13724		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$3,562.00		$10.00		10/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		082535		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		810		13724		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295035		$3,562.00		$22.00		10/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		082602		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		7		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295034		$543.00		$12.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083131		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		8		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295034		$543.00		$11.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083143		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		9		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295034		$543.00		$11.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083151		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1069		16475		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295034		$543.00		$13.00		11/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES USE TAX OCT 2017 (CH02)  		 		                		083201		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		18		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295016		$532.00		$108.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		114044		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		521		06575		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$445.00		$6.00		9/7/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX AUGUST 2017            		 		                		082359		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		521		06575		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$445.00		$6.00		9/7/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX AUGUST 2017            		 		                		082531		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		521		06575		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		456		         		          		290		           		295005		$445.00		$2.00		9/7/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX AUGUST 2017            		 		                		082542		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		751		13085		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295077		$4,911.50		$4,911.50		10/9/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6547                       		 		                		101844		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		810		13724		17		R		SO		4143		290		0745		431		         		          		290		           		295035		$3,562.00		$6.00		10/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		082514		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		12		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$532.00		$111.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		113915		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		13		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$532.00		$126.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		113937		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295000		$532.00		$125.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		113949		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295004		$532.00		$256.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		113959		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		16		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295004		$532.00		$11.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		114012		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		17		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295013		$532.00		$43.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		114027		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$1,618.00		$104.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		110016		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295206		$1,618.00		$2.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		110036		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295206		$1,618.00		$2.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		110045		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		200		R		EL		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665020		$1,618.00		$448.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		115017		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		53		Y1550		201		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665020		$1,618.00		$124.00		7/11/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JUNE 2017              		 		                		115031		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		335		03150		11		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290010		$532.00		$497.00		8/15/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX JULY 2017        		 		                		113900		BJAH181

		161516976-0		LEICA GEOSYSTEMS 
P O BOX 536874
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6874		35		01113		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293013		$12,060.00		$12,060.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 901108517                  		 		                		113406		EF39013

		980634819-0		TEAMVIEWER GMBH 
P O BOX 743135
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3135		9046		21502		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		660		           		663051		$0.00		$1,005.60		3/30/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		101621		BJAH181

		222721160-0		I H S GLOBAL INC 
P O BOX 847193
DALLAS, TX 75284-7193		141		02319		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293021		$25,277.20		$25,277.20		7/21/2017		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		90445511                       		 		                		135913		BJAH181

		330190045-0		TIMEVALUE SOFTWARE INC 
22 MAUCHLY
IRVINE, CA 92618-2306		1078		16593		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293042		$140.00		$140.00		11/17/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0805420-IN                     		 		                		115317		BJAH181

		221968159-0		INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING INC 
275 PATERSON AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424-1658		1689		23365		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294057		$1,898.00		$1,898.00		2/16/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		MU-117-L                       		 		                		112238		BJAH181

		046141739-0		CENTURYLINK COMMUNCIATIONS LLC PLANT ACCOUNTING/AJ TREVISON
100 CENTURYTEL DRIVE
MONROE, LA 71203-2041		2251		30841		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295091		$4,750.72		$4,750.72		5/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		AS0551255                      		 		                		151609		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		58		10087		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430010		$12,708.37		$65.85		7/11/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV OSV1126927                 		 		                		131556		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		315		10246		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430026		$13,176.87		$65.85		8/14/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1150672                     		 		                		082952		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		548		10387		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430047		$13,668.25		$65.85		9/11/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV OSV1174639                 		 		                		131916		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1141		10775		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430097		$9,968.79		$57.00		11/28/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1222784/CREDIT 9011110      		 		                		111013		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1309		10920		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430110		$11,034.32		$57.00		12/20/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1254962                     		 		                		121121		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1461		P0014		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430121		$12,314.26		$57.00		1/12/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV OSV1287641                 		 		                		144648		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		10159		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$29,576.77		$5,491.25		7/25/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4912318485                 		 		                		131845		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		166		10159		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$29,576.77		$24,085.52		7/25/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4912318485                 		 		                		131857		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		264		03863		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295024		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		8/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4912318458/3750            		 		                		113519		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		275		04039		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295023		$1,870.52		$134.65		8/8/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4912318459                     		 		                		144735		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		275		04039		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295023		$1,870.52		$474.00		8/8/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4912318459                     		 		                		144746		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		275		04039		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295023		$1,870.52		$1,255.59		8/8/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4912318459                     		 		                		144756		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2606		34823		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295297		$1,672.43		$207.63		6/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		110041		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2606		34823		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295297		$1,672.43		$474.00		6/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		110057		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2606		34823		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295297		$1,672.43		$982.55		6/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		110108		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2606		34823		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295297		$1,672.43		$8.25		6/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		110131		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2611		P0796		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291018		$29,350.23		$5,498.55		6/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5337118485/3777            		 		                		073439		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2611		P0796		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291018		$29,350.23		$23,851.68		6/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5337118485/3777            		 		                		073519		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2366		32049		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295276		$1,727.28		$474.00		5/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5309018459/3751                		 		                		110550		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2366		32049		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295276		$1,727.28		$1,055.94		5/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5309018459/3751                		 		                		110602		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2366		32049		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295276		$1,727.28		$8.00		5/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5309018459/3751                		 		                		110612		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2372		P0662		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291015		$26,194.11		$5,148.51		5/24/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5309018485/3777            		 		                		131846		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2372		P0662		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291015		$26,194.11		$21,045.60		5/24/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5309018485/3777            		 		                		131915		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2587		34589		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295295		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		6/21/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5337118458/3750                		 		                		110547		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2123		29245		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295254		$1,680.85		$12.49		4/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		143751		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2137		29330		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295256		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		4/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918458/3750                		 		                		130233		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2150		P0526		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$23,343.55		$5,454.79		4/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5280918485/3777            		 		                		111346		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2150		P0526		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$23,343.55		$17,888.76		4/25/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5280918485/3777            		 		                		111359		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2363		31975		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295275		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		5/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5309018458/3750                		 		                		145158		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2366		32049		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295276		$1,727.28		$189.34		5/24/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5309018459/3751                		 		                		110537		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1954		P0394		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$25,763.72		$4,776.58		3/29/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5252918485-3777                		 		                		111252		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1954		P0394		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$25,763.72		$20,987.14		3/29/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		5252918485-3777                		 		                		111327		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1955		26963		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295230		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		3/29/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5252918458/3750                		 		                		144346		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2123		29245		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295254		$1,680.85		$172.93		4/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		143710		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2123		29245		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295254		$1,680.85		$474.00		4/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		143724		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2123		29245		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295254		$1,680.85		$1,021.43		4/20/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5280918459                     		 		                		143734		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1864		27855		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295212		$1,930.01		$1,202.80		3/14/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5197018459/3751                		 		                		101357		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1864		27855		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295212		$1,930.01		$77.93		3/14/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5197018459/3751                		 		                		101409		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1950		26917		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295231		$1,419.02		$106.03		3/28/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		141759		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1950		26917		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295231		$1,419.02		$474.00		3/28/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		141812		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1950		26917		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295231		$1,419.02		$808.46		3/28/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		141825		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1950		26917		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295231		$1,419.02		$30.53		3/28/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		141837		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1605		23597		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,507.32		$10.68		2/6/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5168818459/3751                		 		                		130744		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1760		24335		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295199		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		3/1/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5197018458-3750                		 		                		114949		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1778		P0260		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$13,245.52		$5,002.66		3/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5197018485/3777            		 		                		133226		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1778		P0260		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$13,245.52		$8,242.86		3/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5197018485/3777            		 		                		133241		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1864		27855		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295212		$1,930.01		$175.28		3/14/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5197018459/3751                		 		                		101332		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1864		27855		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295212		$1,930.01		$474.00		3/14/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5197018459/3751                		 		                		101345		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1568		22182		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295176		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		1/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 5168818458/3750          		 		                		153604		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1577		P0090		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$7,312.49		$4,681.79		1/31/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5168818485-3777            		 		                		141633		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1577		P0090		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$7,312.49		$2,630.70		1/31/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5168818485-3777            		 		                		141645		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1605		23597		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,507.32		$139.58		2/6/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5168818459/3751                		 		                		130711		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1605		23597		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,507.32		$474.00		2/6/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5168818459/3751                		 		                		130722		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1605		23597		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,507.32		$883.06		2/6/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5168818459/3751                		 		                		130734		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1365		10949		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$24,185.43		$19,467.18		1/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818485/3777            		 		                		151029		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1394		20309		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295146		$1,645.89		$151.20		1/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818459/3751            		 		                		091022		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1394		20309		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295146		$1,645.89		$474.00		1/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818459/3751            		 		                		091035		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1394		20309		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295146		$1,645.89		$1,016.95		1/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818459/3751            		 		                		091050		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1394		20309		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295146		$1,645.89		$3.74		1/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818459/3751            		 		                		091104		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1421		20605		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295153		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		1/10/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5140818458/3750                		 		                		103418		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1188		17800		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295113		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		12/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5112618458/3750                		 		                		104257		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1262		18682		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$1,881.32		$181.33		12/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5112618459/3751                		 		                		101008		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1262		18682		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$1,881.32		$474.00		12/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5112618459/3751                		 		                		101019		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1262		18682		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$1,881.32		$1,222.98		12/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5112618459/3751                		 		                		101032		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1262		18682		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$1,881.32		$3.01		12/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5112618459/3751                		 		                		101118		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1365		10949		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$24,185.43		$4,718.25		1/2/2018		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5140818485/3777            		 		                		151010		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		869		14304		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295089		$1,819.69		$1,212.82		10/24/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		140154		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		869		14304		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295089		$1,819.69		$4.56		10/24/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		140218		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		871		10587		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$27,970.14		$4,995.36		10/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5084118485/3777            		 		                		115452		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		871		10587		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$27,970.14		$22,974.78		10/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5084118485/3777            		 		                		115504		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1168		10784		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$28,612.24		$5,462.08		11/30/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5112618485/3777            		 		                		131245		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1168		10784		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$28,612.24		$23,150.16		11/30/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5112618485/3777            		 		                		131256		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		743		08975		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295066		$1,962.22		$474.00		10/6/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418459/3751            		 		                		143125		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		743		08975		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295066		$1,962.22		$1,327.01		10/6/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418459/3751            		 		                		143138		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		743		08975		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295066		$1,962.22		$11.48		10/6/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418459/3751            		 		                		143151		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		867		14274		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295088		$1,691.00		$1,691.00		10/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118458/3750                		 		                		115130		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		869		14304		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295089		$1,819.69		$128.31		10/24/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		140129		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		869		14304		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295089		$1,819.69		$474.00		10/24/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		5084118459/3751                		 		                		140140		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		522		06576		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$1,819.35		$5.39		9/7/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4998218459/3751                		 		                		123448		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		522		06587		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295051		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4998218458/3750                		 		                		124102		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		699		10485		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$28,794.44		$5,702.74		10/2/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418485/3777            		 		                		140937		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		699		10485		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$28,794.44		$23,091.70		10/2/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418485/3777            		 		                		140949		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		728		08728		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295067		$2,164.51		$2,164.51		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5055418458/3750                		 		                		142559		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		743		08975		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295066		$1,962.22		$149.73		10/6/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5055418459/3751            		 		                		143114		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		275		04039		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295023		$1,870.52		$6.28		8/8/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4912318459                     		 		                		144809		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		430		10297		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$26,442.89		$4,988.07		8/28/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4998218485/3777            		 		                		124459		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		430		10297		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$26,442.89		$21,454.82		8/28/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4998218485/3777            		 		                		124510		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		522		06576		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$1,819.35		$98.44		9/7/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4998218459/3751                		 		                		123402		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		522		06576		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$1,819.35		$474.00		9/7/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4998218459/3751                		 		                		123415		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		522		06576		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$1,819.35		$1,241.52		9/7/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4998218459/3751                		 		                		123427		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		838		14061		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290029		$10,430.21		$10,430.21		10/19/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		63467                          		 		                		110225		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		889		10593		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290032		$20,527.50		$20,527.50		10/25/2017		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0023/24/25/26/27         		 		                		125019		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1074		10739		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290040		$11,645.00		$11,645.00		11/16/2017		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0028,CF0029,CF0030           		 		                		125711		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1296		10888		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290049		$2,953.75		$2,953.75		12/19/2017		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0031                     		 		                		122152		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1577		P0065		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290059		$1,933.75		$1,933.75		1/31/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0032                     		 		                		140019		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1717		P0188		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290070		$3,102.50		$3,102.50		2/22/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0033                     		 		                		131646		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1973		44476		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290079		$2,720.00		$2,720.00		4/2/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0034                     		 		                		145144		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2173		P0558		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290087		$3,740.00		$3,740.00		4/30/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0035                     		 		                		130752		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2516		P0752		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290099		$5,355.00		$5,355.00		6/12/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0037                     		 		                		141909		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2523		P0760		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290098		$3,676.25		$3,676.25		6/13/2018		5060007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0036                     		 		                		132922		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		9026		10593		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290032		$0.00		$20,527.50		11/17/2017		5060007000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO PURCHASE CODE          		 		                		082808		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		9026		10593		2		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290032		$0.00		($20,527.50)		11/17/2017		5060007000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO PURCHASE CODE          		 		                		093836		BJAH181

		223934584-2		NATIONAL HIGHWAY INSTITUTE 
1310 NORTH COURTHOUSE ROAD
SUITE 300
ARLINGTON, VA 22201-2594		691		08336		5		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012125    		230		Z2902017007		230084		$10,625.00		$1,700.00		10/2/2017		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV N170802677                 		 		                		094703		EF39013

		710427007-3		FEDEX - 3 
P O BOX 371461
PITTSBURGH, PA 15250-7461		1298		19041		3		R		EL		4143		290		0810		211		         		          		110		           		110162		$219.78		$14.03		12/19/2017		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		6-024-76008                    		 		                		124501		BJAH181

		411792530-0		WOLTERS KLUWER FINANCIAL SVC 
33082 COLLECTIONS CENTER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60693-0330		1866		27886		1		R		CB		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290047		$64,650.00		$64,650.00		3/14/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		307506988                      		 		                		130919		BJAH181

		411792530-0		WOLTERS KLUWER FINANCIAL SVC 
33082 COLLECTIONS CENTER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60693-0330		1983		27390		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290081		$25,875.00		$25,875.00		4/3/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		307506987                      		 		                		151706		BJAH181

		411792530-0		WOLTERS KLUWER FINANCIAL SVC 
33082 COLLECTIONS CENTER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60693-0330		2527		33974		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		279		         		          		290		           		290101		$1,660.09		$1,660.09		6/14/2018		5050021000       		F		  		Y		145041		307731751                      		 		                		104745		BJAH181

		411792530-0		WOLTERS KLUWER FINANCIAL SVC 
33082 COLLECTIONS CENTER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60693-0330		2593		34681		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		279		         		          		290		           		290102		$1,609.37		$1,609.37		6/21/2018		5050021000       		F		  		Y		145041		307743255                      		 		                		143345		BJAH181

		952775732-0		E S R I 
P O BOX 741076
LOS ANGELES, CA 90074-1076		35		01104		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$99,674.00		$99,674.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 93305403                   		 		                		112703		EF39013

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		285		04104		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294006		$2,462.20		$2,462.20		8/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		402529                         		 		                		102119		BJAH181

		710775615-0		KING RIBS INC CORKYS
12005 WESTHAVEN
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211-2745		2737		35116		7		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230308		$5,323.84		$30.56		6/26/2018		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		2018 ROOADEO STATE FINALS      		 		                		085846		BJAH181

		100069302-0		CONFERENCE FOR PROF ASSISTANTS 
900 W. CAPITOL AVE., SUITE 400
ATTN:  DOTTIE BOYLES
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201		752		13110		10		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		020		           		020006		$2,640.00		$55.00		10/9/2017		5050017000       		F		A 		Y		145041		                               		 		                		110219		EF39013

		836000263-0		WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION FINANCIAL SERVICES
5300 BISHOP BOULEVARD
CHEYENNE, WY 82009-3340		632		07685		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293035		$4,400.00		$4,400.00		9/21/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0000091068                     		 		                		142540		BJAH181

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		141		02318		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290010		$6,682.50		$6,682.50		7/21/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		175634                         		 		                		135851		BJAH181

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		1666		23099		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290066		$26,251.10		$26,251.10		2/14/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		183670                         		 		                		143013		BJAH181

		830483136-0		RELIANT TECHNOLOGY LLC 
1371 SOUTHLAND CIRCLE NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318-3626		1315		19223		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294039		$12,646.00		$12,646.00		12/21/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 20822                      		 		                		144555		EF39013

		270603211-0		GENESIS DATACOM LLC 
13008 LAWSON ROAD SUITE C
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72210		295		04189		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295032		$262.50		$262.50		8/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3833                       		 		                		105639		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		62		01127		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294003		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		7/12/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7994471                        		 		                		082033		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		147		02335		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294005		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		7/21/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		7704195                        		 		                		150350		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		329		04531		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294011		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		8/15/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		80000120                       		 		                		134943		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		581		07197		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294016		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		9/14/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8004889                    		 		                		141008		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		762		13270		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294021		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		10/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8010778                        		 		                		141140		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		837		14037		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294025		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		10/18/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0702840                        		 		                		142439		BJAH181

		522328686-0		MICRO FOCUS US INC 
P O BOX 19224
PALATINE, IL 60055-9224		2083		28849		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		290		           		294065		$10,000.00		$10,000.00		4/17/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		96625169                       		 		                		132831		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1829		25360		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294060		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		3/8/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8040272                        		 		                		142804		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2028		28082		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294069		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		4/10/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8045784                        		 		                		105126		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2300		31294		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294074		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		5/16/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8051902                        		 		                		090857		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2390		32296		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294078		$16,819.69		$16,819.69		5/29/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		4802749                        		 		                		111455		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2562		34253		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294079		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		6/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8056610                        		 		                		135644		BJAH181

		522328686-0		MICRO FOCUS US INC 
P O BOX 19224
PALATINE, IL 60055-9224		676		08168		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294017		$42,563.46		$42,563.46		9/28/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 96621634                   		 		                		145208		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1001		15869		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294028		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		11/8/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8016901                        		 		                		092606		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1252		18564		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294037		$21,747.11		$21,747.11		12/13/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8022575                        		 		                		131614		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1357		19742		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294042		$1,957.24		$1,957.24		1/2/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 802257T                    		 		                		114425		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1440		20703		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294046		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		1/11/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8028793                        		 		                		133028		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1489		21225		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294048		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		1/19/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1803539                        		 		                		131005		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1671		23135		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294054		$23,704.35		$23,704.35		2/15/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		8036141                        		 		                		130739		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		194		02931		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293026		$380.42		$380.42		7/27/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156445                        		 		                		143011		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		204		03012		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293028		$216.92		$216.92		7/28/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156446                        		 		                		133958		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		226		03380		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293030		$553.74		$553.74		8/2/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0156551                    		 		                		091358		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		227		03400		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293029		$332.46		$332.46		8/2/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156533                        		 		                		092128		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		412		05395		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293033		$87.20		$87.20		8/24/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156989                        		 		                		134608		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		845		14122		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293037		$260.52		$260.52		10/19/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0157788                        		 		                		134210		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2756		35373		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293115		$489.42		$489.42		6/26/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0161730                        		 		                		152135		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1501		21407		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293054		$358.62		$358.62		1/23/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158832                        		 		                		131832		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1671		23148		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293059		$511.22		$511.22		2/15/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0159650                        		 		                		131608		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1675		23179		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293058		$336.82		$336.82		2/15/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0159378                        		 		                		131948		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1965		27135		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293072		$673.62		$673.62		4/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0160341                    		 		                		104203		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2491		33520		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295278		$463.26		$463.26		6/12/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0161558                        		 		                		075049		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2742		35174		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293110		$87.20		$87.20		6/26/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0161543                        		 		                		113715		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1007		15909		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293038		$391.32		$391.32		11/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158007                        		 		                		094707		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1097		16792		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293040		$227.82		$227.82		11/21/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158254                        		 		                		111443		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1135		17179		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293043		$413.12		$413.12		11/27/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0158388                    		 		                		143835		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1148		17338		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293041		$87.20		$87.20		11/29/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158347                        		 		                		084152		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1215		18111		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293044		$227.82		$227.82		12/7/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158418                        		 		                		134457		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1303		19116		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293049		$87.20		$87.20		12/19/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0158632                        		 		                		152510		BJAH181

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		275		04048		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294007		$1,973.33		$1,973.33		8/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		746673                         		 		                		145427		BJAH181

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		2401		32433		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294077		$1,973.33		$1,973.33		5/30/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		746746                         		 		                		125804		BJAH181

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		1564		22092		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294049		$6,037.00		$6,037.00		1/30/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # CW172055                 		 		                		104727		GALA421

		943411754-0		VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROF INC 
6625 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119		1786		24928		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294058		$3,540.00		$3,540.00		3/6/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INVREN004443                   		 		                		122852		BJAH181

		541954458-0		CVENT INC 
PO BOX 822699
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2699		651		07853		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290009		$8,000.00		$8,000.00		9/26/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4100155025-A               		 		                		074909		EF39013

		582100221-0		DURHAM GEO ENTERPRISES INC DURHAM GEO SLOPE INDICATOR
P O BOX 870907
STONE MOUNTAIN, GA 30087-0023		1790		24951		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293067		$1,050.00		$1,050.00		3/6/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		2094244                        		 		                		125608		BJAH181

		710507150-0		KING KAT INC 
9952 HIGHWAY 13 NORTH
CARLISLE, AR 72024-8661		152		40153		7		R		EL		4141		290		3400		499		         		012136    		230		M2332017003		230013		$1,147.50		$27.00		7/24/2017		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		JULY 12-13 DINNER EVENT        		 		                		111931		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		50		01506		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293020		$403,996.25		$278,546.25		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47840708                   		 		                		141926		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		50		01506		2		R		SS		4143		290		0980		253		         		   328    		290		           		293020		$403,996.25		$125,450.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47840708                   		 		                		141938		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		917		14794		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293039		$3,226.12		$3,226.12		10/30/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47864818                   		 		                		083810		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		1684		23283		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293061		$48,082.67		$48,082.67		2/16/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47892941                       		 		                		090325		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		1774		24505		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293069		$94,000.00		$94,000.00		3/2/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90052479                       		 		                		114429		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		1970		27202		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293074		$47,000.00		$47,000.00		4/3/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90052650                       		 		                		095353		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		2244		30732		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293091		$3,298.50		$3,298.50		5/9/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47907769                       		 		                		112731		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		320		04517		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294012		$454.22		$454.22		8/15/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110150792                     		 		                		132900		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		2330		31661		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294076		$2,521.53		$2,521.53		5/18/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110157414                     		 		                		144450		BJAH181

		522198860-0		EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM 
P O BOX 34076
6901 ROCKLEDGE DRIVE SUITE 600
BETHESDA, MD 20827-0076		35		01124		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293006		$45,318.00		$45,318.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV INV026311                  		 		                		114027		EF39013

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		285		04116		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295031		$50.00		$50.00		8/9/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		102704		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		382		05031		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295042		$150.00		$150.00		8/22/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 93864081-00001            		 		                		090621		EF39013

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		608		07455		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295061		$150.00		$150.00		9/19/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		125144		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		800		13664		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295083		$150.00		$150.00		10/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 93864081-00001            		 		                		103820		EF39013

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1080		16627		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295108		$163.50		$163.50		11/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		143404		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1280		18862		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295138		$173.27		$173.27		12/15/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		150503		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2512		33847		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295294		$374.14		$374.14		6/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		113207		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1518		21507		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295164		$163.50		$163.50		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		100116		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1674		23173		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295189		$206.11		$206.11		2/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		135134		BJAH181

		592350187-0		OPEN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
P O BOX 162652
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716-2652		1872		25740		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294063		$1,123.20		$1,123.20		3/15/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1804207                        		 		                		095745		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		1883		25851		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295218		$163.87		$163.87		3/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		120423		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2071		28628		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295246		$163.50		$163.50		4/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		141017		BJAH181

		742782655-3		A T & T TELECONFERENCE SERVICE 
P O BOX 5002
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5002		2347		31814		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295271		$205.74		$205.74		5/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		93864081-00001                 		 		                		135648		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		148		Y2468		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230008		$308.00		$110.00		7/21/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		1944962                        		 		                		153435		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		197		02984		7		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230019		$242.00		$44.00		7/28/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2047062                        		 		                		083819		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		571		07112		7		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230061		$176.00		$22.00		9/13/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2125550                        		 		                		135104		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1414		20563		4		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230180		$396.00		$44.00		1/9/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2346774                        		 		                		141832		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1677		23234		4		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230217		$396.00		$22.00		2/15/2018		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		2419186                        		 		                		144227		BJAH181

		710549843-0		JAY S STANLEY AND ASSOCIATES 
PO BOX 6315
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72124		1590		22400		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293057		$238.37		$238.37		2/2/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		62975                          		 		                		115241		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		50		01524		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290007		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0023801-IN                 		 		                		142832		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		264		03874		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290015		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		8/7/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0023901-IN                 		 		                		114320		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		535		06699		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290021		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		9/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024000-IN                     		 		                		103134		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		767		13374		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290028		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		10/11/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024106-IN                     		 		                		100116		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1014		15987		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290038		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		11/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024203-IN                     		 		                		101136		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1217		18162		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290045		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		12/7/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024302-IN                     		 		                		143546		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2505		33650		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290100		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		6/12/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024927-IN                     		 		                		111441		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1389		20242		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290054		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		1/5/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024405-IN                     		 		                		134856		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1643		22711		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290064		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		2/12/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024504-IN                     		 		                		110613		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1835		25451		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290075		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		3/9/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024603-IN                     		 		                		091555		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2035		28191		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290083		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		4/10/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024707-IN                     		 		                		150205		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2203		30155		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290088		$468.00		$468.00		5/3/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024791-IN                     		 		                		100701		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2273		31067		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290091		$1,629.72		$1,629.72		5/11/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0024814-IN                     		 		                		141817		BJAH181

		231352024-0		A S T M INTERNATIONAL 
100 BARR HARBOR DRIVE
WEST CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 19428		402		05231		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293032		$34,480.00		$34,480.00		8/23/2017		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		7038022                        		 		                		143449		BJAH181

		742354747-0		ENSOFT INC 
3003  HOWARD LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78728-7105		50		01521		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293025		$780.00		$780.00		7/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7327                       		 		                		142656		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		97		Y1929		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295012		$378.35		$172.85		7/17/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		104248		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		97		Y1929		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295012		$378.35		$205.50		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		104325		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		98		Y1968		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295011		$2,668.36		$2,668.36		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287262899637              		 		                		115804		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		264		03864		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295030		$2,668.36		$2,668.36		8/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287262899637X07282017      		 		                		113600		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		264		03872		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295026		$378.30		$172.80		8/7/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		114130		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2737		35107		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295299		$252.18		$95.26		6/26/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X06192018          		 		                		084450		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2737		35107		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295299		$252.18		$156.92		6/26/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X06192018          		 		                		084501		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2754		35330		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295300		$470.76		$470.76		6/26/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		142105		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2154		29555		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295259		$267.80		$162.00		4/25/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145709		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2219		30388		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295265		$2,669.44		$2,669.44		5/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 287262899637            		 		                		095133		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2347		31820		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295273		$261.94		$102.34		5/22/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X04192018          		 		                		140052		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2347		31820		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295273		$261.94		$159.60		5/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X04192018          		 		                		140101		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2363		31997		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295277		$506.30		$506.30		5/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884X04192018          		 		                		150543		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2461		33107		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295286		$2,669.44		$2,669.44		6/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X05282018          		 		                		082538		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1981		27345		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295236		$2,668.36		$2,668.36		4/3/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		141545		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2004		27700		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295239		$45.34		$26.68		4/5/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		102154		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2004		27700		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295239		$45.34		$18.66		4/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		102205		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2005		27736		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295240		$1.33		$1.33		4/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287281109031                   		 		                		100334		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2145		29487		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295258		$133.82		$133.82		4/25/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		133125		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2154		29555		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295259		$267.80		$105.80		4/25/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810                   		 		                		145655		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1822		25306		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295207		$285.84		$117.84		3/8/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X                     		 		                		135149		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1822		25306		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295207		$285.84		$168.00		3/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X                     		 		                		135202		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1832		25398		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		219		         		          		130		           		130311		$558.92		$500.00		3/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287246227533                   		 		                		154220		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1931		26596		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295226		$139.38		$55.38		3/27/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X                  		 		                		141627		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1931		26596		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295226		$139.38		$84.00		3/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054810X                  		 		                		141646		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1958		27043		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295229		$26.07		$26.07		3/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287283054884                   		 		                		115847		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1595		22490		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295179		$303.17		$117.84		2/5/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		131101		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1595		22490		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295179		$303.17		$185.33		2/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		131112		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1605		23598		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295181		$66.67		$66.67		2/6/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287281109031                   		 		                		130842		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1607		24641		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295180		$2,448.02		$2,448.02		2/6/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		140905		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1815		26310		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295205		$2,669.66		$2,669.66		3/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		130646		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1821		26436		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295206		$71.33		$71.33		3/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287281109031                   		 		                		112533		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1260		18663		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295122		$57.47		$57.47		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287281109031                   		 		                		091738		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1260		18670		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295123		$2,448.02		$2,448.02		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X11282017          		 		                		092028		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1404		20442		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295150		$42.00		$42.00		1/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287281109031             		 		                		130103		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1407		20480		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295152		$348.33		$156.55		1/9/2018		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X12282017             		 		                		085145		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1407		20480		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295152		$348.33		$191.78		1/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X12282017             		 		                		085156		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1407		20495		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295149		$2,448.02		$2,448.02		1/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X12282017          		 		                		094426		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		740		08909		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295072		$2,448.02		$2,448.02		10/6/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287262899637X09282017      		 		                		104302		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1048		16359		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295101		$341.29		$173.29		11/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134801		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1048		16359		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295101		$341.29		$168.00		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134809		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1048		16360		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295100		$2,448.02		$2,448.02		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		134855		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1198		17894		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295119		$341.29		$173.29		12/5/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		143628		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1198		17894		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295119		$341.29		$168.00		12/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		143639		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		264		03872		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295026		$378.30		$205.50		8/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		114142		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		523		06621		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295048		$2,668.36		$2,668.36		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		132037		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		538		06709		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295049		$378.51		$172.80		9/8/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		105218		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		538		06709		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295049		$378.51		$205.71		9/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		105228		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		731		08811		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295073		$378.30		$172.80		10/5/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		151905		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		731		08811		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295073		$378.30		$205.50		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		151915		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		2316		31428		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290092		$703.42		$703.42		5/17/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50497                          		 		                		083311		BJAH181

		820796154-0		NATIONAL SECURITY AND TRUST INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES
P O BOX 11407 DEPT 5874
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35246-5874		2503		33605		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290096		$703.42		$703.42		6/12/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		50616                          		 		                		102435		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		35		01114		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295002		$52,059.11		$52,059.11		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1733/1734                  		 		                		113439		EF39013

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		845		14121		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295058		$2,991.42		$2,991.42		10/19/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1773                           		 		                		134146		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1566		22141		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294043		$1,558.56		$1,558.56		1/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1814                       		 		                		120758		AMWA425

		593306080-0		INNOVATIVE ROUTINES INT L, INC 
2194 HIGHWAY A1A, #303
MELBOURNE, FL 32937-4932		2002		27672		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294066		$3,357.60		$3,357.60		4/4/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		32844                          		 		                		154211		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		541		06740		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295057		$530.02		$530.02		9/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		145435		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		605		07443		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295060		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		9/19/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		093532		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		764		13322		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295078		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		10/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GC57977                        		 		                		153333		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		811		13711		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295082		$530.02		$530.02		10/16/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831-000-6511-603          		 		                		073951		EF39013

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1048		16368		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295099		$530.02		$530.02		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		135431		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1256		18623		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295134		$530.02		$530.02		12/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		151521		BJAH181

		952588496-0		ITERIS INC 
P O BOX 842123
LOS ANGELES, CA 90084-2123		251		03725		1		R		SS		4143		290		0980		253		         		   328    		290		           		295022		$65,000.00		$65,000.00		8/4/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		323451                         		 		                		083007		BJAH181

		952588496-0		ITERIS INC 
P O BOX 842123
LOS ANGELES, CA 90084-2123		2113		29112		1		R		SS		4143		290		0980		253		         		   329    		290		           		293056		$69,550.00		$69,550.00		4/19/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		41218.5                        		 		                		151028		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2236		30644		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295269		$530.02		$530.02		5/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		100833		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2290		31254		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295270		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		5/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206               		 		                		143112		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2357		31937		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295274		$484.51		$484.51		5/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7064-466               		 		                		090322		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2459		33056		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295287		$507.02		$507.02		6/6/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		144856		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2519		33873		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295293		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		6/13/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7608 206 / 0162191408  		 		                		123148		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2588		34606		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295298		$484.51		$484.51		6/20/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8134852404                     		 		                		154427		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1883		25870		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295220		$534.47		$534.47		3/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603/5257310400    		 		                		121745		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1886		25882		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295217		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		3/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9402110409                     		 		                		144025		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1917		26281		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295222		$557.42		$557.42		3/23/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8310007064466            		 		                		125643		AMWA425

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2042		28217		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295243		$530.02		$530.02		4/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		111126		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2092		44822		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295252		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		4/18/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 831 000-7608 206          		 		                		131233		EF39013

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2138		29355		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295255		$484.51		$484.51		4/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 466               		 		                		115111		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1441		20728		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295157		$530.02		$530.02		1/11/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		2956200403                     		 		                		140458		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1520		21571		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295166		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8891479301                     		 		                		112552		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1533		21690		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295172		$484.51		$484.51		1/25/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 7064 466               		 		                		145639		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1627		22569		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295183		$558.02		$558.02		2/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 831-000-6511-603        		 		                		113118		GALA421

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1675		23191		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295188		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		2/15/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4151830407                     		 		                		132725		BJAH181

		134924710-1		A T & T 
P O BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1751		24210		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295195		$484.51		$484.51		2/28/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-000-7064-466               		 		                		123847		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		98		Y1967		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295006		$316.72		$316.72		7/17/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 842046926-00001           		 		                		115720		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		264		03862		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295027		$20.04		$20.04		8/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		113448		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		264		03871		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295025		$316.92		$316.92		8/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 842046926-00001           		 		                		114103		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		523		06604		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295047		$316.92		$316.92		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		130633		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		523		06606		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295046		$20.04		$20.04		9/7/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		130720		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		729		08753		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295071		$371.14		$371.14		10/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9793356901                     		 		                		144050		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2356		31915		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295272		$20.04		$20.04		5/22/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		151408		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2441		32778		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295285		$560.14		$560.14		6/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		101327		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2441		32794		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295284		$421.23		$421.23		6/5/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		104336		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2588		34610		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295296		$20.04		$20.04		6/20/2018		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		154643		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1958		27044		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295227		$20.04		$20.04		3/30/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		115905		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1984		27424		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295238		$461.94		$461.94		4/3/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		145156		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1989		27425		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295237		$445.87		$445.87		4/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		103517		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2161		29627		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295257		$20.04		$20.04		4/26/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		142223		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2192		29978		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295261		$410.89		$410.89		5/2/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		130808		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2205		30224		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295264		$622.10		$622.10		5/3/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		134153		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1407		20494		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295147		$552.75		$552.75		1/9/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		094345		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1519		21549		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295167		$20.04		$20.04		1/24/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		110647		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1635		22649		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295184		$494.24		$494.24		2/8/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		134124		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1733		24005		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295194		$20.04		$20.04		2/27/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		115225		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1817		26372		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295204		$489.03		$489.03		3/7/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		143502		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1883		25855		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295214		$626.01		$626.01		3/16/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		442191280-00001                		 		                		120651		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		742		08974		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295068		$20.04		$20.04		10/6/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 34200600800001           		 		                		142857		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		891		14411		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295090		$20.04		$20.04		10/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		134903		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1048		16367		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295096		$365.18		$365.18		11/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		135403		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1187		17799		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295117		$20.04		$20.04		12/5/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		103620		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1260		18669		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295120		$440.25		$440.25		12/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		092002		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1380		20068		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295142		$20.04		$20.04		1/4/2018		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		095926		EF39013

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		636		07724		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294018		$179,478.97		$179,478.97		9/21/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90389774/9775..                		 		                		151919		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		50		01501		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295003		$171,287.54		$171,287.54		7/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011117017812/17965        		 		                		141707		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		142		Y2438		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295142		$11,445.00		$11,445.00		7/21/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117004115                  		 		                		143213		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		386		05114		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		665014		$2,182.56		$2,182.56		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117022642                  		 		                		102433		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		387		05131		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295033		$948.30		$948.30		8/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117022640                  		 		                		095549		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		921		14880		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295087		$19,210.12		$19,210.12		10/30/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011117029658              		 		                		123307		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1002		15893		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295092		$1,757.08		$1,757.08		11/8/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011117030133              		 		                		093911		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		9046		14609		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665022		$0.00		$25,319.53		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		095602		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		9046		16637		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665026		$0.00		$450.98		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		100931		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		9073		29105		1		R		ST		4145		290		7780		680		         		          		660		           		665037		$0.00		$58,776.32		6/5/2018		5130015000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL, FUNC,OBJ           		 		                		091306		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		9073		29105		2		R		ST		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		660		           		665037		$0.00		($58,776.32)		6/5/2018		5090027000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO GL, FUNC,OBJ           		 		                		091317		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2167		C0183		1		R		ST		4145		290		7780		680		         		          		660		           		665038		$3,051.45		$3,051.45		4/27/2018		5130016001       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011118009732/010108       		 		                		105303		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2319		31508		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295260		$2,027.40		$2,027.40		5/18/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		60111118012543                 		 		                		090701		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2380		32127		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295209		$40,239.11		$40,239.11		5/25/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118006610,3003301800641S...		 		                		112344		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2401		32430		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295279		$91,560.00		$91,560.00		5/30/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117001342B                 		 		                		125636		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2564		34310		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295288		$3,815.00		$3,815.00		6/19/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		602111803415                   		 		                		143531		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		9046		13029		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665020		$0.00		$944.77		3/30/2018		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO BUDGET                 		 		                		094849		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1500		21395		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295162		$320.25		$320.25		1/23/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118000866                  		 		                		131119		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1622		24763		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295174		$1,510.96		$1,510.96		2/7/2018		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118001979                  		 		                		133312		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1709		23789		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295192		$763.00		$763.00		2/22/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6021118000906              		 		                		102837		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1951		26933		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295223		$73,309.81		$73,309.81		3/29/2018		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011118007655                  		 		                		095651		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2071		28626		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295248		$381.50		$381.50		4/13/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021118000005                  		 		                		140847		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2113		29105		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		660		           		665037		$58,776.32		$58,776.32		4/19/2018		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		601111800-8007,9091,9726       		 		                		150657		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1080		16638		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		295095		$498.68		$498.68		11/17/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117031903                  		 		                		144031		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1097		16793		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295106		$6,130.67		$6,130.67		11/21/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0611117032312                  		 		                		111542		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1182		17726		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295094		$6,322.00		$6,322.00		12/5/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117031063                  		 		                		093745		KG41177

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1218		18187		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295021		$572.25		$572.25		12/7/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117007308                  		 		                		145458		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1232		18361		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295126		$572.25		$572.25		12/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117007887                  		 		                		145027		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1263		18720		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		460		         		          		290		           		294033		$47,173.58		$47,173.58		12/14/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011117034271              		 		                		111604		EF39013

		621255401-0		PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
3750 OLD GETWELL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118-6032		2230		30548		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295030		$3,922.96		$3,922.96		5/8/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		130982                         		 		                		092401		BJAH181

		621255401-0		PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
3750 OLD GETWELL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118-6032		2325		31553		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295228		$996.45		$996.45		5/18/2018		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		131858                         		 		                		102716		BJAH181







2017 Software Summary

						Data

		Budget		Obj		Sum of Detail Amt		Sum of Header Amt

		290		253		$   4,063,290.13		$   14,287,938.42

		290 Total				$   4,063,290.13		$   14,287,938.42

		Grand Total				$   4,063,290.13		$   14,287,938.42





2017 VoucherHistory

		VoucherHistory

		Fiscal Year: 2017



		Fed Id -
Seq No		Vendor		Batch		Voucher		Line		Vouch Type		Detail Purch Code		Exp Code		Budget		Func		Obj		CRS		Job		Orig Budget		FAP		Req		Header Amt		Detail Amt		Last Date		GL Account		Req Code		Pay Method		FTP Code		Cost Center		Vendor Account Info		Card Type		Card Ref No		Last Time		Last UserID

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		712		09046		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$2,068.70		$436.20		10/6/2016		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133615		BJAH181

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		712		09046		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$2,068.70		$227.36		10/6/2016		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133629		BJAH181

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		712		09046		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$2,068.70		$1,310.64		10/6/2016		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133707		BJAH181

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		712		09046		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$2,068.70		$44.50		10/6/2016		5050010000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133843		BJAH181

		000029370-0		LESA FRYMARK		712		09046		5		R		EL		4141		290		3400		280		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$2,068.70		$50.00		10/6/2016		5050014000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133743		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		317		04116		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,105.25		$1,105.25		8/15/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-399972/813/945/400077/253  		 		                		105254		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		419		05268		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295028		$235.00		$235.00		8/26/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-400529                     		 		                		143320		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		723		08844		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$5,198.66		$5,198.66		10/10/2016		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185-401720/185-402068      		 		                		102522		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1468		21301		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295109		$8,062.16		$8,062.16		1/25/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-404659/404688/404615/404930		 		                		141759		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1960		27421		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295145		$5,454.20		$5,454.20		4/10/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185405696-97/405864/406910 		 		                		152056		AMWA425

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2561		33999		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665020		$7,284.58		$7,284.58		6/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-408448/408555              		 		                		131049		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2598		34499		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295195		$8,742.00		$8,742.00		6/26/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-408043/408081/408082/408122		 		                		145822		BJAH181

		221854351-0		SYNCSORT INC 
2 BLUE HILL PLAZA
SUITE 1563
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965-3113		2448		32701		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294069		$7,682.00		$7,682.00		6/12/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0012001-0717               		 		                		082944		EF39013

		710802458-0		BLIND ILLUSIONS INC 
19863 INTERSTATE 30 SUITE 5
BENTON, AR 72015-8026		2509		33330		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		290		           		290098		$2,447.05		$2,447.05		6/16/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		70463                          		 		                		152233		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		86		01631		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$4,475.00		$4,475.00		7/14/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14317                          		 		                		125816		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		86		01632		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293004		$28,998.75		$28,998.75		7/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		14318                          		 		                		125835		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		86		01647		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293003		$28,558.75		$28,558.75		7/14/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14319                          		 		                		130944		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1030		16368		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290048		$1,540.00		$1,540.00		11/18/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		160002                         		 		                		092218		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1386		20481		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290059		$2,200.00		$2,200.00		1/13/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		170001                         		 		                		100308		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1710		P0180		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290072		$3,780.00		$3,780.00		3/3/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 170002                     		 		                		125702		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		86		01637		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294002		$354.78		$354.78		7/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5043103624                     		 		                		130022		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		88		01650		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294001		$214.69		$214.69		7/15/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5043098400                     		 		                		090057		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		305		03031		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294007		$261.25		$261.25		8/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5043660820                     		 		                		141253		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		552		06886		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294013		$169.30		$169.30		9/15/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5044265533                     		 		                		121616		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		781		13454		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294018		$148.11		$148.11		10/17/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5044804526                 		 		                		080306		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		781		13455		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294017		$354.78		$354.78		10/17/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5044791945                 		 		                		080341		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1975		27619		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294058		$390.26		$390.26		4/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5047853658                     		 		                		111826		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1975		27620		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294057		$174.03		$174.03		4/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5047877746                     		 		                		111849		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2211		30155		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294064		$187.52		$187.52		5/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5048311514                     		 		                		113251		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2440		32627		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294070		$166.67		$166.67		6/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5048726393                     		 		                		093034		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		993		15940		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294024		$160.93		$160.93		11/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 504355730                  		 		                		110712		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1199		18320		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294025		$2,174.46		$2,174.46		12/13/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5045833491                     		 		                		091810		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1382		20471		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294033		$167.47		$167.47		1/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5046361059                     		 		                		150042		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1390		20508		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294034		$354.78		$354.78		1/13/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5046331027                     		 		                		154038		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1557		22648		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294040		$205.82		$205.82		2/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5046886353                     		 		                		132302		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1741		24870		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294048		$142.68		$142.68		3/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5047322749                     		 		                		094020		BJAH181

		931298868-0		P T V AMERICA INC 
1530 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
ARLINGTON, VA 22209-2418		32		01202		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293006		$11,958.60		$11,958.60		7/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10706081                       		 		                		093502		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		44		Y1409		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295002		$95.00		$95.00		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		824456                         		 		                		121059		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		44		Y1410		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295007		$190.00		$190.00		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		827527                         		 		                		121125		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		45		Y1425		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295008		$285.00		$285.00		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		827528                         		 		                		123427		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		45		Y1426		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295001		$47.50		$47.50		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		825279                         		 		                		123451		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		198		02775		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295020		$142.50		$142.50		7/29/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		833889                         		 		                		132103		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		305		03044		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295025		$95.00		$95.00		8/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		836597                         		 		                		142639		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2178		29777		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295188		$1,320.00		$1,320.00		5/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 909621/622/623/572/551     		 		                		124455		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2295		30905		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295202		$845.00		$845.00		5/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		910434/910397/810433/910435    		 		                		112824		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2515		33430		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295218		$500.00		$500.00		6/20/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9174212                        		 		                		071613		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2055		28371		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295180		$190.00		$190.00		4/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 907083/907084              		 		                		144059		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2063		28460		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295101		$8,687.36		$8,687.36		4/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		906901                         		 		                		133124		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2121		29100		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295184		$219.50		$219.50		5/1/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 905692                     		 		                		135605		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2151		29411		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295187		$8,147.50		$8,147.50		5/4/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3020618                        		 		                		112421		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2171		29698		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295186		$200.00		$200.00		5/8/2017		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 908922                     		 		                		091554		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2174		29745		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295191		$1,333.06		$1,333.06		5/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 348802                   		 		                		132933		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1563		22674		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295138		$142.50		$142.50		2/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		895042/895043                  		 		                		105329		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1656		23771		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295147		$95.00		$95.00		2/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		896109                         		 		                		122022		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1733		24778		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295153		$1,105.38		$1,105.38		3/8/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		339317                         		 		                		110240		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1733		24781		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295158		$190.00		$190.00		3/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		899056                         		 		                		110434		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1894		26689		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295165		$330.00		$330.00		4/3/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 901218,900796,901219     		 		                		133852		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2022		28041		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295173		$700.00		$700.00		4/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		904090                         		 		                		140808		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1285		19191		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$629.63		$629.63		12/29/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		884438                         		 		                		112551		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1286		19219		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295108		$3,164.40		$3,164.40		12/29/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		329672/329675/329674...        		 		                		115841		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1294		19369		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295111		$1,578.60		$1,578.60		12/30/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		239676/329677                  		 		                		112525		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1374		20365		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295116		$95.00		$95.00		1/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		888012                         		 		                		105742		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1439		20980		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295126		$47.50		$47.50		1/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 890241                     		 		                		135852		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1557		22640		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295137		$95.00		$95.00		2/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		895044                         		 		                		131053		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		710		08640		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$47.50		$47.50		10/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		857807                         		 		                		110512		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		953		15451		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$47.50		$47.50		11/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		868956                         		 		                		094035		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1030		16373		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295084		$95.00		$95.00		11/18/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		874144                         		 		                		092456		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1173		18036		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295094		$380.00		$380.00		12/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		878824/878854/878865/878825    		 		                		104517		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1187		18135		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$47.50		$47.50		12/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 879649                   		 		                		090234		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1273		19031		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295107		$778.75		$778.75		12/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		878434                         		 		                		095403		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		415		05192		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295035		$47.50		$47.50		8/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842107                         		 		                		150601		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		418		05240		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$142.50		$142.50		8/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842108                         		 		                		141628		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		551		06860		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$142.50		$142.50		9/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		850876/850160                  		 		                		110633		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		633		07688		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		023501    		290		           		295050		$2,792.55		$2,792.55		9/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3907133                        		 		                		111002		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		652		08023		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295046		$1,081.25		$1,081.25		9/29/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3907135                        		 		                		101604		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		667		08179		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295051		$95.00		$95.00		9/30/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		855040/855041                  		 		                		111428		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		249		03385		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295012		$78,941.00		$78,941.00		8/4/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B05250615                      		 		                		115257		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2152		29433		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293027		$727,331.80		$727,331.80		5/4/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06468015                      		 		                		105102		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2306		31035		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		293029		$1,410.00		$1,410.00		5/24/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06514308                      		 		                		105355		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2308		31084		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294063		$1,800.00		$1,800.00		5/24/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06522210                      		 		                		110640		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2365		31717		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		293030		$46,704.00		$46,704.00		6/1/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B06578176                      		 		                		103321		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		256		03498		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430026		$88.78		$22.00		8/5/2016		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		998009000/18540893             		 		                		100943		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		940		15254		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430076		$185.48		$62.50		11/4/2016		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18545678                       		 		                		141702		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1101		17237		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430089		$139.22		$42.52		12/1/2016		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 18549183,18549184        		 		                		115034		GALA421

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1262		18955		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295103		$59.62		$59.62		12/22/2016		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18551317                       		 		                		111812		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1827		25865		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430145		$79.20		$17.10		3/22/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 18557732                   		 		                		085340		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2129		29234		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295183		$42.52		$42.52		5/2/2017		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18560510                       		 		                		130131		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2438		32581		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430204		$132.56		$55.00		6/8/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18564969                       		 		                		153241		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2526		33591		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295220		$50.02		$50.02		6/20/2017		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 18565452                   		 		                		095738		EF39013

		591772879-0		INFO TECH INC 
2970 SOUTHWEST 50TH TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608-5076		1634		23459		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293024		$108,000.00		$108,000.00		2/22/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV0011522                     		 		                		093340		BJAH181

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		223		03131		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260020		$2,501.07		$155.39		8/3/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		090947		BJAH181

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		2080		28604		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260201		$3,945.84		$77.69		4/26/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		325619                         		 		                		143521		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		87		Y1789		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295014		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		7/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		132453		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		307		03066		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295027		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		8/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9 / GZ62914               		 		                		135403		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		556		06905		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295041		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		9/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		131809		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		803		13727		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295068		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		10/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		111830		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1001		16067		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295082		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		11/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		130726		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1235		18602		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295098		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		12/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		152139		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1403		20640		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295124		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		1/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		102433		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1595		23070		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295143		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		2/15/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		111605		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1744		24934		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295160		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		3/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		133420		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2001		27825		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295175		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		4/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GB33344                        		 		                		130450		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2291		30899		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295200		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		5/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		CB54196                        		 		                		095159		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2476		33003		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295212		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		6/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # GB75025 ACCT # VP08J9    		 		                		143000		GALA421

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		30		Y1153		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290005		$703.42		$703.42		7/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47283                          		 		                		074116		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		276		03749		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290015		$703.42		$703.42		8/9/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47445                          		 		                		092853		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		502		06249		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290020		$703.42		$703.42		9/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47603                          		 		                		130440		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		685		08351		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290030		$703.42		$703.42		10/4/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47761                          		 		                		141351		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		941		15290		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290044		$703.42		$703.42		11/4/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47919                          		 		                		144041		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1144		17731		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290052		$703.42		$703.42		12/6/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 48075                      		 		                		111608		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		2409		32238		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290104		$703.42		$703.42		6/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		48995                          		 		                		105514		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1343		20004		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290057		$703.42		$703.42		1/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 48230                      		 		                		105248		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1528		22211		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290064		$703.42		$703.42		2/3/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		48384                          		 		                		150805		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1719		24624		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290073		$703.42		$703.42		3/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 48538                      		 		                		103709		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1918		27023		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290083		$703.42		$703.42		4/5/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		48690                          		 		                		145639		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		2157		29487		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290094		$703.42		$703.42		5/4/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 48842                      		 		                		144918		EF39013

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		2223		30299		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294061		$43.33		$43.33		5/15/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 10164978964              		 		                		091323		GALA421

		201687437-0		DOREY CATFISH CATERING 
1501 BOONE ROAD
BRYANT, AR 72022-3210		2435		32551		9		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230271		$4,959.50		$30.14		6/8/2017		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		DC060117                       		 		                		125714		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		86		01639		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295009		$5,316.97		$5,316.97		7/14/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		130148		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		308		03081		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295023		$5,316.97		$5,316.97		8/11/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		150156		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		552		06880		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295042		$5,316.97		$5,316.97		9/15/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		111905		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		802		13706		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295067		$5,315.59		$5,315.59		10/19/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		101858		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		995		15992		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295083		$5,315.59		$5,315.59		11/14/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 010632763                 		 		                		133329		EF39013

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1189		18177		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295096		$5,315.59		$5,315.59		12/12/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 010 632 763               		 		                		102511		EF39013

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1374		20366		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295120		$5,313.72		$5,313.72		1/12/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		105804		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1595		23053		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295144		$5,313.72		$5,313.72		2/15/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		110346		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1744		24945		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295161		$5,313.72		$5,313.72		3/9/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		133932		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2000		27824		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295174		$5,315.60		$5,315.60		4/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		112737		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2291		30877		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295201		$5,315.60		$5,315.60		5/23/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		091948		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2466		32942		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295215		$5,315.59		$5,315.59		6/13/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		142841		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		45		Y1439		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295000		$16,347.82		$16,347.82		7/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47872                          		 		                		124608		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		824		13901		1		R		EM		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295061		$15,998.71		$15,998.71		10/21/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		48555                          		 		                		103606		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		2211		30170		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295151		$4,275.00		$4,275.00		5/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49551/49893                    		 		                		113914		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		2333		31315		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295204		$479.60		$479.60		5/26/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		49945                          		 		                		140507		BJAH181

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		2333		31322		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295192		$1,117.77		$1,117.77		5/26/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		S5177233.001/S5186757.001      		 		                		141016		BJAH181

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		2414		32272		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295205		$107.31		$107.31		6/6/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		S5194582.001                   		 		                		143435		BJAH181

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		2420		32358		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295197		$1,102.45		$1,102.45		6/7/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		S5187831.001                   		 		                		103712		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02125		224		R		SO		4141		290		3400		499		         		012136    		230		M2332016004		230003		$335,934.49		$1,810.06		7/26/2016		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5414220708160001		070931		GALA421

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02125		608		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295011		$335,934.49		$376.05		7/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410714160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02125		609		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295011		$335,934.49		$75.21		7/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410715160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		80		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$5,825.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900620160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		81		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$10,161.32		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900629160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		82		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$3,900.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900629160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2557		33900		723		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295206		$335,027.94		$474.85		6/22/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410526170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2557		33900		724		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295206		$335,027.94		$24.02		6/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410605170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2557		33900		725		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295206		$335,027.94		$23.99		6/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410609170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		72		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290087		$314,454.79		$110.57		4/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120414170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		73		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290088		$314,454.79		$192.44		4/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120414170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		559		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$314,454.79		$17.46		4/24/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410406170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		560		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$314,454.79		$169.89		4/24/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410413170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2279		30750		619		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$348,730.32		$83.58		5/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410424170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2557		33900		26		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		290103		$335,027.94		$7.95		6/22/2017		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120602170007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		547		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295152		$326,364.35		$18.13		3/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410306170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25801		558		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293025		$377,362.46		$87.20		3/22/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900309170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25801		561		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293025		$377,362.46		$2,100.00		3/22/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900313170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		14		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		294052		$314,454.79		$64.03		4/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120320170004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		30		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		290078		$314,454.79		$1,286.83		4/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120323170005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2041		28300		31		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290079		$314,454.79		$34.42		4/24/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120323170005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23501		841		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293023		$354,752.02		$87.20		2/22/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900209170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		42		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		290070		$326,364.35		$940.27		3/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120302170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		62		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290075		$326,364.35		$189.65		3/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120309170007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		70		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290077		$326,364.35		$306.28		3/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120315170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		545		R		SO		4143		290		0746		456		         		          		290		           		295152		$326,364.35		$92.99		3/22/2017		5030010000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410303170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1821		25800		546		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295152		$326,364.35		$30.27		3/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410306170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23500		685		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295125		$289,181.86		$580.00		2/22/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410125170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23500		686		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295125		$289,181.86		$910.01		2/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410127170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9002		02125		1		R		SO		4141		290		3400		499		         		012136    		230		M2332016004		230003		$0.00		$36.94		8/10/2016		5090019000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		073637		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		9002		02125		3		R		SO		4141		290		3400		499		         		012136    		230		M2332016004		230003		$0.00		($1,810.06)		8/10/2016		5090019000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		073728		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23501		838		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293023		$354,752.02		$74.73		2/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900119170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23501		840		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293023		$354,752.02		$1,700.00		2/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900207170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		677		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		$107.91		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410110170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		678		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		($107.91)		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410111170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		679		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		($1,121.61)		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410111170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		680		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		$1,121.61		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410111170003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		681		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		$150.41		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410112170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1635		23500		49		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290066		$289,181.86		$483.94		2/22/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120209170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		209		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		$60.53		12/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901214160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		210		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		$325.92		12/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901215160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		63		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291005		$276,927.10		$6.34		1/23/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121221160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		71		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		294031		$276,927.10		$77.72		1/23/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121229160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		675		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		($21.80)		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410110170001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1428		20900		676		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295114		$276,927.10		$98.09		1/23/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410110170002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18900		652		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$284,225.51		$119.85		12/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411212160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18900		653		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$284,225.51		$137.16		12/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411212160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		202		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		$137.45		12/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901117160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		203		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		$591.00		12/22/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901121160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		205		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		$4,147.00		12/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901123160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1250		18902		206		R		SO		4143		290		0745		289		         		          		290		           		293021		$277,422.27		($500.00)		12/27/2016		5050018000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901125160001		103012		GALA421

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14100		597		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295054		$323,080.82		$640.39		10/24/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411004160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14102		141		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293015		$298,813.61		$127.17		10/24/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900929160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1048		16600		71		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290042		$294,167.38		$166.51		11/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121103160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1048		16602		98		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293016		$251,313.82		$347.72		11/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901028160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1048		16602		99		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293016		$251,313.82		$173.32		11/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901028160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1048		16602		101		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293016		$251,313.82		$2,069.00		11/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901102160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		349		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$9,391.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160009		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		350		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$11,265.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160010		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14100		3		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		290026		$323,080.82		$9.32		10/24/2016		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120916160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14100		4		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290027		$323,080.82		$18.23		10/24/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120916160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14100		5		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290028		$323,080.82		$345.31		10/24/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120916160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		844		14100		78		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290034		$323,080.82		$101.98		10/24/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121010160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		341		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$768.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		342		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$265.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		344		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$10,845.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		345		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$33,371.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		347		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$23,446.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		348		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$2,592.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900915160008		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		333		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$40.67		9/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900822160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		335		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$315.02		9/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900901160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		336		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$201.63		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900905160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		337		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$60.14		9/22/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900905160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		338		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$12,000.00		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900908160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07402		340		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293011		$354,571.72		$130.80		9/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900914160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		322		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293008		$243,511.04		$2,600.00		8/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900721160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		323		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293008		$243,511.04		$800.00		8/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900721160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		324		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$243,511.04		$1,182.50		8/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900721160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		325		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293008		$243,511.04		$116.79		8/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900725160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		326		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293008		$243,511.04		$4.33		8/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900725160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		597		07400		67		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290021		$250,613.00		$191.00		9/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120907160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		90		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$40,000.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900701160004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		91		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$2,638.80		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900704160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		92		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$2,000.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900707160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		93		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$24,305.00		7/22/2016		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900707160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04650		53		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290012		$314,137.68		$27.91		8/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120808160007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		370		04652		321		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293000		$243,511.04		$587.52		8/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900719160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		84		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$1,485.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900630160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		85		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$8,140.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900630160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		86		R		SO		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$100.00		7/22/2016		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900630160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		87		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$74,284.09		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900701160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		88		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$40,821.00		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900701160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		137		02127		89		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,225.13		$486.94		7/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900701160003		      		PCARDB 

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		86		01643		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295015		$3,263.31		$3,263.31		7/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		80030168183                    		 		                		130558		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		308		03082		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295029		$3,263.31		$3,263.31		8/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1693703906                     		 		                		150227		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		629		07588		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295043		$3,277.76		$3,277.76		9/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 8003-016-8183           		 		                		141743		GALA421

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		800		13650		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295065		$3,263.84		$3,263.84		10/18/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		141218		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1001		16068		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295081		$3,263.84		$3,263.84		11/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1694738651                     		 		                		130749		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1022		16231		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295066		$1,958.37		$1,958.37		11/17/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831-0-6511-603                 		 		                		132640		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2466		32941		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295210		$530.02		$530.02		6/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603 / 1968146308  		 		                		142807		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2470		32977		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295216		$3,276.14		$3,276.14		6/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1697400726                     		 		                		083706		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2531		33662		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295219		$527.71		$527.71		6/20/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1697521715                     		 		                		132323		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1749		24995		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295164		$3,256.61		$3,256.61		3/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1696215138                     		 		                		140701		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1753		25018		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295162		$530.02		$530.02		3/13/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 831-000-6511-603        		 		                		121259		GALA421

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1988		27663		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295171		$502.02		$502.02		4/13/2017		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603               		 		                		083459		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2001		27826		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295177		$3,276.14		$3,276.14		4/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1696602019                     		 		                		130655		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2291		30878		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295199		$3,276.14		$3,276.14		5/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183 / 1696997096     		 		                		092016		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2295		30906		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295198		$530.02		$530.02		5/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		5474106301                     		 		                		112847		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1235		18601		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295100		$573.13		$573.13		12/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		0159924309                     		 		                		152106		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1236		18626		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295099		$3,263.84		$3,263.84		12/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183 / 1695097935     		 		                		122614		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1374		20369		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295115		$530.02		$530.02		1/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 000 6511 603 / 20430374302 		 		                		105911		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1397		20599		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295123		$3,256.61		$3,256.61		1/18/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1695463709                     		 		                		085949		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1557		22641		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295139		$3,256.61		$3,256.61		2/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		131117		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1566		22729		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295140		$530.02		$530.02		2/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		831 0006511 603                		 		                		141634		BJAH181

		820484172-0		BROOKS INTERNET SOFTWARE INC 
356 W SUNNYSIDE RD
SUITE A
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4615		1729		24736		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294046		$80.19		$80.19		3/7/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		41232                          		 		                		141318		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		32		01204		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293002		$261,416.74		$261,416.74		7/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1-1323270741                   		 		                		093708		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		71		01299		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293001		$4,488.00		$4,488.00		7/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CA067157                       		 		                		143910		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		225		03164		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140989		$332.94		$28.96		8/3/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9411190692                     		 		                		102723		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		225		03174		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140067		$279.24		$24.28		8/3/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9411373468                     		 		                		103924		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		286		03923		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140087		$408.51		$26.38		8/10/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		94116389863                    		 		                		094203		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		420		05283		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140989		$295.63		$25.70		8/26/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9411837882                     		 		                		144432		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		9007		05283		12		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140989		$0.00		($25.70)		9/22/2016		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		082056		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2039		28217		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140868		$842.27		$52.00		4/20/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8122121884                     		 		                		153759		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2157		29490		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140909		$545.07		$29.00		5/4/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8122223926                 		 		                		145338		EF39013

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		2487		33141		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		141034		$1,117.59		$55.16		6/15/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8122415841                     		 		                		132219		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		9007		03164		10		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140066		$0.00		$28.96		9/22/2016		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		080401		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		9007		03164		12		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140989		$0.00		($28.96)		9/22/2016		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		080421		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		9007		05283		10		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140164		$0.00		$25.70		9/22/2016		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		082014		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		781		13451		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140285		$1,160.51		$77.28		10/17/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8120914977                 		 		                		075726		EF39013

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		1113		17325		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140446		$869.79		$51.42		12/2/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 8121089123 / 14840224      		 		                		114514		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1160		17948		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140470		$1,012.87		$51.54		12/8/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8121278877                     		 		                		094713		LB39769

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1410		20687		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140588		$872.47		$51.54		1/18/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8121457294/ACCT#14840224       		 		                		143923		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1528		22218		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140637		$1,337.36		$85.80		2/3/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8121647444                     		 		                		151406		BJAH181

		465506074-3		SHRED IT USA 
28883 NETWORK PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1288		1918		27004		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140822		$1,463.19		$78.18		4/5/2017		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		8122029139/8121838115(14840224)		 		                		143237		BJAH181

		351727401-0		VINZANT SOFTWARE 
904 W OLD RIDGE RD SUITE 101
HOBART, IN 46342-2900		1781		25335		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294051		$4,200.00		$4,200.00		3/15/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1012092                        		 		                		091521		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		389		04924		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290002		$35,000.00		$35,000.00		8/24/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		SI015417                       		 		                		095634		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		419		05266		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290001		$410,500.00		$410,500.00		8/26/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1015419                       		 		                		143229		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		436		05525		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290003		$22,000.00		$22,000.00		8/31/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1015418                       		 		                		082617		BJAH181

		382007430-0		COMPUWARE CORPORATION 
P O BOX 74008120
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8120		1528		22204		1		R		SS		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294038		$23,446.00		$23,446.00		2/3/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USA-1201                       		 		                		150357		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		609		07437		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294015		$1,653.75		$1,653.75		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2308463141                     		 		                		145530		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		1055		16582		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294026		$2,480.63		$2,480.63		11/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2309241300                     		 		                		130555		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		31		Y1188		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290007		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		7/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11073591                       		 		                		101821		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		263		03546		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290011		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		8/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11082979                   		 		                		101310		EF39013

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		356		04485		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290017		$5,636.40		$5,636.40		8/19/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		11087301                       		 		                		111830		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		468		05929		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290019		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		9/2/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11092796                       		 		                		095219		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		699		08527		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290031		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		10/5/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11105618                 		 		                		121835		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		824		13902		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290038		$281,911.46		$281,911.46		10/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11100827/CM 1130610            		 		                		103647		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1928		27078		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290082		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		4/6/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11167628                 		 		                		113217		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2152		29434		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290093		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/4/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11177895                       		 		                		105138		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2192		29969		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290095		$244.38		$244.38		5/9/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11174575                 		 		                		134857		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2219		30274		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290096		$137.11		$137.11		5/12/2017		5090020000       		F		  		Y		145041		1182173                        		 		                		151128		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2382		31902		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290101		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		6/2/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11188193                       		 		                		113015		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		925		15068		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290041		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/2/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11115444                       		 		                		154304		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		937		15236		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290040		$156,629.42		$156,629.42		11/4/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11115716                       		 		                		114431		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1093		17158		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290050		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/30/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11123334                       		 		                		095945		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1342		19983		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290056		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		1/9/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 11135549                 		 		                		094751		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1509		21950		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290063		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		2/1/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11146250                       		 		                		131421		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1700		24289		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290071		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/2/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11155615                       		 		                		133133		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		173		02478		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290010		$591.87		$591.87		7/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		CUSTOMER CODE 7033             		 		                		143002		GALA421

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		419		05271		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290018		$639.29		$639.29		8/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		44743/44744                    		 		                		143442		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		640		07796		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290029		$614.22		$614.22		9/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/45498                     		 		                		150158		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		853		14217		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290039		$566.80		$566.80		10/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 46251                   		 		                		100733		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1075		16837		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290049		$553.18		$553.18		11/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47005 CUST CODE 7033       		 		                		141720		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1273		19032		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290055		$481.78		$481.78		12/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 47757                   		 		                		095438		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1470		21362		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290062		$469.25		$469.25		1/26/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		132600		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1673		24021		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290069		$518.29		$518.29		2/28/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/49254                     		 		                		143132		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1852		26142		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290080		$516.11		$516.11		3/28/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		49991 / 7033                   		 		                		103558		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2068		28508		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290091		$591.87		$591.87		4/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		154117		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2312		31123		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290099		$555.90		$555.90		5/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 51462                   		 		                		132115		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2553		33867		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290106		$574.43		$574.43		6/21/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		52198                          		 		                		153018		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		63		Y1550		17		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293026		$3,411.00		$8.00		7/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111606		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		63		Y1550		18		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293026		$3,411.00		$10.00		7/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111616		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		63		Y1550		19		R		SO		4143		290		0745		261		         		          		290		           		293026		$3,411.00		$14.00		7/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111626		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		63		Y1550		23		R		ST		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295013		$3,411.00		($3,019.00)		7/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111717		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		63		Y1550		24		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295214		$3,411.00		$30.00		7/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111730		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		4		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$2,663.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122141		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1987		27650		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295152		$718.00		$1.00		4/13/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX CHAR 2                 		 		                		071849		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1987		27650		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295152		$718.00		$2.00		4/13/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX CHAR 2                 		 		                		071904		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1987		27650		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		456		         		          		290		           		295152		$718.00		$8.00		4/13/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX CHAR 2                 		 		                		071918		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2250		30525		7		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295101		$1,344.00		$628.00		5/17/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX APRIL 2017             		 		                		113442		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2468		33000		6		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$64.00		$7.00		6/14/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		MAY 2017 USE TAX               		 		                		070824		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1613		23250		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295109		$2,157.00		$215.00		2/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JAN 2017               		 		                		133327		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1613		23250		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295109		$2,157.00		$55.00		2/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JAN 2017               		 		                		133348		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1792		25475		18		R		SO		4143		290		0745		249		         		          		290		           		293023		$1,030.00		$154.00		3/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX FEB 2017               		 		                		130539		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1792		25475		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		293023		$1,030.00		$26.00		3/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX FEB 2017               		 		                		130552		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1987		27650		13		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293025		$718.00		$11.00		4/13/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX CHAR 2                 		 		                		071828		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1987		27650		14		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293025		$718.00		$190.00		4/13/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX CHAR 2                 		 		                		071839		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1400		20625		11		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293021		$778.00		$6.00		1/17/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		DEC USE TAX                    		 		                		142521		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1400		20625		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$778.00		$11.00		1/17/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		DEC USE TAX                    		 		                		142815		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1400		20625		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$778.00		$8.00		1/17/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		DEC USE TAX                    		 		                		142825		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1613		23250		11		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290061		$2,157.00		$7.00		2/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JAN 2017               		 		                		133248		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1613		23250		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295109		$2,157.00		$92.00		2/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JAN 2017               		 		                		133301		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1613		23250		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295109		$2,157.00		$325.00		2/16/2017		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX JAN 2017               		 		                		133317		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		765		13325		8		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293011		$292.00		$4.00		10/13/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SEPT USE TAX                   		 		                		112731		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		977		15758		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295080		$4,911.50		$4,911.50		11/10/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		5945                           		 		                		105843		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1021		16249		14		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293017		$427.00		$130.00		11/17/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX OCT 2016               		 		                		105022		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1021		16249		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$427.00		$11.00		11/17/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX OCT 2016               		 		                		105034		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1021		16249		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295045		$427.00		$393.00		11/17/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX OCT 2016               		 		                		105044		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1021		16249		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295054		$427.00		$58.00		11/17/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX OCT 2016               		 		                		105053		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		14		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$1,643.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122449		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		512		06375		9		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,108.00		$25.00		9/9/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		125730		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		512		06375		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,108.00		$28.00		9/9/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		125759		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		512		06375		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,108.00		$20.00		9/9/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		125823		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		512		06375		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,108.00		$24.00		9/9/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		125842		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		512		06375		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295013		$1,108.00		$3.00		9/9/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		125903		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		5		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$2,716.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122156		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		6		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$235.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122209		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		7		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$4,891.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122227		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		9		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$317.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122300		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		10		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$723.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122329		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		336		04299		11		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$2,066.00		$442.00		8/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		CHAR 02 USE TAX                		 		                		122350		EF39013

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		138		Y1959		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295016		$306.20		$306.20		7/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		093625		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		382		04838		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295030		$306.20		$306.20		8/23/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		113122		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		633		07690		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295048		$306.20		$306.20		9/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		104428		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		822		13870		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295070		$306.20		$306.20		10/21/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		082222		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		1080		16925		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295086		$306.20		$306.20		11/29/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		093325		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		1263		18986		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295104		$306.20		$306.20		12/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		121625		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		1463		21298		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295128		$306.20		$306.20		1/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		120626		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		1663		23872		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295149		$306.20		$306.20		2/27/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 8396 60 001 1193002       		 		                		101821		EF39013

		221968159-0		INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING INC 
275 PATERSON AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424-1658		1633		23429		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294044		$1,898.00		$1,898.00		2/22/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		MT-117-L                       		 		                		084017		BJAH181

		046141739-0		CENTURYLINK COMMUNCIATIONS LLC PLANT ACCOUNTING/AJ TREVISON
100 CENTURYTEL DRIVE
MONROE, LA 71203-2041		2562		34022		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295074		$14,219.36		$14,219.36		6/22/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		N110198 / A384948              		 		                		140650		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		70		10057		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430010		$13,096.80		$65.85		7/13/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV429417                      		 		                		075818		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		342		10208		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430033		$13,026.05		$65.85		8/17/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV451320                      		 		                		103529		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		696		10428		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430055		$13,120.02		$65.85		10/5/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV469850                      		 		                		085123		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1004		10666		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430081		$13,105.22		$65.85		11/15/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV509547                      		 		                		140446		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1569		P0098		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430119		$12,086.45		$65.85		2/10/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV608214                      		 		                		130211		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1833		P0307		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430150		$13,147.88		$43.90		3/22/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV529400                      		 		                		125733		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		9040		P0369		1		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430160		$0.00		$65.85		4/18/2017		5060010000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		093006		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		9040		P0369		3		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430016		$0.00		($65.85)		4/18/2017		5060010000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		093030		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1889		P0350		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430156		$12,000.78		$65.85		4/3/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV576319                      		 		                		100159		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1931		P0369		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430016		$12,086.45		$65.85		4/6/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # OSV000000549982          		 		                		135820		GALA421

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2195		P0518		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430178		$12,344.73		$65.85		5/9/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1062061                     		 		                		144311		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2407		P0602		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430197		$12,064.50		$65.85		6/6/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV OSV1009516                 		 		                		081556		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2421		P0612		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430198		$12,172.14		$65.85		6/7/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1039104                     		 		                		101957		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2456		P0628		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430206		$12,638.75		$65.85		6/12/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV1097925                     		 		                		133224		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		32		01207		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$68,829.00		$5,141.31		7/11/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218485/3777                		 		                		093942		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		32		01207		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291013		$68,829.00		$63,687.69		7/11/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218485/3777                		 		                		094054		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		32		01210		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295227		$4,501.50		$4,501.50		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218458/3750                		 		                		094230		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1955		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295019		$1,968.36		$158.88		7/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818459/3751                		 		                		093407		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1955		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295019		$1,968.36		$474.00		7/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818459/3751                		 		                		093404		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1955		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295019		$1,968.36		$1,328.40		7/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818459/3751                		 		                		093400		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2561		33998		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295223		$1,828.22		$1,122.87		6/22/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4882418459/3751                		 		                		130945		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2561		33998		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295223		$1,828.22		$82.46		6/22/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4882418459/3751                		 		                		130955		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2562		34023		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295222		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		6/22/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4882418458/3750                		 		                		140748		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2358		31586		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295207		$1,955.89		$39.01		5/31/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4852618459/3751                		 		                		135531		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2359		31623		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295208		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		5/31/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4852618458/3750                		 		                		144751		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2548		45248		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$28,663.41		$5,454.79		6/21/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4882418485/3777            		 		                		134727		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2548		45248		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$28,663.41		$23,208.62		6/21/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4882418485/3777            		 		                		134739		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2561		33998		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295223		$1,828.22		$148.89		6/22/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4882418459/3751                		 		                		130908		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2561		33998		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295223		$1,828.22		$474.00		6/22/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4882418459/3751                		 		                		130924		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2122		29132		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,889.95		$9.93		5/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518459                 		 		                		142105		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2310		P0584		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291011		$24,486.58		$3,967.12		5/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4852618485/3777            		 		                		122423		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2310		P0584		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291011		$24,486.58		$20,519.46		5/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4852618485/3777            		 		                		122436		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2358		31586		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295207		$1,955.89		$134.74		5/31/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4852618459/3751                		 		                		135449		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2358		31586		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295207		$1,955.89		$474.00		5/31/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4852618459/3751                		 		                		135506		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2358		31586		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295207		$1,955.89		$1,308.14		5/31/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4852618459/3751                		 		                		135521		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2052		P0453		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291010		$38,279.54		$5,702.74		4/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518485/3777            		 		                		123526		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2052		P0453		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291010		$38,279.54		$32,576.80		4/24/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518485/3777            		 		                		123539		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2113		29067		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295181		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		5/1/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4822518458/3750          		 		                		130805		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2122		29132		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,889.95		$137.75		5/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518459                 		 		                		142022		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2122		29132		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,889.95		$474.00		5/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518459                 		 		                		142033		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2122		29132		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295182		$1,889.95		$1,268.27		5/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4822518459                 		 		                		142055		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1842		P0314		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$38,647.06		$33,841.30		3/23/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792418485/3777            		 		                		135238		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1891		26604		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295166		$1,751.89		$107.78		4/3/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792438459                 		 		                		103020		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1891		26604		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295166		$1,751.89		$474.00		4/3/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792438459                 		 		                		103033		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1891		26604		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295166		$1,751.89		$1,164.48		4/3/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792438459                 		 		                		103045		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1891		26604		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295166		$1,751.89		$5.63		4/3/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792438459                 		 		                		103058		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1894		26691		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295167		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		4/3/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4792418458/3750          		 		                		134031		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1655		23746		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295146		$1,397.50		$1,397.50		2/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4762218458/3750                		 		                		100358		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1657		23812		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295148		$1,648.25		$121.74		2/27/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4762218459/3751          		 		                		070720		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1657		23812		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295148		$1,648.25		$474.68		2/27/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4762218459/3751          		 		                		070947		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1657		23812		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295148		$1,648.25		$1,010.53		2/27/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4762218459/3751          		 		                		070956		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1657		23812		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295148		$1,648.25		$41.30		2/27/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4762218459/3751          		 		                		071001		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1842		P0314		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$38,647.06		$4,805.76		3/23/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4792418485/3777            		 		                		135227		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1502		21865		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295130		$1,570.21		$118.72		2/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4731918459/3751                		 		                		085259		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1502		21865		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295130		$1,570.21		$474.00		2/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4731918459/3751                		 		                		085310		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1502		21865		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295130		$1,570.21		$958.02		2/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4731918459/3751                		 		                		085320		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1502		21865		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295130		$1,570.21		$19.47		2/1/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4731918459/3751                		 		                		085332		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1651		P0155		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$41,689.08		$4,710.96		2/23/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4762218485/3777            		 		                		140215		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1651		P0155		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$41,689.08		$36,978.12		2/23/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4762218485/3777            		 		                		140236		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1273		19030		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295106		$1,640.60		$474.00		12/28/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4701118459/3751                		 		                		095253		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1273		19030		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295106		$1,640.60		$1,047.83		12/28/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4701118459/3751                		 		                		095304		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1273		19030		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295106		$1,640.60		$4.65		12/28/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4701118459/3751                		 		                		095315		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1461		21232		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295127		$2,964.03		$2,964.03		1/25/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4731918458/3750                		 		                		104405		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1466		P0005		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291007		$47,377.50		$4,959.00		1/25/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4731918485/3777            		 		                		125421		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1466		P0005		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291007		$47,377.50		$42,418.50		1/25/2017		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4731918485/3777            		 		                		125434		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1096		10727		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$45,059.10		$5,206.95		11/30/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4670218485/3777            		 		                		125410		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1096		10727		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$45,059.10		$39,852.15		11/30/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4670218485/3777            		 		                		125428		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1253		10846		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$34,843.11		$4,711.05		12/21/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		47011118485/3777               		 		                		115904		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1253		10846		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$34,843.11		$30,132.06		12/21/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		47011118485/3777               		 		                		115913		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1260		18927		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295102		$4,635.00		$4,635.00		12/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4701118458/3750                		 		                		105101		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1273		19030		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295106		$1,640.60		$114.12		12/28/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4701118459/3751                		 		                		095243		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		868		14381		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295073		$1,856.74		$5.22		10/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4639918459                 		 		                		074503		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1091		17103		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295087		$4,635.00		$4,635.00		11/30/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4670218458/3750                		 		                		084102		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1092		17148		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295088		$1,801.36		$163.01		11/30/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4670218459/3751                		 		                		091124		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1092		17148		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295088		$1,801.36		$474.00		11/30/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4670218459/3751                		 		                		091408		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1092		17148		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295088		$1,801.36		$1,159.92		11/30/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4670218459/3751                		 		                		091156		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1092		17148		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295088		$1,801.36		$4.43		11/30/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4670218459/3751                		 		                		091209		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		819		10530		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$62,388.55		$4,959.00		10/20/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4639918485-3777                		 		                		135819		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		819		10530		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$62,388.55		$57,429.55		10/20/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4639918485-3777                		 		                		135831		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		823		13889		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295071		$4,635.00		$4,635.00		10/21/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4639918458/3750                		 		                		084521		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		868		14381		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295073		$1,856.74		$163.98		10/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4639918459                 		 		                		074408		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		868		14381		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295073		$1,856.74		$474.00		10/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4639918459                 		 		                		074429		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		868		14381		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295073		$1,856.74		$1,213.54		10/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4639918459                 		 		                		074447		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		603		10376		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$70,795.73		$65,129.35		9/22/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718485/3777            		 		                		130407		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		629		07585		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295049		$4,635.00		$4,635.00		9/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 4608718458/3750          		 		                		141503		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		672		08205		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295052		$2,035.41		$161.12		10/3/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718458/3751            		 		                		100447		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		672		08205		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295052		$2,035.41		$474.68		10/3/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718458/3751            		 		                		100509		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		672		08205		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295052		$2,035.41		$1,390.80		10/3/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718458/3751            		 		                		100522		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		672		08205		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295052		$2,035.41		$8.81		10/3/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718458/3751            		 		                		100534		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		389		04911		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295031		$1,675.62		$1,049.47		8/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4577518459/3751                		 		                		094555		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		389		04911		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295031		$1,675.62		$5.98		8/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4577518459/3751                		 		                		094608		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		399		10244		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$62,521.24		$4,959.00		8/24/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4577518485/3777            		 		                		125338		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		399		10244		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$62,521.24		$57,562.24		8/24/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4577518485/3777            		 		                		125357		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		415		05193		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295032		$4,413.68		$4,413.68		8/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4577518458/3750                		 		                		150629		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		603		10376		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$70,795.73		$5,666.38		9/22/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4608718485/3777            		 		                		130354		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1955		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295019		$1,968.36		$7.08		7/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818459/3751                		 		                		093341		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1956		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295018		$4,635.00		$4,635.00		7/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818458/3750                		 		                		093451		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1960		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$70,112.05		$5,454.90		7/22/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818485/3777                		 		                		093820		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		138		Y1960		2		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$70,112.05		$64,657.15		7/22/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4545818485/3777                		 		                		093844		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		389		04911		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295031		$1,675.62		$146.17		8/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4577518459/3751                		 		                		094534		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		389		04911		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295031		$1,675.62		$474.00		8/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4577518459/3751                		 		                		094545		BJAH181

		582633371-0		ACUITY BRANDS LIGHTING INC 
ONE LITHONIA WAY
CONYERS, GA 30012-3957		1026		16257		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293018		$200.00		$200.00		11/18/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11/10/16                       		 		                		073900		BJAH181

		582633371-0		ACUITY BRANDS LIGHTING INC 
ONE LITHONIA WAY
CONYERS, GA 30012-3957		1027		16287		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293020		$200.00		$200.00		11/18/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		SOFTWARE 11/09/16              		 		                		075919		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		780		13446		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290037		$9,569.00		$9,569.00		10/17/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 63109                      		 		                		074846		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		30		Y1161		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290008		$3,910.00		$3,910.00		7/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0014                         		 		                		074720		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		264		03566		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290014		$3,867.50		$3,867.50		8/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0015                     		 		                		103202		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		545		06767		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290025		$3,931.25		$3,931.25		9/14/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0016                         		 		                		101400		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		755		13205		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290035		$4,398.75		$4,398.75		10/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0017                         		 		                		142012		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1015		16180		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290046		$3,910.00		$3,910.00		11/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0018                         		 		                		145050		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1228		18546		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290054		$4,526.25		$4,526.25		12/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0019                         		 		                		095025		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1386		20479		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290060		$4,951.25		$4,951.25		1/13/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0020                         		 		                		100150		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1750		P0227		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290076		$5,950.00		$5,950.00		3/10/2017		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0021                     		 		                		140914		EF39013

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1991		P0409		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		299		         		          		290		           		290089		$4,398.75		$4,398.75		4/13/2017		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0022                         		 		                		100954		BJAH181

		431880746-0		RHONDA KAYE WILLIAMS BYRD 
7405 PONTIAC DRIVE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72116-4325		1395		20528		8		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230165		$5,940.00		$180.00		1/17/2017		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		2016128                        		 		                		132744		LB39769

		431880746-0		RHONDA KAYE WILLIAMS BYRD 
7405 PONTIAC DRIVE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72116-4325		2485		33115		5		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230275		$3,510.00		$180.00		6/15/2017		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		2017031                        		 		                		124238		BJAH181

		223934584-2		NATIONAL HIGHWAY INSTITUTE 
1310 NORTH COURTHOUSE ROAD
SUITE 300
ARLINGTON, VA 22201-2594		269		03678		2		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230025		$31,362.06		$3,450.00		8/8/2016		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		N160301163/160602303/160602395 		 		                		151915		EF39013

		710427007-2		FEDEX - 2 
P O BOX 660481
DALLAS, TX 75266-0481		552		06879		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		217		         		          		290		           		290024		$31.50		$31.50		9/15/2016		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		6-652-65981                    		 		                		111844		BJAH181

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		233		03197		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294005		$2,462.20		$2,462.20		8/3/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		319731                         		 		                		130400		BJAH181

		310526418-0		Y S I INC 
P O BOX 640373
CINCINNATI, OH 45264-0373		2572		34080		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293028		$850.00		$850.00		6/23/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		692851                         		 		                		122945		BJAH181

		836000263-0		WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION FINANCIAL SERVICES
5300 BISHOP BOULEVARD
CHEYENNE, WY 82009-3340		1022		16233		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293019		$4,400.00		$4,400.00		11/17/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0000085343                     		 		                		132728		BJAH181

		710450019-0		ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE BUSINESS OFFICE
P O BOX 2221
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2221		1952		27243		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		226		         		          		290		           		290084		$550.12		$550.12		4/7/2017		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3148500                  		 		                		130200		GALA421

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		1607		23219		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290067		$100,965.77		$100,965.77		2/16/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		169105                         		 		                		104153		BJAH181

		830483136-0		RELIANT TECHNOLOGY LLC 
1371 SOUTHLAND CIRCLE NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318-3626		1211		18419		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294028		$12,646.00		$12,646.00		12/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		18579                          		 		                		095809		BJAH181

		830483136-0		RELIANT TECHNOLOGY LLC 
1371 SOUTHLAND CIRCLE NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318-3626		1772		25257		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294045		$970.00		$970.00		3/14/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		19035                          		 		                		141540		BJAH181

		270603211-0		GENESIS DATACOM LLC 
13008 LAWSON ROAD SUITE C
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72210		1681		24062		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295112		$1,539.92		$1,539.92		3/1/2017		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3540                     		 		                		073844		GALA421

		270603211-0		GENESIS DATACOM LLC 
13008 LAWSON ROAD SUITE C
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72210		2253		30511		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295154		$3,959.89		$3,959.89		5/17/2017		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		3610                           		 		                		135824		BJAH181

		133906555-0		MONSTER WORLDWIDE INC 
PO BOX 90364
CHICAGO, IL 60696-0364		1674		24039		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		229		         		          		290		           		290068		$270.00		$270.00		2/28/2017		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		6377637                        		 		                		150524		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		86		01649		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294000		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		7/14/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		79270270                       		 		                		131135		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		98		01696		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294004		$4,218.30		$4,218.30		7/19/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		7603773                        		 		                		085220		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		324		04164		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294009		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		8/15/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7932765                    		 		                		111831		EF39013

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		424		05330		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294010		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		8/29/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7603774                    		 		                		131733		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		556		06921		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294012		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		9/15/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7936103                        		 		                		134716		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		730		08882		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294016		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		10/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7941434                        		 		                		105517		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2561		33978		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294067		$2,725.00		$2,725.00		6/22/2017		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LN17551                        		 		                		125343		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1594		23025		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294041		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		2/14/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7968456                        		 		                		144004		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1738		24819		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294050		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		3/8/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7971792                        		 		                		142759		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1975		27621		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294056		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		4/12/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7979522                        		 		                		111928		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2007		27874		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294059		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		4/17/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4703888                    		 		                		103804		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2197		30006		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294062		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		5/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7984503                        		 		                		153233		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2424		32394		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294068		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		6/7/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7988448                        		 		                		140116		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		807		13753		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294020		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		10/19/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0604183                        		 		                		125245		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		985		15849		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294023		$4,218.30		$4,218.30		11/10/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0601693                        		 		                		124935		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		991		15878		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294022		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		11/10/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7948335                        		 		                		143626		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1187		18140		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294029		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		12/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 7953189                  		 		                		090737		GALA421

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1404		20660		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294037		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		1/18/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1705211                        		 		                		110858		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1411		20724		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294036		$22,860.90		$22,860.90		1/19/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7960769                        		 		                		130302		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		290		04000		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295010		$327.02		$327.02		8/10/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0150671                        		 		                		125612		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		779		13421		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295064		$81.76		$81.76		10/17/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0151810                    		 		                		085353		AMWA425

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1211		18411		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295091		$196.20		$196.20		12/14/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0152781                        		 		                		095038		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1286		19220		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295095		$282.32		$282.32		12/29/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0152818                        		 		                		120502		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1403		20641		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295121		$501.40		$501.40		1/18/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0153240                        		 		                		102458		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1411		20704		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295122		$632.20		$632.20		1/19/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0153241                        		 		                		124922		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2198		30032		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293026		$304.12		$304.12		5/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155235                        		 		                		143409		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2332		31291		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293031		$347.72		$347.72		5/26/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155403                        		 		                		133625		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2450		32760		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293033		$598.42		$598.42		6/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0155738                    		 		                		105016		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2527		33623		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293034		$87.20		$87.20		6/20/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0155860                    		 		                		102238		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2534		33735		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293032		$87.20		$87.20		6/20/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155749                        		 		                		130630		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2534		33737		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293035		$162.42		$162.42		6/20/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155865                        		 		                		131010		BJAH181

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		1605		23153		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294042		$6,037.50		$6,037.50		2/16/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		32650                          		 		                		095707		BJAH181

		943411754-0		VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROF INC 
6625 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119		1618		23317		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294043		$3,540.00		$3,540.00		2/17/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INVREN004069                   		 		                		150601		BJAH181

		541954458-0		CVENT INC 
PO BOX 822699
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2699		265		03584		1		R		CB		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290009		$17,000.00		$17,000.00		8/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 221071/221072              		 		                		104814		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		122		02044		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$356,644.40		$356,644.40		7/20/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47757931                       		 		                		110249		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		270		03706		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293009		$88,748.80		$88,748.80		8/9/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47766063                       		 		                		085447		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		308		03077		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293010		$11,173.60		$11,173.60		8/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47762214                       		 		                		145940		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		558		06944		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293012		$39,991.42		$39,991.42		9/19/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 47773741                   		 		                		103149		EF39013

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		857		14239		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293017		$1,440.60		$1,440.60		10/26/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		47783568                       		 		                		130430		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		324		04174		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294008		$444.88		$444.88		8/15/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 2110141726                 		 		                		112433		EF39013

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		2219		30273		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294066		$2,469.67		$2,469.67		5/12/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110148603                     		 		                		151054		BJAH181

		592350187-0		OPEN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
P O BOX 162652
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716-2652		1767		25150		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294049		$1,123.20		$1,123.20		3/14/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1704093                        		 		                		110607		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		839		13983		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230102		$220.00		$66.00		10/25/2016		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		1568842                        		 		                		083225		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1066		16733		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230125		$154.00		$22.00		11/28/2016		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		                               		 		                		110753		EF39013

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1619		23347		5		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230189		$308.00		$88.00		2/17/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		1803594                        		 		                		152419		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		1809		25660		4		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230214		$220.00		$66.00		3/20/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		INV # 1842746                  		 		                		123404		GALA421

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		2029		28087		3		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230232		$308.00		$44.00		4/19/2017		5080013000       		F		A 		Y		145041		1894398                        		 		                		134718		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		32		01206		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290006		$846.42		$846.42		7/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022543-IN                     		 		                		093808		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		268		03672		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290013		$846.42		$846.42		8/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0022649-IN                 		 		                		140926		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		559		06967		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290022		$846.42		$846.42		9/19/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0022756                    		 		                		104927		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		559		06968		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290023		$156.00		$156.00		9/19/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0022821                    		 		                		105011		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		711		08652		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290032		$846.42		$846.42		10/6/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022863-IN                     		 		                		123022		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		942		15312		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290043		$846.42		$846.42		11/4/2016		5040009000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022967-IN                     		 		                		150341		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1994		27741		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290085		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		4/13/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023476-IN                     		 		                		133838		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2209		30130		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290097		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		5/11/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023595-IN                     		 		                		151738		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2364		31698		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290100		$117.00		$117.00		6/1/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023671-IN                     		 		                		091538		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2438		32575		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290105		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		6/8/2017		5030006000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023698-IN                     		 		                		152832		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1160		17943		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290053		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		12/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023073-IN                     		 		                		092659		LB39769

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1366		20301		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290058		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		1/11/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023169-IN                     		 		                		104546		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1470		21369		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290061		$78.00		$78.00		1/26/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022937-IN                     		 		                		132953		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1557		22630		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290065		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		2/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0023269-IN                     		 		                		130116		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1723		24674		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290074		$1,095.67		$1,095.67		3/6/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0023370-IN                 		 		                		130250		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1960		27420		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		290086		$565.50		$565.50		4/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0023561                    		 		                		152016		AMWA425

		231352024-0		A S T M INTERNATIONAL 
100 BARR HARBOR DRIVE
WEST CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 19428		518		06445		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293014		$33,475.00		$33,475.00		9/12/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 6683049                  		 		                		125807		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		44		Y1408		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295005		$373.35		$30.52		7/11/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		121029		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		44		Y1408		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295005		$373.35		$342.83		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		121038		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		45		Y1427		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295006		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		123517		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		307		03065		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295024		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		8/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		135335		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		325		04176		1		R		ST		4143		290		0840		213		         		          		290		           		295022		$5,845.98		$23.44		8/15/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		113628		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		325		04176		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295022		$5,845.98		$5,822.54		8/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		113648		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2151		29410		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295185		$420.40		$175.92		5/4/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X04282017             		 		                		112348		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2151		29410		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295185		$420.40		$244.48		5/4/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X04282017             		 		                		112358		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2172		29715		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295189		$5,336.72		$5,336.72		5/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287262899637             		 		                		100532		AMWA425

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2470		32975		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295213		$439.80		$210.92		6/14/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		083346		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2470		32975		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295213		$439.80		$228.88		6/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		083355		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2470		32976		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295209		$2,668.36		$2,668.36		6/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		083645		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1563		22660		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295135		$385.31		$369.00		2/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X001282017            		 		                		103838		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1742		24898		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295159		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		3/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		103202		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1744		24948		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295157		$321.71		$12.60		3/9/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134230		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1744		24948		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295157		$321.71		$309.11		3/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134239		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1979		27648		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295170		$734.29		$467.84		4/12/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		132348		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1979		27648		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295170		$734.29		$266.45		4/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		132356		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1163		17956		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295090		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		12/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X11282016          		 		                		103113		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1376		20405		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295119		$348.44		$9.05		1/12/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		113238		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1376		20405		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295119		$348.44		$339.39		1/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		113247		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1376		20406		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295118		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		1/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		113307		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1563		22659		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295134		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		2/10/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X01282017          		 		                		103741		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1563		22660		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295135		$385.31		$16.31		2/10/2017		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X001282017            		 		                		103829		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		722		08782		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295062		$807.00		$807.00		10/7/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287272618596                   		 		                		142926		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		945		15360		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295077		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		11/7/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 287262899637X10282016      		 		                		100423		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		965		15625		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295075		$452.45		$10.06		11/9/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		132505		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		965		15625		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295075		$452.45		$442.39		11/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		132515		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1163		17953		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295089		$420.60		$9.69		12/8/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		102956		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1163		17953		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295089		$420.60		$410.91		12/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		103005		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		501		40823		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295037		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		9/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287262899637X008282016    		 		                		113411		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		502		06228		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295038		$543.81		$12.48		9/8/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		125344		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		502		06228		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295038		$543.81		$531.33		9/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		125356		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		711		08660		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295060		$2,667.84		$2,667.84		10/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		28726289937                    		 		                		123600		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		711		08661		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295058		$3,251.36		$12.42		10/6/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		123623		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		711		08661		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295058		$3,251.36		$3,238.94		10/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		123632		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		32		01200		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295003		$40,096.35		$40,096.35		7/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1604/1605                      		 		                		093408		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1481		21544		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		295113		$28,034.59		$28,034.59		1/27/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1667                           		 		                		130459		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1827		25867		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		295131		$11,990.00		$11,990.00		3/22/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1692                       		 		                		085445		EF39013

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		2377		31881		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295193		$1,613.09		$1,613.09		6/2/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1716                           		 		                		100522		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		2395		32078		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295136		$9,740.74		$9,740.74		6/5/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1720                       		 		                		113703		EF39013

		593306080-0		INNOVATIVE ROUTINES INT L, INC 
2194 HIGHWAY A1A, #303
MELBOURNE, FL 32937-4932		1956		27304		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294055		$3,357.60		$3,357.60		4/10/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 32729                      		 		                		094230		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		44		Y1424		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295004		$174.98		$174.98		7/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		121800		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		138		Y1958		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295017		$20.04		$20.04		7/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001/9768451856     		 		                		093551		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		315		03296		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295026		$2,337.83		$2,337.83		8/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001 / 9769280863   		 		                		093632		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		418		05239		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295033		$20.04		$20.04		8/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		141601		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		502		06240		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295036		$124.75		$124.75		9/8/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		130033		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		631		07648		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295047		$20.04		$20.04		9/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001/9771752701      		 		                		101702		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2561		33977		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295221		$20.04		$20.04		6/22/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		125258		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1891		26603		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295168		$20.04		$20.04		4/3/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		102941		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1979		27630		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295172		$325.40		$325.40		4/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001 / 9782747560   		 		                		130400		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2055		28370		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295179		$20.04		$20.04		4/24/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		144028		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2178		29776		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295190		$243.60		$243.60		5/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 9784560350                 		 		                		124422		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2295		30900		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295203		$20.04		$20.04		5/23/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001/9785472377     		 		                		112451		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2476		33004		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295211		$360.91		$360.91		6/14/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		143042		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1376		20403		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295117		$198.05		$198.05		1/12/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		113158		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1489		21696		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295129		$20.04		$20.04		1/30/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 342006008-00001         		 		                		125733		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1556		22623		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295133		$1,346.81		$1,346.81		2/9/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		115126		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1667		23915		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295150		$20.04		$20.04		2/27/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		131005		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1733		24780		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295155		$252.81		$252.81		3/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		110403		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1739		24846		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295156		$9.03		$9.03		3/8/2017		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00002                		 		                		150746		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		719		08711		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295059		$285.57		$285.57		10/7/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		130941		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		825		13939		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295072		$20.04		$20.04		10/21/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001/9773418694     		 		                		133809		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		958		15544		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295078		$262.05		$262.05		11/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8420469260001            		 		                		153011		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1059		16647		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295085		$20.04		$20.04		11/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		143953		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1172		18001		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295092		$262.07		$262.07		12/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		092208		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1273		19040		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295105		$20.04		$20.04		12/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		9776758276                     		 		                		100050		BJAH181

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		1301		19450		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294032		$116,250.00		$116,250.00		1/3/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90366618                       		 		                		094646		BJAH181

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		1885		26506		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294053		$63,228.96		$63,228.96		3/31/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 90374579                   		 		                		105832		EF39013

		980215843-0		SABA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 66512
CHICAGO, IL 60666-0512		1140		17694		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290045		$207,432.00		$207,432.00		12/6/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV00022662                    		 		                		110552		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		305		03037		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295021		$190.75		$190.75		8/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116005656                  		 		                		141616		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		504		06286		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293013		$118,849.49		$118,849.49		9/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		601116023578                   		 		                		145853		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		552		06892		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295039		$572.25		$572.25		9/15/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116004609                  		 		                		121840		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		610		07450		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295044		$620.50		$620.50		9/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011116028849                  		 		                		150521		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		815		13777		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295063		$24,307.96		$24,307.96		10/20/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011116032009                  		 		                		100420		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		823		13897		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295069		$190.75		$190.75		10/21/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116003871                  		 		                		084814		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2212		30197		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295194		$953.75		$953.75		5/12/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117003291                  		 		                		134145		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2338		31328		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295196		$7,749.50		$7,749.50		5/30/2017		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6011117013680              		 		                		104836		EF39013

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2439		32609		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295214		$1,716.75		$1,716.75		6/9/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117003735                  		 		                		091153		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1007		16164		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295079		$2,405.00		$2,405.00		11/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011116035139                  		 		                		093751		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1423		20886		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295057		$15,260.00		$15,260.00		1/20/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117000386                  		 		                		125543		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1589		22997		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295141		$1,335.25		$1,335.25		2/14/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117001000                  		 		                		140325		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1589		22998		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295056		$9,156.00		$9,156.00		2/14/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117001220                  		 		                		140345		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1749		24991		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295163		$572.25		$572.25		3/10/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021117001671                  		 		                		140400		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1999		27779		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295176		$571.82		$571.82		4/14/2017		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011117008982                  		 		                		113250		BJAH181





2016 Software Summary

						Data

		Budget		Obj		Sum of Detail Amt		Sum of Header Amt

		290		253		$   3,224,710.61		$   14,119,510.75

		290 Total				$   3,224,710.61		$   14,119,510.75

		Grand Total				$   3,224,710.61		$   14,119,510.75





2016 VoucherHistory

		VoucherHistory

		Fiscal Year: 2016



		Fed Id -
Seq No		Vendor		Batch		Voucher		Line		Vouch Type		Detail Purch Code		Exp Code		Budget		Func		Obj		CRS		Job		Orig Budget		FAP		Req		Header Amt		Detail Amt		Last Date		GL Account		Req Code		Pay Method		FTP Code		Cost Center		Vendor Account Info		Card Type		Card Ref No		Last Time		Last UserID

		000040674-0		STEPHEN SAMPLE		2191		28813		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		279		         		          		290		           		      		$12.00		$12.00		5/2/2016		5050011000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		104158		BJAH181

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2318		44861		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$1,325.83		$147.90		5/18/2016		5050003100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103409		EF39013

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2318		44861		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$1,325.83		$362.73		5/18/2016		5050003200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103423		EF39013

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2318		44861		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		M2332016004		      		$1,325.83		$815.20		5/18/2016		5050005000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103619		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		492		06018		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665004		$1,590.14		$1,590.14		9/8/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 185-390819/185-391049      		 		                		093522		EF39013

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		829		13766		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$1,871.96		$1,871.96		10/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-392403                     		 		                		103027		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		974		15644		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295071		$1,711.32		$1,711.32		11/12/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-392565,185-392736,185-39310		 		                		144933		GALA421

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1028		16196		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295083		$764.08		$764.08		11/20/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-393277/393484              		 		                		092530		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1375		20097		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295111		$912.00		$912.00		1/12/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-394380                     		 		                		130543		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1503		21459		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295123		$257.80		$257.80		2/1/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-394685                     		 		                		113317		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2558		33295		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295214		$340.92		$340.92		6/21/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-398993                     		 		                		152309		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		9013		06018		2		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		660		           		665004		$0.00		($1,590.14)		9/25/2015		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		125618		BJAH181

		221854351-0		SYNCSORT INC 
2 BLUE HILL PLAZA
SUITE 1563
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965-3113		2467		32215		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294075		$7,825.11		$7,825.11		6/9/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		16070032                       		 		                		090358		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		272		03686		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293004		$30,314.10		$30,314.10		8/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		14176                          		 		                		132717		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		275		03729		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293002		$4,495.00		$4,495.00		8/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 14175                    		 		                		092500		GALA421

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		275		03744		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293003		$28,558.75		$28,558.75		8/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 14174                    		 		                		102533		GALA421

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		358		04673		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290018		$1,520.00		$1,520.00		8/20/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		150003                         		 		                		111020		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		2266		29723		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290101		$2,240.00		$2,240.00		5/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		160001                         		 		                		114731		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		70		01663		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294000		$207.65		$207.65		7/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5036762813                     		 		                		114334		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		70		01666		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294002		$322.53		$322.53		7/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5036721785                     		 		                		114617		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		323		04134		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294011		$269.38		$269.38		8/13/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5037200508                     		 		                		134433		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		554		06553		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294014		$161.39		$161.39		9/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5037742989                     		 		                		072415		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		778		13244		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294024		$322.53		$322.53		10/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5038250959                     		 		                		095205		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		780		13274		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294023		$70.39		$70.39		10/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5038293742                     		 		                		102055		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2067		27599		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294065		$169.07		$169.07		4/15/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5041403992                 		 		                		130125		AMWA425

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2078		27690		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294066		$354.78		$354.78		4/18/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5041353994                     		 		                		094747		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2284		29942		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294070		$159.26		$159.26		5/12/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5041856268                     		 		                		133900		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2477		32357		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294078		$141.69		$141.69		6/10/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5042511956                     		 		                		084519		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		984		15752		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294031		$220.56		$220.56		11/16/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5038879800                     		 		                		080702		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1223		18294		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294038		$2,006.18		$2,006.18		12/17/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5039387031                     		 		                		131445		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1391		20293		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294042		$322.53		$322.53		1/13/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5039800202                     		 		                		144316		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1403		20412		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294041		$153.72		$153.72		1/15/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5039837299                     		 		                		105635		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1590		22484		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294054		$255.26		$255.26		2/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5040304982                     		 		                		113419		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1812		24923		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294059		$127.60		$127.60		3/10/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5040814942                     		 		                		130353		BJAH181

		931298868-0		P T V AMERICA INC 
1530 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
ARLINGTON, VA 22209-2418		167		02541		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293001		$11,958.60		$11,958.60		7/27/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 10705098                   		 		                		084613		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		47		Y1459		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295004		$456.71		$456.71		7/10/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		704665                         		 		                		135452		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		302		03945		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295025		$1,035.50		$1,035.50		8/12/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		714003/714004/715308           		 		                		094019		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		390		04854		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295037		$5,692.96		$5,692.96		8/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3016687                        		 		                		111857		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		541		06424		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295030		$282.31		$282.31		9/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		724269                         		 		                		135730		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		547		06519		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295043		$982.77		$982.77		9/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		724467                         		 		                		113925		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		596		07063		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		261		         		066051    		290		           		295053		$1,846.46		$1,846.46		9/21/2015		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		4072830                        		 		                		112400		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2423		31688		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295213		$47.50		$47.50		6/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 815648                     		 		                		142542		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2476		32346		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295216		$95.00		$95.00		6/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		817197                         		 		                		135426		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2483		32507		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295219		$25,197.72		$25,197.72		6/10/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		306115                         		 		                		134311		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2519		32867		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295221		$190.00		$190.00		6/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		820867                         		 		                		095916		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2331		30386		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295203		$142.50		$142.50		5/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 811700                   		 		                		102231		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2331		30395		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295200		$190.00		$190.00		5/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 812125                   		 		                		103024		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2334		30407		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295202		$47.50		$47.50		5/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 811701                     		 		                		105922		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2341		30483		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295205		$104.26		$104.26		5/20/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 812372                     		 		                		081536		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2373		31038		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295209		$95.00		$95.00		5/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		813113                         		 		                		072308		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2399		31358		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295212		$95.00		$95.00		6/2/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		815120                         		 		                		094944		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2251		29576		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295190		$95.00		$95.00		5/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 807852                   		 		                		132508		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2275		29813		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295194		$439.52		$439.52		5/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		807933                         		 		                		141838		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2301		30050		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295196		$190.00		$190.00		5/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 809602                   		 		                		132311		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2304		30112		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295195		$47.50		$47.50		5/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 809603                     		 		                		151000		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2330		30365		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295204		$47.50		$47.50		5/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 811702                   		 		                		083613		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2330		30366		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295201		$95.00		$95.00		5/19/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 811699                   		 		                		083659		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2060		27518		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295175		$95.00		$95.00		4/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		795487                         		 		                		142600		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2067		27584		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295174		$190.00		$190.00		4/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 795486                     		 		                		125240		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2168		28534		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295183		$327.41		$327.41		4/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		596215                         		 		                		110833		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2174		28608		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295184		$369.51		$369.51		4/28/2016		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		606819                         		 		                		135143		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2203		28964		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295185		$427.50		$427.50		5/3/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		805123                         		 		                		102108		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2211		29075		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295186		$142.50		$142.50		5/3/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		805122                         		 		                		142952		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1672		23225		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295142		$712.57		$712.57		2/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		774196/774197                  		 		                		105510		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1702		23564		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$103.55		$103.55		2/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		776403                         		 		                		145747		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1826		25102		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295155		$237.50		$237.50		3/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		784285                         		 		                		113112		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2033		27229		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295167		$142.50		$142.50		4/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		794747                         		 		                		094301		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2056		27479		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295176		$142.50		$142.50		4/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		795559                         		 		                		135936		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2060		27517		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295173		$237.50		$237.50		4/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		795558                         		 		                		142534		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		863		14094		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295041		$238.71		$238.71		10/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		736633                         		 		                		100353		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		887		14544		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295077		$1,797.50		$1,797.50		10/30/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		740991/740990/740929           		 		                		130329		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		930		15100		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295081		$355.88		$355.88		11/5/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		741899                         		 		                		143103		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1034		16287		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295079		$238.71		$238.71		11/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		747620                         		 		                		120955		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1560		22098		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295090		$1,553.25		$1,553.25		2/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		771135                         		 		                		125144		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1573		22266		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295134		$104.26		$104.26		2/10/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		769288                         		 		                		104040		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		687		08189		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295058		$3,813.10		$3,813.10		10/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		732420/732407                  		 		                		104926		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		695		11345		1		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		295052		$8,069.39		$8,069.39		10/5/2015		5130013000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3016295                    		 		                		113618		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		695		11346		1		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		295051		$7,709.25		$7,709.25		10/5/2015		5130013000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3016286                    		 		                		113658		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		752		08837		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295064		$43,630.30		$43,630.30		10/9/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 275300                     		 		                		145933		AMWA425

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		754		08913		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295066		$4,010.28		$4,010.28		10/12/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3016936                        		 		                		113443		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		795		13467		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$759.73		$759.73		10/19/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		736851                         		 		                		125631		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		92		01826		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295013		$45,474.00		$45,474.00		7/16/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B03619896                      		 		                		112807		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		268		03591		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295000		$77,120.00		$77,120.00		8/7/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B03746851                      		 		                		085457		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2373		31033		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		293025		$727,331.80		$727,331.80		5/27/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B04934352                      		 		                		072047		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2439		31896		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295199		$1,883.00		$1,883.00		6/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B04937304                      		 		                		115000		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		358		04670		1		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430046		$140.06		$55.00		8/20/2015		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18511828                       		 		                		110821		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1212		18167		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295102		$57.52		$57.52		12/16/2015		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18521929                       		 		                		141819		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1365		19980		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295114		$96.28		$96.28		1/11/2016		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18523928                       		 		                		135511		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1577		22337		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295136		$57.52		$57.52		2/10/2016		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18526070                       		 		                		113759		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1981		26697		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295162		$57.52		$57.52		4/5/2016		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18530752                       		 		                		094816		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2584		33483		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430209		$200.06		$50.00		6/24/2016		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18536698                       		 		                		084952		BJAH181

		591772879-0		INFO TECH INC 
2970 SOUTHWEST 50TH TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608-5076		1256		18681		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293017		$108,000.00		$108,000.00		12/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV0009664                     		 		                		111330		BJAH181

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		596		07068		1		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260047		$1,245.74		$77.70		9/21/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		296850                         		 		                		112617		BJAH181

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		1118		17235		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260096		$3,543.11		$155.39		12/4/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		300852                         		 		                		093847		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		69		Y1633		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295007		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		7/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GW86685                        		 		                		111305		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		319		04082		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295028		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		8/13/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9/GX07465                 		 		                		122656		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		555		06591		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295046		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		9/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GX28294/VP08J9                 		 		                		080114		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		793		13418		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295070		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		10/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		134306		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		988		15806		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295088		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		11/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		104419		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1179		17909		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295100		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		12/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # GX91406                  		 		                		095949		GALA421

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1391		20296		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295120		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		1/13/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9 / GY12571               		 		                		144751		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1609		22619		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295140		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		2/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		VP08J9                         		 		                		135842		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		1819		24972		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295152		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		3/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GY55099                        		 		                		135019		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2048		27425		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295171		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		4/13/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GY76556                        		 		                		131714		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2304		30113		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295198		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		5/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# VP08J9                   		 		                		151041		AMWA425

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2522		32904		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295223		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		6/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GY19627                        		 		                		141201		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		47		Y1457		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290008		$703.42		$703.42		7/10/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45107                          		 		                		135242		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		238		03310		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290013		$703.42		$703.42		8/5/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45297                          		 		                		082349		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		545		06464		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290023		$703.42		$703.42		9/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45488                          		 		                		100704		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1672		23233		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293019		$293.21		$293.21		2/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		XJTX3WRR8C                     		 		                		110041		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1982		26714		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290085		$703.42		$703.42		4/5/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46769                          		 		                		110846		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		2228		29334		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290096		$703.42		$703.42		5/5/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 46941                      		 		                		114303		EF39013

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		2459		32171		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		250106		$703.42		$703.42		6/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		47115                          		 		                		123600		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		9063		32171		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290106		$0.00		$703.42		6/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		104455		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		9063		32171		2		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		250106		$0.00		($703.42)		6/14/2016		5030016000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		104515		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1640		23047		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$293.21		$293.21		2/18/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		XJTX34J59C                     		 		                		150426		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		696		08278		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290028		$703.42		$703.42		10/5/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45679                          		 		                		125244		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		920		14965		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290041		$703.42		$703.42		11/4/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45870                          		 		                		140412		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1165		17650		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290048		$703.42		$703.42		12/10/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46055                          		 		                		105124		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1338		19719		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290057		$703.42		$703.42		1/6/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46239                          		 		                		131105		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1610		22644		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290067		$703.42		$703.42		2/12/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46421                          		 		                		141958		BJAH181

		710745146-1		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 13895
MAUMELLE, AR 72113-3159		1784		24572		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290080		$703.42		$703.42		3/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46596                          		 		                		101335		BJAH181

		217788670-0		FREDERICK ANTHONY GOLDTHORPE LIFESAFER ASSOCIATES
P O BOX 164
BRYANT, AR 72089-0164		334		04234		12		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230047		$272.50		$5.00		8/17/2015		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 2015S-145                  		 		                		102933		EF39013

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		86		01799		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295011		$5,285.51		$5,285.51		7/15/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		130023		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		107		01963		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295014		$800.00		$800.00		7/17/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		134513		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		323		04129		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295029		$800.00		$800.00		8/13/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		134125		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		324		04152		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295026		$5,294.75		$5,294.75		8/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		074414		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		564		06722		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295045		$5,294.75		$5,294.75		9/16/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		112822		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		565		06749		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295048		$800.00		$800.00		9/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		124207		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2034		27258		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295170		$5,317.54		$5,317.54		4/12/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		101423		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2049		27463		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295172		$800.00		$800.00		4/13/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		140431		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2300		30049		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295197		$5,317.54		$5,317.54		5/16/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 010632763               		 		                		131946		GALA421

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2482		32499		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295220		$5,316.36		$5,316.36		6/10/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		123553		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1401		20382		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295119		$5,297.72		$5,297.72		1/15/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		100814		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1420		20666		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295125		$800.00		$800.00		1/20/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		104315		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1585		22411		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295137		$5,297.72		$5,297.72		2/11/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		082516		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1609		22617		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295138		$800.00		$800.00		2/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		135734		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1819		24970		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295154		$5,297.72		$5,297.72		3/11/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		134907		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1819		24971		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295153		$800.00		$800.00		3/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		134952		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		771		13146		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295067		$5,293.68		$5,293.68		10/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		124655		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		774		13198		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295068		$800.00		$800.00		10/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		141901		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		988		15821		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295087		$800.00		$800.00		11/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		105029		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		989		15833		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295086		$5,293.68		$5,293.68		11/16/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		130700		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1206		18102		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295103		$5,293.68		$5,293.68		12/16/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		124456		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1206		18115		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295104		$800.00		$800.00		12/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		125356		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		832		13810		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295060		$4,255.00		$4,255.00		10/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		46440                          		 		                		123231		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02300		47		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290010		$288,095.20		$12.48		7/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120710150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		775		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$3,742.20		7/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900622150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		776		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$2,812.50		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900622150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		777		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$7,840.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900622150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		778		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$10,241.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900622150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		779		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$1,250.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900623150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30602		784		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293024		$440,679.84		$124.00		5/23/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900429160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2563		33425		44		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		290104		$324,849.88		$35.16		6/22/2016		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120603160007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2563		33425		45		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		294074		$324,849.88		$254.67		6/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120603160007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2563		33426		949		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293026		$340,814.98		$102.94		6/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900606160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2563		33426		954		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293026		$340,814.98		$2,812.50		6/22/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900607160004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2563		33426		955		R		SO		4143		290		0745		261		         		          		290		           		293026		$340,814.98		$153.00		6/22/2016		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900608160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28127		837		R		SO		4143		290		0746		289		         		          		290		           		293023		$334,764.76		$300.00		4/22/2016		5030002000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900413160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30600		770		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295178		$351,303.34		$6.99		5/23/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410418160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30600		771		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$351,303.34		$76.29		5/23/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410422160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30600		772		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$351,303.34		$34.99		5/23/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410505160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30600		773		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$351,303.34		$1,812.00		5/23/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410513160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2344		30602		782		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293024		$440,679.84		$347.72		5/23/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900421160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		739		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$485.57		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410411160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		740		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$76.29		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410414160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		741		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$267.45		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410415160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		742		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$749.95		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410415160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28127		833		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293023		$334,764.76		$126.18		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900321160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28127		836		R		SO		4143		290		0746		289		         		          		290		           		293023		$334,764.76		$500.00		4/22/2016		5030002000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900408160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		61		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290087		$319,855.61		$13.17		4/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120408160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		62		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290087		$319,855.61		($6.58)		4/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120411160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		735		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$45.00		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410408160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		736		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$73.68		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410408160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		737		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$505.00		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410408160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		738		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$319,855.61		$35.00		4/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410408160004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		737		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$87.20		3/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900225160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		738		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$87.20		3/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900225160003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		739		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$1,136.00		3/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900301160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		740		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$119.62		3/22/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900301160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		741		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$271.42		3/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900310160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2119		28125		59		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290086		$319,855.61		$15.31		4/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120407160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1664		23200		28		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290065		$259,518.87		$191.00		2/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120127160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1664		23200		88		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290071		$259,518.87		$191.00		2/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120215160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1664		23200		636		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295126		$259,518.87		$560.00		2/22/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270122160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25850		84		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290083		$276,341.33		$31.26		3/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120314160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25850		736		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295143		$276,341.33		$250.00		3/22/2016		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410218160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1895		25852		736		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293022		$256,060.80		$304.12		3/22/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900225160001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1252		18700		691		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295094		$282,674.52		$34.50		12/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410271204150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1252		18702		904		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293016		$335,081.00		$130.80		12/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901125150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1252		18702		905		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293016		$335,081.00		$87.20		12/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901125150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1434		20900		16		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290061		$314,908.56		$345.31		1/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120111160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1434		20900		28		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291007		$314,908.56		$6.21		1/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120113160002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1664		23200		19		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290063		$259,518.87		$291.60		2/22/2016		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120122160004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16500		377		R		EL		4143		290		0741		226		         		          		230		           		230122		$402,621.44		$419.00		11/24/2015		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5414221102150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16500		781		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295078		$402,621.44		$156.06		11/24/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410271102150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16503		139		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293015		$404,464.69		$2,000.00		11/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901019150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16503		141		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293015		$404,464.69		$38.19		11/24/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901109150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1252		18700		10		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		294032		$282,674.52		$123.17		12/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121120150006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1252		18700		67		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		295095		$282,674.52		$249.76		12/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121209150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		130		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$45.58		10/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900924150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		131		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$173.32		10/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900925150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		132		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$521.04		10/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900925150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		135		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$3,982.50		10/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138901009150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16500		48		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290034		$402,621.44		$26.02		11/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121023150008		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1060		16500		137		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290034		$402,621.44		$29.87		11/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121116150011		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		943		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$208.17		9/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900901150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		944		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$763.00		9/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900902150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13825		6		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		294018		$420,235.81		$1,277.36		10/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120918150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13825		19		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290025		$420,235.81		$191.00		10/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120923150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		128		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$293.22		10/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900918150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		830		13828		129		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293012		$342,355.57		$347.72		10/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900918150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07200		656		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295039		$392,355.87		$113.97		9/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270826150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		937		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$211.46		9/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900825150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		938		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$87.20		9/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900825150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		939		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$354.26		9/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900825150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		941		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$94.74		9/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900828150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		607		07202		942		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$435,505.13		$53.99		9/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900831150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		569		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$326,560.60		8/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900724150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		570		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$135.00		8/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900724150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		571		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$550.00		8/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900724150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		572		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$11,986.50		8/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900727150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		573		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$915.00		8/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900727150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		574		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$358.62		8/24/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900727150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		381		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230016		$363,935.30		$32.22		8/24/2015		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5414220720150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		849		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295015		$363,935.30		$73.05		8/24/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270717150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		850		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295015		$363,935.30		$138.88		8/24/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270720150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		566		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$229.31		8/24/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900720150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		567		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$47.97		8/24/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900720150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04753		568		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293007		$661,031.38		$1,088.03		8/24/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900724150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		792		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$2,686.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900709150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		793		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$238.72		7/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900715150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		794		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$260.52		7/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900715150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		60		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290015		$363,935.30		$725.91		8/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120805150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		62		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290014		$363,935.30		$16.01		8/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120806150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		367		04750		70		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		294007		$363,935.30		$344.01		8/24/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120810150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		786		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$10,210.09		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900706150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		787		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$1,075.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900706150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		788		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$12,815.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900706150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		789		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$23,370.00		7/22/2015		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900708150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		790		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$16,202.40		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900709150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		791		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$1,425.17		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900709150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		780		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$369.52		7/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900623150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		781		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$40,014.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900630150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		782		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$1,485.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900701150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		783		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$280.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900702150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		784		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$800.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900703150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		131		02302		785		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$478,628.72		$255.00		7/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		8138900703150002		      		PCARDB 

		721342148-0		EDWARDS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
P O BOX 10462
CONWAY, AR 72034-0007		862		14050		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295057		$17,091.04		$17,091.04		10/28/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		2790JE                         		 		                		085351		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		93		Y1864		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295012		$3,186.40		$3,186.40		7/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		134213		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		324		04153		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295027		$3,186.40		$3,186.40		8/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		074437		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		555		06592		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295047		$3,217.22		$3,217.22		9/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		080146		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		793		13410		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295069		$3,206.24		$3,206.24		10/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		133612		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		989		15838		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295089		$3,206.24		$3,206.24		11/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183/1690923909       		 		                		131026		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2512		32809		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295222		$3,263.31		$3,263.31		6/15/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		135327		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1255		18660		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295105		$3,206.24		$3,206.24		12/22/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1691209217                     		 		                		105322		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1393		20309		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295121		$3,247.44		$3,247.44		1/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1691500932                     		 		                		091114		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1609		22618		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295138		$3,247.44		$3,247.44		2/12/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		135810		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		1837		25166		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		246		         		          		290		           		295157		$3,247.44		$3,247.44		3/16/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		090513		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2056		27478		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295177		$3,239.21		$3,239.21		4/14/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1692411268                     		 		                		135908		BJAH181

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2275		29821		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295193		$3,263.31		$3,263.31		5/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003-016-8183                  		 		                		142157		BJAH181

		820484172-0		BROOKS INTERNET SOFTWARE INC 
356 W SUNNYSIDE RD
SUITE A
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4615		1854		25326		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294060		$80.19		$80.19		3/17/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		40223                          		 		                		131024		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		165		02476		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293005		$259,724.83		$259,724.83		7/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1-765987118                    		 		                		111815		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		199		02825		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293006		$2,448.00		$2,448.00		7/29/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CA062911                       		 		                		140031		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		685		08155		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293013		$2,448.00		$2,448.00		10/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CA063679                       		 		                		095656		BJAH181

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1014		16052		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140410		$165.75		$13.82		11/18/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 068552188                		 		                		102424		GALA421

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1112		17192		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140450		$195.00		$16.26		12/3/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552189                      		 		                		133201		BJAH181

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1215		18242		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140489		$224.25		$18.68		12/17/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552190                      		 		                		103555		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		2267		29728		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140899		$230.75		$20.06		5/11/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9410411094                     		 		                		103817		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		2386		31222		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140945		$169.00		$14.70		5/31/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9410637965                     		 		                		115214		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		2458		32148		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140989		$221.00		$19.22		6/8/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9410807783                     		 		                		113202		BJAH181

		911516640-0		WILSON WINDOW WARE INC 
5421 CALIFORNIA AVENUE SW
SEATTLE, WA 98136		1431		20772		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294045		$100.00		$100.00		1/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 6191-1                   		 		                		111035		GALA421

		980469805-0		INFO TECH RESEARCH GROUP INC 
602 QUEENS AVENUE
LONDON, ON N6B 1Y8		1782		24541		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		290		           		290079		$10,335.00		$10,335.00		3/8/2016		5110008000       		F		A 		Y		145041		184514                         		 		                		093910		BJAH181

		911516640-0		WILSON WINDOW WARE INC 
5421 CALIFORNIA AVENUE SW
SEATTLE, WA 98136		2364		30865		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294072		$33.68		$33.68		5/25/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		6562-1                         		 		                		133143		BJAH181

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1308		19389		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140538		$243.15		$16.26		12/31/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 068552191/068587814        		 		                		134544		AMWA425

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1391		20294		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140565		$162.50		$13.54		1/13/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068623407                      		 		                		144519		BJAH181

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1464		21095		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140605		$195.00		$16.26		1/26/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068623408                      		 		                		142749		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		1590		22486		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140648		$195.00		$16.26		2/11/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068623409                      		 		                		114311		BJAH181

		465506074-1		SHRED IT USA LLC 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118-5301		1685		23402		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140694		$195.00		$16.26		2/24/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068623410                      		 		                		130337		BJAH181

		465506074-0		SHRED IT US JV LLC SHRED IT USA LLC
P O BOX 101007
PASADENA, CA 91189-1007		2100		27896		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140840		$1,049.75		$82.06		4/20/2016		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		9410108404...                  		 		                		113938		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		92		01836		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140033		$614.25		$18.68		7/16/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552179...                   		 		                		113750		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		158		02470		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140080		$259.50		$17.86		7/24/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552180                      		 		                		094107		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		308		04025		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140123		$282.75		$24.58		8/13/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552181                      		 		                		084416		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		388		04843		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140159		$499.40		$33.86		8/25/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552182/068557370/06855757   		 		                		101216		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		496		06089		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140199		$266.50		$22.20		9/8/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552183                      		 		                		133403		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		630		07388		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140255		$211.25		$18.36		9/24/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552184                      		 		                		140027		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		725		08532		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140275		$175.50		$14.64		10/7/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552185                      		 		                		124937		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		821		13714		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140327		$243.75		$20.32		10/21/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552186                      		 		                		140532		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		955		15355		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140381		$315.25		$26.28		11/10/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 068552187                  		 		                		100131		EF39013

		351727401-0		VINZANT SOFTWARE 
904 W OLD RIDGE RD SUITE 101
HOBART, IN 46342-2900		1616		22799		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294051		$4,200.00		$4,200.00		2/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1011946                        		 		                		143441		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		272		03682		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290003		$20,000.00		$20,000.00		8/7/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		#S1013765                      		 		                		132508		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		274		03716		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290002		$30,000.00		$30,000.00		8/7/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1013764                       		 		                		135452		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		275		03728		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290001		$399,750.00		$399,750.00		8/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # S1013766                 		 		                		092419		GALA421

		382007430-0		COMPUWARE CORPORATION 
P O BOX 74008120
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8120		1611		22663		1		R		SS		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294048		$22,119.00		$22,119.00		2/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USA-517                        		 		                		144402		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		618		07301		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294019		$1,575.00		$1,575.00		9/24/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2208570619                     		 		                		082336		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		926		15036		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294027		$2,362.50		$2,362.50		11/5/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2209251656                     		 		                		111326		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		33		Y1332		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290009		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		7/9/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10960268                       		 		                		103211		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		326		04210		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290017		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		8/14/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10968183                       		 		                		123657		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		685		08159		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290027		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		10/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10977079                       		 		                		100003		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		763		13050		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290031		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		10/13/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 10987622                 		 		                		120910		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		862		14054		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290035		$370,452.85		$370,452.85		10/28/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10993276                       		 		                		085731		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1212		18173		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290052		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		12/16/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10997249                       		 		                		142223		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2224		29260		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290097		$2,107.50		$2,107.50		5/5/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11050527                   		 		                		083121		EF39013

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2225		29293		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290098		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/5/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 11051792                   		 		                		101641		EF39013

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2445		31969		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290105		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		6/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11061409                       		 		                		134859		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1782		24533		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290078		$600.00		$600.00		3/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11022759                       		 		                		093409		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2103		27969		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290090		$3,822.50		$3,822.50		4/20/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11030182                       		 		                		140111		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2109		28009		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290092		$600.00		$600.00		4/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11043153                       		 		                		093448		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2117		28078		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290093		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		4/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11043057                       		 		                		140858		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2117		28079		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290094		$1,000.00		$1,000.00		4/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11043154                       		 		                		140919		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2118		28105		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290091		$2,100.00		$2,100.00		4/21/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11041224                       		 		                		143624		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1224		18312		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290053		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		12/17/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11005562                       		 		                		133050		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1320		19516		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290056		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		1/4/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11012659                       		 		                		143136		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1637		22978		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290072		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		2/18/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10911588                       		 		                		134741		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1771		24434		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290077		$600.00		$600.00		3/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11032526                       		 		                		115039		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1771		24439		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290075		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11032435                       		 		                		115336		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1782		24527		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290076		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		3/8/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		11023886                       		 		                		092928		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		37		Y1353		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290006		$646.92		$646.92		7/10/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		33995                          		 		                		073216		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		167		02540		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290012		$573.34		$573.34		7/27/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 34775                      		 		                		084544		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		393		04884		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290020		$604.41		$604.41		8/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		144347		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		636		07428		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290026		$614.21		$614.21		9/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		36325                          		 		                		131654		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		847		13945		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290036		$598.41		$598.41		10/26/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		37097                          		 		                		140830		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1069		16644		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290046		$539.01		$539.01		11/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 37860                      		 		                		092535		AMWA425

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2586		33548		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290110		$571.71		$571.71		6/24/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/43214                     		 		                		094142		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1291		19170		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290055		$517.75		$517.75		12/30/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		131607		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1462		21055		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290064		$479.60		$479.60		1/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		39394                          		 		                		132622		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1694		23504		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290074		$543.37		$543.37		2/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/40156                     		 		                		131135		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1904		25876		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290084		$595.69		$595.69		3/24/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		135710		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2120		28137		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290095		$586.42		$586.42		4/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/41684                     		 		                		134155		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2362		30801		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290103		$548.82		$548.82		5/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		094919		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		10		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293020		$606.00		$10.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083503		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$606.00		$6.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083516		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$606.00		$28.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083528		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$606.00		$17.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083548		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$606.00		$29.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083559		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$606.00		$25.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083612		BJAH181

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9059		09218		1		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		530		           		531763		$0.00		$125.00		5/27/2016		5050017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO CHAR                   		 		                		112243		EF39013

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9059		09218		2		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		530		           		531763		$0.00		$125.00		5/27/2016		5050017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO CHAR                   		 		                		112252		EF39013

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9059		09218		3		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		530		           		531763		$0.00		($125.00)		5/27/2016		5050018000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO CHAR                   		 		                		112303		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9026		11492		1		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		295051		$0.00		$564.00		12/4/2015		5130033000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		142217		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9026		11492		2		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		595051		$0.00		($564.00)		12/4/2015		5130033000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		142232		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		9036		07651		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		391		         		          		290		           		295040		$0.00		$9,786.50		1/27/2016		5030017000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		130744		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		9036		07651		2		R		SS		4143		290		0746		391		         		          		290		           		295040		$0.00		($9,786.50)		1/27/2016		5030014000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		130800		BJAH181

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9059		09215		6		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		530		           		531756		$0.00		$250.00		5/27/2016		5050017000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO CHAR                   		 		                		111431		EF39013

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9059		09215		8		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		530		           		531756		$0.00		($250.00)		5/27/2016		5050014000       		F		  		N		145041		CORR TO CHAR                   		 		                		111457		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$44.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101506		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$91.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101520		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2503		32700		12		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293024		$1,262.00		$11.00		6/14/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		113611		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2503		32700		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295178		$1,262.00		$3.00		6/14/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		113724		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9024		11492		1		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		295051		$0.00		$564.00		11/25/2015		5130033000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		110720		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		9024		11492		2		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		595051		$0.00		($564.00)		11/25/2015		5130033000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		110734		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2068		27650		12		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293022		$157.00		$102.00		4/15/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX                        		 		                		121745		GALA421

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		9		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293023		$1,825.00		$11.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101205		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$46.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101418		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$7.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101429		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$4.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101440		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2314		30225		14		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295169		$1,825.00		$3.00		5/18/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		101450		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1368		20075		10		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293014		$3,527.00		$158.00		1/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		093214		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1557		22100		3		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295111		$1,001.00		$82.00		2/8/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		132201		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		1622		22855		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295040		$9,786.50		$9,786.50		2/17/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		5659                           		 		                		130228		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1847		25275		32		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295123		$2,827.00		$24.00		3/16/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		USE TAX                        		 		                		152816		AMWA425

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1971		09215		4		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		530		           		531756		$6,375.00		$250.00		4/4/2016		5050014000       		F		A 		Y		145041		                               		 		                		110446		EF39013

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1996		09218		1		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		530		           		531763		$3,000.00		$125.00		4/6/2016		5050018000       		F		A 		Y		145041		                               		 		                		110722		EF39013

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		7		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295071		$100.00		$40.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082224		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		8		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295071		$100.00		$7.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082236		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		9		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295078		$100.00		$14.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082247		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295083		$100.00		$25.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082300		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295083		$100.00		$43.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082314		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1368		20075		9		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290047		$3,527.00		$76.00		1/12/2016		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		093151		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		756		08975		11		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$1,045.00		$8.00		10/12/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133616		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		873		14260		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295073		$4,911.50		$4,911.50		10/29/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		5388                           		 		                		111858		BJAH181

		716006844-1		A H T D ELF ACCOUNT FISCAL SERVICES DIVISION
P O BOX 2261
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1010		16025		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295065		$3,128.00		$169.00		11/18/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		090916		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1011		11492		21		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		295052		$9,089.00		$588.00		11/18/2015		5130033000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		081853		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1011		11492		22		R		EL		4145		290		7620		631		         		          		290		           		595051		$9,089.00		$564.00		11/18/2015		5130033000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		081912		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1205		18125		6		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295071		$100.00		$107.00		12/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		082210		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		544		06475		5		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$1,584.00		$20.00		9/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		150455		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		544		06475		6		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295015		$1,584.00		$12.00		9/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		150512		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		544		06475		7		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295015		$1,584.00		$7.00		9/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		150529		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		651		07651		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295040		$9,786.50		$9,786.50		9/28/2015		5030014000       		F		  		Y		145041		5319                           		 		                		140836		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		756		08975		9		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$1,045.00		$6.00		10/12/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133548		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		756		08975		10		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293009		$1,045.00		$19.00		10/12/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		133601		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$606.00		$91.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083742		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$606.00		$14.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		083755		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		32		Y1325		231		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		660		           		663091		$606.00		$267.00		7/9/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		094713		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		300		03950		8		R		ST		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295013		$872.00		$3,019.00		8/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142059		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		544		06475		3		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$1,584.00		$12.00		9/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		150429		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		544		06475		4		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293007		$1,584.00		$4.00		9/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		150445		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		2044		27371		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295166		$535.60		$535.60		4/13/2016		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		15557 521565 01 6              		 		                		113223		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		2137		28333		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295182		$306.20		$306.20		4/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		124316		EF39013

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		2363		30833		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295208		$306.20		$306.20		5/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		134838		BJAH181

		591853941-1		COMCAST CABLE 
P O BOX 530098
ATLANTA, GA 30353-0098		2560		33323		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295224		$306.20		$306.20		6/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8396 60 001 1193002            		 		                		090852		BJAH181

		161516976-0		LEICA GEOSYSTEMS 
P O BOX 536874
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6874		551		06527		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293010		$12,000.00		$12,000.00		9/14/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		900507502                      		 		                		114743		BJAH181

		221968159-0		INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING INC 
275 PATERSON AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424-1658		1685		23424		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294055		$1,898.00		$1,898.00		2/24/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		MS-117-L                       		 		                		132256		BJAH181

		132587752-3		LAERDAL MEDICAL CORPORATION 
LOCKBOX 784987
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19178-4987		157		02304		12		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230004		$818.65		$13.95		7/24/2015		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		2015/2000030818                		 		                		090320		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		405		10216		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430220		$12,513.17		$80.48		8/27/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV245936                      		 		                		095558		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		405		10216		40		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430220		$12,513.17		($18.33)		8/27/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV245936                      		 		                		100626		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		483		10272		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430054		$11,669.42		$65.85		9/4/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT ARK001  OSV276586/9004464 		 		                		102952		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		599		10371		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430064		$11,577.87		$65.85		9/21/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV266217                      		 		                		134920		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		722		10468		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430077		$11,815.73		$65.85		10/7/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV288717                      		 		                		083716		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2484		P0606		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430202		$12,413.58		$65.85		6/10/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV000000413174                		 		                		143536		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		9062		P0465		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430189		$0.00		$65.85		6/10/2016		5060010000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		081545		BJAH181

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		870		10572		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430091		$11,905.40		$65.85		10/29/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV303609                      		 		                		080049		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1018		10640		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430101		$12,168.16		$65.85		11/18/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV# OSV000000315473           		 		                		114254		GALA421

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1272		10843		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430121		$11,379.80		$65.85		12/28/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV327890                      		 		                		100839		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1423		10950		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430137		$11,320.32		$65.85		1/20/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV340797                      		 		                		131230		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1566		P0039		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430149		$11,340.15		$65.85		2/9/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV OSV354214                  		 		                		143904		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2009		P0321		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430174		$12,164.39		$65.85		4/7/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV382642                      		 		                		140423		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		33		Y1333		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295002		$1,869.67		$135.61		7/9/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4037318459/3751                		 		                		103318		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		33		Y1333		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295002		$1,869.67		$479.44		7/9/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4037318459/3751                		 		                		103334		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		33		Y1333		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295002		$1,869.67		$1,214.25		7/9/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4037318459/3751                		 		                		103351		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		33		Y1333		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295002		$1,869.67		$40.37		7/9/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4037318459/3751                		 		                		103401		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		141		02333		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		246		         		          		290		           		295017		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		7/23/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418458/3750            		 		                		092715		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		144		02386		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295018		$2,083.40		$159.62		7/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418459/3751            		 		                		130625		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2585		33508		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295226		$1,872.54		$1,212.57		6/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218459                     		 		                		090540		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2585		33508		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295226		$1,872.54		$8.37		6/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218459                     		 		                		090554		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		9011		02333		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295017		$0.00		$4,965.00		9/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		095246		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		9011		02333		2		R		EL		4143		290		0746		246		         		          		290		           		295017		$0.00		($4,965.00)		9/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		095312		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2383		31153		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295211		$1,746.66		$1,113.49		5/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4449418459/3751                		 		                		131349		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2383		31153		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295211		$1,746.66		$8.10		5/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4449418459/3751                		 		                		131401		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2403		P0549		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$56,279.43		$5,206.95		6/2/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4449418485/3777            		 		                		102139		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2403		P0549		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$56,279.43		$51,072.48		6/2/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4449418485/3777            		 		                		102151		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2585		33508		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295226		$1,872.54		$177.60		6/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218459                     		 		                		090516		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2585		33508		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295226		$1,872.54		$474.00		6/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4482218459                     		 		                		090526		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2120		28136		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295181		$1,808.69		$1,124.31		4/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4415218459/3751                		 		                		134111		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2120		28136		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295181		$1,808.69		$58.58		4/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4415218459/3751                		 		                		134123		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2126		28204		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295180		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		4/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4415218458/3750                		 		                		105817		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2383		31152		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295210		$4,630.81		$4,630.81		5/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4449418458/3750                		 		                		131251		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2383		31153		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295211		$1,746.66		$151.07		5/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4449418459/3751                		 		                		131321		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2383		31153		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295211		$1,746.66		$474.00		5/27/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4449418459/3751                		 		                		131339		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1928		26192		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$1,829.12		$1,192.31		3/29/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4380618459                     		 		                		094423		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1928		26192		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$1,829.12		$10.46		3/29/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4380618459                     		 		                		094436		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2113		P0372		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291011		$68,774.07		$5,702.85		4/21/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4415218485/3777            		 		                		104947		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2113		P0372		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291011		$68,774.07		$63,071.22		4/21/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4415218485/3777            		 		                		105001		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2120		28136		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295181		$1,808.69		$148.40		4/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4415218459/3751                		 		                		134043		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2120		28136		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295181		$1,808.69		$477.40		4/22/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4415218459/3751                		 		                		134055		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1717		23764		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$53,401.35		$48,938.25		3/1/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518485/3777                		 		                		085708		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1914		P0262		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291010		$67,228.96		$4,959.00		3/25/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4380618485/3777            		 		                		083831		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1914		P0262		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291010		$67,228.96		$62,269.96		3/25/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4380618485/3777            		 		                		083844		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1925		26113		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295161		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		3/28/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4380618458/3750                		 		                		122542		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1928		26192		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$1,829.12		$151.67		3/29/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4380618459                     		 		                		094353		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1928		26192		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$1,829.12		$474.68		3/29/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4380618459                     		 		                		094410		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1692		23469		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$2,010.46		$129.43		2/25/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518459/3751                		 		                		090143		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1692		23469		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$2,010.46		$474.00		2/25/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518459/3751                		 		                		090157		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1692		23469		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$2,010.46		$1,190.24		2/25/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518459/3751                		 		                		090211		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1692		23469		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$2,010.46		$216.79		2/25/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518459/3751                		 		                		090227		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1703		23599		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295146		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		2/26/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518458/3750                		 		                		090450		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1717		23764		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291009		$53,401.35		$4,463.10		3/1/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4346518485/3777                		 		                		085656		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1489		10974		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$39,117.72		$33,910.77		1/28/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 43127188485/3777           		 		                		133705		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1498		21367		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295128		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		2/1/2016		5040013000       		F		  		Y		145041		4312718458-3750                		 		                		082302		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1499		21376		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295129		$1,738.22		$121.42		2/1/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4312718459/3751                		 		                		090406		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1499		21376		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295129		$1,738.22		$475.36		2/1/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4312718459/3751                		 		                		090420		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1499		21376		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295129		$1,738.22		$1,045.94		2/1/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4312718459/3751                		 		                		090434		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1499		21376		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295129		$1,738.22		$95.50		2/1/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4312718459/3751                		 		                		090450		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1267		18858		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,544.64		$928.40		12/28/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218459/3751            		 		                		111048		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1267		18858		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,544.64		$23.90		12/28/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218459/3751            		 		                		111102		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1296		10876		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$44,528.15		$4,463.10		12/31/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218485/3777            		 		                		085358		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1296		10876		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$44,528.15		$40,065.05		12/31/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218485/3777            		 		                		085419		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1313		19469		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295112		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		12/31/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218458/3750            		 		                		144353		AMWA425

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1489		10974		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$39,117.72		$5,206.95		1/28/2016		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 43127188485/3777           		 		                		133653		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1108		17110		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$1,971.97		$482.84		12/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4244218459/3751                		 		                		112453		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1108		17110		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$1,971.97		$1,299.30		12/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4244218459/3751                		 		                		112518		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1108		17110		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$1,971.97		$7.94		12/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4244218459/3751                		 		                		112530		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1108		17111		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295092		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		12/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4244218458/3750                		 		                		112600		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1267		18858		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,544.64		$117.66		12/28/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218459/3751            		 		                		111016		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1267		18858		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,544.64		$474.68		12/28/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4278218459/3751            		 		                		111034		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		886		14502		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$1,790.17		$1,143.01		10/30/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218459/3751            		 		                		122748		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		886		14502		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$1,790.17		$6.05		10/30/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218459/3751            		 		                		122801		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		887		14543		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295075		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		10/30/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4210218458/3750                		 		                		130241		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1094		10684		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291005		$49,183.86		$5,454.90		12/1/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4244218485/3777            		 		                		085845		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1094		10684		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291005		$49,183.86		$43,728.96		12/1/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4244218485/3777            		 		                		085859		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1108		17110		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$1,971.97		$181.89		12/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4244218459/3751                		 		                		112439		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		637		07473		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$1,828.23		$1,207.21		9/25/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4175918459/3751                		 		                		134509		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		637		07473		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$1,828.23		$7.28		9/25/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4175918459/3751                		 		                		134522		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		849		10568		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$48,169.55		$5,218.85		10/26/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218485/3777            		 		                		143115		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		849		10568		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$48,169.55		$42,950.70		10/26/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218485/3777            		 		                		143155		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		886		14502		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$1,790.17		$162.35		10/30/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218459/3751            		 		                		122716		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		886		14502		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$1,790.17		$478.76		10/30/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4210218459/3751            		 		                		122733		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		366		04715		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$1,923.24		$18.57		8/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4107218459/3751                		 		                		102433		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		611		10377		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$46,289.33		$5,286.38		9/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4175918485/3777            		 		                		140852		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		611		10377		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$46,289.33		$41,002.95		9/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4175918485/3777            		 		                		140907		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		630		07393		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295054		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		9/24/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4175918458/3750                		 		                		140439		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		637		07473		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$1,828.23		$135.66		9/25/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4175918459/3751                		 		                		134437		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		637		07473		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295055		$1,828.23		$478.08		9/25/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4175918459/3751                		 		                		134454		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		359		10188		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$50,272.84		$5,448.36		8/20/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4107218485/3777            		 		                		112514		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		359		10188		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$50,272.84		$44,824.48		8/20/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4107218485/3777            		 		                		112528		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		363		04687		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295033		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		8/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4107218458/3750                		 		                		142033		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		366		04715		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$1,923.24		$139.21		8/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4107218459/3751                		 		                		102159		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		366		04715		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$1,923.24		$476.72		8/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4107218459/3751                		 		                		102212		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		366		04715		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$1,923.24		$1,288.74		8/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4107218459/3751                		 		                		102421		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		144		02386		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295018		$2,083.40		$477.40		7/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418459/3751            		 		                		130640		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		144		02386		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295018		$2,083.40		$1,404.72		7/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418459/3751            		 		                		130659		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		144		02386		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295018		$2,083.40		$41.66		7/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418459/3751            		 		                		130714		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		148		10076		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$41,284.31		$5,507.26		7/23/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418485/3777            		 		                		114757		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		148		10076		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291000		$41,284.31		$35,777.05		7/23/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4072418485/3777            		 		                		114814		EF39013

		710847443-14		DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS FISCAL MANAGEMENT
PO BOX 3155
ONE CAPITOL MALL, ROOM 3B-201
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		358		04658		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		219		         		          		290		           		295032		$255.28		$255.28		8/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3168818460/3752                		 		                		105848		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		892		14621		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290037		$746.65		$746.65		11/2/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		62769                          		 		                		102031		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		892		14623		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290038		$9,131.00		$9,131.00		11/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		62770                          		 		                		102324		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		407		05032		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290021		$2,380.00		$2,380.00		8/27/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0001                         		 		                		111342		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		590		07034		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290024		$4,823.75		$4,823.75		9/21/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0002                         		 		                		103108		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		693		08252		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290029		$3,697.50		$3,697.50		10/5/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0003                         		 		                		102909		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		816		13663		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290032		$3,208.75		$3,208.75		10/21/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0004                         		 		                		095534		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		897		14721		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290040		$2,975.00		$2,975.00		11/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0005                         		 		                		144250		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		984		15759		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290043		$3,017.50		$3,017.50		11/16/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0006                         		 		                		081519		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2519		32858		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290109		$5,185.00		$5,185.00		6/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0013                         		 		                		095424		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1172		17829		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290049		$2,380.00		$2,380.00		12/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0007                         		 		                		135506		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1367		20039		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290062		$3,336.25		$3,336.25		1/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0008                         		 		                		141758		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1603		22572		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290068		$4,165.00		$4,165.00		2/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0009                         		 		                		093557		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		1781		24503		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290081		$4,360.50		$4,360.50		3/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0010                         		 		                		140759		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2029		27179		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290089		$3,718.75		$3,718.75		4/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		CF0011                         		 		                		125519		BJAH181

		429319495-0		PAMELA EDWARDS		2240		29427		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290102		$6,056.25		$6,056.25		5/6/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV CF0012                     		 		                		110636		EF39013

		431880746-0		RHONDA KAYE WILLIAMS BYRD 
7405 PONTIAC DRIVE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72116-4325		2308		30174		5		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230279		$3,690.00		$180.00		5/17/2016		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		160512                         		 		                		114853		BJAH181

		341105178-0		PILE DYNAMICS INC 
30725 AURORA ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44139-2735		1097		16966		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293014		$1,755.00		$1,755.00		12/1/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		1016618                        		 		                		134602		BJAH181

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		324		04168		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294010		$2,462.20		$2,462.20		8/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		315209                         		 		                		075219		BJAH181

		710775615-0		KING RIBS INC CORKYS
12005 WESTHAVEN
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211-2745		2607		33836		11		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230314		$4,789.21		$59.68		6/27/2016		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		61616                          		 		                		092547		BJAH181

		100069302-0		CONFERENCE FOR PROF ASSISTANTS 
900 W. CAPITOL AVE., SUITE 400
ATTN:  DOTTIE BOYLES
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201		743		08789		4		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230104		$1,155.00		$55.00		10/9/2015		5050017000       		F		A 		Y		145041		REGISTRATION                   		 		                		103646		AMWA425

		710450019-0		ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE BUSINESS OFFICE
P O BOX 2221
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2221		1222		18256		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		226		         		          		290		           		290051		$638.96		$638.96		12/17/2015		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		3071584                        		 		                		105437		BJAH181

		710450019-0		ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE BUSINESS OFFICE
P O BOX 2221
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2221		1239		18500		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		226		         		          		290		           		290054		$335.32		$335.32		12/18/2015		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3071584                    		 		                		143207		AMWA425

		836000263-0		WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION FINANCIAL SERVICES
5300 BISHOP BOULEVARD
CHEYENNE, WY 82009-3340		551		06532		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$4,400.00		$4,400.00		9/14/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0000077457                     		 		                		115005		BJAH181

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		1676		23301		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290073		$98,025.02		$98,025.02		2/23/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		154310                         		 		                		132638		BJAH181

		133906555-0		MONSTER WORLDWIDE INC 
PO BOX 90364
CHICAGO, IL 60696-0364		937		15176		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		229		         		          		290		           		290039		$300.00		$300.00		11/6/2015		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		6108788/6108754                		 		                		113806		BJAH181

		133906555-0		MONSTER WORLDWIDE INC 
PO BOX 90364
CHICAGO, IL 60696-0364		1067		16592		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		229		         		          		290		           		290045		$150.00		$150.00		11/25/2015		5030003000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 6121818                    		 		                		085137		AMWA425

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		43		01394		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294000		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		7/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7850861                        		 		                		113458		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		75		01713		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294003		$17,366.48		$17,366.48		7/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		7506837                        		 		                		092749		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		303		03966		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294008		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		8/12/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7858159                        		 		                		102617		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		340		04346		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294005		$4,796.00		$4,796.00		8/18/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		LN94005                        		 		                		101821		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		547		06511		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294015		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		9/14/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7864032                        		 		                		113616		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		740		08737		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294021		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		10/9/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7869687                    		 		                		092448		AMWA425

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1820		24988		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294058		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		3/11/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7902151                        		 		                		135928		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2048		27445		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294062		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		4/13/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7907894                        		 		                		132546		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2261		29695		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294068		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		5/10/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7915464                        		 		                		151538		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2342		30521		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294063		$17,428.79		$17,428.79		5/20/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4603721                    		 		                		075904		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2470		32258		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294076		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		6/9/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7919906                        		 		                		092954		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2470		32271		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294077		$4,218.30		$4,218.30		6/9/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		4603720                        		 		                		093649		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		774		13195		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294022		$18,268.36		$18,268.36		10/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0506325                        		 		                		141543		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		980		15722		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294030		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		11/13/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7877761                    		 		                		121857		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1179		17902		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294037		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		12/11/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 7881492                  		 		                		095406		GALA421

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1384		20235		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294040		$17,611.04		$17,611.04		1/13/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1607798                        		 		                		113242		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1406		20485		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294043		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		1/15/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7892437                        		 		                		134555		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1603		22550		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294052		$22,009.11		$22,009.11		2/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7896176                        		 		                		091950		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		134		02305		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295010		$293.22		$293.22		7/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0143665                        		 		                		132407		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		202		02880		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295016		$87.20		$87.20		7/30/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0143778                    		 		                		095630		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		265		03566		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295021		$162.42		$162.42		8/6/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0143961                        		 		                		141536		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1299		19245		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294036		$713.96		$713.96		12/31/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0146532                        		 		                		100832		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1839		25222		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295147		$403.31		$403.31		3/16/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0147803                        		 		                		104834		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		2030		27217		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295156		$267.06		$267.06		4/11/2016		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0148285                        		 		                		141103		BJAH181

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		568		06809		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294016		$1,314.10		$1,314.10		9/16/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		746384                         		 		                		152111		BJAH181

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		1534		21817		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294049		$1,314.10		$1,314.10		2/4/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		746476                         		 		                		141634		BJAH181

		943411754-0		VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROF INC 
6625 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119		1603		22573		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294050		$3,340.00		$3,340.00		2/12/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INVREN003677                   		 		                		093621		BJAH181

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		1614		22728		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294053		$6,037.50		$6,037.50		2/16/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		30184                          		 		                		134321		BJAH181

		541954458-0		CVENT INC 
PO BOX 822699
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2699		425		05249		1		R		CB		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290019		$24,900.00		$24,900.00		8/28/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		172290/172291-A                		 		                		111055		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		322		04110		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294009		$441.78		$441.78		8/13/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110131379                     		 		                		124835		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		2289		29985		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294069		$2,418.87		$2,418.87		5/13/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110139420                     		 		                		125126		BJAH181

		592350187-0		OPEN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
P O BOX 162652
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716-2652		1780		24486		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294057		$1,123.20		$1,123.20		3/7/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1603997                        		 		                		134554		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		43		01384		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290011		$806.08		$806.08		7/10/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020989-IN                     		 		                		112813		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		262		03544		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290016		$806.08		$806.08		8/6/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021138-IN                     		 		                		140108		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		541		06410		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290022		$806.08		$806.08		9/11/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021294IN                      		 		                		135040		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		725		08539		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290030		$806.08		$806.08		10/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021452-IN                     		 		                		131302		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		928		15075		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290042		$806.08		$806.08		11/5/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021602-IN                     		 		                		141129		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1135		17414		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290047		$846.42		$846.42		12/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021760-IN                     		 		                		140019		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1356		19928		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290060		$846.42		$846.42		1/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021875-IN                     		 		                		140259		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1590		22476		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290066		$846.42		$846.42		2/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0021982-IN                     		 		                		112403		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1822		25047		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290082		$846.42		$846.42		3/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022106-IN                     		 		                		144446		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2002		26938		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290088		$846.42		$846.42		4/7/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022215-IN                     		 		                		102604		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2268		29766		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290100		$846.42		$846.42		5/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022324-IN                     		 		                		094804		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2455		32111		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290107		$846.42		$846.42		6/8/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0022431-IN                     		 		                		080408		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		69		Y1632		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295006		$182.59		$21.70		7/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		111222		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		69		Y1632		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295006		$182.59		$160.89		7/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		111235		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		88		Y1823		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295009		$7,741.83		$7,741.83		7/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		140340		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		262		03547		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295023		$2,668.82		$2,668.82		8/6/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		140231		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		268		03592		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295022		$186.95		$26.06		8/7/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		085521		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		268		03592		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295022		$186.95		$160.89		8/7/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		085530		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2250		29546		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295189		$736.27		$705.91		5/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		131740		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2252		29600		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295187		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		5/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 287262899637            		 		                		141928		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2478		32380		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295218		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		6/10/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		092158		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2478		32381		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295215		$521.00		$17.21		6/10/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X                     		 		                		092221		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2478		32381		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295215		$521.00		$503.79		6/10/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698X                     		 		                		092230		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1793		24717		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295150		$470.91		$470.91		3/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287266367040                   		 		                		145204		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1793		24718		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295149		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		3/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X02282016          		 		                		145242		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1992		26863		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295165		$14,658.54		$20.98		4/6/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		135350		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1992		26863		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295165		$14,658.54		$14,637.56		4/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		135359		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2044		27370		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295168		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		4/13/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		113140		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2250		29546		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295189		$736.27		$30.36		5/9/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		131729		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1550		21974		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295132		$101.36		$101.36		2/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287266367040                   		 		                		103209		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1551		21987		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295133		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		2/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		104914		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1552		22018		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295131		$176.74		$15.85		2/8/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		111759		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1552		22018		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295131		$176.74		$160.89		2/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		111807		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1784		24563		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295148		$182.15		$21.26		3/8/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		100559		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1784		24563		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295148		$182.15		$160.89		3/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		100608		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1187		18013		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295097		$167.86		$160.89		12/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134644		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1187		18014		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295099		$101.31		$101.31		12/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287266367040                   		 		                		134812		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1345		19760		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295115		$190.34		$29.45		1/7/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		105328		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1345		19760		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295115		$190.34		$160.89		1/7/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		105337		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1356		19935		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295118		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		1/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637                   		 		                		140758		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1361		19950		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295117		$101.31		$101.31		1/11/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287266367040//X12282015        		 		                		125614		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		930		15104		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295080		$185.76		$24.87		11/5/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		143316		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		930		15104		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295080		$185.76		$160.89		11/5/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		143325		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		968		15583		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295084		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		11/12/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287262899637              		 		                		104201		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1179		17910		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295098		$418.32		$418.32		12/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 287266367040            		 		                		100037		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1187		18012		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295101		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		12/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		287262899637X                  		 		                		134453		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1187		18013		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295097		$167.86		$6.97		12/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		134603		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		547		06520		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295042		$199.08		$38.19		9/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		113951		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		547		06520		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295042		$199.08		$160.89		9/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		114001		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		732		08589		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295059		$177.60		$16.71		10/8/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		125840		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		732		08589		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295059		$177.60		$160.89		10/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		125903		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		735		08612		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295061		$2,667.52		$2,667.52		10/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 287262899637              		 		                		143942		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		752		08836		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295063		$8,002.56		$8,002.56		10/9/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 287262899637             		 		                		145910		AMWA425

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		170		02556		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295008		$4,844.00		$4,844.00		7/27/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 1482                       		 		                		125026		EF39013

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		257		03522		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295020		$36,840.38		$36,840.38		8/6/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1493/1492                      		 		                		110017		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1238		18475		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295072		$6,962.00		$6,962.00		12/18/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		2015.0505.23-11                		 		                		141637		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1577		22346		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295107		$6,738.38		$6,738.38		2/10/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1559                           		 		                		114233		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1613		22712		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294046		$588.24		$588.24		2/16/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		2015.0505-24.11                		 		                		133009		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		1675		23294		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		295106		$1,684.60		$1,684.60		2/23/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1560                           		 		                		130926		BJAH181

		593306080-0		INNOVATIVE ROUTINES INT L, INC 
2194 HIGHWAY A1A, #303
MELBOURNE, FL 32937-4932		2168		28544		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294067		$3,357.60		$3,357.60		4/28/2016		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		32593                          		 		                		112355		BJAH181

		710821915-0		ADVANCED CABLING STMS LLC 
P O BOX 60050
NEWARK, NJ 07101-0050		1590		22492		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		295082		$5,739.00		$5,739.00		2/11/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		63838                          		 		                		114810		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		37		Y1354		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295003		$20.04		$20.04		7/10/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		073244		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		69		Y1648		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295005		$133.95		$133.95		7/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-0001                 		 		                		112138		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		153		Y2404		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295019		$20.04		$20.04		7/23/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 342006008-00001           		 		                		135728		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		272		03690		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295024		$134.27		$134.27		8/7/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-0001                 		 		                		132904		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		407		05048		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295038		$20.04		$20.04		8/27/2015		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		112203		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		535		06380		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295044		$134.27		$134.27		9/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		115308		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2586		33549		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295225		$20.04		$20.04		6/24/2016		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001/9766812070     		 		                		094211		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1907		25937		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295159		$20.04		$20.04		3/24/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		144413		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1990		26808		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295164		$174.54		$174.54		4/6/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		110535		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2122		28196		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295179		$20.04		$20.04		4/22/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		144409		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2250		29530		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295188		$174.50		$174.50		5/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		130202		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2363		30832		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295207		$20.04		$20.04		5/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		976516866                      		 		                		134632		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2477		32356		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295217		$174.54		$174.54		6/10/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8420469269-00001               		 		                		084454		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1308		19392		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295113		$20.04		$20.04		12/31/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 34200600800001           		 		                		135150		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1355		19913		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295116		$127.10		$127.10		1/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		134113		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1477		21149		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295127		$20.04		$20.04		1/27/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		141404		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1558		22044		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295135		$127.28		$127.28		2/9/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		100730		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1702		23568		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295144		$20.04		$20.04		2/25/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		145911		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1789		24634		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295151		$217.23		$217.23		3/8/2016		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		134157		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		641		07496		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295056		$20.04		$20.04		9/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		142645		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		752		08838		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295062		$127.15		$127.15		10/9/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8420469260001            		 		                		150007		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		888		14559		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295074		$20.04		$20.04		10/30/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 34006008-00001            		 		                		125029		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		962		15492		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295085		$127.10		$127.10		11/10/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		134457		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1104		17025		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295091		$20.04		$20.04		12/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		102408		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1179		17911		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295096		$127.10		$127.10		12/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		100133		GALA421

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		864		14106		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294026		$116,250.00		$116,250.00		10/28/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90326961                       		 		                		101125		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		341		04368		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295031		$7,630.00		$7,630.00		8/18/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021115000015                  		 		                		131050		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		363		04690		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		293008		$85,889.83		$85,889.83		8/20/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6011115005129                  		 		                		142153		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1861		25414		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295158		$190.75		$190.75		3/17/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116001578                  		 		                		150840		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1983		26746		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295163		$763.00		$763.00		4/5/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116002111                  		 		                		114716		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2281		29870		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295192		$1,144.50		$1,144.50		5/12/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		6021116003462                  		 		                		093303		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2331		30397		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295206		$13,734.00		$13,734.00		5/19/2016		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 6021116003665            		 		                		103308		GALA421

		621255401-0		PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
3750 OLD GETWELL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118-6032		683		08117		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295049		$2,913.09		$2,913.09		10/2/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		121827                         		 		                		085134		BJAH181







2015 Software Summary

						Data

		Budget		Obj		Sum of Detail Amt		Sum of Header Amt

		290		253		$   3,071,073.95		$   21,066,024.75

		290 Total				$   3,071,073.95		$   21,066,024.75

		Grand Total				$   3,071,073.95		$   21,066,024.75





2015 VoucherHistory

		VoucherHistory

		Fiscal Year: 2015



		Fed Id -
Seq No		Vendor		Batch		Voucher		Line		Vouch Type		Detail Purch Code		Exp Code		Budget		Func		Obj		CRS		Job		Orig Budget		FAP		Req		Header Amt		Detail Amt		Last Date		GL Account		Req Code		Pay Method		FTP Code		Cost Center		Vendor Account Info		Card Type		Card Ref No		Last Time		Last UserID

		000036314-0		TERRY YOUNG		1457		18443		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		276		         		          		290		           		      		$500.48		$378.09		12/23/2014		5050003200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103438		EF39013

		000036314-0		TERRY YOUNG		1457		18443		2		R		EL		4143		290		0746		276		         		          		290		           		      		$500.48		$122.39		12/23/2014		5050003100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103520		EF39013

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2710		09168		1		R		EL		4143		290		0850		278		         		          		290		           		      		$2,010.45		$178.20		5/28/2015		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		143203		BJAH181

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2710		09168		2		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		290		           		      		$2,010.45		$400.00		5/28/2015		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		143212		BJAH181

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2710		09168		3		R		EL		4143		290		0850		278		         		          		290		           		      		$2,010.45		$708.05		5/28/2015		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		143223		BJAH181

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2710		09168		4		R		EL		4143		290		0850		275		         		          		290		           		      		$2,010.45		$674.20		5/28/2015		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		143233		BJAH181

		000033764-0		RAYMOND LEUNG		2710		09168		5		R		EL		4143		290		0850		275		         		          		290		           		      		$2,010.45		$50.00		5/28/2015		5050014000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		143305		BJAH181

		000019987-0		BRYAN STEWART		2640		09154		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,390.34		$425.20		5/18/2015		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134833		EF39013

		000019987-0		BRYAN STEWART		2640		09154		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,390.34		$75.42		5/18/2015		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134850		EF39013

		000019987-0		BRYAN STEWART		2640		09154		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,390.34		$1,389.72		5/18/2015		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134907		EF39013

		000019987-0		BRYAN STEWART		2640		09154		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,390.34		$500.00		5/18/2015		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134924		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$342.99		5/18/2015		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135004		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$104.49		5/18/2015		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135020		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$1,389.72		5/18/2015		5050004200       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135039		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$500.00		5/18/2015		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135104		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		5		R		EL		4141		290		3400		280		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$50.00		5/18/2015		5050014000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135119		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		6		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$42.00		5/18/2015		5050010000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135140		EF39013

		000038033-0		DERIK BROWN		2640		09155		7		R		EL		4141		290		3400		280		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$2,513.90		$84.70		5/18/2015		5050012000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		135201		EF39013

		000038709-0		JASON ELLIS		2626		09152		1		R		EL		4141		290		3400		278		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$1,102.43		$135.69		5/14/2015		5050004100       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142204		AMWA425

		000038709-0		JASON ELLIS		2626		09152		2		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$1,102.43		$367.99		5/14/2015		5050006000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142231		AMWA425

		000038709-0		JASON ELLIS		2626		09152		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		289		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$1,102.43		$500.00		5/14/2015		5050018000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142259		AMWA425

		000038709-0		JASON ELLIS		2626		09152		4		R		EL		4141		290		3400		275		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$1,102.43		$48.75		5/14/2015		5050010000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142336		AMWA425

		000038709-0		JASON ELLIS		2626		09152		5		R		EL		4141		290		3400		280		         		012136    		290		L11E2015006		      		$1,102.43		$50.00		5/14/2015		5050014000       		 		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		142401		AMWA425

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		134		02049		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$184.04		$184.04		7/17/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-379227                     		 		                		130916		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		533		05463		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$5,048.08		$5,048.08		8/29/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-379781...                  		 		                		091946		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		889		08773		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295058		$802.80		$802.80		10/9/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-381932,185-381984          		 		                		152634		GALA421

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		897		08847		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295057		$802.80		$802.80		10/10/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-381931/381983              		 		                		111227		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		1803		22158		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295096		$1,571.28		$1,571.28		2/17/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 185-385137,185-385138    		 		                		130152		GALA421

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2556		28396		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295141		$8,454.14		$8,454.14		5/6/2015		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-387220                     		 		                		140142		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2817		31368		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295154		$548.39		$548.39		6/11/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-387920/387921/388682       		 		                		084003		BJAH181

		362361285-0		ANIXTER INC 
P O BOX 847428
DALLAS, TX 75284-7428		2971		32996		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295175		$1,761.64		$1,761.64		6/26/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		185-389008/388960...           		 		                		140639		BJAH181

		419351613-0		SHELTON DEWITT BLALOCK S AND S FURNITURE REHAB
9703 PETERS RD
CABOT, AR 72023-9633		1211		16091		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		261		         		          		290		           		290040		$985.50		$985.50		11/21/2014		5030008000       		F		  		Y		145041		34014                          		 		                		110854		EF39013

		221854351-0		SYNCSORT INC 
2 BLUE HILL PLAZA
SUITE 1563
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965-3113		2846		31615		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294072		$7,113.34		$7,113.34		6/16/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		15070031                       		 		                		073717		BJAH181

		621427540-0		PASSPORT CORPORATION 
16 WEST STREET
WARWICK, NY 10990-1402		286		03281		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293004		$3,890.00		$3,890.00		8/1/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		14074                          		 		                		133908		EF39013

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1093		14803		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290048		$1,400.00		$1,400.00		11/5/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		140001                         		 		                		130145		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		1736		21483		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290075		$640.00		$640.00		2/5/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		150001                         		 		                		114024		BJAH181

		431922164-0		DANA BENETZ		2168		26339		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290087		$160.00		$160.00		4/8/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		150002                         		 		                		142116		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2618		29124		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294066		$181.32		$181.32		5/14/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5035816430                     		 		                		135830		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2824		31439		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294071		$147.68		$147.68		6/11/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5036251177                     		 		                		113702		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1458		18473		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294034		$2,015.55		$2,015.55		12/23/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5033543245                     		 		                		110102		EF39013

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1607		19964		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294038		$125.63		$125.63		1/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5033987373                     		 		                		092628		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1778		21985		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294045		$263.51		$263.51		2/11/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 5034473857                 		 		                		144620		AMWA425

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1978		24228		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294054		$142.28		$142.28		3/12/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5034878939                     		 		                		093259		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2215		26945		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294060		$178.07		$178.07		4/16/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5035383455                     		 		                		130604		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		2442		27271		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294061		$322.53		$322.53		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5035331699                     		 		                		082807		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		121		01917		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294005		$192.09		$192.09		7/16/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5031418261                     		 		                		133325		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		392		04264		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294010		$251.48		$251.48		8/13/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5031871874                     		 		                		133805		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		642		06599		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294016		$167.53		$167.53		9/12/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5032260541                     		 		                		130003		BJAH181

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		913		13090		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294020		$177.67		$177.67		10/13/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 5032719506               		 		                		142322		GALA421

		230334400-3		IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS INC RICOH USA INC
P O BOX 660342
DALLAS, TX 75266-0342		1152		15536		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294025		$181.21		$181.21		11/13/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5033154672                     		 		                		131819		BJAH181

		931298868-0		P T V AMERICA INC 
1530 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
ARLINGTON, VA 22209-2418		60		Y1351		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293002		$11,481.00		$11,481.00		7/10/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10704285                       		 		                		124647		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		48		Y1270		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295008		$541.73		$541.73		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		569233/569234/569235           		 		                		145004		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		69		Y1424		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295000		$25,197.72		$25,197.72		7/11/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		222764                         		 		                		081404		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		273		03191		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295013		$282.31		$282.31		8/1/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		602952                         		 		                		101443		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		529		05429		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295036		$20.71		$20.71		8/28/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		610119                         		 		                		135451		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1615		20083		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295083		$433.82		$433.82		1/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 644432                     		 		                		114148		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1615		20097		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295070		$195.11		$195.11		1/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 644416                     		 		                		115008		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2749		30518		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295160		$282.31		$282.31		6/4/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		694771                         		 		                		094718		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2776		30845		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		215		         		          		290		           		520133		$14,523.09		$781.76		6/5/2015		5020005000       		F		  		Y		145041		2004289                        		 		                		142837		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2040		24893		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295111		$238.71		$238.71		3/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		667480                         		 		                		144318		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2098		25578		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295136		$130.80		$130.80		3/31/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		667475                         		 		                		094915		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2489		27694		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295144		$195.11		$195.11		4/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		679843                         		 		                		095048		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2491		27737		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295131		$190.00		$190.00		4/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 681363                     		 		                		103244		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2501		27834		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295152		$190.00		$190.00		4/29/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		681357                         		 		                		100436		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2580		28609		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295147		$369.51		$369.51		5/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		685549                         		 		                		094716		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1618		20119		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295064		$325.91		$325.91		1/16/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 644415                     		 		                		133226		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1683		20860		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295106		$1,808.82		$1,808.82		1/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 644028,644417            		 		                		144338		GALA421

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1684		20880		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295100		$3,982.80		$3,982.80		1/29/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4068214/648814             		 		                		080607		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		1757		21740		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295114		$190.00		$190.00		2/9/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		648765                         		 		                		112653		BJAH181

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2015		24627		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295093		$805.51		$805.51		3/18/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 666293                     		 		                		073822		EF39013

		731130045-0		XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS INC
P O BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2038		24867		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		215		         		066051    		290		           		295124		$87.20		$87.20		3/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		667481                         		 		                		132135		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		1183		15847		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295048		$11,200.00		$11,200.00		11/18/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B02470889/B02713764            		 		                		113626		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2804		31130		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295167		$11,000.00		$11,000.00		6/10/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		B03509239                      		 		                		074225		BJAH181

		223009648-0		SHI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P O BOX 952121
DALLAS, TX 75395-2121		2857		31698		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295176		$633,779.20		$633,779.20		6/16/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		B03384128/CR-177696            		 		                		120415		BJAH181

		161519756-0		GFI USA INC 
1005 SLATER ROAD SUITE 300
DURHAM,, NC 27703-8471		2727		30321		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295166		$1,980.00		$1,980.00		6/1/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USINV02100913                  		 		                		075611		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		846		08321		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295061		$56.68		$56.68		10/7/2014		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		1847375                        		 		                		101852		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1084		14699		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		290035		$35.00		$35.00		11/4/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		4901042290                     		 		                		115735		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1193		15917		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430084		$103.78		$51.89		11/19/2014		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18490293                       		 		                		133830		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1409		18029		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295085		$42.94		$42.94		12/17/2014		5080014000       		F		  		Y		145041		18492007                       		 		                		094329		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1607		19951		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295103		$35.02		$35.02		1/15/2015		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18494496                       		 		                		091450		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		1996		24381		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295130		$57.52		$57.52		3/16/2015		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 18498872                   		 		                		085023		EF39013

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2038		24860		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		296		         		          		290		           		295133		$147.56		$147.56		3/20/2015		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18469916                       		 		                		131744		BJAH181

		710397783-0		MARKETING & REDISTRIBUTION DEPT OF FINANCE & ADMIN
6620 YOUNG ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72209-3524		2123		25898		2		R		EL		4143		290		0810		296		         		          		430		           		430171		$125.06		$36.28		4/2/2015		5080018000       		F		  		Y		145041		18501704                       		 		                		141211		BJAH181

		710613287-0		PRINTING PAPERS INC 
P O BOX 192716
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72219		2073		25270		2		R		ST		4143		290		0741		462		         		          		260		           		260170		$1,245.65		$77.61		3/26/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		286578                         		 		                		103819		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2729		30334		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295162		$3,274.72		$3,274.72		6/1/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GW45276                        		 		                		103448		BJAH181

		223646053-0		A T & T GOBAL NETWORK SERVICES 
P O BOX 5091
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5091		2884		31879		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295180		$4,093.40		$4,093.40		6/18/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		GW65960                        		 		                		114013		BJAH181

		710718666-0		ARKANSAS GIS USERS FORUM 
P O BOX 2960
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2960		842		41443		3		R		EL		4141		290		3400		276		         		012136    		500		L11E2015006		500046		$2,465.00		$200.00		10/7/2014		5050004100       		F		A 		Y		145041		                               		 		                		103635		EF39013

		410849373-1		RICOH PRODUCTION PRINT SOL 
P O BOX 644225
PITTSBURGH, PA 15264-4225		85		01590		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294001		$293.21		$293.21		7/14/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5359435                        		 		                		110044		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		1705		21120		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290072		$703.42		$703.42		2/2/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		44153                          		 		                		094705		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		1876		22966		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290080		$703.42		$703.42		2/27/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		44344                          		 		                		105803		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		2151		26127		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290086		$703.42		$703.42		4/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 44535                    		 		                		133440		GALA421

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		2564		28438		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290092		$703.42		$703.42		5/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		44726                          		 		                		082718		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		2816		31344		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290100		$703.42		$703.42		6/11/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		44916                          		 		                		080800		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		9154		11785		1		R		ST		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		295095		$0.00		$164.60		1/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		133617		EF39013

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		848		08344		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290032		$703.42		$703.42		10/7/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		43386                          		 		                		112359		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		1079		14643		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290049		$703.42		$703.42		11/3/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		43577                          		 		                		142932		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		1317		17158		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290057		$703.42		$703.42		12/5/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		43770                          		 		                		105105		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1410		18053		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293012		$201.91		$201.91		12/18/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		XJM19CDF4C                     		 		                		095418		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		1458		18474		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		295056		$91.11		$91.11		12/23/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		XJM4CCX61C                     		 		                		110137		EF39013

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		1558		19589		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290067		$703.42		$703.42		1/9/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		43961                          		 		                		111607		BJAH181

		410849373-1		RICOH PRODUCTION PRINT SOL 
P O BOX 644225
PITTSBURGH, PA 15264-4225		906		13014		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294021		$293.21		$293.21		10/13/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 5369044                  		 		                		123120		GALA421

		410849373-1		RICOH PRODUCTION PRINT SOL 
P O BOX 644225
PITTSBURGH, PA 15264-4225		1610		20007		1		R		ST		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294039		$293.21		$293.21		1/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		5033962659                     		 		                		142416		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		54		Y1315		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290012		$703.42		$703.42		7/10/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		42815                          		 		                		091142		BJAH181

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		285		03251		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290017		$703.42		$703.42		8/1/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 43007                      		 		                		133716		AMWA425

		710745146-0		INFORMATION VAULTING SERVICES 
P O BOX 18802
MEMPHIS, TN 38181-0802		620		06346		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290025		$703.42		$703.42		9/10/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		43197                          		 		                		125023		BJAH181

		742616805-0		DELL USA COMPUTER CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534118
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4118		788		07755		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295052		$239.79		$239.79		9/30/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		XJJPJ3474C                     		 		                		083135		EF39013

		364230110-0		C D W GOVERNMENT INC 
75 REMITTANCE DRIVE
SUITE 1515
CHICAGO, IL 60675-1515		1748		21682		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		660		           		663042		$65.39		$65.39		2/6/2015		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		RZ11016                        		 		                		151045		BJAH181

		521868893-0		TESSCO INC 
P O BOX 102885
ATLANTA, GA 30368-2885		907		13045		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295044		$1,884.58		$1,884.58		10/13/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 625201                   		 		                		131631		GALA421

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		107		01750		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295017		$5,227.61		$5,227.61		7/15/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		135447		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		121		01920		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295020		$800.00		$800.00		7/16/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		133522		BJAH181

		200792300-3		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS LLC ATTN DENNIS D DAVIS
11101 ANDERSON DRIVE SUITE 301A
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72212-2475		147		02123		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295002		$12,321.93		$12,321.93		7/21/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		074-00081A                     		 		                		093109		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		386		04223		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295034		$5,227.61		$5,227.61		8/13/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		114011		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		400		04314		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295035		$800.00		$800.00		8/14/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		112409		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		642		06583		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295050		$5,227.61		$5,227.61		9/12/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		115448		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2884		31878		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295178		$800.00		$800.00		6/18/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		113927		BJAH181

		200792300-4		WINDSTREAM CORPORATION WINDSTREAM COMM AND XETA TECH
PO BOX 843006
KANSAS CITY, MO 64184-3006		2970		32954		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295174		$25,197.72		$25,197.72		6/26/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		260671                         		 		                		131738		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1972		24080		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295127		$800.00		$800.00		3/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		112430		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2205		26787		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295146		$800.00		$800.00		4/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		093609		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2207		26804		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295145		$5,265.75		$5,265.75		4/15/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		130410		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2629		29153		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295159		$800.00		$800.00		5/15/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		122316		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2629		29155		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295157		$5,265.75		$5,265.75		5/15/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		122402		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		2870		31782		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295179		$5,265.75		$5,265.75		6/17/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		134340		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1409		18033		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295086		$800.00		$800.00		12/17/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		094536		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1590		19898		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295102		$800.00		$800.00		1/14/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		092321		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1601		19933		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295104		$5,264.14		$5,264.14		1/14/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		132159		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1778		21980		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295115		$5,264.14		$5,264.14		2/11/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 010632763                		 		                		144319		AMWA425

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1803		22153		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295117		$800.00		$800.00		2/17/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 041532752               		 		                		125829		GALA421

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1972		24078		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295128		$5,264.14		$5,264.14		3/11/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		112318		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		663		06682		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295049		$800.00		$800.00		9/15/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		113926		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		928		13203		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295065		$5,261.63		$5,261.63		10/15/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		092917		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		947		13423		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295066		$800.00		$800.00		10/17/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		135456		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1159		15584		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295076		$5,353.42		$5,353.42		11/14/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010 632 763                    		 		                		102445		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1165		15642		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295075		$800.00		$800.00		11/14/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		041532752                      		 		                		133527		BJAH181

		200792300-0		WINDSTREAM ARKANSAS INC 
P O BOX 9001908
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1908		1403		17950		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295082		$5,182.22		$5,182.22		12/16/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		010632763                      		 		                		124109		BJAH181

		710725891-0		J S K COMPANY INC I-K ELECTRIC COMPANY
P O BOX 2140
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2140		2521		28086		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295143		$925.00		$925.00		5/1/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		45346                          		 		                		111027		BJAH181

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		674		06846		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295037		$226.00		$226.00		9/16/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		S4061105.001/S4061105.002      		 		                		135901		BJAH181

		751102645-0		WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
803 SOUTH ROBISON ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75501		993		13741		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295059		$246.52		$246.52		10/23/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		S4061105.004...                		 		                		114542		BJAH181

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02325		12		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290079		$301,300.27		$5.23		7/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120625140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02325		764		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140000		$301,300.27		$73.88		7/22/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		6408070708140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02325		859		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295004		$301,300.27		$1,832.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270703140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02325		860		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295004		$301,300.27		$266.82		7/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270714140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		825		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$6.66		7/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960626140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		826		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$2,812.50		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960626140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2901		32200		6		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290095		$332,405.94		$67.53		6/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120520150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2901		32201		729		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293020		$556,171.07		$84.24		6/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960518150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2901		32201		739		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293020		$556,171.07		$100.96		6/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960602150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2901		32201		745		R		SO		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293020		$556,171.07		$100.00		6/22/2015		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960615150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		722		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$121.69		4/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960414150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2674		29700		40		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291014		$321,696.72		$5.97		5/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120430150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2674		29700		41		R		MT		4143		290		0742		461		         		          		260		           		291015		$321,696.72		$166.51		5/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120430150004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2674		29700		48		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290091		$321,696.72		$139.83		5/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120505150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2674		29700		879		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295151		$321,696.72		$3,256.00		5/22/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410429150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2674		29702		131		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293019		$388,849.41		$17.44		5/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960515150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		712		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$304.12		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960401150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		713		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$100.00		4/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960403150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		716		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$296.00		4/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960408150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		717		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$608.00		4/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960408150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		720		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$249.62		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960409150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		721		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$608.24		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960409150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2050		26000		680		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295126		$291,538.89		$20,000.00		3/23/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357410316150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2050		26001		467		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293016		$437,690.02		$10,000.00		3/23/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960302150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27300		624		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295139		$305,585.19		$250.00		4/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270402150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		709		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$304.12		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960318150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		710		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$598.42		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960318150002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2441		27301		711		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293018		$345,961.45		$293.22		4/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960401150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1848		22625		710		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295107		$325,543.02		$17.97		2/23/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270116150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1848		22625		711		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295107		$325,543.02		$93.90		2/23/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270119150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1848		22625		712		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295107		$325,543.02		$41.93		2/23/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270121150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1848		22626		809		R		EL		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293015		$337,463.98		$336.82		2/23/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960202150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2050		26000		15		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290078		$291,538.89		$382.00		3/23/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120224150005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		2050		26000		50		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		291009		$291,538.89		$6.21		3/23/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120310150007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		58		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290061		$262,517.58		$4.75		1/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121223140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		616		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295097		$262,517.58		$150.00		1/22/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270107150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		617		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295097		$262,517.58		$261.08		1/22/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270109150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		618		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$262,517.58		$45.49		1/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270115150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20401		772		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293013		$395,193.18		$32.57		1/22/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961216140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1848		22625		55		R		MT		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		260		           		290073		$325,543.02		$13.48		2/23/2015		5090016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120204150003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18301		862		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293011		$435,609.26		$2.56		12/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961119140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18301		863		R		SO		4143		290		0745		252		         		          		290		           		293011		$435,609.26		$238.72		12/22/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961119140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18301		864		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$435,609.26		$1,133.00		12/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961120140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18301		867		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293011		$435,609.26		$34,249.00		12/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961126140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		19		R		MT		4143		290		0745		461		         		          		260		           		293014		$262,517.58		$15.89		1/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120112150001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1634		20400		57		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290060		$262,517.58		$191.00		1/22/2015		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121223140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1206		17001		248		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295071		$423,673.99		$540.00		11/24/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5357411028140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18300		33		R		MT		4143		290		0744		461		         		          		260		           		294029		$355,201.88		$307.93		12/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121203140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18300		55		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		294031		$355,201.88		$52.32		12/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121210140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18300		727		R		SO		4143		290		0746		460		         		          		290		           		295080		$355,201.88		$138.00		12/22/2014		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410271204140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18300		728		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295080		$355,201.88		$79.77		12/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410271205140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1437		18300		729		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295080		$355,201.88		$111.67		12/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410271208140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13800		959		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295051		$332,046.43		$129.43		10/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270929140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13802		200		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293006		$375,679.43		$1.97		10/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960917140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13802		203		R		ST		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293006		$375,679.43		$533.00		10/22/2014		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758961002140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1206		17000		8		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290038		$263,055.48		$30.81		11/24/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121020140007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1206		17000		33		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290039		$263,055.48		$27.02		11/24/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121020140018		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		1206		17000		35		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290038		$263,055.48		$23.88		11/24/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105121020140019		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		476		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$39.24		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960812140004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		721		07302		25		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293005		$334,555.89		$25.58		9/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960819140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13800		20		R		MT		4143		290		0741		461		         		          		260		           		290028		$332,046.43		$6.77		10/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120923140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13800		956		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295051		$332,046.43		$117.10		10/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270922140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13800		957		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295051		$332,046.43		($117.10)		10/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270926140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		980		13800		958		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295051		$332,046.43		($129.43)		10/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270929140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05001		92		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295022		$327,927.63		$72,914.00		8/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270731140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		465		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$27.09		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960722140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		471		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$400.00		8/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960804140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		473		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$43.56		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960812140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		474		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$44.66		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960812140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05002		475		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293003		$461,336.76		$7.07		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960812140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		847		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$2,688.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960704140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		848		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$10,174.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960709140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		849		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$12,763.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960709140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05000		9		R		MT		4143		290		0742		461		         		          		260		           		291000		$323,870.77		$186.00		8/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		9105120717140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05000		417		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230037		$323,870.77		$36.55		8/25/2014		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		5414220718140001		103801		GALA421

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		466		05001		91		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295022		$327,927.63		$137.32		8/22/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		2410270730140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		841		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$12,540.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960702140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		842		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$550.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960702140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		843		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$255.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960702140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		844		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$1,076.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960702140004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		845		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$2,000.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960704140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		846		R		SS		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$22,470.00		7/22/2014		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960704140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		833		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$11,986.50		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140004		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		834		R		SO		4143		290		0745		291		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$100.00		7/22/2014		5080006000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140005		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		835		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$8,763.01		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140006		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		836		R		SS		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$31,770.00		7/22/2014		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140007		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		839		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$38,842.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960701140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		840		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$7,600.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960701140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		827		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$280.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960627140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		828		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$1,250.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960627140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		829		R		SO		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$8,586.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960627140003		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		830		R		SO		4143		290		0745		459		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		($6.66)		7/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140001		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		831		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$20,809.00		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140002		      		PCARDB 

		411881896-0		U S BANK CPS INTERNAL PAYMENTS-ACCT 0058
830 NORTH 11TH ST-DEPT 790428
ST LOUIS, MO 63101-1016		170		02326		832		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293000		$890,188.97		$295,770.48		7/22/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		USBANK PCARD ACCT              		P		0758960630140003		      		PCARDB 

		470751768-0		M C I COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
MELLON BANK LOCK BOX 14206
P O BOX DEPARTMENT CH 14206
PALANTINE, IL 60055-4206		1790		22063		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295006		$4,678.00		$4,678.00		2/12/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 90355L                   		 		                		125141		GALA421

		841659970-2		A T & T MOBILITY 
PO BOX 5019
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-5019		2894		31982		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295181		$3,194.55		$3,194.55		6/19/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8003 016 8183                  		 		                		093407		BJAH181

		820484172-0		BROOKS INTERNET SOFTWARE INC 
356 W SUNNYSIDE RD
SUITE A
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4615		1950		23833		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294049		$80.41		$80.41		3/10/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		39029                          		 		                		083451		BJAH181

		630573222-1		INTERGRAPH CORPORATION - 1 SGI DIVISION
7088 SOLUTION CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60677-7000		146		Y2093		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293001		$259,151.29		$259,151.29		7/21/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1-561801118                    		 		                		082012		BJAH181

		980469805-0		INFO TECH RESEARCH GROUP INC 
602 QUEENS AVENUE
LONDON, ON N6B 1Y8		1577		19702		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		290		           		290069		$10,335.00		$10,335.00		1/13/2015		5110008000       		F		A 		Y		145041		179616                         		 		                		080831		BJAH181

		911516640-0		WILSON WINDOW WARE INC 
5421 CALIFORNIA AVENUE SW
SEATTLE, WA 98136		1621		20168		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294040		$100.00		$100.00		1/20/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		5132-1                         		 		                		143745		EF39013

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		215		02647		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140066		$533.00		$48.46		7/25/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481474/068481475            		 		                		114014		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		380		04142		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140114		$256.15		$18.90		8/12/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068486814...                   		 		                		140505		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		479		05023		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140146		$288.75		$22.16		8/26/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481477/068506734            		 		                		080816		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		637		06520		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140183		$288.15		$17.72		9/12/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481478...                   		 		                		085540		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		730		07240		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140218		$172.25		$15.66		9/23/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 068481479                		 		                		093248		GALA421

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		882		08692		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140256		$201.50		$18.32		10/9/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481480                      		 		                		113338		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		9206		27049		9		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140765		$0.00		$19.22		5/12/2015		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		REQ CORRECTION                 		 		                		115010		EF39013

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		9206		27049		11		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140737		$0.00		($19.22)		5/12/2015		5030018000       		F		  		N		145041		REQ CORRECTION                 		 		                		115039		EF39013

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2222		27049		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140737		$221.00		$19.22		4/17/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552173                      		 		                		132513		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2556		28384		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140799		$243.75		$21.20		5/6/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552174                      		 		                		134849		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2630		29183		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140843		$175.50		$15.26		5/15/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552175                      		 		                		124617		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2776		30844		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140885		$211.25		$18.36		6/5/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552176                      		 		                		142659		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2830		31493		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140927		$162.50		$14.14		6/12/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552177                      		 		                		100442		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2973		33047		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140969		$299.00		$26.00		6/26/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552178                      		 		                		145535		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1646		20445		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140548		$253.00		$18.08		1/23/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 068552167,068506739      		 		                		102835		GALA421

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1766		21823		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140581		$260.00		$22.60		2/10/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552168                      		 		                		090635		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1859		22731		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140621		$195.00		$16.96		2/25/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552169                      		 		                		093302		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1972		24086		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140663		$208.00		$18.08		3/11/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552170                      		 		                		112903		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2083		25361		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140708		$321.75		$16.96		3/27/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552171...                   		 		                		112149		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		2157		26201		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140737		$211.25		$18.36		4/7/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552172                      		 		                		141557		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		942		13380		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140294		$207.50		$14.78		10/17/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481481/068506736            		 		                		094614		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1134		15276		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140339		$383.00		$20.06		11/10/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481482,068515937,068506737  		 		                		141950		GALA421

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1264		16584		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140379		$263.25		$22.90		11/26/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 068481483                		 		                		144123		GALA421

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1301		16997		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140403		$162.50		$14.14		12/4/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481484                      		 		                		092412		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1500		18922		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140471		$538.90		$36.18		12/31/2014		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068481485/068481486...         		 		                		141312		BJAH181

		710827767-0		SHRED IT ARKANSAS 
7705 NORTHSHORE PLACE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72118		1581		19801		8		R		SO		4143		290		0741		269		         		          		140		           		140509		$204.75		$17.80		1/13/2015		5030018000       		F		  		Y		145041		068552166                      		 		                		124952		BJAH181

		351727401-0		VINZANT SOFTWARE 
904 W OLD RIDGE RD SUITE 101
HOBART, IN 46342-2900		2024		24709		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294055		$4,200.00		$4,200.00		3/19/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1011817                        		 		                		102113		BJAH181

		530204654-1		AASHTO 2013 AASHTO ANNUAL MEETING
DEPARTMENT 5051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		708		07086		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290004		$20,000.00		$20,000.00		9/19/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1012304                       		 		                		104234		BJAH181

		530204654-1		AASHTO 2013 AASHTO ANNUAL MEETING
DEPARTMENT 5051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		708		07087		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290001		$388,500.00		$388,500.00		9/19/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1012305                       		 		                		104326		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		710		07142		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290002		$30,000.00		$30,000.00		9/19/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1012303                       		 		                		144206		BJAH181

		530204654-2		AASHTO - 2 
P O BOX 615051
WASHINGTON, DC 20061-5051		710		07149		1		R		EL		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		290003		$12,000.00		$12,000.00		9/19/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		S1012306                       		 		                		144706		BJAH181

		382007430-0		COMPUWARE CORPORATION 
P O BOX 74008120
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8120		1757		21725		1		R		SS		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294043		$20,867.00		$20,867.00		2/9/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		219359                         		 		                		111447		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		760		07544		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294017		$1,500.00		$1,500.00		9/25/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2108350656                     		 		                		130139		BJAH181

		770244625-0		NEWERA SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 1797
MORGAN HILL, CA 95038		1361		17632		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294027		$2,250.00		$2,250.00		12/10/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2109240952                     		 		                		143743		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		304		03489		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		460		         		          		290		           		290018		$1,207.80		$1,207.80		8/5/2014		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		10871034                       		 		                		130207		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		337		03759		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		660002		$14,086.75		$14,086.75		8/8/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10871912                       		 		                		110520		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		631		06462		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290026		$1,920.00		$1,920.00		9/11/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10852440                       		 		                		134859		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1007		13864		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290046		$356,417.59		$356,417.59		10/24/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10892637                       		 		                		115128		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1152		15537		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290055		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/13/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10895009                       		 		                		131850		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1165		15647		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290053		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/14/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		100878153                      		 		                		133851		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2519		28032		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290090		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		5/1/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10942453                       		 		                		092930		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2730		30369		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290097		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		6/1/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10950500                       		 		                		110833		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2737		30415		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290098		$600.00		$600.00		6/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10950459                       		 		                		085845		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		9017		03759		2		R		SO		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		660002		$0.00		($14,086.75)		9/18/2014		5090026000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		105836		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1165		15648		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290054		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		11/14/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10887666                       		 		                		133922		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1488		18857		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290065		$5,636.40		$5,636.40		12/31/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10903360                       		 		                		112712		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1504		18937		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290064		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		1/2/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10903186                       		 		                		095205		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		1735		21467		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290074		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		2/5/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10918655                       		 		                		105729		BJAH181

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2153		26196		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290084		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		4/7/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 10935029                 		 		                		143826		GALA421

		042640942-1		KRONOS 
PO BOX 743208
ATLANTA, GA 30374-3208		2234		27191		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290088		$3,700.00		$3,700.00		4/21/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		10925636                       		 		                		092604		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		34		Y1205		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290006		$1,293.83		$1,293.83		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		093725		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		225		02674		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290015		$585.33		$585.33		7/28/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033 / 25315                   		 		                		110524		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		469		04973		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290020		$601.68		$601.68		8/25/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		26105                          		 		                		091605		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		752		07467		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290029		$624.57		$624.57		9/25/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		095413		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1006		13842		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290044		$601.14		$601.14		10/24/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		27671                          		 		                		102448		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1242		16380		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290056		$637.65		$637.65		11/25/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		28461                          		 		                		131826		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1481		18735		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290063		$541.73		$541.73		12/30/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/29256                     		 		                		141500		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1669		20737		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290071		$533.56		$533.56		1/27/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 30052                      		 		                		140459		EF39013

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		1868		22829		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290079		$548.82		$548.82		2/26/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		30844                          		 		                		140742		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2060		25090		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290082		$469.79		$469.79		3/25/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033                           		 		                		084304		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2489		27696		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290089		$582.06		$582.06		4/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		32425                          		 		                		095145		BJAH181

		710385653-0		ANSWERFONE INC 
P O BOX 3099
610 ROCK STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3099		2705		30016		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		215		         		          		290		           		290096		$617.49		$617.49		5/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		7033/33212                     		 		                		124022		BJAH181

		452494902-0		BINSWANGER ENTERPRISES LLC BINSWANGER GLASS
P O BOX 740209
ATLANTA, GA 30374-0209		674		06843		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		290		           		290027		$863.59		$863.59		9/16/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		I056017370                     		 		                		135707		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		45		Y1250		5		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295147		$1,471.00		$22.00		7/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		130558		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		394		04300		6		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295004		$3.00		$164.00		8/14/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX              		 		                		093956		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		394		04300		7		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295005		$3.00		$17.00		8/14/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES AND USE TAX              		 		                		094010		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		15		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$17.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091729		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		16		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$10.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091744		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2845		31625		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295141		$783.00		$40.00		6/15/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134928		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2845		31625		12		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295141		$783.00		$11.00		6/15/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134940		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2845		31625		13		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295141		$783.00		$565.00		6/15/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134951		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2002		24475		5		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295006		$805.00		$367.00		3/16/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		111436		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2147		26075		7		R		SO		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		294057		$2,051.00		$71.00		4/7/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		SALES/USE TAX                  		 		                		104904		BJAH181

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2626		09149		1		R		EL		4143		290		0850		289		         		          		530		           		531258		$5,625.00		$125.00		5/14/2015		5050018000       		F		A 		Y		145041		REGISTRATION                   		 		                		141121		AMWA425

		716006844-10		T R C CONFERENCE ARK DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
P O BOX 2261
RESEARCH SECTION
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2626		09150		2		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		530		           		531251		$6,625.00		$125.00		5/14/2015		5050018000       		F		A 		Y		145041		REGISTRATION                   		 		                		141743		AMWA425

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2845		31625		9		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290093		$783.00		$72.00		6/15/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134855		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		2845		31625		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295141		$783.00		$14.00		6/15/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134914		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1175		15800		5		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295057		$352.00		$22.00		11/17/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134857		BJAH181

		911947942-0		FILEONQ INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SOL INC
832 INDUSTRY DRIVE
TUKWILA, WA 98188-3410		1258		16508		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295079		$3,292.40		$3,292.40		11/26/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		4826                           		 		                		101723		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1563		19625		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295080		$1,723.00		$7.00		1/12/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		073417		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1563		19625		11		R		SO		4143		290		0746		461		         		          		290		           		295080		$1,723.00		$10.00		1/12/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		073435		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1777		22000		9		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295097		$134.00		$4.00		2/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		102033		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1777		22000		10		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295097		$134.00		$24.00		2/11/2015		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		102045		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		17		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$330.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091759		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		18		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$7.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091814		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		19		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$8.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091832		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		20		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$8.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091845		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		603		06200		21		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295030		$1,123.00		$35.00		9/9/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		091857		BJAH181

		716006844-4		A H T D USE TAX EFT 
P O BOX 2261
LEANN CHADWICK
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-2261		1175		15800		4		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295057		$352.00		$50.00		11/17/2014		5130032000       		F		  		Y		145041		                               		 		                		134844		BJAH181

		911258259-0		RIPPEDSHEETS COM 
P O BOX 5290
BENTON CITY, WA 99320-5290		2073		25266		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		459		         		          		290		           		294057		$786.28		$786.28		3/26/2015		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		112303                         		 		                		102536		BJAH181

		221968159-0		INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING INC 
275 PATERSON AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424-1658		1915		23438		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294048		$1,898.00		$1,898.00		3/4/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # MR-117-L                 		 		                		090024		GALA421

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		106		10083		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430010		$11,583.78		$51.95		7/15/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV148121                      		 		                		135319		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		397		10216		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430026		$11,580.89		$43.90		8/14/2014		5060001000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV154349                      		 		                		085951		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		638		10394		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430045		$11,696.30		$21.95		9/12/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# ARKA001                  		 		                		115200		AMWA425

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1014		10627		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430080		$11,456.47		$21.95		10/24/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # ARKA001                 		 		                		134315		GALA421

		132587752-3		LAERDAL MEDICAL CORPORATION 
LOCKBOX 784987
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19178-4987		1016		13877		7		R		EL		4143		290		0840		289		         		          		230		           		230213		$1,294.60		$84.30		10/24/2014		5080007000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 2572318                    		 		                		140750		AMWA425

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1147		10698		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430087		$11,557.52		$21.95		11/12/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV197805                      		 		                		142539		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1596		P0002		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430117		$10,855.16		$21.95		1/14/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV204884                      		 		                		122822		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1841		P0091		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430120		$10,857.96		$21.95		2/23/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSC212294                      		 		                		103408		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		1841		P0092		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430144		$10,804.15		$21.95		2/23/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		220033                         		 		                		104552		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2903		P0696		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430221		$11,942.03		$65.85		6/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT ARKA001                   		 		                		081101		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2907		P0723		13		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430219		$10,982.56		$21.95		6/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV237071                      		 		                		151353		EF39013

		330872319-0		NETWORKFLEET INC 
P O BOX 975544
DALLAS, TX 75397-5544		2921		P0726		14		R		AA		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		430		           		430218		$10,867.27		$21.95		6/23/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		OSV228524                      		 		                		131800		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		34		Y1204		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295003		$1,740.79		$152.71		7/9/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3604218459/3751                		 		                		093502		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		34		Y1204		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295003		$1,740.79		$478.08		7/9/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3604218459/3751                		 		                		093522		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		34		Y1204		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295003		$1,740.79		$1,082.78		7/9/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3604218459/3751                		 		                		093544		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		34		Y1204		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295003		$1,740.79		$27.22		7/9/2014		5050002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3604218459/3751                		 		                		093606		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		48		Y1271		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295015		$2,494.60		$2,494.60		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3604218458/3750                		 		                		145121		BJAH181

		710835616-0		STATE BUSINESS SUPPLY INC 
P O BOX 56013
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72215		134		02030		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294003		$1,569.60		$1,569.60		7/17/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		10692                          		 		                		125416		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2680		29730		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291017		$23,505.24		$18,056.88		5/26/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218485/3777                		 		                		092059		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2755		30584		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295171		$2.51		$2.51		6/4/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818468/3760-3494118460/3752		 		                		125235		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2907		P0719		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291018		$41,909.89		$5,006.60		6/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4037318485/3777            		 		                		150740		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2907		P0719		2		R		EL		4143		290		0742		299		         		          		290		           		291018		$41,909.89		$36,903.29		6/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 4037318485/3777            		 		                		150751		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2912		32238		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295182		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		6/23/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4037318458/3750                		 		                		084631		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2666		29506		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$2,363.42		$159.52		5/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218459/3751                		 		                		091430		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2666		29506		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$2,363.42		$482.16		5/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218459/3751                		 		                		091613		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2666		29506		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$2,363.42		$1,705.84		5/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218459/3751                		 		                		091626		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2666		29506		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295164		$2,363.42		$15.90		5/21/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218459/3751                		 		                		091549		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2667		29526		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295163		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		5/21/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218458/3750                		 		                		100616		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2680		29730		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291017		$23,505.24		$5,448.36		5/26/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		4002218485/3777                		 		                		092049		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2445		P0360		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291012		$5,242.20		$5,242.20		4/22/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3966818485/3777          		 		                		112943		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2453		27330		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295148		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		4/22/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3966818458/3750                		 		                		142041		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2454		27357		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295149		$1,661.47		$90.07		4/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3966818459/3751                		 		                		103535		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2454		27357		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295149		$1,661.47		$476.72		4/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3966818459/3751                		 		                		103554		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2454		27357		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295149		$1,661.47		$829.54		4/23/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3966818459/3751                		 		                		103605		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2454		27357		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295149		$1,661.47		$265.14		4/23/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3966818459/3751                		 		                		103616		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2040		24879		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295134		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		3/20/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518458/3750                		 		                		143143		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2040		24894		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295135		$2,347.07		$110.32		3/20/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518459/3751                		 		                		144411		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2040		24894		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295135		$2,347.07		$475.36		3/20/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518459/3751                		 		                		144426		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2040		24894		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295135		$2,347.07		$1,047.31		3/20/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518459/3751                		 		                		144440		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2040		24894		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295135		$2,347.07		$714.08		3/20/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518459/3751                		 		                		144452		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		2075		P0242		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291011		$4,491.21		$4,491.21		3/26/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3931518485/3777                		 		                		104123		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1890		23164		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295122		$4,965.00		$4,965.00		3/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918458/3750                		 		                		102035		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1890		23165		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295121		$1,862.68		$123.10		3/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918459/3751                		 		                		102115		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1890		23165		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295121		$1,862.68		$474.68		3/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918459/3751                		 		                		102133		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1890		23165		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295121		$1,862.68		$1,195.16		3/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918459/3751                		 		                		102147		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1890		23165		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295121		$1,862.68		$69.74		3/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918459/3751                		 		                		102204		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1894		P0099		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291008		$5,021.32		$5,021.32		3/2/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3895918485/3777                		 		                		134638		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1686		20945		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,869.85		$118.64		1/29/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3860118459/3751          		 		                		133847		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1686		20945		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,869.85		$474.68		1/29/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3860118459/3751          		 		                		133910		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1686		20945		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,869.85		$1,256.72		1/29/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3860118459/3751          		 		                		133953		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1686		20945		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295110		$1,869.85		$19.81		1/29/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 3860118459/3751          		 		                		134040		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1688		P0070		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291007		$5,153.85		$5,153.85		1/29/2015		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3860118485/3777            		 		                		131234		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1692		20965		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295109		$4,283.60		$4,283.60		1/29/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 386011848/3750           		 		                		140648		GALA421

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1431		10891		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291006		$4,314.51		$4,314.51		12/19/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718485/3777                		 		                		121632		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1456		18405		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295090		$4,283.60		$4,283.60		12/23/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718458/3750                		 		                		081854		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1456		18408		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295091		$1,461.10		$118.31		12/23/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718459/3751                		 		                		082035		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1456		18408		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295091		$1,461.10		$478.76		12/23/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718459/3751                		 		                		082052		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1456		18408		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295091		$1,461.10		$825.94		12/23/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718459/3751                		 		                		082110		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1456		18408		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295091		$1,461.10		$38.09		12/23/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3823718459/3751                		 		                		082126		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1196		10740		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291005		$92,077.48		$5,757.48		11/19/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3787318485/3777            		 		                		142515		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1221		16113		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295077		$2,071.38		$156.60		11/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3787318459/3751                		 		                		084241		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1221		16113		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295077		$2,071.38		$476.72		11/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3787318459/3751                		 		                		084356		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1221		16113		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295077		$2,071.38		$1,423.08		11/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3787318459/3751                		 		                		084310		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1221		16113		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295077		$2,071.38		$14.98		11/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3787318459/3751                		 		                		084330		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1222		16137		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295078		$4,283.60		$4,283.60		11/24/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3787318458/3750                		 		                		093547		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		970		13584		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295067		$4,198.93		$4,198.93		10/21/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118458/3750                		 		                		132621		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		981		13683		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295068		$1,911.35		$152.13		10/22/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118459/3751                		 		                		110504		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		981		13683		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295068		$1,911.35		$478.76		10/22/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118459/3751                		 		                		110522		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		981		13683		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295068		$1,911.35		$1,269.74		10/22/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118459/3751                		 		                		110723		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		981		13683		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295068		$1,911.35		$10.72		10/22/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118459/3751                		 		                		110745		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		1100		10645		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291004		$5,271.55		$5,271.55		11/5/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3751118485/3777                		 		                		135402		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		714		10419		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291003		$5,256.83		$5,256.83		9/22/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818485/3777                		 		                		091012		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		750		07436		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295054		$1,831.07		$160.62		9/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818459/3751                		 		                		090119		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		750		07436		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295054		$1,831.07		$474.00		9/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818459/3751                		 		                		090133		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		750		07436		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295054		$1,831.07		$1,180.55		9/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818459/3751                		 		                		090145		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		750		07436		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295054		$1,831.07		$15.90		9/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818459/3751                		 		                		090157		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		750		07449		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295053		$3,019.93		$3,019.93		9/25/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3714818458-3750                		 		                		093727		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		441		10227		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291002		$91,827.26		$5,507.26		8/20/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618485/3777                		 		                		072504		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		467		04943		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295039		$2,494.60		$2,494.60		8/22/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618458/3750                		 		                		095419		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		469		04955		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$1,823.37		$182.50		8/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618459/3751                		 		                		080816		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		469		04955		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$1,823.37		$477.40		8/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618459/3751                		 		                		080854		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		469		04955		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$1,823.37		$1,138.72		8/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618459/3751                		 		                		080915		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		469		04955		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295040		$1,823.37		$24.75		8/25/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3678618459/3751                		 		                		080936		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		189		10117		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		299		         		          		290		           		291001		$91,532.65		$5,212.65		7/23/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 3641818485-3777            		 		                		111057		EF39013

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		201		02531		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		216		         		          		290		           		295025		$2,494.60		$2,494.60		7/24/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818458/3750                		 		                		104838		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		201		02532		1		R		EL		4142		290		0880		212		         		066051    		290		           		295024		$1,818.54		$144.18		7/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818459/3751                		 		                		104905		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		201		02532		2		R		EL		4142		290		0880		213		         		066051    		290		           		295024		$1,818.54		$476.72		7/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818459/3751                		 		                		104923		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		201		02532		3		R		EL		4142		290		0880		214		         		066051    		290		           		295024		$1,818.54		$1,172.56		7/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818459/3751                		 		                		104935		BJAH181

		710847443-15		STATE OF ARKANSAS DEPT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P O BOX 3155
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72203-3155		201		02532		4		R		EL		4142		290		0880		218		         		066051    		290		           		295024		$1,818.54		$25.08		7/24/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		3641818459/3751                		 		                		104951		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		2890		31934		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290101		$746.65		$746.65		6/18/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		62638                          		 		                		141818		BJAH181

		710406148-0		RECORDS IMAGING SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 2066
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115		2898		32061		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290102		$746.65		$746.65		6/19/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		62637                          		 		                		143640		BJAH181

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		367		04050		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294008		$2,377.25		$2,377.25		8/12/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		312077                         		 		                		112355		BJAH181

		061762346-0		NATIONWIDE POWER SOLUTIONS INC 
1060 MARY CREST ROAD
HENDERSON, NV 89074		2843		31593		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		660		           		663091		$3,135.36		$3,135.36		6/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		314478                         		 		                		151246		BJAH181

		770225966-0		S C SOLUTIONS INC 
P O BOX 722
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94042		1079		14635		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293009		$800.00		$800.00		11/3/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		130794                         		 		                		142506		BJAH181

		710775615-0		KING RIBS INC CORKYS
12005 WESTHAVEN
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211-2745		2961		32746		8		R		SO		4143		290		0840		499		         		          		230		           		230747		$4,577.92		$31.56		6/26/2015		5090019000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 61115                      		 		                		083048		EF39013

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		618		06277		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		311		         		066051    		290		           		290024		$1,558.70		$1,068.20		9/10/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0143                           		 		                		101339		BJAH181

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		618		06277		2		R		SO		4142		290		0880		255		         		066051    		290		           		290024		$1,558.70		$490.50		9/10/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0143                           		 		                		101352		BJAH181

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		982		13716		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		311		         		066051    		290		           		290041		$1,179.38		$797.88		10/22/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156                           		 		                		124959		BJAH181

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		982		13716		2		R		SO		4142		290		0880		255		         		066051    		290		           		290041		$1,179.38		$381.50		10/22/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0156                           		 		                		125036		BJAH181

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		1036		14138		1		R		SO		4142		290		0880		311		         		066051    		290		           		290047		$7,303.00		$3,270.00		10/29/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155                           		 		                		094136		BJAH181

		300198098-0		TROY REYNOLDS CONSTRUCTION LLC 
P O BOX 934
CABOT, AR 72023-0934		1036		14138		2		R		SO		4142		290		0880		255		         		066051    		290		           		290047		$7,303.00		$4,033.00		10/29/2014		5030005000       		F		  		Y		145041		0155                           		 		                		094150		BJAH181

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		51		10048		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290010		$5,418.29		$536.43		7/14/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 701762119                  		 		                		103942		EF39013

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		51		10049		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290009		$5,419.87		$408.07		7/14/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 701753335                  		 		                		104758		EF39013

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		51		10050		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290008		$5,416.22		$158.65		7/14/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 701743922                  		 		                		105700		EF39013

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		406		10220		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290014		$5,418.29		$456.63		8/15/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 701771036                  		 		                		132311		EF39013

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		606		10381		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290022		$5,417.84		$461.68		9/9/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 701781246                  		 		                		124049		EF39013

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		944		10558		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290030		$5,261.23		$392.58		10/17/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 230006476                		 		                		130215		GALA421

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		983		10605		10		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290042		$5,261.23		$392.57		10/23/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		230007792                      		 		                		111155		BJAH181

		160468020-3		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 802555
CHICAGO, IL 60680-2555		1208		10749		9		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290052		$5,261.23		$415.40		11/21/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 230008809                  		 		                		101012		EF39013

		160468020-2		XEROX CORPORATION 
P O BOX 650361
DALLAS, TX 75265-0361		1419		10890		9		R		ST		4143		290		0810		299		         		          		290		           		290059		$5,261.23		$446.65		12/17/2014		5060010000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 230010131                		 		                		145334		GALA421

		836000263-0		WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION FINANCIAL SERVICES
5300 BISHOP BOULEVARD
CHEYENNE, WY 82009-3340		1098		14859		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293010		$4,400.00		$4,400.00		11/5/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		0000069937                     		 		                		135833		BJAH181

		371073724-0		LEVI RAY & SHOUP INC 
2401 WEST MONROE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704		1884		23005		1		R		SS		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290077		$95,169.92		$95,169.92		2/27/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		140254                         		 		                		142410		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		85		01592		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294000		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		7/14/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7737710                        		 		                		110153		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		112		01894		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294004		$18,196.48		$18,196.48		7/16/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		7406361                        		 		                		103855		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		405		04391		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294009		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		8/15/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7753899                        		 		                		133024		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		637		06506		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294015		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		9/12/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7771587                        		 		                		084429		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		904		08962		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294019		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		10/13/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7789633                        		 		                		090757		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		964		13530		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294023		$18,196.48		$18,196.48		10/21/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0407568                        		 		                		110342		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1976		24175		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294053		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		3/12/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7826394                        		 		                		084244		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2170		26353		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294059		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		4/9/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 7832256                  		 		                		100522		GALA421

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		2205		26797		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294051		$17,366.48		$17,366.48		4/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		4506225                        		 		                		094317		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2592		28763		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294065		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		5/12/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7839057                    		 		                		080857		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		2817		31367		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294070		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		6/11/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7846105                        		 		                		083933		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1167		15665		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294026		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		11/17/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7798588                        		 		                		091506		BJAH181

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1359		17585		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294030		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		12/10/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 7803486                  		 		                		122244		GALA421

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1607		19954		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294037		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		1/15/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		7816201                        		 		                		091641		BJAH181

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1646		20427		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294042		$17,643.20		$17,643.20		1/23/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV # 1510640                  		 		                		100106		GALA421

		130871985-0		I B M CORPORATION 
P O BOX 534151
ATLANTA, GA 30353-4151		1685		20917		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294033		$5,068.50		$5,068.50		1/29/2015		5090018000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV LN11201                    		 		                		092453		EF39013

		130871985-1		I B M CORPORATION - 1 
P O BOX 676673
DALLAS, TX 75267-6673		1778		21987		1		R		AA		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294046		$21,075.15		$21,075.15		2/11/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 7821294                    		 		                		144750		AMWA425

		710842694-0		ALL COMMUNICATIONS INC 
P O BOX 1654
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115-1654		591		06090		1		R		MO		4143		290		0746		261		         		          		290		           		295026		$87.20		$87.20		9/5/2014		5030009000       		F		  		Y		145041		17490A                         		 		                		135825		BJAH181

		043390816-1		STAPLES ADVANTAGE DEPARTMENT ATL
P O BOX 405386
ATLANTA, GA 30384-5386		708		07093		1		R		CB		4143		290		0744		459		         		          		290		           		294014		$86.98		$86.98		9/19/2014		5090030000       		F		  		Y		145041		3241825010                     		 		                		110103		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		182		02432		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295018		$170.04		$170.04		7/23/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		136700                         		 		                		081429		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		200		02524		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295021		$87.20		$87.20		7/24/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0136716                        		 		                		094133		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		230		02714		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295016		$87.20		$87.20		7/28/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0136717                        		 		                		140110		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		461		04923		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295029		$49.06		$49.06		8/22/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0137051                        		 		                		091729		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		585		06031		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295043		$87.20		$87.20		9/5/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0137529                        		 		                		080415		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		591		06079		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		459		         		          		290		           		295042		$148.24		$148.24		9/5/2014		5090026000       		F		  		Y		145041		0137692                        		 		                		135240		BJAH181

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1632		20342		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295099		$87.20		$87.20		1/21/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0140053                    		 		                		141641		EF39013

		710558770-1		COMPLETE COMPUTING INC 
400 WEST SEVENTH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72201-4212		1782		22038		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295112		$87.20		$87.20		2/12/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0140586                    		 		                		110831		AMWA425

		431950056-0		VISARA INTERNATIONAL 
P O BOX 664
STRATFORD, CT 06615-0664		1427		18197		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		294032		$2,102.55		$2,102.55		12/19/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 746169                     		 		                		091706		EF39013

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		288		03337		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294007		$4,777.50		$4,777.50		8/1/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		25313                          		 		                		142040		EF39013

		943411754-0		VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROF INC 
6625 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119		1825		22391		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294047		$3,340.00		$3,340.00		2/19/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV INVREN003277               		 		                		134642		EF39013

		752868593-0		COMP E WARE COMWARE
P O BOX 612042
DALLAS, TX 75261-2042		2022		24679		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294056		$6,037.50		$6,037.50		3/18/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 27184                      		 		                		134008		EF39013

		710682706-0		PETTUS OFFICE PRODUCTS 
2 FREEWAY DRIVE
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204		870		08587		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		290		           		290034		$65.39		$65.39		10/8/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		942570-0                       		 		                		135019		BJAH181

		953936623-0		BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC 
P O BOX 828836
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-8836		1990		24337		1		R		SS		4143		290		0745		460		         		          		290		           		293017		$53,084.81		$53,084.81		3/13/2015		5090027000       		F		  		Y		145041		47658428                       		 		                		132731		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		402		04338		1		R		SO		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		294011		$434.83		$434.83		8/14/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110119486                     		 		                		135808		BJAH181

		043090800-0		ROCKET SOFTWARE INC 
P O BOX 842965
BOSTON, MA 02284-2965		2644		29312		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294067		$2,402.06		$2,402.06		5/19/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		2110128728                     		 		                		100707		BJAH181

		592350187-0		OPEN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
P O BOX 162652
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716-2652		1962		23968		1		R		SO		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294052		$1,479.45		$1,479.45		3/11/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1503885                        		 		                		081105		BJAH181

		200680589-0		INFORMATION NETWORK OF ARKANSA 
P O BOX 504695
ST LOUIS, MO 63150-4695		339		Y3803		1		R		EL		4143		290		0741		289		         		          		230		           		230096		$88.00		$22.00		8/8/2014		5110008000       		F		A 		Y		145041		484658                         		 		                		123943		BJAH181

		429046415-0		J MARTIN		272		03174		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290016		$1,062.50		$1,062.50		8/1/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		00005                          		 		                		095959		EF39013

		429046415-0		J MARTIN		766		07614		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		253		         		          		290		           		290031		$255.00		$255.00		9/26/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		00006                          		 		                		112604		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		85		01593		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290011		$806.08		$806.08		7/14/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019162IN                      		 		                		110217		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		327		03690		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290019		$806.08		$806.08		8/7/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019304IN                      		 		                		100815		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		412		04462		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295038		$234.00		$234.00		8/18/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019262IN                      		 		                		094703		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		591		06098		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290023		$806.08		$806.08		9/5/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019459IN                      		 		                		140455		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2152		26151		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290085		$806.08		$806.08		4/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020514                        		 		                		134930		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2571		28522		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290093		$806.08		$806.08		5/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020676-IN                     		 		                		123615		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		2808		31243		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290099		$806.08		$806.08		6/10/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020833IN                      		 		                		095153		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		859		08475		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290033		$806.08		$806.08		10/8/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019612-IN                     		 		                		093006		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1120		15074		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290051		$806.08		$806.08		11/7/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019764-IN                     		 		                		091236		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1365		17688		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290058		$806.08		$806.08		12/11/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0019917IN                      		 		                		110400		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1537		19311		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290068		$806.08		$806.08		1/7/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020070                        		 		                		090523		BJAH181

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1738		21540		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290076		$806.08		$806.08		2/5/2015		5040001000       		F		  		Y		145041		INV 0020209-IN                 		 		                		144808		EF39013

		710817166-0		ARKUPS 
2120 MAPLE RIDGE CIRCLE
CONWAY, AR 72034		1950		23832		1		R		EL		4143		290		0744		252		         		          		290		           		290081		$806.08		$806.08		3/10/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		0020361-IN                     		 		                		083429		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		49		Y1275		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295010		$190.30		$18.10		7/10/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		075517		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		49		Y1275		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295010		$190.30		$172.20		7/10/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		075529		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		328		03702		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295031		$176.34		$14.20		8/7/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		102222		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		328		03702		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295031		$176.34		$162.14		8/7/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		102232		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		670		06759		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295047		$184.49		$21.93		9/15/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		145002		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		670		06759		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295047		$184.49		$162.56		9/15/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		145014		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2782		30897		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295172		$176.63		$161.10		6/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		110742		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2123		25879		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295138		$175.06		$15.41		4/2/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		135320		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2123		25879		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295138		$175.06		$159.65		4/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		135331		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2557		28410		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295155		$177.28		$16.39		5/7/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		075200		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2557		28410		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295155		$177.28		$160.89		5/7/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		075210		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2644		29323		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		216		         		          		290		           		295161		$5,643.71		$5,643.71		5/19/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		1689329934                     		 		                		112427		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		2782		30897		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295172		$176.63		$15.53		6/8/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		110729		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1555		19517		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295098		$237.79		$78.14		1/8/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		133005		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1555		19517		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295098		$237.79		$159.65		1/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		133016		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1729		21416		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295113		$171.65		$11.12		2/5/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		092620		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1729		21416		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295113		$171.65		$160.53		2/5/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		092635		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1914		23413		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295125		$166.02		$6.37		3/4/2015		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		085750		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1914		23413		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295125		$166.02		$159.65		3/4/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT 828152698                 		 		                		085802		EF39013

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		834		08231		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295060		$199.74		$40.09		10/6/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		110109		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		834		08231		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295060		$199.74		$159.65		10/6/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		110123		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1110		14934		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295072		$174.54		$14.89		11/6/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		131540		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1110		14934		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295072		$174.54		$159.65		11/6/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		828152698                      		 		                		131553		BJAH181

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1327		17203		1		R		ST		4143		290		0810		213		         		          		290		           		295081		$167.37		$7.72		12/5/2014		5020002000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		151723		GALA421

		912016656-0		A T & T MOBILITY 
P O BOX 6463
CAROL STREAM, IL 60197-6463		1327		17203		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295081		$167.37		$159.65		12/5/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 828152698               		 		                		151741		GALA421

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		60		Y1353		1		R		ST		4143		290		0741		252		         		          		290		           		290007		$29,328.54		$29,328.54		7/10/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1363/1364                      		 		                		124755		BJAH181

		275273446-0		VISION DATA SPACES 
18425 KANIS ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-9553		2196		26680		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295132		$1,905.32		$1,905.32		4/14/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		1444                           		 		                		102145		BJAH181

		593306080-0		INNOVATIVE ROUTINES INT L, INC 
2194 HIGHWAY A1A, #303
MELBOURNE, FL 32937-4932		2522		28105		1		R		SO		4143		290		0742		253		         		          		290		           		294063		$3,357.60		$3,357.60		5/1/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		32443                          		 		                		133001		BJAH181

		364269302-0		ACCURATE BORING CO 
P O BOX 148
ALEXANDER, AR 72002-0148		269		03139		1		R		SS		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295001		$10,384.00		$10,384.00		7/31/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1737                           		 		                		132852		BJAH181

		364269302-0		ACCURATE BORING CO 
P O BOX 148
ALEXANDER, AR 72002-0148		430		04571		1		R		SO		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295023		$1,600.00		$1,600.00		8/19/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		1749                           		 		                		091430		BJAH181

		952588496-0		ITERIS INC 
P O BOX 842123
LOS ANGELES, CA 90084-2123		133		Y2016		1		R		SO		4143		290		0980		253		         		   370    		290		           		295019		$5,946.07		$5,946.07		7/17/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		315527                         		 		                		093240		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		48		Y1269		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295009		$20.04		$20.04		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		144931		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		48		Y1272		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295011		$55.51		$55.51		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		145146		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		48		Y1273		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295012		$63.38		$63.38		7/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		822300997-00001                		 		                		145209		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		225		02667		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295027		$20.04		$20.04		7/28/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		110059		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		351		03895		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295033		$63.38		$63.38		8/11/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		822300997-00001                		 		                		110228		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		351		03896		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295032		$46.60		$46.60		8/11/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		110457		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2183		26534		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295142		$126.95		$126.95		4/10/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		101530		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2580		28611		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295156		$127.00		$127.00		5/8/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		094810		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2704		29985		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295165		$20.04		$20.04		5/28/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		105912		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2774		30789		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295173		$126.99		$126.99		6/5/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		8420469263-0001                		 		                		130929		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		9125		05026		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295041		$0.00		$55.56		10/14/2014		5020004000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		134734		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		9125		05026		2		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		290504		$0.00		($55.56)		10/14/2014		5020004000       		F		  		N		145041		                               		 		                		134750		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1576		19690		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295101		$126.85		$126.85		1/12/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		141204		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1686		20949		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295108		$20.04		$20.04		1/29/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 342006008-00001         		 		                		134743		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1781		22014		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295116		$126.95		$126.95		2/12/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT# 8420469260001            		 		                		104429		AMWA425

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1888		23105		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295123		$20.04		$20.04		3/2/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		093133		EF39013

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1973		24104		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295129		$126.95		$126.95		3/11/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-0001                 		 		                		132054		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		2085		25409		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295137		$24.56		$24.56		3/27/2015		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		132931		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1002		13782		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295069		$20.04		$20.04		10/23/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		144905		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1121		15097		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295073		$65.20		$65.20		11/7/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		110414		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1134		15275		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295074		$34.26		$34.26		11/10/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 822300997-00001         		 		                		141547		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1405		18002		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295087		$34.26		$34.26		12/17/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		822300997-0001                 		 		                		075052		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1409		18032		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295088		$126.85		$126.85		12/17/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		094451		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		1484		18777		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295094		$20.04		$20.04		12/31/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-0001                 		 		                		075039		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		492		05026		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		290504		$55.56		$55.56		8/26/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001/9730110224     		 		                		090527		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		609		06173		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295045		$18.05		$18.05		9/9/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		822300997-00001                		 		                		133616		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		670		06758		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295046		$112.43		$112.43		9/15/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		842046926-00001                		 		                		144940		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		765		07582		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295055		$40.08		$40.08		9/26/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		342006008-00001                		 		                		102013		BJAH181

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		895		08796		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295062		$86.61		$86.61		10/10/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 842046926-00001         		 		                		095709		GALA421

		223723921-0		VERIZON WIRELESS 
P O BOX 660108
DALLAS, TX 75266-0108		895		08797		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		215		         		          		290		           		295063		$34.09		$34.09		10/10/2014		5020004000       		F		  		Y		145041		ACCT # 822300997-00001         		 		                		095755		GALA421

		271327945-0		GERALDS WINDOW COVERINGS L LC BLIND AMBITION
P O BOX 242242
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72223-2242		1189		15895		1		R		SO		4143		290		0741		499		         		          		290		           		290045		$322.47		$322.47		11/19/2014		5090006000       		F		  		Y		145041		140214                         		 		                		103153		BJAH181

		132857434-4		COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIO 
P O BOX 933316
ATLANTA, GA 31193-3316		1540		19351		1		R		SS		4143		290		0744		253		         		          		290		           		294035		$116,250.00		$116,250.00		1/7/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		90301875                       		 		                		125740		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		328		03717		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295028		$6,259.24		$6,259.24		8/7/2014		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		40438174                       		 		                		103258		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		834		08249		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		293007		$86,044.09		$86,044.09		10/6/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		40442538                       		 		                		111338		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1487		18844		1		R		ST		4143		290		0745		253		         		          		290		           		295084		$18,778.52		$18,778.52		12/31/2014		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		40463864                       		 		                		111058		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		1610		20018		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295105		$262.15		$262.15		1/15/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		51502642                       		 		                		142949		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2454		27374		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295150		$655.36		$655.36		4/23/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		51510171                       		 		                		104840		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2727		30307		1		R		EL		4143		290		0746		252		         		          		290		           		295168		$3,014.67		$3,014.67		6/1/2015		5030016000       		F		  		Y		145041		51510227                       		 		                		073643		BJAH181

		581667655-0		PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS 
P O BOX 822169
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19182-2169		2950		32622		1		R		ST		4143		290		0746		253		         		          		290		           		295169		$27,332.23		$27,332.23		6/25/2015		5030017000       		F		  		Y		145041		40496891                       		 		                		122243		BJAH181







IT Budget and Expend

		Information Technology Budget and Expenditures

		Historical - Last 5 Years

		Projected - Next 3 Years

		SFY		Total		Salaries		Overtime		Payroll
Additives		Operating
Expenses
(Budget 290)		Computer
Equipment
(Budget 660)



		HISTORICAL

		2015-2016

		Budget		$   7,030,000		$   2,162,500		$   2,000		$   509,500		$   4,356,000		$   2,200,000

		Expenditures		$   6,963,115		$   1,777,555		$   50		$   356,425		$   4,829,085		$   2,065,020

		Notes

																				Chart Data

		2016-2017

		Budget		$   7,564,500		$   2,082,500		$   2,000		$   480,000		$   5,000,000		$   2,300,000						Fiscal Year		Expenditures		Budget		Percent Change

		Expenditures		$   8,231,955		$   2,152,636		$   1,322		$   411,329		$   5,666,667		$   1,706,671						2016		$   9,028,135.16		$   9,230,000

		Notes																		2017		$   9,938,625.56		$   9,864,500		7%

																				2018		$   11,894,850.29		$   12,253,500		24%

		2017-2018																		2019		$   14,820,110.47		$   17,751,500		45%

		Budget		$   9,753,500		$   2,761,500		$   2,000		$   590,000		$   6,400,000		$   2,500,000						2020		$   11,559,490.32		$   23,498,500		32%

		Expenditures		$   9,456,530		$   2,499,008		$   3,960		$   455,461		$   6,498,101		$   2,438,320												155%

		Notes										(2)

		2018-2019

		Budget		$   13,151,500		$   3,167,500		$   2,000		$   682,000		$   9,300,000		$   4,600,000

		Expenditures		$   11,085,991		$   2,435,203		$   2,665		$   461,620		$   8,186,504		$   3,734,119

		Notes										(3)		(4)

		2019-2020

		Budget		$   16,248,500		$   3,346,000		$   2,000		$   770,500		$   12,130,000		$   7,250,000

		Expenditures		$   8,392,537		$   711,355		$   1,790		$   151,072		$   4,361,366		$   3,166,954

		Notes		(1)								(5)		(6)

		PROJECTED

		2020-2021

		Budget		$   22,000,830		$   3,412,920		$   2,000		$   785,910		$   12,000,000		$   5,800,000

		Notes										Implementation of Accounting Package		IT Service Management
Data Warehouse

		2021-2022

		Budget		$   21,984,807		$   3,481,178		$   2,000		$   801,628		$   12,000,000		$   5,700,000

		Notes										Implementation of Accounting Package		IT Service Management
Data Warehouse

		2022-2023

		Budget		$   19,970,463		$   3,550,802		$   2,000		$   817,661		$   12,000,000		$   3,600,000

		Notes										Implementation of Accounting Package

		(1) Expenditures thru September 2019

		(2) Addition of Bentley, AASHTOWARE, and Microsoft Security, Mobile Management and Azure.

		(3) Addition of Oracle ERP and addition of Microsoft Premier Development and Engineering Support services.

		(4) Purchase of Data Domain backup solution, Cisco Blade Servers and switches, Rugged Laptop project, and ongoing Oracle ERP.

		(5) Addition of Internet circuits for redundancy, contracted Sharepoint Admin and  two Database Admins, Cisco Voice Over IP (VOIP),

		(5) Upgrade to Bentley services , FuelMaster and AASHTOWARE Project, data breach insurance, Docusign, and ongoing Oracle ERP.

		(6) Addition of Cisco VOIP hardware, AHP laptops, switch replacements, and new DR infrastructure hardware.



ArDOT IT Budget vs. Expenditures

Expenditures	2016	2017	2018	2019	2020	9028135.1600000001	9938625.5600000005	11894850.290000001	14820110.469999999	11559490.319999998	Budget	2016	2017	2018	2019	2020	9230000	9864500	12253500	17751500	23498500	Fiscal Year	2016	2017	2018	2019	2020	2016	2017	2018	2019	2020	Fiscal Year
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The State of Oregon’s Enterprise Information Services (EIS) has enshrined its service 
catalog, corresponding service level performance metrics in it’s Service Level Agreement 
Document. EIS reports on these metrics on a quarterly basis  

Both Michigan’s Dept. of Technology, Management and Budget (DTMB) and Texas’ 
Department of Information Resources (DIR) provide their Project Management 
Framework and supporting Tool set to all state agencies. Additionally, DIR reports the 
status and progress of all major IT projects

ArDOT has developed a strategic 3-year IT roadmap but lacks maturity with some of the 
enabling pillars that compromise effective delivery of that plan. 

• ArDOT's own internal strategic planning documents reveal that 
there is lack of clarity around core IT service offerings.24

• Interviews with IT revealed that IT has informally identified its 
core service offerings, however, it is not clear that a robust 
analysis has led to this determination nor whether this set of 
core service offerings has been formally adopted or 
communicated. 25

• Interviews with IT revealed that determination of service 
offerings is handled on a case by case basis, however, a 
formalized Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) has not historically been 
utilized to aid decision making.26

• It does not appear that the IT division has established service 
level agreements (SLA), nor tracks performance against any 
service level measures.

ArDOT has not adopted a service catalog nor defined 
service level expectations which has led to confusion 

on what  IT will deliver, when it will deliver it, and 
how support is distributed.

• ArDOT has recently restructured its IT Department to include a 
Project Management Office (PMO) with five positions, but as 
of 10/25/2020 it still has 2 vacancies. 23,27

• ArDOT has not adopted any formal  Project Management (PM) 
guidelines, standards, or protocols to help drive IT Project 
delivery. Interviews with IT Staff indicated that they employ a 
"Waterfall" approach to project management. 23

• Beyond templates to report on project status, ArDOT does not 
have core technology project planning execution and 
evaluation documents such as  Project Charter, Risk 
Management Plan, Stakeholder Registers and Requirements 
Identification Templates. 27

ArDOT's efforts to establish a Project Management 
(PM) infrastructure to ensure effective delivery of IT 

projects is still in its infancy.

Source: State of Oregon Enterprise Information Services (top)29, Texas 
Department of Information Resources (bottom)30,31| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.

Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Information Technology Citations
Page 42 
1. ArDOT Data Base Inventory (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
2. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
3. ArDOT Infrastructure Project Summary and Vendor SOW (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
4. ArDOT IT Application Catalog (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
5. ArDOT Detailed Organizational Chart (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
6. ArDOT IT Budget Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
7. Listing of applications acquired by ArDOT without IT approval (ArDOT provide, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 43
8. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
9. ConvergeOne Data Center Resiliency Workshop Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
10. Various Infrastructure SOW documents and Infrastructure Refresh Project Summary (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
11. ArDOT Draft IT Service Desk RFP (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 44
12. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
13. ConvergeOne Data Center Resiliency Workshop Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
14. Atlassian, Inc. Calculating the cost of downtime - understanding the financial impact of incidents. https://www.atlassian.com/incident-management/kpis/cost-of-downtime.
15. Governing Institute. Guide to Cybersecurity as Risk Management: The Role of Elected Officials. https://media.erepublic.com/document/GOV15_HANDBOOK_CGI_V_low_res.pdf.   

Page 45
16. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
17. ArDOT Project Intake and Prioritization Tool (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
18. ArDOT Short and Long Term Initiatives Document (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
19. Various Data Governance policy documents (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
20. ArDOT IT Budget and Expenditure Data (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
21. Various Infrastructure SOW documents and Infrastructure Refresh Project Summary (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
22. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 46
23. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
24. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
25. ArDOT IT Division Responsibilities Document (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
26. ArDOT provided IT CBA Tool (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
27. ArDOT IT Organizational Chart (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
28. ArDOT IT project status updates for various IT projects including Infrastructure, ITSM, SiteManager, STIP Databased (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
29. Oregon - Office of the State. Chief Information Officer presentation to the State Joint Committee on Ways and Means. February 2019. 

https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155643.
30. Michigan Department of Technology, Management, and Budget. SUITE Project Management Methodology. https://www.michigan.gov/suite/0,4674,7-245-46056---,00.html.
31. Texas Department of Information Resources. Project Delivery Framework. https://dir.texas.gov/View-Resources/Pages/Content.aspx?id=16 and  

https://public.tableau.com/profile/state.of.texas.lbb#!/vizhome/QualityAssuranceTeamQAT-Dashboard/StatewideOverview.

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

https://www.atlassian.com/incident-management/kpis/cost-of-downtime
https://media.erepublic.com/document/GOV15_HANDBOOK_CGI_V_low_res.pdf
https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155643
https://www.michigan.gov/suite/0,4674,7-245-46056---,00.html
https://dir.texas.gov/View-Resources/Pages/Content.aspx?id=16
https://public.tableau.com/profile/state.of.texas.lbb#!/vizhome/QualityAssuranceTeamQAT-Dashboard/StatewideOverview
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| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.



Key 
Takeaways

ArDOT’s governance structure is unique when compared to 
other state DOTs.1│
ArDOT uses KPIs for system condition and meets required 
benchmarks for federal funding. Other KPIs are in their 
infancy.

2│
Some aspects of ArDOT’s knowledge management are 
extensive, while others are not mature.3│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Performance Oversight Practices of State DOTs

• About half of state DOTs have a commission, board, or other independent body with some level 
of oversight over the DOT. In Arkansas, this is the Highway Commission.1

• Arkansas is one of only 6 states in which the DOT Director is appointed by the commission 
without any input from the governor or legislature, and one of only 2 states in which DOT 
Directors are not members of the Governor’s cabinet (among states that use cabinet systems).2

• Federal funds are allocated to ArDOT through legislative appropriation, rather than directly to the 
Department. About two-thirds of states share this practice.3

• HCRAS reviews proposed rules from the Highway Commission. Most states have a similar practice 
to ensure proposed rules from DOTs comply with relevant statutes.4

• HCRAS reviews progress reports from the Commission on ArDOT projects exceeding $10M+. Half 
of other state legislatures play a more substantial role in approving projects.5

• Arkansas requires a financial audit of the state DOT (by Legislative Audit), as do most states.6

ArDOT shares several characteristics with other state DOTs; some are unique to 
Arkansas.

ArDOT’s governance structure is unique when compared to other state DOTs.

Highway Commission Background 8

In November 1952, the Highway Commission was 
reorganized by constitutional Amendment 42, 
approved by the voters. This established the 
Commission as an independent constitutional 
entity, rather than a traditional state agency. Prior 
to this, all changes related to the Commission were 
undertaken by legislative acts.

The desire for a politically independent Highway 
Commission at the time was borne from public 
dissatisfaction with how a large highway 
construction program had recently been 
implemented.

The amendment established a 5-member 
Commission with representation from each of the 
state's congressional districts. Members of the 
Arkansas Highway Commission are appointed for 
10-year terms by the Governor with approval by the 
legislature, as is the case for the majority of states 
with such independent governing bodies. 

Select Reporting by ArDOT to the Legislature & 
Executive 9

1. Biennial Report to General Assembly
2. Progress of Public Road Projects of $10 million 

or more to General Assembly
3. Annual Report to Governor
4. Maintenance of "Motor Vehicle and Traffic 

Laws and State Highway Commission 
Regulations“

Performance Oversight Practice States Requiring this Oversight

Require inclusion of performance 
measures in DOT transportation plan Vermont and Virginia

Review performance goals or progress as 
part of the budget process

Georgia, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, 
Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New 
Mexico, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and 
Wisconsin, and D.C.

Budget performance measurements 
established by legislative appropriations 
subcommittees 

Oklahoma

Advisory bodies advise on certain aspects 
of performance management Maryland, Massachusetts

Source: Guidehouse analysis of American Association of Highway And Transportation Official's (AASHTO) 
Report “A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation” 7

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• ArDOT has KPIs in support of its 2017-2022 Strategic Plan and 2040 Long Range 
Intermodal Transportation Plan. Many align with federal reporting requirements, 
and reflect FHWA's and FTA's emphasis on system condition and safety.10

• However, there is no formal implementation plan to operationalize the 
Department’s Strategic Plan.

• The Department is required to meet federal performance targets in Pavements, 
Bridges, Travel Time Reliability, Freight Reliability, and Congestion Mitigation and 
Air Quality. ArDOT is on track to meet targets in all areas with financial penalties 
attached to below-target performance.11

• Department KPIs on operational effectiveness are in development, but have not 
been finalized or tracked and analyzed. This includes: rate of employee turnover 
and percent of customers who feel ARDOT provides clear information.12

• Division- and district-level KPIs have not been identified.
• Identifying and tracking performance metrics is essential to accountability, and may 

in some cases facilitate improvements, as demonstrated by some DOTs who saw 
such changes after implementing mature performance management systems.13

Current Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are limited to system 
condition. Operational effectiveness is not yet being measured.

ArDOT uses KPIs for system condition and meets required benchmarks for federal funding. 
Other KPIs are in their infancy.

ArDOT System Performance from 2019 Transportation Asset 
Management Plan (TAMP)

Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT)
MDOT publishes an annual Attainment Report that describes the 
Department’s performance against mission aligned KPIs.

Source: ArDOT 14

Source: MDOT 15

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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TRB National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program Knowledge Management Framework

• ArDOT has 50+ Standard Operating Procedures documents, including job-specific 
manuals, approved criteria and specifications, and policies and procedures.16

• Yet there are no standard protocols for developing and maintaining SOPs. Instead, 
each division and district has their own internal protocol, filling gaps as identified.17

• Anecdotally, district staff report benefitting from network building and idea sharing 
with peers, although few such events are held frequently for most staff.18

• The recently published construction inspector’s manual, which "fills in the blanks" for 
new hires, is an example of this. It was developed from the ground up by districts.19

• Knowledge management gaps may not be readily apparent to staff, who leverage 
positive working relationships to fulfill work tasks. 82% of staff say: "I know 
who/where to go to get the information I need to do my job effectively.“20

• However, with retirement and turnover issues common at state DOTs, knowledge 
management practices are needed to maintain institutional knowledge.21

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are extensive, but not regularly 
updated.

Some aspects of ArDOT’s knowledge management are extensive, while others are not mature.

• About 26% of staff are or will be eligible for retirement in the next 10 years. On par 
with broader demographic trends, about 74% of these staff are based in districts.22

• As such, the 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP) rated knowledge 
transfer a High Priority Asset Management-Related Risk, and identified high priority 
actions to mitigate this risk.23

• However, these efforts are not yet mature. HR has developed a matrix to identify key 
positions at risk for knowledge loss, but the next steps have not been finalized.24

• ArDOT advertises anticipated open positions due to retirement well in advance to 
allow time for retiring staff to train their replacements, but it is not always possible.25

• The Department does not have a policy of hiring back retired staff for temporary, 
part-time roles, as there is no enabling legislation to allow such a practice.26

• Some DOTs have enacted such policies: Facing recruitment challenges for qualified 
bus operators, City of Annapolis DOT began hiring retirees part-time. With capacity 
needs met, the DOT could promote existing part-time operators to full-time.27

Minimizing knowledge loss is a priority for ArDOT, but efforts are not 
mature.

82%

“I know who/where to go to get the information 
I need to do my job effectively.” 

Source: TRB National Cooperative Highway Research Program 29

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 28

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Organizational Structure Citations
Page Number 50
1. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
2. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
3. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
4. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
5. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
6. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
7. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
8. Encyclopedia of Arkansas. Arkansas Highway Commission. 

https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/arkansas-highway-commission-4149/
9. ArDOT Biennial Request 2019 - 2021. 

Page Number 51
10. ArDOT 2017-2022 Strategic Plan; ArDOT 2040 Long Range Intermodal Transportation Plan; ArDOT Key 

Performance Indicators (provided by ArDOT); ArDOT Federal Performance Measures (provided by 
ArDOT)

11. ArDOT Federal Performance Measures (provided by ArDOT)
12. ArDOT Key Performance Indicators for 2017-2022 Strategic Plan (provided by ArDOT)
13. VDOT. VDOT’S New Project Dashboard: Conference on Performance and Data in Transportation. 

September 2019. 
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/Conferences/2019/PerformanceData/Styles.pdf

14. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
15. Maryland DOT. 2019 Annual Attainment Report.

http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Update_2019/2019_Attainment_Report_201
9_01_25%20LR%20Singles.pdf

Page Number 52
16. Guidehouse review of ArDOT provided Standard Operating Procedure documents
17. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
18. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisors (Rural) and District/Assistant 

Maintenance Superintendents (Rural)

19. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District Construction Engineers (Rural) and Construction
20. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
21. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

22. ArDOT Current Personnel Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
23. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
24. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
25. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

26. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
27. Transit Cooperative Research Program. Managing Transit's Workforce in the New Millennium. 2002.   

https://books.google.com/books?id=cnikn3rnl5oC&dq=Maryland+DOT,+hiring+retirees&source=gbs_n
avlinks_s

28. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
29. TRB Knowledge Management Task Force. KM for Transportation Agencies. 

http://roadsafetyknowledge.com/NCHRP20_98KMGuide/understanding2.html

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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http://roadsafetyknowledge.com/NCHRP20_98KMGuide/understanding2.html
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Key 
Takeaways

ArDOT struggles to compete for talent, a challenge shared 
by peer DOTs.1│
The Department’s compensation plans fall short, driving 
turnover of staff with few years of tenure.2│
Staff value the positive relationships with managers and 
flexible work strategies facilitated by ArDOT.3│

The Department lacks formalized learning pathways that 
integrate with skill development opportunities and can be 
provide via practical, hands-on methods.

4│ Staff are uncertain of their professional development within 
the Department.

5│

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• The 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP) identified 
maintaining experienced staff as a High Priority Asset Management-
Related Risk, and recommended flexible work strategies, improved 
staff training, and employment incentives. However, these efforts are 
not yet mature.1

• Only 54% of staff believe "Employee retention is important at the 
Department," and only 47% say ArDOT "values its employees."2

• Just one-third of staff are likely to recommend ArDOT as an employer 
to friends and family -- a common measure of job satisfaction.3

• The Department has seen an increase in turnover, potentially driven 
by staff choosing to leave earlier in their tenure than previously.4

• This is most pronounced among central office staff: average tenure of 
resigning staff dropped from 6.0 to 2.5 years between FY15-19.5

• Accordingly, surveys indicate engagement among staff with 
employment tenure of 3 to 5 years is the lowest of any group.6

• Yet staff shared anecdotally it takes ~5 years to fully train new hires. 
ArDOT may be losing staff just as they become fully capable.7

• ArDOT's staffing challenges are shared by other DOTs: in regional 
survey, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas DOTs all 
reported challenges recruiting and retaining engineers. Most also 
reported challenges retaining maintenance staff.8

• However, the Department has a foundation from which to build on to 
improve its retention challenges: 63% of ArDOT staff who responded 
to the survey reported being unlikely to leave the Department in the 
next five years, compared to 45% at Oklahoma DOT.9

Employee engagement and retention are challenges for 
ArDOT.

ArDOT struggles to compete for talent, a challenge shared by peer DOTs.

2

3

4

5

6

7

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Average Tenure of Staff Resigning from ArDOT
(in Years of Experience)

Central District

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

2016 2017 2018 2019

ArDOT Turnover Rate by Year

$4,129 42 days
cost to fill open positions time to fill open positions
for typical company, 2016 for typical company, 2016 

Source: SHRM 12

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 10

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 11
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• Most staff cite benefits and stability as the main reasons they joined ArDOT.13

• More than 80% view the annual leave, sick leave, and retirement plan favorably, though 
only half are satisfied with the Department’s insurance benefit.14

• ArDOT employs a leading practice by quantifying its benefits package, showing 
applicants how the combined salary and benefits package compares to competitors.15

• Despite this effort, lack of satisfaction with compensation is widespread. Less than half 
of staff are satisfied with their compensation and even fewer expect pay increases.16

• Only 56% believe the Department’s performance-based pay practice will translate to 
wage progression, if their job performance meets or exceeds expectations.17

ArDOT staff value the Department's benefits, but dissatisfaction with 
compensation is widespread.

 $25,000.00

 $30,000.00

 $35,000.00

ArDOT Average Maintenance Aide (I and II) Salary 
vs. Comparable Jobs in Arkansas, by Area

Average Salaries ArDOT Salary

$70,000

$80,000

$90,000

$100,000

$110,000

ArDOT Average Civil Engineer Salary 
vs. Comparable Jobs in Nearby States

Average Salary ArDOT Salary

The Department’s compensation plans fall short, driving turnover of staff with few years of 
tenure.

ArDOT faces strong competitors who offer higher wages for both entry-
level and experienced professionals.  

• Staff believe other employers can offer better compensation, with only 38% agreeing 
“My salary is competitive with similar jobs I might find elsewhere.”18

• Labor market reports validate this claim, particularly for the two position categories 
reported to have the worst retention issues: engineering and maintenance.19

• The gap between public and private sector engineering salaries has been estimated to 
be $15,500 on average. For oil and gas specifically, the gap increases to $47,500.20

• ArDOT’s engineer salaries are above average in the majority of Arkansas cities and 
nonmetropolitan areas surveyed in this report. However, Arkansas has the lowest civil 
engineer salaries of neighboring states, on average, as depicted in the graph.21

• Competitors for maintenance staff span many industries. DOTs in the region report that 
some private sector jobs with low barriers to entry have salaries that are much higher 
than DOTs’, although few provide the same level of benefits as DOTs.22

• These DOTs report losing staff to oil and gas when the industry is expanding. ArDOT 
district staff have also reported losing entry-level staff to high-paying pipeline jobs.23

• ArDOT's Maintenance Aide salaries are at or below average compared to similar 
positions in Arkansas cities and nonmetropolitan areas, as depicted in the graph.24

• ArDOT is the only one among south-central DOTs to not provide tuition 
reimbursement.25

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT data & Bureau of Labor Statistics 
data26

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT data & Bureau of Labor Statistics 
data27| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.

Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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• Nearly 70% of staff believe in ArDOT's mission, yet fewer than 60% 
believe the Department can execute to have “a bright future.” 28

• Favorability of division and district leadership exceeds that of executive 
leadership: there is a ~10% gap in measures of trustworthiness, decision-
making, acting on employee feedback, and recognizing employees.29

• In contrast, staff report positive relationships with managers in measures 
of: fairness, trustworthiness, communication, and addressing conflicts.30

• Most staff credit ArDOT's culture for these positive relationships.31

• One investment has been sponsorship of employees to complete Dale 
Carnegie courses. About 1,000 courses were completed per year over the 
past 5 years, roughly equivalent to a minimum of 68 staff participating.32

• However, ArDOT recently discontinued this practice. The Department 
instead plans a new leadership development program involving 
mentorship, executive coaching, and 1-2 years of online coursework. Yet 
the planned program will serve many fewer staff: 20-30 per year.33

• In support of district managers and leaders, the Department has also 
hired HR specialists for staff disciplinary issues and 1:1 coaching.34

Staff have positive relationships with managers, but lack 
confidence in leadership.

• ArDOT joins many regional DOTs in offering flexible schedules to retain 
staff. Such practices have been shown to be widely well received by 
employees and to positively impact moral, productivity, and retention.35

• Three-quarters of staff believe "My manager allows for flexibility in how 
work is accomplished" and even more report having work-life balance.36

• Based on employee feedback, ArDOT expanded flex-time in 2019.37

• District staff shared positive anecdotes from their use of the 4/10 model, 
in which employees work 4 days per week, 10 hours per day, with any 
additional coverage provided on Fridays eligible for overtime. This 
practice is widespread and formalized across the Department.38

• This practice yielded nearly $20K in cost savings when implemented by 
Texas DOT for maintenance crews. With fewer days, staff spent more 
time per week on productive tasks, and less time staging equipment and 
traveling. The result was 52K fewer vehicle and equipment miles logged, 
which reduced fuel and supplies costs, as well as vehicle wear and tear.39

• District staff have struggled to make use of other flexible work strategies 
like telecommuting given the field-based nature of many roles.40

ArDOT is exploring flexible work strategies to alleviate staffing 
challenges.

“I trust my manager.” 

74%

Staff value the positive relationships with managers and flexible work strategies 
facilitated by ArDOT.

“I trust my District Engineer 
or Division Head.” 

64% 56% 45%

“I trust the members of the 
executive leadership team.” 

“The Department Director 
inspires me.” 

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data41

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
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• Just over half of staff believe they can advance their careers at ArDOT or that they are 
encouraged to pursue such career development activities at the Department.42

• The reported low engagement among staff with tenure of 3 to 5 years, and the increase 
in staff resigning with 3 years of tenure on average, support the need for career 
pathways that allow staff to grow within and beyond their roles.43

• As one example, district managers shared that entry-level staff cannot advance until 
there is an opening, which means that staff may remain in entry-level roles beyond the 
appropriate amount of time if staff above them do not leave until retirement.44

• Central to this issue is the lack of documentation and communication of accessible 
career pathways. Although career paths are known informally, staff lack clarity on 
precisely how their career can develop over time with the Department.45

Career pathways are not defined or clearly communicated to staff.

Staff are uncertain of their professional development within the Department.

• District staff shared during interviews that their direct reports found the performance 
evaluations difficult to understand, and were unsure how they related to their roles.46

• While 65% of staff say they understand how their performance is evaluated, less than 
half say “I believe it is worth my time and effort to complete the self-evaluation.”47

• This likely connects to the previously reported observation that staff do not believe that 
a positive performance evaluation will translate to an increase in compensation.48

• About half of staff agree that good work is recognized and rewarded, yet only 38% say 
“If I exceed expectations, I receive rewards that I value.”49

• Exemplifying this disconnect: only 42% of ArDOT staff agree “Promotions in my 
division/district go to those who deserve them the most.”50

• Although staff have negative perceptions of the formal evaluation process, they speak 
positively of informal assessments: 62% of staff report that their manager regularly 
provides useful feedback related to their work product.51

Staff lack confidence in the performance evaluation process.

53%

“I can advance my career 
in this organization.” 

42%

“Promotions in my 
Division/District go to those

who deserve them the most.” 

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 52
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• 6,160 optional trainings were completed by staff in FY19.53

• This represents a decline following years of increasing trainings from 
3,786 in FY15 (1 per employee) to 9,486 in FY18 (2.6 per employee).54

• The largest training area is maintenance and construction with an average 
of 2,600 trainings completed yearly. Most trainings include courses 
related to Commercial Driving Licenses (CDL) and national programs like 
NPDES, as well as the Center for Training Transportation Professionals.55

• Only 58% of staff agree "In the last year, I have received an adequate 
amount of training,“ and only slightly more found the training useful.56

• Yet there are no formal learning pathways that align training with job 
competencies, performance evaluations, or career ladders.57

• Managers are unsure which courses should be required for staff at 
various points in their development, and will informally assign Achieving 
Career Excellence (ACE) trainings or on-the-job learning as needed.58

• The maintenance training academy may provide this in later phases, but 
those are not yet defined. The current focus is entry level training.59

• In a survey of 14 DOTs, Arkansas was the only to not provide project 
management training. Most developed in-house trainings.60

While training is offered, there are no formal learning 
pathways that define training plans.

• Staff perspectives on ACE are mixed: while 65% report having used the 
system, only 46% say it provides valuable learning opportunities.61

• Managers shared that ACE offers generalized introductions to topics, but 
is not specific to ArDOT construction and maintenance plans.62

• Many reported a preference for training new staff by pairing them with 
experienced staff for on-the-job training and mentorship, which they find 
particularly useful given lack of computer literacy among some staff.63

• Staff find this approach useful: 65% of staff agree "My manager works 
with me to develop my skills to do my job effectively."64

• Yet on-the-job training is difficult to schedule and prioritize amid ongoing 
demands of construction and maintenance work.65

• Some districts make use of the at-times lighter project schedules in winter 
to conduct training then, but this is not a formalized practice.66

• There are alternative strategies to meeting training needs of district staff. 
For example, Minnesota DOT deploys a van equipped with technical 
equipment to deliver hands-on, practical training directly to maintenance 
crews. Courses cover maintenance of asphalt pavement, culverts, gravel 
roads; managing vegetation and erosion sediment; and several more.67

On-the-job training is often preferred, but difficult to 
institutionalize.

“In the last year, I have 
received an adequate 
amount of training.” 

58%

The Department lacks formalized learning pathways that integrate with skill development 
opportunities and can be provide via practical, hands-on methods.

“I believe the ACE system 
provides more learning

opportunities.” 

46%

“I frequently learn from my 
co-workers” 

69%

“My manager works with 
me to develop my skills to 

do my job effectively” 

65%

Source: Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT provided data 68

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
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People Capabilities Citations
Page Number 56
1. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
2. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
3. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
4. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
5. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
6. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
7. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Rural & Urban)
8. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

9. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

10. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
11. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
12. Society for Human Resource Management. Press Release. 2016: https://www.shrm.org/about-

shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/human-capital-benchmarking-report.aspx
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13. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

14. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
15. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

16. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
17. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
18. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
19. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

20. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

21. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm

22. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

23. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

24. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; Guidehouse 
Interviews with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisors (Rural)

25. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

26. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; ArDOT Salary 
Information (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

27. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; ArDOT Salary 
Information (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 58
28. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
29. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
32. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
33. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
35. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

36. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
37. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Urban)
39. Loskorn, Jeffrey Aaron. Framework for compressed workweek implementation for TxDOT maintenance 

forces and flexible work arrangements for employees. 2011. 
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/ETD-UT-2011-12-4604

40. Guidehouse Interviews with District Staff
41. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 59
42. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
43. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisor (Rural)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent and Area 

Maintenance Supervisor
47. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
50. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
51. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
52. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
53. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 60
54. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
55. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
56. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
57. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
58. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
59. ArDOT Maintenance Training Academy Overview (provided by ArDOT)
60. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

61. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
62. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
63. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural), Construction, and Area Maintenance 

Supervisor (Urban)
64. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
65. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
66. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural) / Construction
67. University of Minnesota. Circuit Training and Assistance Program. 

http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/training/ctap/
68. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
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Abbreviation Definition

A+C A type of construction project bidding protocol in which both cost and project time are considered in the evaluation 
process 

AASHTO American Association of Highway and Transportation Officials
ACE Achieving Career Excellence - ArDOT's Performance Management and Professional Development platform

ADEM Arkansas Department of Emergency Management
AMS Area Maintenance Superintendent

APHN Arkansas Primary Highway Network
CAP Connecting Arkansas Program ($1.8B program financed through a 1/2 cent sales tax increase)
CDL Commercial Driver's License
CJIS Criminal Justice Information Services

CMGC Construction Manager/General Contractor (Alternative contracting method for Construction Projects)
CO Change Order
D/B Design Build (Alternative contracting method for Construction Projects)
DB Database

DCE District Construction Engineer
DE District Engineer

DFA Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration
DME District Maintenance Engineer
DMS District Maintenance Superintendent
DOT (State) Department of Transportation
DR Disaster Recovery

E&P ArDOT Division - Equipment and Procurement
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning

FHWA Federal Highway Administration
FTA Federal Transit Authority

Green Book AASHTO's Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets

Acronym Glossary 

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.
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Acronym Glossary 
Abbreviation Definition

I/D Incentives/Disincentives for vendors who meet specific Construction Project schedule and quality goals
IA ArDOT Division - Internal Audit

IRP Interstate Rehabilitation Program (Financed through up to $575M in GARVEE Bonds)
ITSM IT Service Management Tool (primarily to manage IT customer service)
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LD Liquidated Damages applied to contractors for Construction Projects

LOS Level of Service
LRITP Long Range Intermodal Transportation Plan
MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization
NHS National Highway System
PM Project Management

PMO Project Management Office
QPL Qualified Products List (for Construction Projects)
RE Resident Engineer

ROW Right of Way; or ArDOT Division - Right of Way
SARS SiteManager Access Reporting System
SIR ArDOT Division - System Information and Research
SM SiteManager - ARDOT's application to aid in monitoring Construction Projects

SME Subject Matter Expert
SOP Standard Operating Procedure

Specs/Specs Book 2014 Standard Specifications for Highway Construction
STIP Statewide Transportation Improvement Program

TAMP Transportation Asset Management Plan (as of 2019)
TIP Transportation Improvement Program (Generally developed by a Metropolitan Transportation Organization)
TPP ArDOT Division - Transportation Planning and Policy
TRP Transportation Research Board
VE Value Engineering

VECP Value Engineering Change Proposal
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Portfolio Planning Citations
Page 15
1. Implicitly adopted by the commission Minute Order authorizing the STIP 2018 - 2022 (MO 2018 080).
2. ArDOT STIP Development Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
3. ArDOT Decision Lens Criteria Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
4. Regulation: MPO TIP inclusion without modification: 23 CFR 450.218(b).
5. Regulation: Requirement for STIP to be financially constrained: 23 CFR 450.218(i).
6. Regulation: MPOs TIP development: 23 USC 134.
7. ArDOT. We Move Arkansas. http://www.wemovearkansas.com/index.html.
8. ArDOT. Arkansas State Highway 2016 Needs Study. September 2017.
9. ArDOT Historical Federal Obligation data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 16
10. ArDOT STIP Amendment Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
11. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2019 - 2022. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip.aspx.
12. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2016 - 2020. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip_prior.aspx.
13. ArDOT Change Order Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
14. Regulations: Public Communication Requirements: 49 U.S.C. 5304(g); 23 USC 135; 23 CFR 450.218
15. VDOT. SmartScale Dashboard. http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/.

Page 17
16. FHWA 2018 Statistics. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
17. ArDOT Budget Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
18. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
19. Guidehouse Interviews with Fiscal Services, Maintenance, and District Staff
20. Cambridge Systems, Inc. Asset Management Implementation Strategy. December 2009. https://dspace.njstatelib.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10929/23952/t7642009z.pdf?sequence=1. 
21. North Carolina Department of Transportation. Efficiency - Establishing Baseline Unit Pricing & Streamlining Project Delivery. December 2015.

Page 18
22. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
23. Washington Department of Transportation. Annual Service Level Report. https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/maintenance/accountability-process.
24. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
25. ArDOT Maintenance Management RFP excerpt (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
26. Adams, Teresa M. et. al. Guide to Level of Service (LOS) Target Setting for Highway Assets. November 2014.
27. ArDOT sample County Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
28. ArDOT sample District Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 19
28. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
29. ArDOT. Main website. http://www.arkansashighways.com/index.aspx.
30. ArDOT. District websites. e.g. https://www.arkansashighways.com/district1.aspx.
31. Pima County DOT (AZ). Regional Priority and Gateway Road List. 2020. 

https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Transportation/Roadway%20Maintenance/FY20_RegionalPriorityandRecreationalGatewayRoad_SelectionList.pdf.
32. Pima County DOT (AZ). Interactive Road Maintenance Map. https://pimamaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e26b873e39b34381980ae5a89a767817.
33. Missouri Department of Transportation. Operations and Maintenance Plan. https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf.

Page 20
34. Guidehouse Interviews with Assistance Chief Engineers, Public Information Office, and/or District Staff
35. ArDOT. iDrive Arkansas. https://www.idrivearkansas.com/.   
36. Garver. reCAP Quarterly Report. July - September 2019.
37. Virginia Department of Transportation. CSC - ITS VA Presentation. 2011. https://www.itsva.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/VDOT_CSC_ITSVA.pdf.
38. Texas Department of Transportation. Focus on the Customer Dashboard. http://www.dot.state.tx.us/dashboard/focus-on-the-customer.htm.
39. ArDOT iDRIVE Arkansas Customer Utilization Statistics (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

http://www.wemovearkansas.com/index.html
https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip.aspx
https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip_prior.aspx
http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
https://dspace.njstatelib.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10929/23952/t7642009z.pdf?sequence=1
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/maintenance/accountability-process
http://www.arkansashighways.com/index.aspx
https://www.arkansashighways.com/district1.aspx
https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Transportation/Roadway%20Maintenance/FY20_RegionalPriorityandRecreationalGatewayRoad_SelectionList.pdf
https://pimamaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e26b873e39b34381980ae5a89a767817
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf
https://www.idrivearkansas.com/
https://www.itsva.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/VDOT_CSC_ITSVA.pdf
http://www.dot.state.tx.us/dashboard/focus-on-the-customer.htm
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Procurement Citations
Page Number 24
1. Regulation: A.C.A. 19-11-203
2. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-67-206; Regulation: 23 U.S. Code 112
3. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-111
4. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-107 
5. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Legal
6. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction, E&P, Legal, and Program Management
7. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
8. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
9. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management and Construction
10. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT E&P (1,2), Legal (3), Program Management (4)

Page Number 25
11. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
12. ArDOT Prequalification Questionnaire (via ArDOT website)
13. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
14. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
15. ArDOT Consultant Services Webpage
16. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
17. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
18. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
19. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.03
20. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 105.04
21. NMDOT. NMDOT Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification. 2018. 

https://construction.transportation.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/2018/09/2.01-New-Mexico-
Performance-Based-Contractor-Prequalificaiton.pdf

Page Number 26
22. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
26. ArDOT Road User Cost Guide (provided by ArDOT)
27. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Equipment Supervisor (Rural)
29. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 27
31. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
32. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
33. ArDOT Consultant Services (via ArDOT website)
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Surveys
35. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
36. ArDOT. Innovation at State Department of Transportation. Feb 2019. 

https://www.arkansashighways.com/PowerPoints/2019/20190227_EPW_Innovation_Presentation.pdf
37. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
38. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
39. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
40. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
41. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction; ArDOT Change Order Data (provided 

by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
42. Michigan DOT. Innovative Construction Contracting Guide. 2015: 

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Innovative_Construction_Contracting_340000_7.pdf

Page Number 28
43. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P; ArDOT Purchase Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by 

Guidehouse)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
47. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
50. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
51. ArDOT Mileage & Fuel Consumption Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
52. ArDOT Accounting Manual
53. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
54. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
55. State of Wisconsin Department of Administration. What's New in Procurement. 2016: 

https://doa.wi.gov/Documents/DEO/WhatsNewinProcurement.pdf

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://construction.transportation.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/2018/09/2.01-New-Mexico-Performance-Based-Contractor-Prequalificaiton.pdf
https://www.arkansashighways.com/PowerPoints/2019/20190227_EPW_Innovation_Presentation.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Innovative_Construction_Contracting_340000_7.pdf
https://doa.wi.gov/Documents/DEO/WhatsNewinProcurement.pdf
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Expenditures Citations
Page Number 32
1. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
2. Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
3. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
4. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Rural)
5. Planisware. Blog Post 2019: https://www.planisware.com/hub/blog/2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-

project-and-portfolio-management-out
6. Tommelein, Iris D., PhDBlampied, Nigel. Review of the Project Resourcing and Schedule Management 

(PRSM) System used by Caltrans. 2018: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/20t4r81t

Page Number 33
7. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. 

Version FP-14. https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
8. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. 

Version FP-14. https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
9. Utah DOT. Practical Design Guide. 2011.
10. FHWA. Practical Design. 2010:  https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
11. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design & Bridge Design
12. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
13. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
14. ArDOT Value Engineering Guidelines and Procedures (via ArDOT website)
15. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
16. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
17. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
18. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
19. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
20. Missouri State Highway Patrol. Number of Persons Killed or Injured in Missouri Crashes by Year. 

https://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/crash_data_severity_960grid.html
21. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page Number 34
22. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
26. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
27. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
29. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
30. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. Regulation: ACA § 27-67-322 (c)(3) 
32. ArDOT Surplus Land Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
33. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
34. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 35
35. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
36. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
37. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management
38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
39. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
40. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
41. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction and Resident Engineers (Rural)
42. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: 

Structures Perspective. 2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf

Page Number 36
43. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineers (Rural)
45. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
46. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
47. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
48. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
49. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds
50. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
51. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
52. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
53. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
54. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 37
55. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
56. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
57. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
58. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
59. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendents (Rural) and District 

Engineers (Rural)
60. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Rural)
61. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
62. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
63. Scan Team Report. Best Practices In Performance Measurement For Highway Maintenance And 

Preservation. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/nchrp20-68a_10-03.pdf
64. Minnesota DOT. MnDOT Measures of Financial Effectiveness: 2019 EVALUATION REPORT.

https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2019/other/190400.pdf

Page Number 38
65. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
66. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
67. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
68. ArDOT Internal Audit Risk Assessment Heatmap
69. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
70. Regulation: 2 CFR § 200.514
71. FHWA. Risk-based Approach to Stewardship and Oversight FAQ. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/stewardship/140328_faq.pdf
72. Guidehouse Interview with FHWA – Arkansas Division
73. Stewardship and Oversight Agreement between FHWA and ArDOT. 2015. 

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

https://www.planisware.com/hub/blog/2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-project-and-portfolio-management-out
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/20t4r81t
https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
https://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/crash_data_severity_960grid.html
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/nchrp20-68a_10-03.pdf
https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2019/other/190400.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/stewardship/140328_faq.pdf
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Organizational Structure Citations
Page Number 50
1. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
2. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
3. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
4. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
5. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
6. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
7. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
8. Encyclopedia of Arkansas. Arkansas Highway Commission. 

https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/arkansas-highway-commission-4149/
9. ArDOT Biennial Request 2019 - 2021. 

Page Number 51
10. ArDOT 2017-2022 Strategic Plan; ArDOT 2040 Long Range Intermodal Transportation Plan; ArDOT Key 

Performance Indicators (provided by ArDOT); ArDOT Federal Performance Measures (provided by 
ArDOT)

11. ArDOT Federal Performance Measures (provided by ArDOT)
12. ArDOT Key Performance Indicators for 2017-2022 Strategic Plan (provided by ArDOT)
13. VDOT. VDOT’S New Project Dashboard: Conference on Performance and Data in Transportation. 

September 2019. 
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/Conferences/2019/PerformanceData/Styles.pdf

14. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
15. Maryland DOT. 2019 Annual Attainment Report.

http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Update_2019/2019_Attainment_Report_201
9_01_25%20LR%20Singles.pdf

Page Number 52
16. Guidehouse review of ArDOT provided Standard Operating Procedure documents
17. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
18. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisors (Rural) and District/Assistant 

Maintenance Superintendents (Rural)

19. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District Construction Engineers (Rural) and Construction
20. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
21. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

22. ArDOT Current Personnel Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
23. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
24. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
25. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

26. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
27. Transit Cooperative Research Program. Managing Transit's Workforce in the New Millennium. 2002.   

https://books.google.com/books?id=cnikn3rnl5oC&dq=Maryland+DOT,+hiring+retirees&source=gbs_n
avlinks_s

28. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
29. TRB Knowledge Management Task Force. KM for Transportation Agencies. 

http://roadsafetyknowledge.com/NCHRP20_98KMGuide/understanding2.html

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/arkansas-highway-commission-4149/
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/Conferences/2019/PerformanceData/Styles.pdf
http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Update_2019/2019_Attainment_Report_2019_01_25%20LR%20Singles.pdf
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://books.google.com/books?id=cnikn3rnl5oC&dq=Maryland+DOT,+hiring+retirees&source=gbs_navlinks_s
http://roadsafetyknowledge.com/NCHRP20_98KMGuide/understanding2.html
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People Capabilities Citations
Page Number 56
1. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
2. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
3. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
4. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
5. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
6. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
7. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Rural & Urban)
8. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

9. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

10. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
11. ArDOT Turnover Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
12. Society for Human Resource Management. Press Release. 2016: https://www.shrm.org/about-

shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/human-capital-benchmarking-report.aspx

Page Number 57
13. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

14. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
15. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

16. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
17. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
18. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
19. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

20. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

21. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm

22. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

23. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

24. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; Guidehouse 
Interviews with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisors (Rural)

25. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 
at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

26. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; ArDOT Salary 
Information (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

27. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational 
Employment and Wage Estimates. https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; ArDOT Salary 
Information (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 58
28. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
29. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
32. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
33. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
35. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

36. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
37. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Urban)
39. Loskorn, Jeffrey Aaron. Framework for compressed workweek implementation for TxDOT maintenance 

forces and flexible work arrangements for employees. 2011. 
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/ETD-UT-2011-12-4604

40. Guidehouse Interviews with District Staff
41. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 59
42. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
43. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisor (Rural)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent and Area 

Maintenance Supervisor
47. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
50. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
51. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
52. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
53. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 60
54. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
55. ArDOT Training Completion Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
56. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
57. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
58. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
59. ArDOT Maintenance Training Academy Overview (provided by ArDOT)
60. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers 

at Transportation Agencies. 2018: 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

61. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
62. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
63. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural), Construction, and Area Maintenance 

Supervisor (Urban)
64. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
65. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
66. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural) / Construction
67. University of Minnesota. Circuit Training and Assistance Program. 

http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/training/ctap/
68. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/human-capital-benchmarking-report.aspx
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/ETD-UT-2011-12-4604
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/training/ctap/
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Assumptions

1. The findings included in the report are a point in time representation based on interviews conducted with the Arkansas 
Department of Transportation (ArDOT) staff members and various external stakeholders and a review of documents ArDOT 
provided to Guidehouse from September 2019 – February 2020. Findings are subject to change based on mitigating 
documentation and clarifications provided by ArDOT subsequent to the publication of this report.



©2019 Guidehouse. All rights reserved. This content is for general information purposes only, and 
should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors.

Questions?

| The findings included in the report are a point in time representation and are subject to change.
Please see the assumptions slide in the appendix for further details.



Focus Area Analysis: 
Portfolio Planning

                            Appendix A

johnsonc
Typewritten Text



Portfolio Planning Citations

Page 15
1. Implicitly adopted by the commission Minute Order authorizing the STIP 2018 - 2022 (MO 2018 080).
2. ArDOT STIP Development Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
3. ArDOT Decision Lens Criteria Document (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
4. Regulation: MPO TIP inclusion without modification: 23 CFR 450.218(b).
5. Regulation: Requirement for STIP to be financially constrained: 23 CFR 450.218(i).
6. Regulation: MPOs TIP development: 23 USC 134.
7. ArDOT. We Move Arkansas. http://www.wemovearkansas.com/index.html.
8. ArDOT. Arkansas State Highway 2016 Needs Study. September 2017.
9. ArDOT Historical Federal Obligation data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 16
10. ArDOT STIP Amendment Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
11. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2019 - 2022. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip.aspx.
12. ArDOT. STIP Amendments 2016 - 2020. https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip_prior.aspx.
13. ArDOT Change Order Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
14. Regulations: Public Communication Requirements: 49 U.S.C. 5304(g); 23 USC 135; 23 CFR 450.218
15. VDOT. SmartScale Dashboard. http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/.

Page 17
16. FHWA 2018 Statistics. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
17. ArDOT Budget Data (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
18. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
19. Guidehouse Interviews with Fiscal Services, Maintenance, and District Staff
20. Cambridge Systems, Inc. Asset Management Implementation Strategy. December 2009. https://dspace.njstatelib.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10929/23952/t7642009z.pdf?sequence=1. 
21. North Carolina Department of Transportation. Efficiency - Establishing Baseline Unit Pricing & Streamlining Project Delivery. December 2015.

Page 18
22. ArDOT. Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17.
23. Washington Department of Transportation. Annual Service Level Report. https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/maintenance/accountability-process.
24. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
25. ArDOT Maintenance Management RFP excerpt (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
26. Adams, Teresa M. et. al. Guide to Level of Service (LOS) Target Setting for Highway Assets. November 2014.
27. ArDOT sample County Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
28. ArDOT sample District Level Annual Work Program Computation Sheet (Provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page 19
28. Guidehouse Interviews with Maintenance, and District Staff
29. ArDOT. Main website. http://www.arkansashighways.com/index.aspx.
30. ArDOT. District websites. e.g. https://www.arkansashighways.com/district1.aspx.
31. Pima County DOT (AZ). Regional Priority and Gateway Road List. 2020. https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Transportation/Roadway%20Maintenance/FY20_RegionalPriorityandRecreationalGatewayRoad_SelectionList.pdf.
32. Pima County DOT (AZ). Interactive Road Maintenance Map. https://pimamaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e26b873e39b34381980ae5a89a767817.
33. Missouri Department of Transportation. Operations and Maintenance Plan. https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf.

Page 20
34. Guidehouse Interviews with Assistance Chief Engineers, Public Information Office, and/or District Staff
35. ArDOT. iDrive Arkansas. https://www.idrivearkansas.com/.   
36. Garver. reCAP Quarterly Report. July - September 2019.
37. Virginia Department of Transportation. CSC - ITS VA Presentation. 2011. https://www.itsva.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/VDOT_CSC_ITSVA.pdf.
38. Texas Department of Transportation. Focus on the Customer Dashboard. http://www.dot.state.tx.us/dashboard/focus-on-the-customer.htm.
39. ArDOT iDRIVE Arkansas Customer Utilization Statistics (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

http://www.wemovearkansas.com/index.html
https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip.aspx
https://www.arkansashighways.com/stip/stip_prior.aspx
http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
https://dspace.njstatelib.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10929/23952/t7642009z.pdf?sequence=1
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/maintenance/accountability-process
http://www.arkansashighways.com/index.aspx
https://www.arkansashighways.com/district1.aspx
https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Transportation/Roadway%20Maintenance/FY20_RegionalPriorityandRecreationalGatewayRoad_SelectionList.pdf
https://pimamaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e26b873e39b34381980ae5a89a767817
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf
https://www.idrivearkansas.com/
https://www.itsva.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/VDOT_CSC_ITSVA.pdf
http://www.dot.state.tx.us/dashboard/focus-on-the-customer.htm


Slide 16, Source: VDOT15



Slide 17 Source: ADOT20



Slide 17 Source: NCDOC21



Slide 18, Source: WSDOT23



Slide 18, Source: ; NCHRP26



Slide 19, Source: Pima County DOT31, 32



Slide 19, Source: Pima County DOT31, 32



Slide 19, Source: MODOT33



Slide 20, Source: VDOT37



Focus Area Analysis: 
Procurement



Procurement Citations
Page Number 24
1. Regulation: A.C.A. 19-11-203
2. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-67-206; Regulation: 23 U.S. Code 112
3. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-111
4. Regulation: A.C.A. 27-65-107 
5. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Legal
6. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction, E&P, Legal, and Program Management
7. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
8. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
9. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management and Construction
10. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT E&P (1,2), Legal (3), Program Management (4)

Page Number 25
11. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
12. ArDOT Prequalification Questionnaire (via ArDOT website)
13. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
14. FHWA. Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative to Performance Bonds. 2014.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
15. ArDOT Consultant Services Webpage
16. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
17. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
18. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.10
19. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 106.03
20. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction, Section 105.04
21. NMDOT. NMDOT Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification. 2018. https://construction.transportation.org/wp-

content/uploads/sites/20/2018/09/2.01-New-Mexico-Performance-Based-Contractor-Prequalificaiton.pdf

Page Number 26
22. ArDOT 2019 Transportation Asset Management Plan
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
26. ArDOT Road User Cost Guide (provided by ArDOT)
27. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Equipment Supervisor (Rural)
29. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 27
31. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
32. ArDOT Design Build & CMGC Webpages
33. ArDOT Consultant Services (via ArDOT website)
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Surveys
35. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
36. ArDOT. Innovation at State Department of Transportation. Feb 2019. 

https://www.arkansashighways.com/PowerPoints/2019/20190227_EPW_Innovation_Presentation.pdf
37. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
38. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
39. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction
40. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
41. Arkansas 2014 Standard Specification for Highway Construction; ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by 

Guidehouse)
42. Michigan DOT. Innovative Construction Contracting Guide. 2015: 

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Innovative_Construction_Contracting_340000_7.pdf

Page Number 28
43. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P; ArDOT Purchase Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
47. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
50. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
51. ArDOT Mileage & Fuel Consumption Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
52. ArDOT Accounting Manual
53. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
54. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT E&P
55. State of Wisconsin Department of Administration. What's New in Procurement. 2016: 

https://doa.wi.gov/Documents/DEO/WhatsNewinProcurement.pdf

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
https://construction.transportation.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/2018/09/2.01-New-Mexico-Performance-Based-Contractor-Prequalificaiton.pdf
https://www.arkansashighways.com/PowerPoints/2019/20190227_EPW_Innovation_Presentation.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Innovative_Construction_Contracting_340000_7.pdf
https://doa.wi.gov/Documents/DEO/WhatsNewinProcurement.pdf


Slide 25, Source: NMDOT 21



Slide 27, Source: MDOT 42



Slide 28, Source: WisDOT 55



Focus Area Analysis: 
Expenditures



Expenditures Citations
Page Number 32
1. ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
2. Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT Oracle Scope of Work (provided by ArDOT)
3. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
4. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Rural)
5. Planisware. Blog Post 2019: https://www.planisware.com/hub/blog/2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-project-and-portfolio-

management-out
6. Tommelein, Iris D., PhDBlampied, Nigel. Review of the Project Resourcing and Schedule Management (PRSM) System used by 

Caltrans. 2018: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/20t4r81t

Page Number 33
7. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. Version FP-14. 

https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
8. FHWA. Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects. Version FP-14. 

https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
9. Utah DOT. Practical Design Guide. 2011.
10. FHWA. Practical Design. 2010:  https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
11. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design & Bridge Design
12. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
13. FHWA. Value Engineering Final Rule. 2014. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
14. ArDOT Value Engineering Guidelines and Procedures (via ArDOT website)
15. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
16. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
17. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Consultant Contracts
18. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
19. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).
20. Missouri State Highway Patrol. Number of Persons Killed or Injured in Missouri Crashes by Year. 

https://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/crash_data_severity_960grid.html
21. National Value Engineering Data by State (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

Page Number 34
22. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
23. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
24. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
25. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
26. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
27. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
28. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
29. Regulation: AR Code § 27-67-317 (2017)
30. ArDOT ROW and Utility Data (Provided by ArDOT, Analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. Regulation: ACA § 27-67-322 (c)(3) 
32. ArDOT Surplus Land Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
33. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
34. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 35
35. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
36. ArDOT Staff Minutes (sample provided by ArDOT)
37. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Program Management

38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Roadway Design
39. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: Structures Perspective. 

2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
40. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: Structures Perspective. 

2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
41. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Construction and Resident Engineers (Rural)
42. Iowa DOT. 3D Model-based Planning-Design-Construction-O&M for Transportation Project Delivery: Structures Perspective. 

2015: https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf

Page Number 36
43. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineers (Rural)
45. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
46. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
47. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
48. ArDOT Resident Engineer Manual. 2014. 
49. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds
50. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
51. ArDOT Change Order Policies and Thresholds 
52. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Construction
53. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
54. ArDOT Change Order Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)

Page Number 37
55. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
56. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
57. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
58. ArDOT Maintenance Manual. Version 8.17 
59. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendents (Rural) and District Engineers (Rural)
60. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Rural)
61. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
62. ArDOT Maintenance Management Description
63. Scan Team Report. Best Practices In Performance Measurement For Highway Maintenance And Preservation. 

http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/nchrp20-68a_10-03.pdf
64. Minnesota DOT. MnDOT Measures of Financial Effectiveness: 2019 EVALUATION REPORT.

https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2019/other/190400.pdf

Page Number 38
65. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
66. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
67. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
68. ArDOT Internal Audit Risk Assessment Heatmap
69. ArDOT Internal Audit Manual
70. Regulation: 2 CFR § 200.514
71. FHWA. Risk-based Approach to Stewardship and Oversight FAQ. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/stewardship/140328_faq.pdf
72. Guidehouse Interview with FHWA – Arkansas Division
73. Stewardship and Oversight Agreement between FHWA and ArDOT. 2015. 

https://www.planisware.com/hub/blog/2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-project-and-portfolio-management-out
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/20t4r81t
https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/specs/fp-14/fp14.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/
https://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/crash_data_severity_960grid.html
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
https://iowadot.gov/bridge/3D/Presentations/150414-WisDOT-SEF.pdf
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/nchrp20-68a_10-03.pdf
https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2019/other/190400.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/stewardship/140328_faq.pdf


Slide 32, Source: : Gartner (left) 5, ITS Berkley (right) 6



Slide 35, Source: WisDOT 42



Slide 37, Source: KDOT 64



Focus Area Analysis: 
Information Technology



Information Technology Citations

Page 42
1. ArDOT Data Base Inventory (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
2. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
3. ArDOT Infrastructure Project Summary and Vendor SOW (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
4. ArDOT IT Application Catalog (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
5. ArDOT Detailed Organizational Chart (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
6. ArDOT IT Budget Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
7. Listing of applications acquired by ArDOT without IT approval (ArDOT provide, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 43
8. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
9. ConvergeOne Data Center Resiliency Workshop Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
10. Various Infrastructure SOW documents and Infrastructure Refresh Project Summary (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
11. ArDOT Draft IT Service Desk RFP (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 44
12. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
13. ConvergeOne Data Center Resiliency Workshop Report (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
14. Atlassian, Inc. Calculating the cost of downtime - understanding the financial impact of incidents. https://www.atlassian.com/incident-management/kpis/cost-of-downtime.
15. Governing Institute. Guide to Cybersecurity as Risk Management: The Role of Elected Officials. https://media.erepublic.com/document/GOV15_HANDBOOK_CGI_V_low_res.pdf.   

Page 45
16. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
17. ArDOT Project Intake and Prioritization Tool (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
18. ArDOT Short and Long Term Initiatives Document (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
19. Various Data Governance policy documents (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
20. ArDOT IT Budget and Expenditure Data (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
21. Various Infrastructure SOW documents and Infrastructure Refresh Project Summary (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse Analyzed).
22. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).

Page 46
23. Guidehouse Interviews with IT
24. ArDOT 3 Year IT Strategic Plan (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
25. ArDOT IT Division Responsibilities Document (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
26. ArDOT provided IT CBA Tool (ArDOT Provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
27. ArDOT IT Organizational Chart (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
28. ArDOT IT project status updates for various IT projects including Infrastructure, ITSM, SiteManager, STIP Databased (ArDOT provided, Guidehouse analyzed).
29. Oregon - Office of the State. Chief Information Officer presentation to the State Joint Committee on Ways and Means. February 2019. https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155643.
30. Michigan Department of Technology, Management, and Budget. SUITE Project Management Methodology. https://www.michigan.gov/suite/0,4674,7-245-46056---,00.html.
31. Texas Department of Information Resources. Project Delivery Framework. https://dir.texas.gov/View-Resources/Pages/Content.aspx?id=16 and  https://public.tableau.com/profile/state.of.texas.lbb#!/vizhome/QualityAssuranceTeamQAT-

Dashboard/StatewideOverview.

https://www.atlassian.com/incident-management/kpis/cost-of-downtime
https://media.erepublic.com/document/GOV15_HANDBOOK_CGI_V_low_res.pdf
https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155643
https://www.michigan.gov/suite/0,4674,7-245-46056---,00.html
https://dir.texas.gov/View-Resources/Pages/Content.aspx?id=16
https://public.tableau.com/profile/state.of.texas.lbb#!/vizhome/QualityAssuranceTeamQAT-Dashboard/StatewideOverview


Slide 45, Source: ArDOT17



Slide 45, Source: ArDOT18



Slide 46, Source: State of Oregon Enterprise Information Services29



Slide 46, Source: Texas Department of Information Resources30,31



Focus Area Analysis: 
Organizational Structure



Organizational Structure Citations
Page Number 50
1. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
2. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
3. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
4. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
5. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
6. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
7. AASHTO. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of Transportation. 2016: 

http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
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9. ArDOT Biennial Request 2019 - 2021. 
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15. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
16. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
17. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
18. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
19. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 
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Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
23. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
24. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates. 

https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm; Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisors (Rural)
25. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
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27. Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2018 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates. 
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28. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
29. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
30. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
31. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
32. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
33. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
34. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT HR
35. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
36. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
37. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
38. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Maintenance Engineer (Urban)
39. Loskorn, Jeffrey Aaron. Framework for compressed workweek implementation for TxDOT maintenance forces and flexible work 

arrangements for employees. 2011. https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/ETD-UT-2011-12-4604
40. Guidehouse Interviews with District Staff
41. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
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42. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
43. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
44. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Area Maintenance Supervisor (Rural)
45. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
46. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District/Assistant Maintenance Superintendent and Area Maintenance Supervisor
47. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
48. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
49. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
50. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
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57. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT District Engineer (Urban)
58. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
59. ArDOT Maintenance Training Academy Overview (provided by ArDOT)
60. Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for Careers at Transportation 

Agencies. 2018: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
61. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
62. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
63. Guidehouse Interviews with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural), Construction, and Area Maintenance Supervisor (Urban)
64. ArDOT Employee Engagement Survey (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
65. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
66. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural) / Construction
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Current State
Opportunities & Challenges

PROCUREMENT
Limited oversight; Need for trend analysis; Not 

able to screen for high-performing vendors; 
Lack of vendor performance management

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Focus on stabilizing current IT infrastructure; 
Limited long-term IT planning

PEOPLE CAPABILITIES
Industry competition; Increasing turnover; 
Lack of formal learning and career pathways

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Unique governance structure; Lack of formal 

KPIs and knowledge management

PORTFOLIO PLANNING
Lack of proactive transportation program and 
project transparency; Need for maintenance 

portfolio planning recalibration

EXPENDITURES
Lack of project and portfolio management 
tools and protocols; Lack of documentation 
and analysis to refine approaches
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Recommendations
Evaluation Criteria

Contributes to the objective of an effective, 
efficient ArDOT

Has been implemented by leading DOTs, 
and where possible, proven with data

Aligns with generally accepted industry 
standard, strategies, and frameworks
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Leading Practices

Guidehouse identified a set of 10 comparison 
group DOTs that have realized robust 
performance on a set of Transportation specific 
measures, yet have similar or lower expenditures 
on a per lane mile basis (identified in green, see 
Map right). The appendix presents a detailed 
comparison of these DOTs to ArDOT. Where 
publicly available data yielded a comprehensive 
and coherent depiction of leading practices within 
a specific focus area, we summarize those 
practices in our recommendations.

In the remaining instances, Guidehouse sourced 
leading practices on an individual DOT basis 
(identified in yellow, see Map right); existing 
research commissioned or conducted by credible 
Transportation authorities such as the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA), Transportation 
Research Board (TRB), and National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP); or from 
leading industry authorities such as the Society for 
Human Resources Management (SHRM).

WI
MI

MO

TN
KY

MD

TX

NM

CA

GA

NC

VAKS

WA

SC

PA

FL

OK

MT

Comparison State (DOT): Targeted practiceComparison Group State (DOT)
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Future State
A Vision Forward

Adopting a portfolio view to 
optimize investments and 
resource deployment; 
ensuring accountability

Documenting outcomes and 
analyzing trends to inform 
best practices; standardizing 
procedures for consistency

Strengthening human capital 
and information technology 
to align with current and 
future business needs

Communicating proactively 
with the traveling public, 
ArDOT employees, and other 
key stakeholders

Strategic Efficient Optimized Transparent

• Direct & indirect cost 
savings / avoidance

• Optimizing practices 
based on data analytics

• Policies and procedures 
repeatable efficiency

• Maintenance of core 
institutional knowledge

• Engaged staff who are 
retained by ArDOT

• IT service that supports 
business objectives

• Visibility into goals, 
process, and progress

• Awareness of decision-
making priorities

• Closing the loop on all 
public inquiries

What It Looks Like What It Looks Like What It Looks Like What It Looks Like

• Performance-based 
investments 

• Resource planning to 
meet objectives

• KPIs to ensure internal 
accountability
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Recommendations
Overview

Recommendation Strategic Efficient Optimized Transparent

Organizational 
Structure

1 Finalize KPIs and implement performance 
management

2 Strengthen knowledge management in anticipation 
of increased retirement

Portfolio 
Planning

3 Publish status of construction projects and 
maintenance activities

4 Implement a platform that tracks all stakeholder 
inquiries to resolution 

Procurement

5 Implement efficiencies in procurement and 
purchasing

6 Implement construction contractor performance 
measurement
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Recommendations
Overview

Recommendation Strategic Efficient Optimized Transparent

Expenditures
7 Implement project and portfolio management 

frameworks

8 Implement best practices in construction project 
design

Information 
Technology

9 Build an IT Governance Structure to guide the 
Department's IT investments

10 Implement mid-term IT initiatives that can optimize 
business operations

11 Develop critical pillars necessary to establish IT as 
an effective business partner

People 
Capabilities

12 Ensure staff can develop in their careers at ArDOT

13 Improve staff capabilities to align with current / 
future organization needs
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1.
Finalize KPIs and 
implement 
performance 
management

ArDOT has mature KPIs primarily for 
system condition and preservation. By 
adopting leading performance 
management practices, ArDOT should 
formulate and track a variety of 
operational effectiveness KPIs within a 
larger performance management 
framework.

Findings Addressed
OS2.2: Current Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) are limited to 
system condition. Operational 
effectiveness is not yet being 
measured

Anticipated Impact
Adopting FHWA’s Transportation 
Performance Management (TPM) 
framework1 and DOT leading practices 
may yield:
• Greater public transparency into, 

and accountability for, progress 
towards goals and objectives

• Assisting the legislature in informed 
policy and budget decisions2

• Actionable insights into initiatives 
that can achieve increased 
operational effectiveness

ArDOT Implementation
• Finalize existing KPIs and 

establish preliminary dashboard
• Establish baseline performance 

targets; connect to strategic plan
• Create and implement a 

roadmap for a comprehensive 
performance management plan

Considerations
• This is a long-term initiative and 

should be approached in phases
• This practice should be used to 

improve the Department and 
foster collaboration

• Communication, training, and 
change management may be 
required to socialize a new 
performance-based approach

GLOSSARY 

KPI: Key Performance Indicators          FHWA: Federal Highway Administration          TPM: Transportation Performance Management Framework 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.tpmtools.org/
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Leading Practices: Performance Reporting

Description
FHWA offers a comprehensive TPM framework1

comprised of 10 components that link strategic planning, 
performance reporting, and continuous improvement. The 
framework and associated toolkits are available to DOTs.

Many DOTs maintain a performance scorecard. Of the 
10 comparison group DOTs, nine do so. Missouri 
DOT2, Wisconsin DOT3, and (although not a comparison 
group DOT), Maryland DOT4 have the most more mature 
reporting systems.

FHWA’s TPM framework and practices from other DOTs provide a template for ArDOT to 
report on the Department’s performance and utilize that data to optimize funding and resources.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Ability to communicate overall Department-wide 
performance to the public 

• Ability to utilize performance data to improve 
efficiency and optimize transportation funding

GLOSSARY 

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration          TPM: Transportation Performance Management          MDOT: Maryland DOT         KPI: Key Performance Indicator 

MDOT: Annual 
Attainment 
Report5

This report is 
published annually 
and articulates: 
• MDOT’s 

progress on 
seven goals

• Performance 
against ~50 KPIs

• What contributed 
to the change in 
performance 

• Planned 
initiatives to 
improve 
performance

Image Source: Screen capture of 2020 Maryland DOT Attainment Report6

https://www.tpmtools.org/
https://www.modot.org/tracker-measures-departmental-performance
https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/about-wisdot/performance/mapss/default.aspx
http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Index
http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Index
http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Index
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Implementation Roadmap

FINALIZE EXISTING KPIs

Benchmark KPIs against other peer 
states and verify relevance of KPIs 
with ArDOT stakeholders

Finalize ArDOT’s identified KPIs1

incorporating benchmark findings, 
stakeholder feedback, and a review of 
remaining report recommendations 
(and monitoring obligations)

Identify frequency of measurement and 
reporting

Establish preliminary dashboard to 
track performance on a regular basis 

Consider making preliminary 
dashboard publicly available

1 ESTABLISH TARGETS

Establish Department-wide baseline 
targets and connect to the 
Department’s strategic plan

Identify preliminary objectives that will 
yield identified performance targets

Translate goals and objectives to 
specific divisions and districts 

Establish ArDOT leadership working 
group to monitor performance against 
targets with regular frequency; course 
correct as needed

2 CREATE A ROADMAP

Complete FHWA’s TPM maturity level 
self assessment (or other comparable 
maturity assessment)

Identify gaps in key performance 
management components and in the 
underlying organizational and IT 
infrastructure

Create long-term roadmap to address 
gaps and achieve target maturity level

Establish a communications and 
change management plan to ensure 
staff members are informed and 
supported, and that performance 
framework meets stakeholder needs

Establish an annual review of KPIs to 
determine which ones truly measure 
and enhance Department performance

3

GLOSSARY 

KPI: Key Performance Indicator          FHWA: Federal Highway Administration          TPM: Transportation Performance Management
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2.
Strengthen knowledge 
management in 
anticipation of 
increased retirement

Knowledge management will be a key 
issue for ArDOT, yet their efforts to 
mitigate this challenge have not been 
fully implemented. Aligning these 
efforts to leading practices may allow 
ArDOT to mitigate knowledge loss due 
to turnover, identify operational 
efficiencies, and improve succession 
planning and training.

Findings Addressed
• OS3.1: SOPs are extensive, but 

not regularly updated  
• OS3.2: Minimizing knowledge 

loss is a strategic priority for 
ArDOT, but efforts are not mature

Anticipated Impact

ArDOT Implementation
• Identify near-term “At Risk” 

business practices
• Initiate near-term succession 

planning activities
• Lay groundwork for more formal 

knowledge management system
• Implement systems to sustain the 

desired change

Considerations
• New IT systems and software 

may be required to support SOP 
creation and centralize content

• Updating and creating new SOPs 
can be a significant undertaking; 
using a comprehensive inventory 
will help ArDOT prioritize 

• Leadership support and change 
management may be needed for 
lasting change

GLOSSARY 

SOP: Standard Operating Procedures          KM: Knowledge Management          ROW: Right of Way

Adopting leading knowledge 
management practices may:
• Minimize institutional knowledge 

loss due to the ~26% of staff 
eligible to retire in 10 years1

• Help identify operational 
efficiencies such as VDOT’s 
$1.4M in transportation 
consultant cost avoidance2 due 
to better resource sharing

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range
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Leading State: Virginia DOT
In 2003, VDOT faced a potential wave of retirees, as ArDOT does today. In response, VDOT implemented a 

Knowledge Management Division (the first state to do so), yielding direct financial and human capital benefits for the Department .

A Harvard Kennedy School Report1 revealed that 
VDOT successfully implemented its knowledge 
management strategy by focusing on the following 
tools and techniques: communities of practice, 
knowledge mapping, process mapping, and frequent 
assessments.

$1.4M
Return on investment from ROW and Utility 
resource sharing2

$500K
Return on investment from use of the new 
KM system to launch VDOT’s Project 
Record Keeping System3

VDOT’s pilot program led to VDOT being the recipient of the 
Harvard Innovations in Government Program in 20084

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Maintenance of institutional knowledge amid turnover
• Operational efficiencies such as reduced reliance on 

transportation consultants and former staff members
• Strategic use of training to support knowledge management

GLOSSARY 

VDOT: Virginia Department of Transportation          ROW: Right of Way          KM: Knowledge Management

Description

https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/1176770.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap

IDENTIFY NEAR-TERM 
“AT RISK” BUSINESS 

PRACTICES

Expand existing initiative to 
identify “at risk of separation” 
employees by:
• Identifying districts and 

divisions with greatest 
likelihood of turnover

• Cataloging high-risk 
processes, applications, 
and areas of subject 
matter expertise

Inventory existing Standard 
Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) and training 
mechanisms to understand 
documentation and 
knowledge transfer gaps

1 INITIATE NEAR-TERM 
SUCCESSION 

PLANNING

Designate candidate staff 
members and teams to be 
new owners of “at risk” 
business process knowledge 
and expertise

Identify pathways for 
effective knowledge capture 
and transfer:
• SOP creation
• Job shadowing 
• Cross-training 
• Communities of practice 

Identify and execute on 
implementation timeline

2 LAY GROUNDWORK 
FOR FORMAL KM 

SYSTEM

Designate a knowledge 
management team (i.e. SIR)

Identify POCs within each 
district and division to:
• Catalog existing SOPs
• Identify SOP owners, 

users, and contributors
• Oversee SOP 

development and revision
• Lead Communities of 

Practice (CoP)

Create a centralized hub for 
Department-wide SOPs, 
policies, and training 
materials; link appropriately 
to public website

3 IMPLEMENT SYSTEMS 
TO SUSTAIN CHANGE

Conduct annual review of 
hiring and workforce data 
(e.g., at the 1-, 3-, 5-, and 
10-year tenure marks)

Create and rollout a 
standardized system for 
regular SOP review

Provide staff with a 
formalized approach to 
coaching, mentoring, and 
CoPs for continuous 
knowledge management

Consider employee 
incentives, where possible

4

GLOSSARY 

SOPs: Standard Operating Procedures          SIR: System Information and Research          POCs: Points of Contact          CoP: Communities of Practice
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3.
Publish status of 
construction projects and 
maintenance activities

ArDOT’s existing communication of 
project and maintenance activities is 
disjointed and difficult to navigate. 
Improving the communication and 
reporting structure can enhance public 
visibility into, and accountability for, 
project performance; enhance project 
delivery; and yield better data to inform 
planning and budget appropriations.

Findings Addressed
• PP1.2: ArDOT's public 

communication related to project 
status, schedule and budget is 
disjointed and inconsistent 

• PP2.3: There is no formal 
structure to coordinate 
maintenance workplans to the 
general public or interested 
stakeholders

Anticipated Impact

ArDOT Implementation
• Inventory current reporting 

infrastructure
• Identify and implement short-

term reporting enhancements
• Lay the groundwork for long-term 

reporting improvements

Considerations
• ArDOT does not need to build 

out an entire platform to rapidly 
enhance reporting of readily 
available project status data: 
leverage existing platforms and 
tools, such as iDRIVE AR and 
district office websites

• An enterprise level approach will 
be required to provide true real-
time access to project status

Bringing ArDOT in line with 
comparison DOTs may: 
• Improve public access to the 

prioritization and status of 
Department-wide and county 
projects and road maintenance 

• Expedite project and 
maintenance delivery time

• Yield more precise data on 
maintenance needs to better 
inform planning and budget 
appropriations

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range
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Leading Practices: Construction Project Reporting

Description
Review of the 10 comparison group DOTs reveals 
that all provide interactive maps of projects:

• KDOT1 and VDOT2 have the most mature 
platforms, with “one-stop” to locate projects, 
access status, and view the entire portfolio

• Seven DOTs, such as GDOT3, also provide a view 
of future construction projects

• Four DOTs, such as KTC4, provide access to 
construction progress via “Data Mart” portals

Enhancing project reporting will bring ArDOT in line with comparison DOTs. Project reporting practices from these DOTs reveal how ArDOT 
can better inform the public of the status and progress of its construction projects and utilize that data to enhance project delivery.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Increased public visibility into, and 
accountability for, portfolio performance 

• Enhanced project delivery
• Reduced project status inquiries

GLOSSARY 

KDOT: Kansas DOT          VDOT: Virginia DOT          GDOT: Georgia DOT          KTC: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

Image Source: Screen capture of VDOT Smart Scale Dashboard 6

Virginia DOT (VDOT): Portfolio View5

VDOT provide interactive portfolio/program level summaries 
of their major construction programs. These summaries, 
allow “click-through” access to view project information 
including project progress and performance. 

Virginia DOT (VDOT): Project Performance Analysis7

VDOT attributes an increase in early delivery of 
construction activities (16% to 44%) to improved 
performance reporting and business rules. 

Image Source: Screen capture of VDOT presentation8 at the 
Performance and Data in Transportation conference8

http://tworks.ksdot.org/
http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
http://www.dot.ga.gov/BS/Projects/ProjectSearch
http://datamart.business.transportation.ky.gov/
http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/Conferences/2019/PerformanceData/Styles.pdf
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Leading Practices: Maintenance Activities Reporting

Description
All but one of the 10 comparison group provide visibility 
into maintenance work plans or budgets: 

• NCDOT1 provides a listing of all active maintenance 
projects on its website

• PennDOT2 districts publish weekly maintenance 
activities 

• MoDOT3 and KDOT4 provide long-term workplans
• KTC5 publishes State-level analyses of maintenance 

performance 

Increasing visibility into maintenance activities will bring ArDOT in line with comparison DOTs. Maintenance reporting practices from these 
DOTs reveal how ArDOT can communicate current and planned maintenance work, and utilize data for planning and budget appropriations.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Increased public visibility into, and 
accountability for, portfolio performance

• More precise maintenance needs data to better 
inform planning/budget appropriations 

KTC: Statewide 
Performance 
Reporting6

KTC publishes an 
annual report on 
routine 
maintenance 
activities at State 
and district levels. 
They also provide 
expenditure data on 
State and district 
maintenance 

KTC uses the 
analysis to inform 
“planning and 
management 
decisions regarding 
maintenance 
activities and 
resources”

GLOSSARY 

NCDOT:  North Carolina DOT          PennDOT: Pennsylvania DOT          MoDOT: Missouri DOT          KDOT: Kansas DOT         KTC:   Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

Image Source: Screen capture of KTC FY2019 Maintenance Condition Report7

https://www.ncdot.gov/about-us/our-mission/Pages/project-progress.aspx?countynumber=9
https://www.penndot.gov/RegionalOffices/district-6/Pages/Philly-Regional-Traffic-Bulletin.aspx
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/Sec10OperationsAndMaintenancePlan.pdf.
https://www.ksdot.org/Assets/wwwksdotorg/bureaus/offTransInfo/AnnualReports/2020/Appendix_2020.pdf
https://transportation.ky.gov/Maintenance/Documents/PavementOperations/MRP%20FY19-Statewide.pdf
https://transportation.ky.gov/Maintenance/Documents/PavementOperations/MRP%20FY19-Statewide.pdf
https://transportation.ky.gov/Maintenance/Documents/PavementOperations/MRP%20FY19-Statewide.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap

INVENTORY 
CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE

Catalog existing reporting platforms:
• iDRIVE Arkansas
• STIP website
• CAP website 
• District office websites

Identify underlying data platforms: 
• Staff Minutes database
• SiteManager and SARS
• Homegrown databases

1 IDENTIFY SHORT-TERM 
ENHANCEMENTS

Identify project data that can be 
provided via existing infrastructure:
• iDRIVE Arkansas: Identify future 

projects; Pre-Construction status 
and milestone dates; Project 
Change Order data, A+C Project 
completion percentages

• District office websites: County 
maintenance bi-weekly plans; 
district paving projects

Leverage CAP And IRP infrastructure 
to establish portfolio and county level 
reporting for all projects

Identify short-term implementation 
timeline

2 LAY GROUNDWORK FOR 
LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Identify additional reporting needs via 
customer service surveys 
(See also Recommendation 1)

Ensure the MMS system can scale to 
provide State and district performance 
data and county level work plans 
(See also Recommendation 7)

Ensure that the new construction 
Project Management framework 
facilitates detailed project status 
information reporting 
(See also Recommendation 7) 

In partnership with IT, build backend 
database to enable automated long-
term reporting capabilities 
(See also  Recommendation 10)

3

GLOSSARY 

STIP: Statewide Transportation Improvement Program          CAP: Connecting Arkansas Program          SARS: SiteManager Access Report System 

IRP: Interstate Rehabilitation Program          MMS: Maintenance Management System
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4.
Implement a platform that 
tracks all stakeholder 
inquiries to resolution

ArDOT primarily manages customer 
service by providing the public direct 
access to staff. Leading customer 
services practices suggest that ArDOT 
can improve its customer service, 
while simultaneously reducing the cost 
to the Department and surfacing new 
Department-wide operational 
efficiencies.

Findings Addressed
• PP3: Although ArDOT is 

responsive to public inquiries, it 
only offers a limited number of 
tools to capture and track them

Anticipated Impact
• Brings ArDOT in line with other 

DOT’s with more mature 
customer service platforms

• Reduces customer service and 
(long term) Department operating 
costs based on a review of 
Portland’s 311 call- center 
implementation1 a and McKinsey 
report2

• Increase in staff engagement by 
Up to 50%, according to a 
Tempkin Group survey2

ArDOT Implementation
• Understand customer needs
• Define a new customer 

experience vision
• Lay the groundwork for a new 

service approach, including 
adoption of a CRM tool

• Create and execute on 
implementation plan; and 
measure and communicate 
customer service performance 

Considerations
To avoid potential landmines and a 
particularly long timeline, lessons 
learned suggest:
• Clear vision, leadership buy-in 
• Upfront investment for future ROI
• Project Manager passionate about 

customer service
• Right technology application 

identified early in the process
• In a phased approach, transition 

“services” not divisions

GLOSSARY 

CRM: Customer Relationship Management          ROI: Return on Investment 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/705011
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-sector/our-insights/improving-the-customer-experience-to-achieve-government-agency-goals
https://experiencematters.blog/2016/02/16/report-employee-engagement-benchmark-study-2016/
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Leading Practice: Customer Service
Customer service practices and trends from DOTs, the private sector, and the broader public sector (specifically for 311 call-centers)

illuminate the benefits of this practice and potential implementation strategies for ArDOT.

A review of the 10 comparison group DOTs reveals DOT-specific 
structures to manage customer inquiries and measure service: 
• Six DOTs measure and report on customer 

service/responsiveness
• Eight DOTs have a centralized call-center or IVR system, and 

allow the public to report a concern online 

Portland’s1 and Philadelphia’s 3112 call-centers can serve as a 
model roadmap for a centralized customer service approach.

GLOSSARY 

IVR: Interactive Voice Response MoDOT: Missouri Department of Transportation

15 – 25%
Typical cost reductions achieved through 
successful customer experience projects 
across a variety of industries3

$4.25 - $5.10

Missouri DOT (MoDOT) measures customer 
service5 on a quarterly basis and administers a 
biennial survey of ~3,500 customers to:
• Assess customer needs
• Evaluate ArDOT responsiveness
• Improve the MoDOT customer experience

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield 

• Improved customer service through better tracking and 
management of customer inquiries 

• Reduced operational spend via lower transaction costs, 
elimination of irrelevant customer services, and resource 
allocation aligned with stakeholder requirements

Projected Portland 311 call-center cost 
reduction per transaction in switching from 
phone agent to online self service4

Image Source: Screen capture of Missouri DOT 2019 Results Report6

Description

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/705011
https://www.phila.gov/311/Documents/15-132%20Customer%20Service%20Primer-Philly311%20Report_web.pdf
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/2019%20MoDOT%20Results_Final_1.pdf
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/2019%20MoDOT%20Results_Final_1.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap

UNDERSTAND 
CUSTOMER NEEDS

Leverage existing resources 
to quantify the scope and 
type of customer inquiries: 
• iDRIVE Arkansas
• Call Logs from Public 

Information Office, district 
offices, other divisions

• Interviews with key public 
facing staff 

Conduct targeted survey of 
sample ArDOT customers to 
assess their needs

Create a comprehensive 
analysis of customer needs 
by key citizen segments

1 DEFINE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE VISION

Conduct workshops with key 
ArDOT leaders to develop a 
customer experience vision 
and corresponding customer 
service journey maps

Leverage best practices to 
inform implementation 
frameworks and roadmaps

Identify a Project Manager 
and Governance team to 
ensure robust project 
sponsorship and effective 
delivery

2 LAY THE 
GROUNDWORK

Review key business 
processes through a 
customer service lens

Revisit existing customer 
inquiry intake and routing 
process to improve workflow 

Identify new business and 
technology requirements for 
technology solutions

Identify metrics and service 
level agreements to track 
performance; document roles 
and responsibilities to ensure 
service meets expectations

3 FORM AND EXECUTE 
ON PLAN

Identify quick win 
improvements to generate 
momentum for the effort

Create a long-term 
implementation plan:
• Website upgrades
• Software tools, including 

CRM tools
• Expanded Customer 

Service Team; call-center

Establish reporting structure 
to communicate volume of 
customer service requests 
and ArDOT's management 
and resolution

4

GLOSSARY 

CRM: Customer Relationship Management 



Procurement
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5.
Implement efficiencies 
in procurement and 
purchasing

ArDOT prioritizes cost savings, but 
lacks the data to demonstrate what 
works and when. By optimizing and 
standardizing procurement and 
purchasing procedures, ArDOT may 
more effectively use resources and 
maximize costs savings Department-
wide – including and beyond 
construction procurement.

Findings Addressed
• PR1.2: Low bid procurement
• PR4.1: Qualifications-based 

procurement methods
• PR4.2: Alternative contracting 

methods 
• PR5.1: Trend analysis
• PR5.2: Procurement governance

Anticipated Impact
• Applying policies similar to 

TxDOT’s1 change order policy, 
ArDOT could save ~1.4M (3.5%)

• Adopting NIGP’s2 best practices 
in spend analysis, management, 
and oversight could reduce small 
order (<$20k) and competitive 
bid ($20K-$75K) costs by up to 
~$1.8 to 7.1M (5-20%)

ArDOT Implementation
• Use data-driven approaches like 

spend analysis and lifecycle 
costing to inform procurement 
and purchasing decisions

• Standardize usage of project 
acceleration techniques, 
procurement methods, and 
delivery methods

• Push efficiencies to districts

Considerations
Effective implementation will require 
the following resources:
• IT systems to track data
• Staff capacity and expertise to 

conduct data analysis
• Assignment of responsibility 

between districts and divisions 
• Change management to shift 

culture from low bid to best value

GLOSSARY 

TxDOT: Texas DOT           NIGP: Institute for Public Procurement

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://as.vanderbilt.edu/econ/documents/desilva_paper.pdf
https://www.nigp.org/home/find-procurement-resources/guidance/position-papers
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Leading Practice: Procurement Decision Matrix

Description
Transportation Construction Management (a working group 
of DOTs, AASHTO, FHWA, and researchers) commissioned 
a guidebook1 for project delivery, procurement, and payment 
methods. The provided frameworks and tools enable DOTs 
to select the optimal methods for projects based on desired 
outcomes, constraints, and other factors.

A Minnesota DOT study2 on the efficacy of their alternative 
contracting policies reveals their value in helping identify 
optimal contracting and project delivery methods. For 
example, A+B contracts yielded comparable final 
contract amounts, but lower internal MnDOT costs

This tool will allow ArDOT to integrate their own analysis and priorities alongside generally accepted industry standards to yield a roadmap 
of when alternative strategies should be used to achieve desired outcomes.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• More strategic deployment of alternative 
strategies to maximize cost savings

• Standardized practices to facilitate consistency 
for staff and the contractor community

Image Source: Guidehouse recreation of “Procurement Procedure Selection Process” created by Next-Generation Transportation 
Construction Management3 Transportation Pooled Fund Program Study TPF-5(260)
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GLOSSARY 

AASHTO: American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials           FHWA: Federal Highway Administration MnDOT: Minnesota Department of Transportation

https://www.colorado.edu/tcm/sites/default/files/attached-files/tpf-5260_project_no_1_-_guidebook_for_selecting_contracting_methods_-_final.pdf
https://www.lrrb.org/pdf/200609.pdf
https://www.colorado.edu/tcm/sites/default/files/attached-files/tpf-5260_project_no_1_-_guidebook_for_selecting_contracting_methods_-_final.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap

CREATE DATASETS

Identify focus areas: 
• Procurement spend
• Equipment ownership cost
• Change orders
• Alternative procurement 

and purchasing strategies

Identify data points: 
• Spend by district, 

category, season, total 
• Lifetime cost of purchase, 

considering repair
• Change order by project, 

vendor, type
• Strategy by cost, ROI, 

schedule, safety, 
convenience

Assign data collection roles 
and set frequency

1 ASSESS TRENDS

Gain insights into:
• Supply trends
• Demand trends
• Term contracts / CBA
• Commodity price changes
• Ownership costs / CBA
• Change order amounts, 

consistency, and drivers
• Cost estimates (in 

comparison to bids)
• Project delivery methods 

effectiveness 
• Procurement procedures 

effectiveness
• Purchasing methods 

effectiveness

Identify conditions under 
which practices are most 
effective at yielding results

2 INSTITUTIONALIZE 
BEST PRACTICES

Develop policies and 
procedures to implement 
best practices, such as:
• Decision matrix for when 

certain strategies are used
• Authority of divisions to 

push Department-wide 
efficiencies to districts and 
policies for consistency

Communicate policies to 
staff and vendors, outlining:
• Purpose of change
• Performance metrics
• Frequency of evaluation
• Owners of data and 

decision-making
• Opportunities for feedback
• Opportunities for training

3 MONITOR & 
REEVALUATE

Evaluate policies and 
procedures by continuing to 
monitor trends in key areas, 
at predetermined frequencies

Determine if revisions to 
policies and procedures are 
necessary to obtain desired 
outcomes, and if so, 
implement necessary 
revisions

Consider data points for 
inclusion in broader KPI 
monitoring and evaluation 
(i.e., change order volume)

4

GLOSSARY 

ROI: Return on Investment          CBA: Cost-Benefit Analysis          KPI: Key Performance Indicator
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Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$1.4M (3.5%) in direct project savings by adopting TxDOT’s1 policy of limiting change orders
TxDOT reduced direct and indirect costs for project modifications by 3-4% by altering change order policies. ArDOT spends 
$40.4M on average in change orders annually 
• 3.5% * $40.4M = $1.4M

1

~$1.8 to 7.1M (5-20%) in savings on small order (<$20K) and competitive bid ($20K-$75K) purchases by 
adopting NIGP’s2 best practices in spend analysis, management, and oversight
A 2015 Institute for Public Procurement report identified that State governments can save 5-20% of expenditures by improving 
procurement processes (i.e., spend analysis). ArDOT spends on average $22.5M annually on small order purchases (<$20K) and 
$12.8M on competitive bid purchases ($20K-$75K) 
• At 5%, savings would be $1.1M and $639K respectively (total: $1.8M)
• At 20% savings would be $4.5M and $2.6M respectively (total: $7.1M)

2

GLOSSARY 

TxDOT: Texas DOT           NIGP: Institute for Public Procurement

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://as.vanderbilt.edu/econ/documents/desilva_paper.pdf
https://www.nigp.org/home/find-procurement-resources/guidance/position-papers
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6.
Implement construction 
contractor performance 
measurement

ArDOT rigorously monitors contractor 
quality through inspections, but lacks a 
tool to screen for contractor quality 
during procurement. By implementing 
performance-based prequalification, 
ArDOT may improve work quality, 
safety, and timeliness; reward high-
performing contractors; and encourage 
low-performers to improve.

Findings Addressed
• PR2.1: Pre-qualification and 

bonding do not screen for quality
• PR2.2: ArDOT’s Standard 

Specifications (2014) do not 
screen for quality

• PR3: Opportunities to improve 
existing quality issues

Anticipated Impact
By implementing performance-
based prequalification, ArDOT may 
see similar improvements to those 
reported by implementing DOTs:
6 of 6 DOTs reported 
improvements in work quality
• 5 of 6 in safety
• 6 of 6 in timely work completion
• 5 of 6 in contractor cooperation
Data compiled by Guidehouse from two different 
surveys by NCHRP1 and FHWA2

ArDOT Implementation
• Identify quality indicators (i.e., 

repeated disincentives, claims, 
change orders, delays) 

• Develop scoring system to 
quantify performance

• Track and monitor performance, 
using indicators and costs 

• Integrate into prequalification

Considerations
• Consider impact for both small 

and large contractors3

• Emphasize quantitative approach 
to minimize any appearance of 
subjectivity4 in scoring

• Consider an appeals5 process for 
contractors to counter scores

• Ensure contractors have a clear 
path to raise6 their scores

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

http://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/156872.aspx
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
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Leading Practice: Performance-Based Prequalification

Description
An FHWA-commissioned study1 proposed a 
quantitative, performance-based prequalification 
system. It evaluates contractors on administrative, 
performance, and project-specific (i.e., technical 
qualifications) factors. It incorporates elements of 
systems used in Florida, Michigan, Oklahoma, Utah, 
Virginia, and Washington – the DOTs that reported 
improvements in the surveys on the previous slide.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Alignment of contractor performance 
evaluation with project objectives 

• High-performing contractors being rewarded
• Low-performers encouraged to improve

Image Source: Guidehouse recreation of an excerpted framework from the “Performance-Based Contractor Prequalification as an Alternative 
to Performance Bonds”2 Study

This tool will allow ArDOT to integrate contractor’s past performance on Department contracts into their prequalification to yield a modified 
bidding capacity score that incentivizes high-quality performance.
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GLOSSARY 

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/infrastructure/14034/14034.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap

IDENTIFY QUALITY 
INDICATORS

Determine which indicators1

define quality for ArDOT: 
• Past performance (i.e., 

quality of workmanship)
• Managerial ability
• Safety record
• Technical capability
• Traffic and public impact
• Cooperation with ArDOT

Identify the ArDOT staff that 
will conduct performance 
evaluations and how their 
work product will be audited2

Determine frequency of 
performance evaluation

1 DEVELOP SCORING 
SYSTEM

Use an industry standard 
formula or algorithm to 
convert performance 
evaluations into bid capacity 
scores (see Leading 
Practices for an example)

Determine how bid capacity 
score will be used to modify 
bidders’ submissions

Publicize process widely, for 
example through Q&As with 
contractors; integrate 
stakeholder feedback

Complete rulemaking 
process, as required 

2 TRACK 
PERFORMANCE

Collect performance data at 
the closeout of each 
contract, and more 
frequently, in accordance 
with set policies (building up 
a full dataset will take time, 
and will vary by the number 
and length of projects ArDOT 
lets annually)

Continue to iterate on the 
scoring system while building 
up the dataset

3 INTEGRATE INTO 
PREQUALIFICATION

Determine monetary 
threshold at which process 
will be used (i.e., >$100K)

Determine which project 
types process will be used

Determine policy for 
contractors that are new to 
working with ArDOT

Begin to implement 
performance-based 
prequalification approach, in 
accordance with set policies

Evaluate regularly to ensure 
effectiveness and relevance

4



Expenditures
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7.
Implement project and 
portfolio planning 
frameworks

ArDOT’s pre-construction, construction 
and maintenance Project Portfolio 
Management (PPM) systems vary in 
maturity. Enhancing these systems with 
leading PPM practices and a Project 
Management Office (PMO) may allow 
ArDOT to more effectively budget, plan, 
execute, and communicate on its 
portfolio of construction projects and 
maintenance activities.

Findings Addressed
• EX1: Construction (CST) and 

maintenance (MTC) resource planning
• EX4: CST project development 

management
• EX5.1: CST project management
• EX6: MTC project management
• PP2.1: MTC budget determination
• PP2.2: MTC project identification 

workplans

Anticipated Impact
A more mature project management 
framework may allow ArDOT to realize 
~$3.82M in annual cost savings given: 
• ArDOT’s five year average of actual 

state funded internal pre-construction 
and construction costs1

• Industry findings2 on project cost 
savings by developing a more mature 
PM infrastructure

ArDOT Implementation
• Catalog existing PPM capabilities 

and identify baseline and target
• Identify gaps in PPM (e.g. pre-

construction resource planning)
• Establish PMO and Governance, 

and build on existing strengths 
and capabilities

• Phase deployment, develop 
tools, and train staff members

Considerations
• Will require Department-wide 

effort to unify disparate initiatives 
and assets and build out PPM 
framework; a qualified vendor 
can expedite this process 

• Implementation of PPM/PMO will 
be perceived as overhead, but 
will yield long-term benefits –
highlight quick wins early on

• Change management and new IT 
applications may be required

GLOSSARY 

PPM: Project Portfolio Management          PMO: Project Management Office          CST: Construction          MTC: Maintenance 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.pmsolutions.com/articles/PM_Maturity_2014_Research_Report_FINAL.pdf
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Leading Practice: Construction Portfolio Planning

Description
TxDOT utilizes a “funnel” approach to PPM2 that 
identifies the right portfolio of projects at the right time 
and allocates appropriate resources. TxDOT’s TPP 
Division runs a quarterly “funnel” review designed to:
• Review performance against portfolio targets
• Verify that the mix of projects is aligned to TxDOT’s 

strategic priorities; address any gaps
• Allocate financial and human capital resources
• Review the volume of projects at each stage to predict 

future workload and authorize budgets

The Project Management Institute provides a definitive framework for organizations to implement a Project Portfolio Management (PPM) 
system1 that connects strategic planning to project execution; TxDOT demonstrates this framework in practice.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Alignment of STIP to ArDOT’s resources to ensure 
necessary capacity to deliver on identified projects

• Automated project reporting
• Continuous project flow and mix monitoring to 

ensure strategic alignment and phase alignment

GLOSSARY 

PPM: Project Portfolio Planning          TxDOT: Texas Department of Transportation          TPP: Transportation Programing and Planning          STIP: Statewide Transportation Improvement Program

Image Source: Screen capture of the TxDOT funnel approach from TxDOT’s website3

https://static.tti.tamu.edu/conferences/tpp16/presentations/breakout-01/amberg-ramirez.pdf
https://static.tti.tamu.edu/conferences/tpp16/presentations/breakout-01/amberg-ramirez.pdf
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Leading Practice: Maintenance Portfolio Planning

Description
NCHRP offers a performance-based guide1 to establish a 
baseline catalog of roadway features, performance 
measures, and costs; identify and prioritize maintenance 
projects; and manage and report on performance.    

Currently, seven DOTs implement such a system. 
WisDOT’s performance-based system (Compass) dates 
back to 20022, and from 2011 to 2015, WisDOT saw 
similar or improved performance in 22 of 28 measures.

NCHRP’s LOS maintenance guide assists DOTs to determine their maintenance portfolio based on asset condition. Combined with its 
newly acquired MMS, ArDOT can use this guide to adopt a more robust approach to project identification and budgeting.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield: 

• Identification of maintenance projects and 
activities based on need and road user experience, 
and corresponding allocation of resources

• Effective project management platform for 
maintenance activities and automated reporting

GLOSSARY 

NCHRP: National Cooperative Highway Research Program          LOS: Level of Service          MMS: Maintenance Management System WisDOT: Wisconsin DOT 

Image Source: Screen capture of Wisconsin DOT 2015 Final Compass Report3

http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rrd_396_contractorsguide.pdf
https://wisconsindot.gov/Documents/doing-bus/local-gov/hwy-mnt/programs/compass/reports/compass-2015-annual-report.pdf
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Leading Practices: Construction Project Management

Description
Six of the ten comparison group DOTs utilize project 
management frameworks (Virginia DOT) or offer project 
management training (Kentucky DOT) to ensure 
effective project delivery from development through 
construction monitoring. Caltrans offers one of the more 
mature project management frameworks1, which they 
use to limit project development and administration costs 
to within a certain percentage of initial estimates. 

ArDOT can look to numerous industry agnostic frameworks to establish effective project management frameworks for pre-construction and 
construction monitoring activities. Several DOTs also offer mature frameworks that can serve as a launching pad for ArDOT.

Applied to ArDOT, these practice may yield:

• A unified project management approach for all 
construction and maintenance activities

• Better communication relative to project level 
work throughout the Department

GLOSSARY 

Caltrans: California Transportation Department          WBS: Work Breakdown Structure

Image Source: Screen capture of the Caltrans Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Diagram2

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/project-management/documents/worplan-standards-guide.pdf
https://escholarship.org/content/qt20t4r81t/qt20t4r81t.pdf?t=pnhbjo&v=lg
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Implementation Roadmap

CATALOG EXISTING 
PPM CAPABILITIES 

AND TARGET STATE

Catalog current portfolio 
planning and project 
management protocols, 
capabilities, software 
applications, and reporting

Conduct landscape review of 
industry-approved 
frameworks and those used 
by State DOTs to identify 
baseline and target portfolio 
planning (e.g. WisDOT 
Compass) and project 
management frameworks 
(e.g. VDOT PM1)

1 IDENTIFY GAPS IN 
THE CURRENT 

SYSTEM

Conduct internal review to 
identify system gaps in 
construction and 
maintenance; focus on:

Pre-construction and 
construction monitoring
• Resource and budget 

planning
• Project management

Maintenance
• Portfolio planning 
• Resource and budget 

planning 
• Project management

2 ESTABLISH PMO AND 
BUILD ON EXISTING 

STRENGTHS 

Create PMO with identified 
governance and resources to 
oversee design and 
implementation of Project 
Portfolio Management across 
pre-construction, 
construction and 
maintenance activities 

Leverage existing 
organization assets (e.g. IT 
PMO), practices (e.g. STIP 
process), resources (e.g. 
Garver PM supports) and 
software (e.g. new MMS) to 
kickstart PMO planning

3 PHASE DEPLOYMENT, 
DEVELOP TOOLS, 

TRAIN EMPLOYEES

Prioritize deployment based 
on organizational maturity 
and need; for example:
• 1a: Project management  

for pre-construction and 
construction activities;

• 1b: LOS portfolio planning 
framework for 
maintenance activities

Develop standards, toolsets, 
and formalize reporting, 
risk/issue management, and 
change control protocols

Train staff members, deploy 
resources, operationalize 
PPM and PMO processes    

4

GLOSSARY 

WisDOT: Wisconsin DOT          VDOT: Virginia DOT          PM: Project Management          PMO: Project Management Office    STIP: State Transportation Improvement Plan 

MMS: Maintenance Management System          LOS: Level of Service          PPM: Project Portfolio Management  

http://www.virginiadot.org/business/locdes/project_management_office.asp
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Anticipated Impact Assumptions

A more mature project management framework may allow ArDOT to realize ~$3.82M in annual cost 
savings
PMSolutions’, Project Management Maturity & Value Benchmark Report1 revealed: 
• An organization with less mature project management platform realizes cost reductions of 6% per project
• The average cost savings for all organizations is 16% (This represents cost savings from an organization with an average level 

of project management maturity)

ArDOT’s percentage cost savings by implementing a more mature project management platform:
• Assume ArDOT has a less mature project management platform and 6% cost savings are already factored into their internal 

construction costs.
• Assume implementation of a more mature project management platform ArDOT can yield the average cost savings per 

PMSolutions (16%). As a result, ArDOT can increase cost savings by 10%.

ArDOT’s five year (FY2015 – FY2019) average internal state specific construction project costs based on actual pre-construction,
construction engineering right of way, utility engineering, utility audit, misc. engineering, state force, EEO, and surveys 
expenditures*.
• ArDOT five year average state specific construction costs = $38,168,6612

Cost savings by implementing rising to an organizational average project management platform = $38,168,661 * 10% = ~$3.82M 

1

* Costs include 20% of Federal Participating and Billable costs; 100% of Non-Participating costs; 20% IRP Bond Funds to supplement Federal 
Participating costs; 100% of IRP Bond Funds to supplement Non-Participating costs

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.pmsolutions.com/articles/PM_Maturity_2014_Research_Report_FINAL.pdf
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8.
Implement best 
practices in construction 
project design

ArDOT lacks formal frameworks to 
ensure the consistent use of best 
practices in construction design, 
limiting their ability to demonstrate 
cost savings and strengthen 
institutional knowledge. By adopting 
such procedures, ArDOT may reduce 
project costs and improve 
achievement of system targets.

Findings Addressed
• EX2.1: Practical design protocols
• EX2.2: Value engineering 

frequency and timing
• EX3.1: Cost estimates not being 

evaluated based on outcomes
• EX5.2: Change orders not being 

analyzed for trends and insights

Anticipated Impact
ArDOT cost savings may include:
• ~$664K in cost savings per 

project by adopting formal 
framework for practical design1*

• Increased total project savings by 
bringing ArDOT up to national 
averages2 of: annual number of 
VE studies (~$1M), cost savings 
generated per VE study 
(~$7.7M), or both (~$15.8M)

* ArDOT is already capturing some of these savings 
through informal use of practical design

ArDOT Implementation
• Develop formal framework 

around use of performance-
based practical design

• Conduct value engineering 
earlier in design (i.e., at 30% 
complete) and more often

• Evaluate gap between original 
bid and final payment amounts to 
inform best practices in design

Considerations
• Not all projects are well suited to 

or would benefit from such 
approaches; frameworks should 
identify when to use them

• ArDOT is already employing 
many of these practices, so 
implementing recommendation 
will not require creation of new 
technical practices; rather, 
formalizing existing practices

GLOSSARY 

VE: Value Engineering

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/2018/
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Leading State: Washington State DOT
Many DOTs use practical design, but vary in their approaches. In 2013, WSDOT was using practical design, but not consistently or 

strategically to maximize savings – similar to ArDOT’s position. Their experience shows the potential outcomes of formalizing this practice.

WSDOT1 transformed its design approach from formulaic 
to flexible by updating outdated standards, adopting a 
“least cost” planning methodology, creating performance 
measures to evaluate alternative designs, and shifting its 
culture.

40%
Average project cost savings from practical 
design (from a sample of 10 projects)

$21.5M
Average project cost savings from practical 
design (from a sample of 10 projects)

Practical design solutions used by WSDOT: 
Redesigning to reduce right-of-way costs • Adjusting project staging to increase 
efficiency • Opting for low-cost enhancements (e.g., rumble strips) instead of 
realignment • Adjusting design or alignments to reduce environmental costs

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Reduced project costs 
• Improved achievement of system targets

GLOSSARY 

WSDOT: Washington State DOT

Description

https://uknowledge.uky.edu/ktc_researchreports/1590/
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Implementation Roadmap

DEVELOP 
FRAMEWORKS

Determine methodologies, 
timing, and frequency of 
analyses for: 
• Practical design
• Value engineering
• Engineers estimates 

compared to final cost

For example, FHWA1

suggests VE studies for: 
• High-cost and/or high-

priority projects
• Complex or challenging 

projects with multiple 
stages / traffic control

• Projects involving multiple 
stakeholders

1 TRACK OUTCOMES & 
REVIEW TRENDS

Conduct analyses and track 
outcomes in accordance with 
set policies, for example:
• Benefits, cost savings and 

ROI from practical design 
and value engineering

Identify trends and leverage 
learnings to strengthen 
design approach:
• Project types most likely to 

have change orders due to 
plan error or omission

• Projects that have 
exceeded timelines

• Project types likely to 
benefits from certain 
practice design solution

2 MONITOR & 
REEVALUATE

Evaluate policies and 
procedures by continuing to 
monitor trends in key areas, 
at predetermined frequencies

Determine if revisions to 
policies and procedures are 
necessary to obtain desired 
outcomes

If so, implement necessary 
revisions

3

GLOSSARY 

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration          VE: Value Engineering          ROI: Return on Investment

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/veproc.cfm
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Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$664K in cost savings per project by adopting formal framework for practical design1

MoDOT saved 13% on average in its first year of implementing a formalized practical design program. ArDOT’s average contract 
amount 2014-19 is $5.1M.
• 13% * $5,113,314 = $664K

1

Increased total project savings by bringing ArDOT up to national averages2 of: annual number of VE 
studies (~$1M), cost savings generated per VE study (~$7.7M), or both (~$15.8M)
ArDOT can increase its cost savings from value engineering by: 1) increasing the % of cost savings yielded per study (i.e., by 
conducting studies earlier in the design process, generating more recommendations per study); 2) increasing the # of studies, or
3) both. ArDOT currently conducts an average of 1.75 VE studies per year (total project costs $181M), generating 0.7% in project
costs saved (~$1.3M). The national average is 3.30 studies per year and 5.0% of savings. Note: applied to ArDOT, 3.30 studies per 
year would yield a proportional project cost of $343M.
• Increasing %: 1.75 studies of projects totaling $181M @ 5.0% cost savings = $9.1M (= $7.7M greater than current savings)
• Increasing #: 3.30 studies of projects totaling $343M @ 0.7% cost savings = $2.4M (= $1.0M greater than current savings)
• Both: 3.30 studies of projects totaling $343M @ 5.0% cost savings = $17.2M (= $15.8M greater than current savings)

2

GLOSSARY 

MoDOT: Missouri DOT          VE: Value Engineering

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/2018/


Information
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9.
Build an IT Governance 
Structure to guide 
ArDOT’s IT investments

ArDOT's IT investments have grown 
155% since FY2016 to $23M in FY20201

under unclear enterprise level guidance. 
Leading practices suggest that 
establishing a formal governance 
structure will enable the IT Division to 
support business objectives, help 
optimize Department operations, manage 
enterprise risk, and meet internal and 
external stakeholder needs.

Findings Addressed
• IT2.1: ArDOT has not developed a 

Governance Structure to ensure IT 
investments support objectives, 
manage enterprise risk, and meet 
external stakeholder needs

• IT2.2: There is no overarching 
enterprise architecture or blueprint 
to standardize, organize, and align 
IT infrastructure and solutions with 
business goals

Anticipated Impact
• Improved ArDOT performance on 

business outcomes such as 
system condition and operational 
effectiveness measures, based 
on an ISACA survey and study2

• Strengthened enterprise level IT 
capability and performance3

• Reduced security and disaster-
related risk per a Forbes Insights 
report4

ArDOT Implementation

Considerations
This is an ongoing process; lessons 
learned suggest it requires:
• Leadership support
• Emphasizing how IT enables 

business performance and 
reduces risk, not the framework

• Cascading of enterprise level 
goals through the IT Division to 
actual underlying processes

• Lay the groundwork to establish 
a robust governance structure

• Establish a governance structure 
that identifies a cross-section of 
business and IT personnel to 
create a charter and decision 
making framework

• Create and execute on a 
governance roadmap; measure 
and communicate progress

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.isaca.org/why-isaca/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/2017/survey-strong-tech-governance-drives-improved-business-outcomes
https://www.forbes.com/forbes-insights/our-work/our-work-disruption-is-the-new-norm/
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Leading Practices: Building IT Governance
ArDOT can leverage any number of resources to establish an effective IT Governance structure that will enable the IT Division to strengthen 

business performance, reduce risk and maintain compliance with applicable regulations.

Forrester, a leading Enterprise IT research group, suggests 
three key objectives for IT Governance1:
• Ensure business value and alignment by only approving 

projects aligned with strategic business objectives and 
balancing future investments and current operations

• Manage risk, as an increasing percentage of ArDOT’s 
operating structure is supporting by underlying IT platform

• Hold IT leadership accountable for ROI and service delivery 

GLOSSARY 

COBIT: Control Objectives for Information Technologies          ITIL: Information Technology Infrastructure Library          CMMI: Capability Maturity Model Integration

90%
Business leaders that believe strong 
technology governance leads to improved 
business outcomes2

63%
Percent of IT executive respondents reporting 
root cause of ineffective IT departments as a  
lack of a well defined IT operating model and 
clarity related to IT’s role and services3

There are numerous “off the shelf” IT Governance frameworks that can 
be tailored or combined to meet ArDOT’s needs, including:

COBIT4 //  ITIL5 //  CMMI6

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Enhanced ability to improve State’s transportation assets
• More efficient and effective operations
• Greater ability to meet the needs of stakeholders
• Improved security and disaster related risk management

Description

https://www.isaca.org/resources/cobit
https://www.axelos.com/best-practice-solutions/itil
https://cmmiinstitute.com/cmmi
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Implementation Roadmap

LAY THE GROUNDWORK

Build on Info-Tech report to assess the 
maturity of the Department’s current IT 
Governance Structure

Identify current structure of IT 
operations and potential future states:
• Centralized
• Decentralized
• Federated

Conduct an analysis of existing IT 
Governance frameworks to identify a 
potential best fit such as:
• COBIT1

• ITIL2

• CMMI3

1 ESTABLISH A GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURE

Identify a formal IT Governance 
committee with appropriate 
representatives from around the 
Department such as:
• Assistance Chiefs
• Key Division Heads

Create a reporting structure directly 
beneath the ArDOT Director

Select a governance framework and 
establish a charter 

Identify IT domains and processes that 
require governance such as IT 
investments, data management, 
business continuity, and cybersecurity

2 CREATE AND EXECUTE ON A 
GOVERNANCE ROADMAP

Establish governance priorities and 
create corresponding subcommittees:
• Portfolio management
• Data governance
• Service management
• Technology standards
• Project management

Create high-level governance 
roadmap and subcommittee charters

Establish Governance committee and 
subcommittee meetings and reporting 
frequency

Develop success measures (KPIs) and 
an IT performance scorecard

3

GLOSSARY 

COBIT: Control Objectives for Information Technologies          ITIL: Information Technology Infrastructure Library          CMMI: Capability Maturity Model Integration

KPI: Key Performance Indicator

https://www.isaca.org/resources/cobit
https://www.axelos.com/best-practice-solutions/itil
https://cmmiinstitute.com/cmmi
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10.
Implement mid-term IT 
initiatives that can optimize 
business operations

ArDOT spends ~$5.3M on software 
applications and has 300+ databases. 
Implementing leading data 
management and software application 
rationalization practices can deliver 
cost savings and unlock data value.

Findings Addressed
• IT1.1: ArDOT appears to be 

approaching data center 
modernization phases, but without 
a formal integration plan

• IT1.2: ArDOT has preliminarily 
identified software needs, but 
efforts to align IT purchases across 
the Department has not been 
universally implemented

Anticipated Impact

ArDOT Implementation
• Build software application and 

database inventory
• Assess and score each software 

application and database
• Identify target state for each 

application and database
• Build phased roadmap for 

migration processes

Considerations
• Requires upfront investment to 

yield mid- to long-term savings
• Requires leadership buy-in and 

change management to 
overcome resistance and assist 
staff in shifting to a new model

• Requires software application 
such as the planned ITSM tool

• Requires implementation plan for 
continuity of operations

• Through robust software application 
management, ArDOT may save  up 
to $1M, per Gartner analysis1

• Through leading data management 
practices, ArDOT could increase 
already captured savings ($600K)2

• Improved data analytics may 
increase Department productivity3

• Establishing open data access can 
unlock data value and private 
sector innovation per CIO 
Magazine and McKinsey reports4,5

GLOSSARY 

ITSM:  IT Service Management 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

http://www.oracle.com/oms/eppm/042763.pdf
https://www.cio.com/article/3391560/data-governance-proving-value.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/open-data-unlocking-innovation-and-performance-with-liquid-information
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Leading Practices: Mid-Term IT Initiatives
Already common in the private sector, application rationalization and master data management are 

emerging initiatives in the public sector that can reduce costs and unlock significant value.

Leading IT industry research reveals:
• Software application rationalization cuts costs by 

eliminating redundancy, consolidating usage, and reducing 
internal application development and operations costs1

• Optimizing data cuts costs by eliminating redundancy, 
reducing support costs, and improving decision making2,3

• Strategic deployment of data unlocks value by optimizing 
IT investments and enabling private sector innovation4,5

20%
Application rationalization cost savings in a 
12-month period6

5%
Productivity difference between “top one third 
Data Driven” companies and their competitors7

Data assets represent ~25% of an organization’s 
assets8. To unlock the value of their data assets, 
several DOTs including Virginia9 (left), Kentucky, 
and New York provide free access to public data 
through open data portals

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Reduced application and data management costs
• Increased reliability 
• Improved productivity and decision making
• Enhanced private sector planning and innovation

Image Source: Screen capture of Virginia DOT Open Data Portal Landing Page10

Description

https://www.virginiaroads.org/
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Implementation Roadmap

BUILD APPLICATION AND 
DATABASE INVENTORY

Determine preliminary enterprise-wide 
data governance and application 
development/operations standards 

Complete existing application and 
database inventory data per standards

Conduct targeted interviews with 
SMEs and external stakeholders

Review relevant policies, procedures, 
trainings, and database schema

Develop preliminary catalog of 
applications and databases by 
business function

1 ASSESS APPLICATION AND 
DATABASE INVENTORY

Update preliminary standards per 
findings in Step 1 

Develop application and database 
scoring methodology based on 
business relevancy, technology risks, 
total cost of ownership

Score each application and database 
via scoring methodology

Review and validate scoring 
assessments with internal SMEs

Create an assessment for the entire 
portfolio of applications and databases

2 DEVELOP TARGET STATE 
AND ROADMAP

Determine high-level database 
architecture, implementation 
methodologies, and business 
intelligence approach

Determine target state for each 
application and database, for example: 
retain as is; eliminate, re-engineer, and 
migrate

Develop implementation road map 
subdivided into phases:
• Phase 1: Retain As Is/Eliminate
• Phase 2: Re-Engineer
• Phase 3: Migrate

3

GLOSSARY 

SME: Subject Matter Expert
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Anticipated Impact Assumptions

Up to $1M in savings from application management, per Gartner analysis
A 2009 Oracle Report1 quotes a Gartner analysis which reveals that Chief Information Officers report application rationalization 
combined with business process optimization can yield on average 20% cost savings within one year. ArDOT spent ~$5.3M on 
software in FY20192. It does not appear that ArDOT separately tracks software license expenditures or application 
development/support. As a result, using the total software expenditure as a proxy for the costs that could be reduced as a result of 
application rationalization, and applying the 20% cost savings from the Oracle report yields:
• 20% * $5.3M = $1.06M

1

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

http://www.oracle.com/oms/eppm/042763.pdf
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11.
Develop necessary pillars to 
establish IT as an effective 
business partner

Currently, ArDOT's IT Division is not 
able to definitively articulate what 
services it will deliver, when it will 
deliver them, and its standards for 
effective delivery. Implementing an 
ITSM framework may yield enhanced 
IT service delivery, improved internal 
customer satisfaction, and reduced IT 
costs.

Findings Addressed
• IT2.3: ArDOT lacks a service 

catalog and defined service level 
expectations, yielding confusion on 
what IT will deliver, when, and how 
support is distributed

• IT2.4: ArDOT's efforts to establish a 
project management infrastructure 
to ensure effective delivery of IT 
projects is still in its infancy

Anticipated Impact
• ArDOT will realize a fundamental 

enhancement to IT service delivery, 
as indicated by a Forbes Insight 
report1 on IT Service Management

• Reduction in IT service delivery 
costs of up to 26%, per a 
PMSolutions Project Management 
Maturity and Value benchmark 
study2

ArDOT Implementation
• Establish baseline policies and 

procedures, and preliminary 
service catalog

• Select appropriate software tools
• Establish a long-term IT Service 

Management Plan that includes 
appropriate communications and 
training to staff, and mature 
service catalog

Considerations
• Yield quick wins by establishing 

a basic service catalog and 
standards, capturing IT demand, 
and tracking requests 

• Include PM infrastructure in the 
long-term ITSM plan

• Communication and training will 
be critical to mitigate resistance 
to change

GLOSSARY 

PM: Project Management          ITSM:  IT Service Management 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesinsights/2017/03/16/how-it-service-management-delivers-value-to-the-digital-enterprise/#ff6927c732ee
https://www.pmsolutions.com/articles/PM_Maturity_2014_Research_Report_FINAL.pdf
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Leading Practices: IT Service Management Pillars 
IT Service Management (ITSM), which includes project management, is rapidly being adopted as a framework 
to allow IT departments to deliver quality service, lower costs, and yield high levels of customer satisfaction.

Leading IT industry research reveals :
• Effective PM yields alignment between business and IT 

operations, project savings, and fewer failed projects1,2

• Robust ITSM implementation yields cost savings, increased 
productivity, and faster response times to customers3

• ITSM implementation is long-term, but PM practices and 
standards can be rapidly implemented: Texas DIR provides 
a “PM Lite” 4 version of its framework for rapid scaling

GLOSSARY 

ITSM:  IT Service Management PM: Project Management          Texas DIR: Texas Department of Information Resources          ITIL: Information Technology Infrastructure Library

42%
Surveyed executives who agree that ITSM 
has reduced business costs5

26% vs. 6%
Cost savings per project for firms with 
mature PM infrastructure versus those firms 
with less mature PM infrastructure6

The Indiana Office of Technology (IOT) launched its ITSM 
initiative in 2016. Its implementation roadmap is based on 
ITIL and is publicly available7 (see graphic, left, for one 
component). IOT Customer Satisfaction ratings increased 
from 94.1% in 2018 to 98.3% in 2020 8,9.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Fundamentally enhanced service delivery 
• Improved customer satisfaction
• Reduced IT service delivery costs

Image Source: Screen capture of IOT ITSM implementation roadmap10

Description

https://www.in.gov/iot/2466.htm
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Implementation Roadmap

ESTABLISH BASELINE 
STANDARDS AND POLICIES

IT project management:
• Adopt a preliminary set of project 

management standards and 
protocols

• Create a preliminary set of PM tools, 
templates, and project success 
metrics (e.g. DIR PM Lite1)

• Establish and provide necessary 
training to staff members

IT Service Management (ITSM):
• Identify and socialize core service 

offerings in an IT Service Catalog 
• Create initial service policy and 

standards for existing IT offerings
• Identify success metrics relevant to 

business need

1 SELECT APPROPRIATE 
SOFTWARE TOOLS

Identify a proven ITSM framework 
such as ITIL2 to establish a baseline

Select ITSM tool and prioritize the “out 
of the box” ITSM capabilities:
• Service desk capabilities, including 

incident and problem management, 
and fulfillment request management, 

• Service catalog management, risk 
management, vendor management 

• Demand and capacity measurement
• Asset catalog and IT configuration
• PM capabilities including PM plan 

creation, project progress and 
performance dashboarding, change 
management, 

Ensure ITSM tool scales to include a 
comprehensive ITSM Model build out

2 ESTABLISH A LONG-TERM 
ITSM PLAN

Synthesize existing IT demand and 
service data, and conduct an ITSM 
maturity analysis 

Identify ITSM maturity gaps and create 
a multi-year roadmap

Create a communications and rollout 
plan with engagement of change 
champions across the Department, 
and appropriate training for staff

Integrate project management maturity 
within the ITSM roadmap

3

GLOSSARY 

PM: Project Management ITSM: IT Service Management ITIL: Information Technology Infrastructure Library

https://dir.texas.gov/View-Resources/Pages/Content.aspx?id=17
https://www.axelos.com/best-practice-solutions/itil
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12.
Ensure staff can  
develop in their  
careers at ArDOT

Inadequate career development is the 
leading driver1 of resignations in the US. 
Nearly half of ArDOT staff do not believe 
they can advance their careers there,2
and its turnover is rising.3 By developing 
career ladders and lattices, ArDOT may 
increase retention, reduce turnover-
related costs, strengthen its talent 
pipeline, and improve morale.

Findings Addressed
• PC1: Recruitment and retention
• PC2.1: Dissatisfaction with 

compensation
• PC2.2: Competition for talent
• PC3.2: Flexible work strategies
• PC4.1: Career paths not defined
• PC4.2: Performance evaluations 

not understood or trusted

Anticipated Impact
• For ArDOT, improved retention 

could increase cost avoidance 
per year by ~$5M, based on cost 
estimates from Tran-SET4

• Adopting HBR’s5 best practices 
in career development may 
increase likelihood ArDOT staff 
are retained to seek promotion at 
the Department rather than at a 
competitor by ~5.0%

ArDOT Implementation
• Verify roles at high risk of 

turnover and important to 
succession planning

• Conduct compensation study
• Develop and publicize career, 

skill, and salary progression
• Promote buy-in among staff for 

the performance-based pay and 
evaluation practice

Considerations
• Ability to promote may be limited 

by low turnover in desirable 
positions – consider career 
lattices when traditional career 
ladders are inaccessible

• Career development activities 
are closely aligned with training 
and knowledge management

GLOSSARY 

Tran-SET: Transportation Consortium of South-Central States          HBR: Harvard Business Review 

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://hbr.org/2017/03/why-do-employees-stay-a-clear-career-path-and-good-pay-for-starters
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Leading Practices: Growth Opportunities

Description
Workforce development interventions are tailored 
to the skills, culture, and goals of the implementing 
organization. The solutions here reflect a range of 
strategies by DOTs to strengthen growth 
opportunities in response to turnover. Few have 
published outcomes, though their approaches 
align with generally accepted standards.1

ArDOT can consider strategies used by other DOTs to strengthen growth opportunities for employees. 
Many DOTs share ArDOT’s turnover challenges and constrained resources to compete with the private sector for talent

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Reduced turnover
• Strengthened talent pipeline
• Improved morale

State DOT Intervention

Oklahoma2 • Commissioned compensation study of all DOT roles
• Implemented pay raises averaging 7%
• Turnover fell from 12% to 11% in first year

Florida3 • Commissioned compensation study of DOT management roles

Missouri4 • Commissioned compensation study of all State roles (including DOT)
• Implemented pay raises of at least 3% for all DOT staff, with higher 

percent increases for lower salaried staff

Texas5 • Supervisors responsible for career planning with reports
• Financial assistance for engineers training to obtain licensing
• Special bonuses for high performers and long tenured staff

Montana6 • Implemented career ladders in: engineering, construction contracting, 
info services, maintenance, motor carrier services, and safety & health

https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/all-things-work/pages/to-have-and-to-hold.aspx
https://oklahoman.com/article/3351414/oklahoma-department-of-transportation-reaps-pay-raises
http://www.ftc.state.fl.us/documents/reports/Other/FTC_FDOT_FINAL_REPORT_FULL_Report_2-8-15.pdf
https://www.modot.org/sites/default/files/documents/DirectorsLetterJuly2019_0.pdf
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/jobs/careerdev.shtml
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13.
Align staff capabilities 
with current and future 
organizational needs

ArDOT staff and supervisors report that 
training resources are limited. By 
strengthening training, ArDOT may 
improve job satisfaction and retention, 
increase productivity, and instill 
confidence in staff who then become 
more willing and able to take on greater 
responsibility within the Department.

Findings Addressed
• PC3.1: Staff have positive 

relationships with managers
• PC5.1: Training is offered, but 

lack formal learning pathways
• PC5.2: On-the-job training is 

preferred, but difficult to 
institutionalize

Anticipated Impact

ArDOT Implementation
• Align trainings to job descriptions 

and career planning activities
• Identify and fill training gaps
• Assign trainings as part of 

performance evaluation process
• Reinstitute manager training
• Consider cross-training in high 

turnover districts and positions
• Consider formalizing on-the-job, 

practical training

Considerations
• Training will likely need to be 

updated2 over time, for example 
as new equipment is used or 
new programs are developed

• Training need not be restricted to 
entry-level roles: senior level3
employees can benefit as well

• Priorities must be identified to 
focus rollout on training where it 
will have the most impact

Skill development is common at top 
companies, where 73% of staff 
update their skills biannually. By 
implementing “opportunities to learn 
and grow”1 ArDOT may increase:
• Job satisfaction and retention
• Staff confidence and motivation
• Staff ability and interest in taking 

on more work

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/want-happy-work-spend-time-learning-josh-bersin/
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Leading Practice: Individualized Training Plans

Description
PennDOT3 uses a standardized approach to identify 
the skills, knowledge, and competencies for each 
key component of a role. It then identifies all related 
training opportunities available, and provides a 
suggested curriculum from a selection of these 
trainings. Staff discuss their learning plans with 
supervisors, and create individualized learning plans 
based on their performance evaluations.

ArDOT staff report1 that existing training resources are not necessarily relevant to their work, and supervisors are unsure2 how to set 
learning objectives for their reports. PennDOT shows how to align training with job competencies and support career planning.

Applied to ArDOT, these practices may yield:

• Improved job satisfaction and retention
• Increased productivity
• Confident staff willing and able to take on 

greater responsibility within the organization Image Source: PennDOT4 –District Bridge Inspection Manager/Supervisor Position Analysis Workbook  
(Image has been edited to fit)

GLOSSARY 

PennDOT: Pennsylvania DOT

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14475/strategies-to-attract-and-retain-a-capable-transportation-workforce
https://www.dotdom1.state.pa.us/ECMS/ECMS_Training_Calendar.nsf/vwPaws/DA75A607D124E384852578D80040C4FE/$File/DistBridgeInspectMgrSup.pdf
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Implementation Roadmap*

IDENTIFY 
TALENT NEEDS

Identify the skills and roles 
essential to the Department’s 
success, based on:
• ArDOT’s strategic plan
• Over- and under-utilized 

teams across districts and 
divisions

Validate current and 
anticipated talent gaps via: 
• Analysis of high turnover 

positions and teams
• Finalizing succession 

planning analysis

Conduct compensation study 
to validate appropriateness 
of salary bands

1 DEVELOP 
CAREER PATHS

Identify existing career paths 
within ArDOT, based on:
• Existing job descriptions 

and detailed competencies
• Data on past promotions
• Interviews with District 

Engineers and Division 
Heads

Identify gaps in career 
pathways, and determine if 
new roles should be created 

Adjust compensation as 
needed based on study; 
ensure salary progression 
along career paths is 
competitive and appropriate

2 PUBLICIZE 
CAREER PATHS

Document steps required for 
advancement along career 
paths, including:
• Competencies
• Years of experience
• In-house trainings
• External certifications

Develop materials for staff, 
supervisors, and recruiters to 
facilitate understanding of 
the steps required and, for 
supervisors, be able to 
support direct reports 
through the process

3 ALIGN WITH TRAINING 
& EVALUATION

Training:
• Catalog training resources 

by related competency
• Develop suggested 

curriculum for roles
• Consider training 

performance in evaluation

Evaluation:
• Formalize career planning 

with supervisors as part of 
annual evaluation

• Refer staff to specific 
training resources for 
performance improvement

4

* Note: This roadmap combines suggested implementation plans for Recommendation 12 and Recommendation 13.
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Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$5M in cost avoidance per year by averting projected turnover increases (instead maintaining current 
8.6% rate), based on cost estimates from Tran-SET1

A report from the Transportation Consortium of South-Central States identified the cost of turnover as exceeding 100% of the 
annual compensation of the resigning employee. Applied to ArDOT, this yields a 2019 turnover cost of ~$11.8M (320 staff, $36.9K 
salary). Based on available data for 2015-2019, the turnover rate is increasing ~15.3% annually. If unchecked, the rate will rise 
from 9.6% in 2020 to 14.9% in 2024. This translates to:
• $13.3M in 2020, $14.9M in 2021, $16.7M in 2022, $18.7M in 2023, $21.0M in 2024; 5-year total: $84.6M
• If ArDOT maintains the current rate of turnover, it will instead spend $11.8M per year; 5-year total: $59.2M (a difference of: 

$25.4M, or ~$5M/year)
• Note: We assume no change in salary, as between 2014 and 2019, salaries remained fairly flat at -0.58%
• Note: MoDOT has reported an even higher cost: ~$54K per person, with annual costs ~$32.5M (as of 2019)2

1

~5.0% increase in likelihood staff are retained to seek promotion at ArDOT rather than at competitor, by 
adopting HBR’s3 best practices in career development
A study published in Harvard Business Review found that raising a company’s Glassdoor "career opportunities” rating by one star 
(out of five) was “associated with a five-percentage-point higher chance that workers would stay for their next role.”
• ArDOT’s current “career opportunities” score is 3.6; raising it by 1 star to 4.6 would be associated with a 5% higher chance that 

staff will remain at ArDOT for their next role, rather than leaving to pursue advancement elsewhere

2

GLOSSARY 

Tran-SET: Transportation Consortium of South-Central States

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://hbr.org/2017/03/why-do-employees-stay-a-clear-career-path-and-good-pay-for-starters
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Leading 
Practices: 
State Selection 

Similar to many DOTs across the country 
facing declining resources and increasing 
business costs, ArDOT is continuously 
searching for more effective and efficient 
methods to deliver transportation solutions to 
the State. To better understand the 
effectiveness and efficiency of ArDOT’s 
business practices, Guidehouse conducted a 
targeted analysis of a set of comparison 
group State DOTs. The methodology for 
identifying this comparison group is 
described to the right, and their performance 
data is described in the following pages. 

Sourced Data
• To ensure a fair comparison across State DOT’s, Guidehouse used the Federal Highway 

Administration nationally normed 2018 Highway Statistics Data1

• Expenditure2, mileage3, system condition4, and bridge deficiency5 data was harvested to structure 
the comparison

State Selection
• Guidehouse approximated the cost effectiveness of each State DOT by calculating the aggregate 

pre-construction, construction, maintenance, and administrative expenditures per lane mile
• Each DOT was ranked using this cost effectiveness measure, and those with lower or similar 

expenditures per lane mile to ArDOT were selected into a preliminary comparison DOT group
• Guidehouse refined this preliminary group to form a final comparison DOT group by:

• Selecting only those DOTs who generally performed better on system performance 
measures such as pavement condition, bridge condition, and fatality rate 

• Eliminating State DOTs whose geographic location would not yield a meaningful 
comparison with Arkansas (e.g. Montana)

• As a result, Guidehouse was able to identify ten comparison group DOTs that were similarly or 
more cost effective than ArDOT, yet realized similar or better transportation outcomes

Considerations
• Guidehouse utilized this methodology to select a set of comparison group DOTs from which to 

conduct a leading practice review; Guidehouse does not guarantee that identified practices will 
yield the anticipated impact identified in the report 

• In some instances, publicly available data did not yield a promising practice, and so Guidehouse 
identified practices from other sources as described in the following page

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
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The set of ten comparison group State DOTs that 
Guidehouse selected from which to conduct a 
leading practice comparison are identified in 
green in the Map to the right. These DOTs have 
realized strong performance on a set of 
Transportation specific measures, yet have 
similar or lower expenditures on a per lane mile 
basis. The following pages provide a detailed 
comparison of these States. Where publicly 
available data yielded a comprehensive and 
coherent depiction of leading practices within a 
specific focus area, we summarize those 
practices in our recommendations.

In the remaining instances, Guidehouse sourced 
leading practices on an individual DOT basis 
identified in yellow on the Map to the right; 
existing research commissioned or conducted by 
credible Transportation authorities such as the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
Transportation Research Board (TRB), and 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP); or from leading industry authorities 
such as the Society for Human Resources 
Management (SHRM).

GLOSSARY 

TBD:  TBD TBD: TBD

WI
MI

MO

TN
KY

MD

TX

NM

CA

GA

NC

VAKS

WA

SC

PA

MT

OK

FL

Comparison State (DOT): Targeted practiceComparison Group State (DOT)

Leading Practices: Identified States and Sources
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Expense per Lane Mile
State controlled highway (lane) mileage is an 
indicator of the overall responsibility of a DOT, 
and by this measure Arkansas is the 16th largest 
system in the nation.1 Against comparison group 
DOTs and by virtue of the comparison 
methodology, Arkansas ranks 4th highest in pre-
construction, construction, maintenance, and 
administrative spend: ~$40k/lane mile.2

FTE per Lane Mile
Staff per lane mile provides an indicator of how 
DOTs are deploying resources to attend to 
meeting transportation needs. Compared with the 
comparison group, Arkansas’ FTE per lane mile  
figure ranks 4th highest, deploying ~ 99 FTE per 
lane mile.3

System Condition
Arkansas performs well amongst comparison 
group DOTs in Bridge Condition,4 ranked 4th 

best. However, it lags behind these DOTs when 
fatality rate and percentage of roads in poor 
condition are considered: Arkansas is ranked 4th

worst in fatality rate,5 and 2nd worst in 
percentage of rural and urban interstate roads in 
poor condition.6
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DOTs Missouri South 
Carolina

New 
Mexico Kentucky Kansas North 

Carolina Virginia Arkansas Wisconsin Tennessee Georgia
Total Lane Miles1 77,708 90,524 29,500 62,216 24,005 172,887 128,377 37,951 29,739 37,424 49,339
Total Center Miles2 33,838 41,296 11,953 27,671 10,288 80,011 59,020 16,467 11,743 13,920 17,946
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled per 
Lane Mile (Thousands) 3 986 627 925 796 1,341 701 665 966 2,215 2,173 2,664

Staff Size4 5,079 4,594 2,448 4,700 2,516 12,337 7,176 3,749 3,499 4,600 3,941

Total Expenses (Thousands)5 $1,759,994 $1,857,361 $763,059 $1,757,712 $779,025 $5,329,768 $5,018,223 $1,530,369 $1,501,301 $1,792,354 $3,182,070

Total capital, maintenance, and 
admin costs per lane mile*,6

$19,547 
(3)

$19,794 
(4)

$25,477 
(7)

$28,004 
(8)

$28,053 
(9)

$31,686 
(12)

$37,950 
(16)

$38,255 
(17)

$47,853 
(19)

$49,076 
(21)

$60,497 
(26)

Total Law enforcement and 
safety costs per lane mile*,7

$3,221 
(23)

$1,152 
(10)

$505 
(3)

$1,649 
(12)

$4,024 
(27)

$1,059 
(8)

$1,968 
(14)

$2,301 
(17)

$2,432 
(19)

$962 
(7)

$5,822 
(33)

System condition performance measures*:

% Rural interstate – Poor*,8 .60% 
(11)

.74% 
(16)

1.22% 
(27)

1.03% 
(17)

.48% 
(8)

1.08% 
(21)

.31% 
(4)

2.03% 
(38)

3.51% 
(47)

.59% 
(10)

1.86% 
(35)

% Urban interstate – Poor*,9 2.49% 
(17)

2.64% 
(18)

2.35% 
(15)

2.72% 
(19)

2.83% 
(21)

1.87% 
(7)

2.92% 
(22)

5.12% 
(34)

5.87% 
(37)

1.99% 
(8)

2.37% 
(16)

% Rural arterial – Poor*,10 1.12% 
(19)

.94%
(15)

7.23% 
(46)

.77% 
(13)

.41% 
(8)

2.02% 
(29)

.22% 
(2)

1.76% 
(26)

4.00% 
(40)

.33% 
(6)

.45% 
(10)

% Urban arterial – Poor*,11 5.66% 
(18)

4.33% 
(11)

12.85% 
(35)

4.76% 
(14)

3.73% 
(7)

5.19% 
(15)

4.47% 
(12)

6.34% 
(20)

14.76% 
(39)

4.26% 
(10)

2.56% 
(2)

% Deficient Bridges*,12 8.60% 
(34)

8.50% 
(32)

5.80% 
(21)

7.10% 
(26)

5.20% 
(17)

10.20% 
(41)

4.60% 
(12)

4.60% 
(12)

7.40% 
(28)

4.30% 
(10)

3.30% 
(8)

Fatality Rate*,13 1.20% 
(33)

1.83% 
(51)

1.43% 
(42)

1.46% 
(45)

1.25% 
(34)

1.19% 
(32)

.93% 
(14)

1.41% 
(41)

.89% 
(9)

1.28% 
(35)

1.14% 
(27)

* National rankings are shown in parentheses; a lower value implies better performance        

GLOSSARY: Total capital, maintenance, and admin costs per lane mile: Capital Outlay, Admin, ROW, Maintenance, Traffic, Operations, and SRIC, Preconstruction Expenses per Lane Mile 
% Rural Interstate - Poor:  Percentage of rural interstate roads in poor condition      % Urban Interstate Poor: Percentage of urban interstate roads in poor condition    
% Rural Arterial – Poor: Percentage of Rural arterial roads in poor condition            % Urban Arterial – Poor: Percentage of urban arterial roads in poor condition
Fatality Rate - Numbers of fatalities recorded per vehicle miles traveled (in millions) 

Comparison Group States – Summary Data
This table provides the data utilized to identify comparison State DOTs. DOTs are listed, from left to right, in ascending order of total capital, maintenance, and administrative costs
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Focus Area # Description

Organizational 
Structure

OS1 ArDOT shares several characteristics with other State DOTs; some are unique to Arkansas.
OS2 Current Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are limited to system condition. Operational effectiveness is not yet being measured.
OS3.1 Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are extensive, but not regularly updated.
OS3.2 Minimizing knowledge loss is a strategic priority for ArDOT, but efforts are not mature.

Portfolio 
Planning

PP1.1 ArDOT has a formal and quasi-objective process to identify construction projects, prioritize those projects, ensure public involvement, and secure 
required approvals.

PP1.2 ArDOT's public communication related to project status, schedule and budget is disjointed and inconsistent. It requires the public to navigate 
different sources to secure information.

PP2.1 The Annual maintenance budgeting process is based on Historical Precedent. 
PP2.2 Maintenance workplans are designed to deliver historically rooted activities rather than specific service conditions.  
PP2.3 There is no formal structure to coordinate Workplans within or across districts, or communicate these workplans to the general public.
PP3 Although ArDOT is responsive to public inquiries, it only offers a limited number of tools to capture and track them.

Current State Key Findings Glossary
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Focus Area # Description

Procurement

PR1.1 ArDOT adheres to State procurement and transportation laws that limit its flexibility and do not necessarily apply.
PR1.2 Low bid procurement is viewed by staff as a cultural and financial necessity.
PR2.1 Pre-qualification and bonding approximate likelihood of project completion, but do not screen for quality.
PR2.2 The Standard Specifications mandate certain performance criteria, but do not screen for quality.
PR3 Anecdotes and data suggest some existing quality issues that may be improved through alternate contractor strategies.
PR4.1 ArDOT takes advantage of legislation that allows consideration of qualifications in some procurement.
PR4.2 Alternative contract methods have allowed ArDOT to influence contractor behavior.
PR5.1 ArDOT is not using data to understand procurement trends and identify efficient practices.
PR5.2 E&P has minimal authority to facilitate implementation of efficient procurement practices.

Expenditures

EX1 Project development, construction, and maintenance functions present unique resource management challenges.
EX2.1 Formal protocols around the use of practical design are lacking.
EX2.2 ArDOT has not taken advantage of the full benefits of Value Engineering.
EX3.1 Engineer’s estimates are not formally evaluated to identify future design cost efficiencies.
EX3.2 Right of Way (ROW) faces external obstacles to reducing costs.

EX4 The construction project development process may be enhanced through formalized project management tools that increase accountability, 
identify process efficiencies, and facilitate collaboration across teams.

EX5.1 Existing project management tools may have broader applications for construction staff.  
EX5.2 Change orders are not formally reviewed to identify potential efficiencies or problematic contractors.
EX6 Scheduling and evaluation of maintenance activities may be improved through the use of project management tools.
EX7.1 ArDOT is taking steps to strengthen its internal audit practices.
EX7.2 External audits are primarily conducted by Legislative Audit and FHWA.

Current State Key Findings Glossary
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Focus Area # Description

Information 
Technology

IT1.1 ArDOT appears to be approaching data center modernization phases, however, there does not appear to be a formal plan for integration.

IT1.2 ArDOT has preliminarily identified staff’s software needs but efforts to align technology purchases across the Department has not been 
universally implemented.

IT1.3 ArDOT has enlisted a number of vendors to rapidly implement Enterprise Infrastructure upgrades.
IT1.4 ArDOT recognized that IT customer support is of critical importance and is looking to secure a supporting ITSM tool.

IT1.5 Although ArDOT is making progress on developing Disaster Recovery (DR) platform, they currently lack a cyber security function, policies, and 
standards. 

IT2.1 ArDOT has not developed a Governance Structure to ensure IT investments support objectives, manage enterprise risk, and meet external 
stakeholder needs.

IT2.2 There is no overarching Enterprise architecture or “Blueprint”  to standardize and organize IT infrastructure and solutions to align with business 
goals.

IT2.3 ArDOT has not adopted a service catalog nor defined service level expectations which has led to confusion on what  IT will deliver, when it will 
deliver it, and how support is distributed.

IT2.4 ArDOT's efforts to establish a project management infrastructure to ensure effective delivery of IT projects is still in its infancy.

People 
Capabilities

PC1 Employee engagement and retention are challenges for ArDOT.
PC2.1 ArDOT staff value the Department's benefits, but dissatisfaction with compensation is widespread.
PC2.2 ArDOT faces strong competitors who offer higher wages for both entry-level and experienced professionals.  
PC3.1 Staff have positive relationships with managers, but lack confidence in leadership.
PC3.2 ArDOT is exploring flexible work strategies to alleviate staffing challenges.
PC4.1 Career pathways are not defined or clearly communicated to staff.
PC4.2 Staff lack confidence in the performance evaluation process.
PC5.1 While training is offered, there are no formal learning pathways that define training plans.
PC5.2 On-the-job training is often preferred, but difficult to institutionalize.

Current State Key Findings Glossary
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Recommendation Page # Citation

1. Identify operational KPIs 
and implement performance 
management

12
1. FHWA. Transportation Performance Management (TPM) Framework and Toolbox. https://www.tpmtools.org/
2. Pew. The Role of Outcome Monitoring in Evidence-Based Policymaking. https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/issue-

briefs/2018/08/the-role-of-outcome-monitoring-in-evidence-based-policymaking#0-overview

13

1. FHWA. Transportation Performance Management (TPM) Framework and Toolbox. https://www.tpmtools.org/
2. Missouri DOT. Tracker: Measures of Departmental Performance. https://www.modot.org/tracker-measures-departmental-performance
3. Wisconsin DOT.MAPPS Performance Improvement Program. https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/about-

wisdot/performance/mapss/default.aspx
4. Maryland DOT. Annual Attainment Report. http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Index
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.

14 1. ArDOT Key Performance Indicators (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse).

2. Strengthen knowledge 
management in anticipation 
of increased retirement

15 1. ArDOT Current Personnel Data (provided by ArDOT, analyzed by Guidehouse)
2. Harvard Kennedy School.VDOT Knowledge Management Toolkit. https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/1176770.pdf

16

1. Harvard Kennedy School.VDOT Knowledge Management Toolkit. https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/1176770.pdf
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.

Recommendation Citations

https://www.tpmtools.org/
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/issue-briefs/2018/08/the-role-of-outcome-monitoring-in-evidence-based-policymaking#0-overview
https://www.tpmtools.org/
https://www.modot.org/tracker-measures-departmental-performance
https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/about-wisdot/performance/mapss/default.aspx
http://www.mdot.maryland.gov/newMDOT/Planning/AR/Index
https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/1176770.pdf
https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/1176770.pdf
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Recommendation Page # Citation

3. Publish status of 
construction projects and 
maintenance activities

20

1. Kansas DOT. T-Work Program Landing Page. http://tworks.ksdot.org/
2. Virginia DOT. Smartscale Dashboard. http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
3. Georgia DOT. Project Information search page. http://www.dot.ga.gov/BS/Projects/ProjectSearch
4. Kentucky DOT. Data Mart. http://datamart.business.transportation.ky.gov/
5. Virginia DOT. Smartscale Dashboard. http://dashboard.vasmartscale.org/
6. Ibid.
7. Virginia DOT. VDOT’s New Project Dashboard – Conference Presentation

.http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/Conferences/2019/PerformanceData/Styles.pdf
8. Ibid.

21

1. North Carolina DOT. Project Progress Report. https://www.ncdot.gov/about-us/our-mission/Pages/project-progress.aspx?countynumber=9
2. Pennsylvania DOT. District 6 Weekly Status Report. https://www.penndot.gov/RegionalOffices/district-6/Pages/Philly-Regional-Traffic-

Bulletin.aspx
3. Missouri DOT. Operations and Maintenance Plan.
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1. Bersin, Josh. “New Research Shows "Heavy Learners" More Confident, Successful, and Happy at Work.” LinkedIn Pulse. 2018. 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/want-happy-work-spend-time-learning-josh-bersin/

2. NCHRP. Synthesis 483: Training and Certification of Highway Maintenance Workers. 2015. https://www.nap.edu/catalog/23458/training-
and-certification-of-highway-maintenance-workers

3. Ibid.

60

1. Guidehouse analysis of ArDOT 2019 Employee Engagement Survey
2. Guidehouse Interview with ArDOT Resident Engineer (Rural)
3. NCHRP. Report 685: Strategies to Attract and Retain a Capable Transportation Workforce. 2011. 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14475/strategies-to-attract-and-retain-a-capable-transportation-workforce
4. PennDOT. District Bridge Inspection Manager/Supervisor: Position Analysis Workbook. 2004. 

https://www.dotdom1.state.pa.us/ECMS/ECMS_Training_Calendar.nsf/vwPaws/DA75A607D124E384852578D80040C4FE/$File/DistBridg
eInspectMgrSup.pdf

62

1. Harper, Christofer, et al; prepared for Transportation Consortium of South-Central States. Recruiting, Retaining, and Promoting for 
Construction Careers at Transportation Agencies. 2018. 
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs

2. Crowley, Brendan. “Director: High turnover puts MoDOT in 'triage mode.’” The Joplin Globe. 2020. 
https://www.joplinglobe.com/news/local_news/director-high-turnover-puts-modot-in-triage-mode/article_90967895-bab0-59a8-b8d4-
6b5bdd411d2e.html

3. Chamberlain, Andrew. “Why Do Employees Stay? A Clear Career Path and Good Pay, for Starters.” Harvard Business Review. 2017. 
https://hbr.org/2017/03/why-do-employees-stay-a-clear-career-path-and-good-pay-for-starters
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1. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Highway Statistics 2018. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
2. Ibid. Table SF-4.
3. Ibid. Table HM-10, Table HM-81
4. Ibid. Table HM-64, Table FI-20, Table VM-2
5. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Bridge Condition by Highway System 2018.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/nbi/no10/condition18.cfm

67

1. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Highway Statistics 2018 - Table HM-10, Table HM-81. 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/

2. Ibid. Table SF-4.
3. American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. A 50-State Review of State Legislatures and Departments of 

Transportation. http://www.financingtransportation.org/pdf/50_state_review_nov16.pdf
4. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Bridge Condition by Highway System 2018.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/nbi/no10/condition18.cfm
5. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Highway Statistics 2018 - Table FI-20, Table VM-2. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
6. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Highway Statistics 2018 - Table HM-64. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/
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1. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Highway Statistics 2018 – Table HM-10, Table HM-81. 
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Recommendation 5 - Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$1.4M (3.5%) in direct project savings by adopting TxDOT’s policy of limiting change orders
TxDOT reduced direct and indirect costs for project modifications by 3-4% by altering change order policies. ArDOT spends 
$40.4M on average in change orders annually 
• 3.5% * $40.4M = $1.4M

1

~$1.8 to 7.1M (5-20%) in savings on small order (<$20K) and competitive bid ($20K-$75K) purchases by 
adopting NIGP’s best practices in spend analysis, management, and oversight
A 2015 Institute for Public Procurement report identified that State governments can save 5-20% of expenditures by improving 
procurement processes (i.e., spend analysis). ArDOT spends on average $22.5M annually on small order purchases (<$20K) and 
$12.8M on competitive bid purchases ($20K-$75K) 
• At 5%, savings would be $1.1M and $639K respectively (total: $1.8M)
• At 20% savings would be $4.5M and $2.6M respectively (total: $7.1M)

2

GLOSSARY 

TxDOT: Texas DOT     NIGP: Institute for Public Procurement

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://as.vanderbilt.edu/econ/documents/desilva_paper.pdf
https://www.nigp.org/home/find-procurement-resources/guidance/position-papers
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Recommendation 7 - Anticipated Impact Assumptions

A more mature project management framework may allow ArDOT to realize ~$3.82M in annual cost 
savings
PMSolutions’, Project Management Maturity & Value Benchmark Report revealed: 
• An organization with less mature project management platform realizes cost reductions of 6% per project
• The average cost savings for all organizations is 16% (This represents cost savings from an organization with an average level 

of project management maturity)

ArDOT’s percentage cost savings by implementing a more mature project management platform:
• Assume ArDOT has a less mature project management platform and 6% cost savings are already factored into their internal 

construction costs.
• Assume implementation of a more mature project management platform ArDOT can yield the average cost savings per 

PMSolutions (16%). As a result, ArDOT can increase cost savings by 10%.

ArDOT’s five year (FY2015 – FY2019) average internal State specific construction project costs based on actual pre-construction,
construction engineering right of way, utility engineering, utility audit, misc. engineering, State force, EEO, and surveys 
expenditures*.
• ArDOT five year average State specific construction costs = $38,168,661

Cost savings by implementing rising to an organizational average project management platform = $38,168,661 * 10% = ~$3.82M 

1

* Costs include 20% of Federal Participating and Billable costs; 100% of Non-Participating costs; 20% IRP Bond Funds to supplement Federal 
Participating costs; 100% of IRP Bond Funds to supplement Non-Participating costs

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.pmsolutions.com/articles/PM_Maturity_2014_Research_Report_FINAL.pdf
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Recommendation 8 - Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$664K in cost savings per project by adopting formal framework for practical design
MoDOT saved 13% on average in its first year of implementing a formalized practical design program. ArDOT’s average contract 
amount 2014-19 is $5.1M.
• 13% * $5,113,314 = $664K

1

Increased total project savings by bringing ArDOT up to national averages of: annual number of VE 
studies (~$1M), cost savings generated per VE study (~$7.7M), or both (~$15.8M)
ArDOT can increase its cost savings from value engineering by: 1) increasing the % of cost savings yielded per study (i.e., by 
conducting studies earlier in the design process, generating more recommendations per study); 2) increasing the # of studies, or
3) both. ArDOT currently conducts an average of 1.75 VE studies per year (total project costs $181M), generating 0.7% in project
costs saved (~$1.3M). The national average is 3.30 studies per year and 5.0% of savings. Note: applied to ArDOT, 3.30 studies per 
year would yield a proportional project cost of $343M.
• Increasing %: 1.75 studies of projects totaling $181M @ 5.0% cost savings = $9.1M (= $7.7M greater than current savings)
• Increasing #: 3.30 studies of projects totaling $343M @ 0.7% cost savings = $2.4M (= $1.0M greater than current savings)
• Both: 3.30 studies of projects totaling $343M @ 5.0% cost savings = $17.2M (= $15.8M greater than current savings)

2

GLOSSARY 

MoDOT: Missouri DOT     VE: Value Engineering

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10janfeb/06.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ve/2018/
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Recommendation 10 - Anticipated Impact Assumptions

Up to $1M in savings from application management, per Gartner analysis
A 2009 Oracle Report quotes a Gartner analysis which reveals that Chief Information Officers report application rationalization 
combined with business process optimization can yield on average 20% cost savings within one year. ArDOT spent ~$5.3M on 
software in FY2019. It does not appear that ArDOT separately tracks software license expenditures or application 
development/support. As a result, using the total software expenditure as a proxy for the costs that could be reduced as a result of 
application rationalization, and applying the 20% cost savings from the Oracle report yields:
• 20% * $5.3M = $1.06M

1

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

http://www.oracle.com/oms/eppm/042763.pdf
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Recommendation 13 - Anticipated Impact Assumptions

~$5M in cost avoidance per year by averting projected turnover increases (instead maintaining current 
8.6% rate), based on cost estimates from Tran-SET
A report from the Transportation Consortium of South-Central States identified the cost of turnover as exceeding 100% of the 
annual compensation of the resigning employee. Applied to ArDOT, this yields a 2019 turnover cost of ~$11.8M (320 staff, $36.9K 
salary). Based on available data for 2015-2019, the turnover rate is increasing ~15.3% annually. If unchecked, the rate will rise 
from 9.6% in 2020 to 14.9% in 2024. This translates to:
• $13.3M in 2020, $14.9M in 2021, $16.7M in 2022, $18.7M in 2023, $21.0M in 2024; 5-year total: $84.6M
• If ArDOT maintains the current rate of turnover, it will instead spend $11.8M per year; 5-year total: $59.2M (a difference of: 

$25.4M, or ~$5M/year)
• Note: We assume no change in salary, as between 2014 and 2019, salaries remained fairly flat at -0.58%
• Note: MoDOT has reported an even higher cost: ~$54K per person, with annual costs ~$32.5M (as of 2019)

1

~5.0% increase in likelihood staff are retained to seek promotion at ArDOT rather than at competitor, by 
adopting HBR’s best practices in career development
A study published in Harvard Business Review found that raising a company’s Glassdoor "career opportunities” rating by one star 
(out of five) was “associated with a five-percentage-point higher chance that workers would stay for their next role.”
• ArDOT’s current “career opportunities” score is 3.6; raising it by 1 star to 4.6 would be associated with a 5% higher chance that 

staff will remain at ArDOT for their next role, rather than leaving to pursue advancement elsewhere

2

GLOSSARY 

Tran-SET: Transportation Consortium of South-Central States

Disclaimer: Anticipated Impacts are estimates, directional in nature, and represent the upper end of the savings range

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=transet_pubs
https://hbr.org/2017/03/why-do-employees-stay-a-clear-career-path-and-good-pay-for-starters
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Assumptions
1. The recommendations included in the presentation and in the corresponding Recommendations Report are based on a point in time Current State 

Report delivered to the Highway Commission and Advisory Subcommittee on March 13, 2020. This Current State Report was based on interviews 
conducted with the Arkansas Department of Transportation (ArDOT) staff members and various external stakeholders and a review of documents ArDOT 
provided to Guidehouse from September 2019 – February 2020. Recommendations and Findings are subject to change based on mitigating 
documentation and clarifications provided by ArDOT subsequent to the publication of this report.

2. The Anticipated Impacts identified within this presentation and the corresponding Recommendations Report are estimates, directional in nature, and 
represent the upper end of the savings range
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Second Extraordinary Session, 2020 SENATE BILL 3 

4 

By: Senator J. Dismang 5 

6 

For An Act To Be Entitled 7 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE LAW CONCERNING THE DUTIES OF THE 8 

STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.  9 

10 

11 

Subtitle 12 

TO AMEND THE LAW CONCERNING THE DUTIES OF 13 

THE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION. 14 

15 

16 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 17 

18 

SECTION 1.  DO NOT CODIFY.  Legislative Intent. 19 

The General Assembly finds that: 20 

(1)  Acts 2019, No. 298, required a study of the working 21 

processes and functioning of the Arkansas Department of Transportation; 22 

(2)  The purpose of the study was to examine and identify areas 23 

of potential improvement within the overall functioning of the department and 24 

to recommend legislation to the General Assembly for consideration in order 25 

to: 26 

(A)  Maximize the department's use of taxpayer dollars; 27 

(B)  Improve the efficiency and overall functioning of the 28 

department; and 29 

   (C)  Ensure the responsiveness of the department to the 30 

needs of the State of Arkansas and its citizens with regard to improvement of 31 

the state highways and roads;  32 

(3)  The study was conducted with transparency through the 33 

collaboration of the department, members of the Highway Commission Review and 34 

Advisory Subcommittee of the Legislative Council, and members of the public; 35 

and 36 
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  (4)  Continued collaboration between the department, members of 1 

the Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee of the Legislative 2 

Council, and members of the public is necessary to facilitate transparency 3 

and the implementation of the recommendations resulting from the study. 4 

 5 

 SECTION 2.  Arkansas Code § 27-65-107(a)(18), concerning the powers and 6 

duties of the State Highway Commission, is amended to read as follows: 7 

  (18)(A)  To propose and submit rules regarding the: 8 

    (i)  Criteria for distribution of funds and the 9 

distribution of funds from the: 10 

     (a)  State Highway and Transportation 11 

Department Fund; and 12 

     (b)  Road and Bridge Repair, Maintenance, and 13 

Grants Fund; and 14 

    (ii)  Spending priority designated for highway 15 

construction contracts and public road construction projects by the 16 

department and the commission, including the criteria used to establish the 17 

spending priority.; and 18 

    (iii)  Implementation of the recommendations included 19 

in the final report submitted by the Legislative Council resulting from the 20 

study of the Arkansas Department of Transportation required by the Highway 21 

Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee of the Legislative Council under 22 

Acts 2019, No. 298.  23 

   (B)(i)  The commission shall submit the proposed rules 24 

required under subdivision (a)(18)(A) of this section to the Highway 25 

Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee of the Legislative Council for 26 

review.     27 

    (ii)  Proposed rules required under subdivision 28 

(a)(18)(A) of this section that are under consideration at the time the act 29 

passes do not require review by the Highway Commission Review and Advisory 30 

Subcommittee of the Legislative Council prior to implementation but shall be 31 

submitted to the Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee of the 32 

Legislative Council by October 1, 2017, as a report. 33 

    (iii) (ii)  The proposed rules required under 34 

subdivision (a)(18)(A) of this section are not required to be promulgated 35 

under the Arkansas Administrative Procedure Act, § 25-15-201 et seq., but 36 
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shall be published after review by the Highway Commission Review and Advisory 1 

Subcommittee of the Legislative Council; and. 2 

   (C)  The commission shall submit proposed contracts under 3 

subdivision (a)(18)(A)(iii) of this section of fifty thousand dollars 4 

($50,000) or more to the Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee 5 

of the Legislative Council for review before the execution of the contracts.  6 

   (D)  The Highway Commission Review and Advisory 7 

Subcommittee of the Legislative Council shall allow members of the public a 8 

reasonable length of time to comment on the proposed rules and contracts 9 

submitted under subdivision (a)(18)(A)(iii) and subdivision (a)(18)(C) of 10 

this section. 11 

  12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

 35 

 36 
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State of Arkansas1 

92nd General Assembly A Bill DRAFT  DTP/DTP 2 

Second Extraordinary Session, 2020 SENATE BILL 3 

4 

By: Senator L. Chesterfield 5 

6 

For An Act To Be Entitled 7 

AN ACT TO CREATE A MERIT PAY SYSTEM FOR EMPLOYEES OF 8 

THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; AND FOR 9 

OTHER PURPOSES.  10 

11 

12 

Subtitle 13 

TO CREATE A MERIT PAY SYSTEM FOR 14 

EMPLOYEES OF THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF 15 

TRANSPORTATION. 16 

17 

18 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 19 

20 

 SECTION 1.  Arkansas Code Title 27, Chapter 65, Subchapter 1, is 21 

amended to add an additional section to read as follows: 22 

27-65-148.  Merit pay system — Definition. 23 

(a)  As used in this section, "merit pay system" means a pay system 24 

that incorporates pay and performance evaluation standards and establishes 25 

criteria for payments for employees who meet requisite performance 26 

categories. 27 

(b)  An employee of the Arkansas Department of Transportation may 28 

receive a merit pay adjustment based on a merit pay system established by the 29 

State Highway Commission. 30 

(c)  The commission shall establish a merit payment as either of the 31 

following, based on sufficiency of funding: 32 

(1)  An increase to an employee's base salary; or 33 

(2)  A lump-sum payment. 34 

(d)(1)  A department employee shall be evaluated using a merit pay 35 

system developed by the commission that incorporates performance evaluation 36 
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standards, including without limitation an employee's: 1 

   (A)  Punctuality; 2 

   (B)  Attendance; 3 

   (C)  Completion of projects or assignments; and 4 

   (D)  Increased competence in his or her field. 5 

  (2)  The merit increase pay system developed by the commission as 6 

required by this section shall be reviewed by the Legislative Council, or if 7 

the General Assembly is in session, the Joint Budget Committee. 8 

 (e)(1)  If a merit pay adjustment is awarded, an employee reaching the 9 

maximum rate of pay for his or her position classification may receive the 10 

merit pay in a lump-sum payment. 11 

  (2)  Additional compensation under this section shall not be 12 

construed as exceeding the line item maximum for that position 13 

classification. 14 

 15 

  16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

 35 

 36 



Proposed Amendment to ALC Rule 5.(13) 

(13)  Highway Commission Review and Advisory Subcommittee.  
(A)  Membership.  The subcommittee shall consist of twenty (20) 

members with at least four (4) or more members of the Legislative Council from each 
congressional district of the state.  The Legislative Council may, by an affirmative vote of 
two-thirds (2/3) of a quorum to suspend the rules, alter the membership of the 
subcommittee. 

(B)  Duties.  To this subcommittee shall be referred the following 
matters: 

(i)  Proposed rules of the State Highway Commission required 
under Arkansas Code § 27-65-107(a)(18)(A).  Proposed rules of the State Highway 
Commission submitted under this subdivision are not subject to approval by the 
Legislative Council or any of its subcommittees and shall be presented for review only; 

(ii)  Reports from the State Highway Commission regarding 
the progress of each public road construction project of ten million dollars ($10,000,000) 
or more; 

(iii)  Report of the Director of State Highways and 
Transportation regarding draft legislation that has been approved by the State Highway 
Commission to be presented for filing during the next regular legislative session.  This 
report shall be presented to the Subcommittee at its December meeting of each year 
immediately preceding a regular session; 

(iv)  Proposed rules of the State Highway Commission related 
to implementation of the recommendations included in the final report submitted as 
required under subdivision 5.(a)(13)(C)(iii) of this rule.  Proposed rules of the State 
Highway Commission submitted under this subdivision are not subject to approval by the 
Legislative Council or any of its subcommittees and shall be presented for review only; 

(v)  Proposed contracts of the State Highway Commission, in 
the amount of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) or more, that are entered for the purpose 
of implementing any of the recommendations  included in the final report submitted as 
required under subdivision 5.(a)(13)(C)(iii) of this rule.  A contract shall be submitted to 
the Subcommittee for review prior to execution of the contract; 

(vi)  Monthly reports regarding the status of the 
implementation of the recommendations included in the final report submitted as 
required under subdivision 5.(a)(13)(C)(iii) by the State Highway Commission and the 
Arkansas Department of Transportation; 

(iv)(vii)  Other State Highway Commission matters the 
subcommittee considers necessary to perform its duties as prescribed by law; and 

(v)(viii)  Other duties as assigned to the subcommittee by the 
Legislative Council. 

(C)  In addition to the duties listed in subdivision (B), and in compliance 
with Act 298 of 2019, the subcommittee shall: 

(i)  Conduct a study of the processes and functioning of the Arkansas 
Department of Transportation, including without limitation the department’s processes, 
procedures, procurement procedures, projects, expenditures, and appeals processes; 

(ii)  Assist the Legislative Council in the selection of one (1) or more 
consultants to assist the subcommittee in conducting the study; and 

(iii)  Provide a final written report of its activities, findings, and 
recommendations, including recommended legislation related to the study to the 
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Legislative Council at its November 2020 meeting; 
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